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Abstract
This thesis is a study of the autobiographical writings of Naomi Mitchison, a prolific
writer of exceptional versatility who was born in the last years of the Victorian period
and is now best known as a writer of fiction, and as part of the 'Scottish literary
Renaissance' of the first half of the twentieth century. In her late seventies, towards
the end of a highly productive literary career, Mitchison published three volumes of
autobiography, Small Talk: Memoirs of an Edwardian Childhood (1973), All Change
Here: Girlhood and Marriage (1975) and You May Well Ask: A Memoir 1920-1940
(1979). Unusually for retrospective memoir, however, these texts cover less than half
of her hundred and one years, leading the reader to question the location and mode of
her complete autobiographical writings.
Working extensively with archival material, much of which has been
previously unavailable, this thesis sets out to demonstrate that Mitchison's personal
writings are far more extensive than have been previously acknowledged, and are to
be found through a wide range of out-of-print and unpublished material which include
diaries, travel writing, personal correspondence, and, in few instances, poetry and
prose fiction. In the course of this research I have compiled two substantial volumes
of source materials which have been lodged in the Department of Scottish Literature
Library. A contribution to Mitchison studies in themselves, I here draw attention to
their existence and availability.
While at first sight many of the texts on which this study focuses are minor
writings in relation to the major achievements of Mitchison's literary career, this
thesis argues that as a collected body of work, they form an autobiographical corpus
which documents and bears witness to an extraordinary twentieth-century life, and
constitutes a substantial literary achievement.
Autobiographical- and life-writings often escape strict generic boundaries, and
this study employs genre theory to interrogate the categorisation of literary genre.
Central to this focus on traditionally marginalised non-fictional writings are questions
of the changing position of memoir, the diary, epistolary and travel writings to the
canon, and recent theoretical approaches are examined.
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Introduction
i: Witness to a Century
Naomi Mitchison was born in 1897 as the Victorian era drew to its close. In the
hundred and one years that followed, she lived through virtually the whole of the
twentieth century, documenting in her fiction, poetry, drama, journalism and
autobiography what she saw and experienced. A prolific writer of exceptional
versatility, she is of major significance to Scotland's twentieth century in both life and
letters. Moreover, as a dedicated internationalist, her vision was unconstrained by
loyalty to one country alone, and the personal and literary legacy she left to Botswana
in Southern Africa was the achievement of which she was most proud, and which she
wished to stand as her epitaph. I
Perhaps because of the sheer volume of published and unpublished material
she left, there has been little attempt to date to assess her literary achievement, while
her relatively recent death in 1999 has provided insufficient time so far for
retrospective appraisal of many of the diverse branches of her oeuvre. This thesis is a
study of Mitchison's many forms of autobiographical writing, a surprisingly rich seam
of a century of writing, and attempts to draw together and examine her own
representations of her life. It is, perhaps, a fitting study since this woman's place in the
contemporary national and international consciousness is due as much to her personal
history and actions as to her literary achievements. The aim of this thesis, then, is to
highlight a collection of out-of-print texts to which too little attention has been
previously given, in addition to the substantial holdings of unpublished manuscripts
and personal papers held in the National Library of Scotland and elsewhere. While at
first sight many of these are minor texts and writings, seemingly marginalia to the
major achievements of her literary career or hitherto simply unknown, this thesis sets
out to demonstrate that as a collected body of writings they form an autobiographical
I Jenni Calder, Mitchison's biographer, in conversation with Helen Lloyd, 17 November 2003. This wish
is also apparent in Mitchison's letters to Calder, as seen in the following extract, which although
undated, can be positively dated to 1994, after Calder's visit to the Bakgatla.
'Dear Jenni, I am very anxious to know how things were in Botswana: I still go there
in my dreams, but that doesn't help. I hope you will come over and tell perhaps I have
some messages from some of them. Presumably I saw everyone. Do remember I
spent a lot [of time] there and had love. Do they remember as I do? I did so much that
i[t] was the best part of my life. I want to know exactly who you talked with and how
there was water. Perhaps I remember better than the people there. But I can't bear to
wait much longer.' (Calder, Private Collection).
2corpus which documents and bears witness to an extraordinary twentieth-century life
and constitutes a substantial literary achievement.
Autobiography is identified and most often understood as a retrospective
portrait of a life lived, yet, as is set out in Chapter One, the three volumes of
autobiography published by Mitchison do not follow this pattern, covering only the
period from her earliest memories to 1940 with the outbreak of war and death of her
last-born child, Clemency Ealasaid. Where then, in written form, is her life from 1940
to the 1970s (the 1970s being the decade in which her three volumes of memoir
appeared), and the two decades from then until her death in 1999? It is possible that
Mitchison's creative writing energies were poured elsewhere, into fiction and politics,
yet exploration of her many published and unpublished non-fictional writings reveal
much that is written in the first person and, it is argued here, ought to be recognized as
life-writings to be considered with her previously known autobiographical texts.
Chapter One of this study sets out to examine Mitchison's published memoirs,
exploring her own interrogation of the methods of personal retrospective writing and
her processes of remembering, before going on to consider these texts alongside a
fourth, unpublished volume of autobiographical family memoir. The chapter
concludes by placing these texts within the longer time frame of the autobiographical
writings of her mother and grandmother. Following this, Chapter Two looks at
diaries, a form of writing which, while clearly autobiographical, differs in its daily
creation and immediacy from the retrospective tendencies of the traditional memoir
considered in Chapter One. Taking three significant examples of Mitchison's many
surviving diaries (one in manuscript form, one published, and one heavily abridged),
this chapter considers issues surrounding the preparation of an ostensibly private
document for the public domain, as well as discussing the influence of Mitchison's
position as an established writer and public figure on the production of the private
'artless' diary. Chapter Three moves outwards to consider three published travel
narratives, all of which are now out-of-print and have to date received no critical
analysis, to show how considerable periods of Mitchison's life, not covered by her
autobiographies or diaries, are to be found represented in accounts of her overseas
travels. Following on from the more direct forms of identity-construction in the
memoir and diary, this chapter aims to interrogate the portrayal of authorial identity in
relation to the otherness of abroad, and the ways in which Mitchison's literary
representation of self changed, in particular with regard to her growing ties to
3Botswana, its culture and people. Chapter Four also considers the problems of self-
projection to others, this time from the more immediate medium of Mitchison's
letters, often written from abroad. Mitchison's extensive correspondence is scattered
throughout a number of archives (see Range of Archive Material below), and is
explored in this thesis for the first time. This chapter argues that when taken together,
Mitchison's epistolary writings supplement the literary narrative of her life, and are a
substantial, albeit overlooked element of her collected writings. In its fifth and final
chapter, this study moves away from the non-fiction on which it has hitherto focused,
to consider selected poetry and three fictional texts. These, it argues, are consciously
self-reflexive, complementary fictional representations of her life. As such, they can
be grouped alongside the autobiographical non-fiction examined in other chapters.
With reference to the last of these texts, The Big House (1960), Chapter Five ends
with an exploratory look at the role of the 'Big House' in Scottish fiction, a central,
recurring theme in Mitchison's Scottish texts and more widely throughout the Scottish
canon, although it has to date received little attention in Scottish critical studies. It is
hoped that the span of material examined in this thesis, from Mitchison's childhood
letters to the travel writing published in her seventies and eighties, will underline the
lifelong compulsion to write her experiences, and the existence of a wealth of
autobiographical writings beyond the published volumes.
By its nature this thesis, surveying as it does, a collection of previously
scattered or unknown writings, is to some degree an archival research project.
However, the decision to arrange texts and manuscripts by genre raises questions of
categorisation. Autobiographical and life writings generally slip between strict generic
boundaries, appearing as fusion of memoir, diary, journal and the like as the author
seeks multiple sources and outlets for self expression and, in the case of memoir, for
'the process of finding one's way back in time'r' Exemplifying this difficulty, Naomi
Mitchison's Vienna Diary (1935), while diary in name, is both a travelogue detailing
an overseas journey, and a highly personal document of a period of her life,
potentially allowing for its inclusion in each of the first three chapters of this thesis.
Mitchison's wartime journal Among You Taking Notes (1985) is to be found in
Chapter Two which focuses on the diary, while it has been used (in preference to
2 Mitchison, N., All Change Here, published with Small Talk as As It Was (Glasgow: Richard Drew,
1988), pp. 9-10.
4Mitchison's more formal memoirs) in the teaching of the Department of Scottish
Literature at the University of Glasgow as an introduction to theoretical approaches to
Autobiography. Again, the first pages of Among You Taking Notes lists Mitchison's
last collection of travel essays Mucking Around (1980) alongside her memoirs (Small
Talk, All Change Here and You May Well Ask), although it is here considered in
relation to her other travel narratives in Chapter Three, and so on. The ongoing debate
which surrounds autobiographical interpretation of fiction further blurs questions of
categorisation, particularly in the case of Mitchison who, as I argue in Chapter Five,
sets out explicitly to the reader her decision to fictionalise her life. Therefore, in an
effort to interrogate the issues raised by the distribution of texts throughout the
chapters of this thesis, in the first part of each chapter I focus on aspects of genre
theory.
Inescapably, any study of life-writing by a woman writer must also address the
notion of a feminist literary perspective, the critical position from which women's
personal writings are so often approached. Within this study, these questions are
addressed primarily in Chapter One which focuses on memoir, although similar issues
reappear throughout in relation to the genre writings of Mitchison's diaries, travel
writing and letters. However, while this study does not wish to challenge the validity
of feminist readings of autobiographical texts in the broader context, it will, I hope,
become clear that I do not see a primarily feminist approach as that most usefully
applied to Mitchison's personal writings. Feminist readings of women's personal and
autobiographical writings from earlier periods, focusing on their private nature, often
highlight the social censure associated with more public forms of authorship, and
personal writing is often recognised as having been an outlet where none other was
available. Mitchison, however, though a woman and a writer, did not suffer under
such proscriptive circumstances, and she actively sought the public gaze, not only as a
successful and well-regarded writer of fiction but also in pursuit of several political
and social causes. Furthermore, socially she was very much at the top of the tree, a
chance of birth that gave her a confidence and sense of place which, arguably over-
rides questions of gender for Mitchison in the majority of instances. Nevertheless, I
hope it remains apparent that this thesis retains both an empathy with these traditional
feminist readings, together with the broadly sympathetic aim of recovering forgotten
or unknown writing by women. Finally, because of its largely non-fiction focus, this
thesis makes only passing reference to many of the main prose fiction works for
5which Mitchison was best known. Primarily associated with the 'Scottish Renaissance'
of the inter-war years through The Bull Calves (1947 but written earlier), Mitchison's
influence and scope extends far beyond this period, with almost one publication per
year between 1923 (with the appearance of her first novel The Conquered) and 1991
(with her final two novellas Sea Green Ribbons and The Oath Takers). This study
acknowledges the extensive research that remains to be undertaken on the literary
career of a major and prolific writer whose varied work and personal writings deserve
extensive re-publication. Finally, and closest to the spirit of this thesis, would be the
publication of a volume of collected correspondence.
ii: Range of Archival Material
In a thesis as firmly grounded in out of print and unpublished material as this is, it has
been necessary to identify, research and in some instances catalogue archive material
wherever it is held. Mercifully, much of this is annotated typescript, a fact that has
greatly eased the research process, Mitchison herself admitting, 'my ordinary writing
is like a drunk spider'," While a substantial proportion of this material has not
ultimately fitted with the parameters of this study, it is hoped that providing a brief
survey of the archival materials relating to Mitchison will emphasise the extent of
literary papers from which this study draws its form, and may be of use to later
researchers.
The majority of Mitchison's personal papers and manuscripts are held by the National
Library of Scotland. Mitchison herself deposited a large body of material over a
period of nearly thirty years leading up to her death in 1999. These papers can be
found in the Accessions Catalogue of NLS, although they have not, to date, been
catalogued in detail. In 2000 Mitchison's long-term home, Carradale House (and its
contents) was sold.4 Following this, in 2003, Lois Godfrey, Mitchison's daughter and
literary executor, bequeathed a further substantial collection of manuscripts,
correspondence and other personal papers to NLS. At time of writing, these
uncatalogued and largely unexamined materials are classified as 'Temporary
Deposits', and referenced as 'TO' in my footnotes. It should be noted that the NLS
3 N~ to J:lenry Treece, 'January 1964', Mitchison Papers, Harry Ransom Humanities Rese~ch Centr~,
UnI~erslty of Texas. Examples of autograph and typescript manuscripts appear as Appendix C to this
thesis.
4 See Auction Catalogue in Bibliography.
6plans to reclassify all Mitchison's TDs as Accessions, and items referenced in the
following footnotes may in the future only be identified through the Accessions
Catalogue. Ultimately, both sets of material will be included in the main Manuscripts
Catalogue.
The second of the three substantial deposits of Mitchison's papers and manuscripts is
to be found at the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Centre at the University of
Texas in the USA. On a number of occasions in her correspondence, Mitchison makes
reference to the welcome income from selling manuscripts and personal papers to
American archives.' Details of the HRHRC's Mitchison Collection can be found on
their catalogue cards. There are over three hundred of these and they can be copied on
request. While some of this material comprises duplicate copies of manuscripts also to
be found at NLS, there is also a good deal of correspondence with well-known figures
of the twentieth century and a wide range of writing relating to Africa.
A collection of central importance to those researching Mitchison is the Mass-
Observation Archive at the University of Sussex. Mitchison's million-word diary for
Mass-Observation, written throughout the Second World War (and abridged by M-O
Archive Director Dorothy Sheridan as Among You Taking Notes in 1985) is available
for consultation on microfiche, although the original typescript is no longer open to
public access." In addition to this, the M-O Archive holds several boxes of
correspondence and assorted personal papers which detail Mitchison's later
involvement with and support for the movement. Also at the University of Sussex, the
Monks House Papers (papers of Virginia and Leonard Woolf) include a small
correspondence to and from Mitchison, dating from the mid-twentieth century.
A number of university libraries around the UK and further afield hold
correspondence from (and to) Mitchison in their Special Collections. In Scotland, the
largest of these, with fifteen letters, is the University of Glasgow. It is worth noting
that while Glasgow University Library's holdings of Mitchison's published texts are
surprisingly small, it owns an unrivalled collection of texts written by members of the
5 'I almost always type or else write things illegibly in notebooks (which, later, I flog to the Americans),
NM to Mr Huggett (post-marked 4 January 1978), NLS, Ace 10358.
6 A second typescript copy of this diary is held by the National Library of Scotland, TD2980 2/0.
7Haldane family from whom she was descended, dating back to the eighteenth century.
A more detailed list of archive material is listed as Appendix A of this thesis.
Transcripts and copies of correspondence collected in the course of this research have
been deposited in the Department of Scottish Literature Departmental Library,
University of Glasgow. It should be noted, however, that copyright of material resides
with the Mitchison estate, and, in the case of HRHRC holdings, copies remain the
property ofHRHRC.
iii: Critical Background
The height of Mitchison's critical and popular success occurred in the interwar years,
starting with the publication of her first novel, The Conquered (1923), when she was a
relatively young writer. Interest in her work began to wane throughout the 1940s, and
the completion of her pre-eminent Scottish novel The Bull Calves in 1947 did little to
revive interest at the time, although this text has latterly provided the focal point for
renewed awareness. Following this point, public attention moved elsewhere, and her
acceptance by publishers, once achieved without difficulty, became increasingly less
certain. Then, throughout the 1980s, after two decades of personal and authorial
dedication to Africa, her status as grand old woman of Scottish letters began to gather
momentum, and critical interest re-emerged in the form of a number of articles,
biographical retrospectives, and three PhD theses. This said, critical response to
Mitchison's writing is as yet limited. With the paucity of examination of the
autobiographical texts on which this thesis focuses, the aim here is to provide a brief
survey of the extant material, constructing a portrait of the critical background from
which this study extends.
The first of the three theses completed in the 1980s, Donald Smith's Possible
Worlds: The Fiction of Naomi Mitchison (Edinburgh: 1982), aimed for the first time
to place Mitchison's prose fiction in a context that (with reference to her Haldane
ancestry and interest in the mythic focus of Frazer and Jung) was both familial and
contemporary. Smith followed this study with two articles, 'You May Well Ask: Nine
Decades of Naomi Mitchison' and 'Naomi Mitchison and Neil Gunn: A Highland
Friendship' both in Cencrastus 13 (Summer 1983).
Evidence of renewed interest in Mitchison's fiction (although it had by no
means ever wholly ceased) was marked in 1985 by the Glasgow publisher Richard
Drew's decision to re-issue her Scottish masterpiece The Bull Calves for the first time
8since its appearance in 1947. Following this was the significant first publication of
Among You Taking Notes: The Wartime Diary of Naomi Mitchison 1939-1945, an
abridged version of her Mass-Observation diary, edited and introduced by Mass-
Observation Archive Director Dorothy Sheridan. Appearing in 1985, this included a
foreword by Mitchison and is an invaluable resource for those working with
Mitchison's Scottish texts.
1986 saw the completion of a second thesis, Historical Representation in the
Fiction of Naomi Mitchison (California) by Jill Benton, a study that, despite the
suggested breadth of its title, focuses primarily on three texts dating from the 1930s.7
A new selection of Mitchison's shorter fiction, entitled Beyond This Limit, also
appeared in the same year, edited by Isobel Murray, whose introduction was a brief
but ground-breaking attempt to sketch the scope, phases and recurring themes of
Mitchison's literary achievements.
Mitchison's ninetieth birthday was celebrated with a special edition of
Chapman Magazine in the summer of 1987, in which two key articles appeared; one,
Alison Smith's 'The Woman From the Big House: The Autobiographical Writings of
Naomi Mitchison' examined her three published volumes of autobiography in addition
to her war-time diary Among You Taking Notes, and in many ways provided the
inspiration for the current study. Also in Chapman 50-51, Beth Dickson's 'From
Personal to Global: The Fiction of Naomi Mitchison' explored the close links between
Mitchison's writing and life, a topic again closely related to the focus of this thesis.
Re-publication of Mitchison's work continued in 1988 with the Canongate
Press's re-issue of The Blood of the Martyrs, prefaced with a critical introduction by
Donald Smith, while, in 1989, Beth Dickson went on to complete a thesis, Division
and Wholeness: The Scottish Novel 1896-1947 (Strathclyde) placing Mitchison within
a larger study of the Scottish Renaissance and taking, significantly, 1947, the
publication date of The Bull Calves, as the outer reaches of Scottish modernism. Also
published the same year, the fourth volume of the Aberdeen University Press The
History of Scottish Literature (edited by Cairns Craig) included two chapters, Isobel
Murray's 'Novelists of the Renaissance', and Joy Hendry'S 'Twentieth-century
Women's Writing: The Nest of Singing Birds' which have worked to confirm
Mitchison's place within the twentieth-century Scottish canon.
7 There are The Corn King and the Spring Queen (1931), The Delicate Fire (1933) and We Have Been
Warned (1935).
9This growing critical and readerly interest gathered pace throughout the 1990s,
and the decade began with two important articles: Isobel Murray's 'Human Relations:
An Outline of Some Major Themes in Naomi Mitchison's Adult Fiction', in the
Scottish Studies Journal (Volume 10, 1990) built on the overview of Mitchison's
fiction from her introduction to Beyond this Limit, while Douglas Gifford's 'Forgiving
the Past: Naomi Mitchison's The Bull Calves', originally planned as foreword to the
1985 Drew edition and obstructed by Mitchison on the grounds that it too openly
articulated the novel's personal subtext, appeared in the same volume.f Another
significant point that year was the publication of Naomi Mitchison: A Century of
Experiment in Life and Letters, a critical biography by Jill Benton who had completed
her thesis four years earlier. Written with the co-operation of the subject, there is
some evidence in Mitchison's correspondence that she later came to dispute certain
aspects of Benton's portrait."
Following this, in 1992, Colin Nicolson, published an analysis of Mitchison's
extended poem cycle The Cleansing of the Knife, a text with close thematic relation to
The Bull Calves. Entitled 'For the Sake of Alba: Naomi Mitchison', it is found in
Nicolson's book Poem, Purpose and Place: Shaping Identity in Contemporary
Scottish Verse. A fourth PhD thesis, Gill Plain's Strategies for Survival: Fiction and
Reality in British Women's Writing of the Second World War did not focus
exclusively on Mitchison's work, but examined her literary responses to war within a
study of five British women writers. Similarly, C. E. Gittings' 1993 thesis, 'Sounds in
the Empty Spaces': Re-placing Canadian and Scottish Literatures (Edinburgh), placed
Mitchison within a number of other writers from Scotland and Canada to explore their
negotiation of post-colonial life.
Previously little considered, Mitchison's early 'Classical' fiction of the 1920s
and 30s was the subject of 'Men, Women and Comrades', a chapter by Jenni Calder
(who would later produce Mitchison's authorised biography), which appeared in
Christopher Whyte's 1995 collection Gendering the Nation: Studies in Modern
Scottish Literature. Also in 1995, Mitchison's enduringly popular science fiction
novel Memoirs of a Spacewoman was the subject of Susan Squier's 'From Guinea Pigs
8 Mitchison wrote to Gifford, 'On the personal side I wonder whether this is the place to write about the
people I might have used as models [... ] it seems interesting enough and has been done to a good many
important writers but it is usual to wait till they are dead! (n.d., Gifford, Private Collection).
9 NM to Jenni Calder (Calder, Private Collection). See also correspondence from Mitchison to Benton
regarding the proposed 1992 reissue of Benton's biography in NLS TD2980 2/9.
10
to Clone Mums: Naomi Mitchison's Parables of Feminist Science' in her Babies in
Bottles: Twentieth-Century Visions of Reproductive Technology. Following this, a
further book chapter, 'Naomi Mitchison' in Julian D'Arcy's Scottish Skalds and
Sagamen: Old Norse Influence on Modern Scottish Literature appeared in 1996 and
pulled together for the first time her fictional writings inspired by the Norse world, a
collection of texts which span a seventy-year period. One further publication appeared
the same year, Gill Plain's 'Constructing the Future Through the Past: Naomi
Mitchison's Brave New World' in her Women's Fiction of the Second World War:
Gender, Power and Resistance, a thorough analysis of The Bull Calves from a
feminist, theoretical perspective.
Mitchison's hundredth year was celebrated in 1997 with Jenni Calder's The
Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, a biography written with close co-operation from
Mitchison herself, and with access to personal papers now held by the National
Library of Scotland. Also re-issued was Mitchison's novel of Highland life, Lobsters
on the Agenda, with an introduction by Isobel Murray, underlining her once-again
expanding readership. A landmark publication in Scottish literary studies of the same
year, Gifford and McMillan's A History of Scottish Woman's Writing further
canonised Mitchison with inclusion of 'More Than Merely Ourselves: Naomi
Mitchison' also by Jenni Calder, in addition to Margery Palmer McCulloch's 'Fictions
of Development 1920-1970' and references throughout the History. In recognition of
Mitchison's birthday and achievements, the University of Glasgow held a day long
'Centenary Celebration' Conference, which took place in March 1998.
In the wake of these tributes, 1999 saw the publication of a further three book
chapters to deal with various aspects of Mitchison's literary career; Kirsten Stirling's
'The Roots of the Present: Naomi Mitchison, Agnes Mure Mackenzie and the
Construction of History' in The Polar Twins, edited by Gifford and Cowan, Jane
Dowson's 'Women Poets and the Political Voice' in Women Writers of the 1930s:
Gender, Politics, History, and Elizabeth Maslen's 'Naomi Mitchison's Historical
Fiction' in the same publication. Finally in that year, Mitchison's futuristic novel,
Solution Three, was examined as part of a doctoral thesis, Jo Myers-Dickinson's
Fashionable Straitjackets and Wooden Men: The Creation and Maintenance of the
Moi Commun and the Totalitarian state in Dystopian Literature (Toledo). Mitchison
died on the eleventh of January 1999, prompting a number of critical and biographical
retrospectives in academic journals and the wider media.
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In the new decade, research interest in Mitchison's work has grown
exponentially, with a book chapter by Margaret Elphinstone, 'The Location of Magic
in The Corn King and the Spring Queen' in Anderson and Christianson's Scottish
Women's Fiction, 1920s to 1960s: Journeys into Being in 2000, Kirsten Stirling's
Ph.D thesis The Image of the Nation as a Woman in Twentieth Century Scottish
Literature, which looks at the close ties between Mitchison's decision to embrace a
Scottish identity, and her conception of The Bull Calves and poem sequence The
Cleansing of the Knife, and an M.Litt, The Treatment of Gender in Twentieth-Century
Scottish Women's Historical Fiction by Amanda McLeod which considers Mitchison's
fiction to 1947 (both Glasgow: 2001).
In 2002 there were two further theses, Sarah Shaw's post-colonial study
Traces of Empire, Seeds of Desire: Africa and Women in the Novels of Naomi
Mitchison (Essex) which addressed a very under-examined area of her fiction, and
Nattie Golubov's British Women Writers and the Public Sphere Between the Wars:
Winifred Holtby, Storm Jameson, Naomi Mitehison and Rebecca West (London)
focusing primarily on her controversial 1935 novel WeHave Been Warned. Continued
interest in Mitchison's work seems confirmed through the inauguration in 2000 of the
Annual Naomi Mitchison Lecture, established by Scottish PEN and the University of
Glasgow and, in 2004, her inclusion in the Seotnote Series, Naomi Mitchison's Early
in Orcadia, The Big House and Travel Light, a study by Moira Burgess, published by
the Association for Scottish Literary Studies.
And yet, for all the welcome and growing critical interest in her fiction, as
critics begin to assess her full value and place within the Scottish tradition, scant
attention has been drawn to her vibrant and extensive body of autobiographical
writing, to be found through all periods and styles of her writing career. Yet where
critical interest has to date passed over this grouping of texts, the general reader has
not. Exemplifying this, examination of Mitchison's Public Lending Rights for the
period 1992-3 reveal that, of her many fictional and non-fictional texts to be found in
public libraries, only eight titles reached over one thousand loans. Of these eight, five
(As It Was; All Change Here; You May Well Ask; Among You Taking Notes and
Mucking Around) may be classified as autobiography, and are central texts to this
thesis.!"
10 Also achieving over 1000 loans were Images of Africa, Travel Light, and Memoirs of a Spacewoman.
A full print out of Mitchison's Public Lending Rights for 1992-3 can be found in NLS TD2980 217.
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There are, to add to this review of secondary material, a number of recordings
for television and radio included in the bibliography to this thesis. Four print
interviews which may be of interest to the critical reader are Mitchison's 'A Self-
Interview' in Studies in Scottish Literature XIV (1979), Leonie Caldercott's 'Naomi
Mitchison' in a book from the BBC's 'Women of Our Century' Series (1984), 'Naomi
Mitchison talking to Alison Hennegan' in Mary Chamberlain's Writing Lives:
Conversations Between Women Writers (1988), and Isobel Murray's 'Naomi
Mitchison' in Scottish Writers Talking 2 (2002)."
" While re-publication of her major texts have been included in this background, it should be noted that
some of Mitchison's novels, primarily those of interest to the science-fiction and fantasy markets have
remained in print, and dates of their publication have not been listed here.
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Chapter One
You May Well Ask: Naomi Mitchison and Personal Memoir
In the museums, libraries, archives and what not there are quantities of professionals,
joyfully hording material for historians [ ... ] But perhaps it will not be historians:
more probably writers of PhDs. [ ... ] A girl doing a postgraduate year, two
generations on, ifPhDs still go on and I'm terribly afraid they will. How are she and I
going to play hide and seek with one another?
Naomi Mitchison
Hide and Seek
In her late seventies, Naomi Mitchison wrote three volumes of autobiography, Small
Talk: Memoirs of an Edwardian Childhood (1973); All Change Here: Girlhood and
Marriage (1975), and You May Well Ask: A Memoir 1920-1940 (1979). Dedicated to
'grand-daughters, who ask questions',' these volumes trace the pattern of her life from
the conventions of a strict Edwardian childhood, through a war wedding and large
family, to her career as a successful writer, political campaigner and public figure.
Mitchison died in 1999 aged 101, and as a body of autobiographical writing, these
volumes immediately strike the reader as unusual in that they cover less than half of
her life; the third volume, You May Well Ask ending abruptly in 1940 with the
outbreak of the Second War.
Divided into four sections, this chapter first examines the historical position of
autobiographical writing within the canon, and interrogates its shifting definition and
growing recognition as a literary genre, especially in relation to women's studies. In
this section I draw on recent feminist reinterpretations of autobiography and genre
studies which have done much to increase awareness of modes of writing not
traditionally regarded as serious literary forms.
In Section Two, I consider Mitchison's three autobiographical texts in detail,
and interrogate the process of recalling and representing a life. I also suggest that her
writing fits in many ways with newly established notions of 'female' autobiography
through her focus on personal identification with the community rather than on
individual achievement. However, I suggest that a primarily gender-based
interpretation of Mitchison's autobiographical writing is a very limiting approach, and
propose that issues of class inform her work and are as important to her representation
of self within these texts as are questions of gender.
I See frontispage of.As It Was: An Autobiography 1897-1918 (London: Richard Drew, 1988). This
volume IS a collection of the first two volumes of autobiography, Small Talk and All Change Here.
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In Section Three I widen the field to include Hide and Seek (nd), a full length,
unpublished volume of autobiography held by the National Library of Scotland.
Mitchison was born into the ancient Haldane family, and while this manuscript may
ostensibly appear to be a volume of ancestral history, I argue that she consciously
uses this familial knowledge as a vehicle for interpreting both contemporary events,
and the forces instrumental to the construction of personal identity.
The chapter closes with a section on two further autobiographical texts,
Friends and Kindred: Memoirs (1961) by Louisa K Haldane, Mitchison's mother, and
Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record of a Hundred Years: 1825-1925 (1925) by
Mitchison's paternal grandmother? The inclusion of these texts places Mitchison's
writing within a larger familial and historical context, highlighting the rare existence
in print of a continuity of female written experience, and the importance of ancestral
ties to a full understanding of Mitchison's autobiographical writing.
i: Autobiography as a Literary Genre
Rising to popularity in the early nineteenth century, the autobiography has proved an
unstable genre, problematic to define, and in many ways it remains a subject of
critical contention. Simple and apparently satisfactory definitions such as 'an account
of a person's life by him- or herself',' do not adequately encompass the variety of
styles and purpose with which autobiographical writing can be said to exist. It has,
therefore, a tendency to out-step proposed critical boundaries making it at once
difficult to classify, and rich with possibility.
The progressive attempt to define autobiographical writing is further
complicated by the existence of both 'memoirs', generally understood to be a less
strictly chronological form of traditional autobiography, and 'life-writing', a term
which also encompasses diaries, journals and other personal writings, and is often
applied to autobiographical writing by women. These definitions, however, remain
relatively loose, and within this thesis they are treated as interchangeable.
The difficulties surrounding the classification of autobiography have provoked
a certain reluctance to acknowledge it as a legitimate literary form. In his 1980 essay
2 Haldane, Louisa Kathleen, Friends and Kindred: Memoirs (London: Faber & Faber, 1961); Haldane,
Mary Elizabeth, Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record of a Hundred Years 1825-1925 Compiled and
Edited by her Daughter. Elizabeth Haldane (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1925).
3 Cuddon, J .A., The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory (London: Penguin, 1991),
p.68.
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'The Law of Genre', the post-structuralist Jacques Derrida argued that for a genre to be
recognisably itself, it must exhibit certain clearly defined parameters:
As soon as genre announces itself, one must respect a norm, one must
not cross a line of demarcation, one must not risk impurity, anomaly,
or monstrosity."
Discussing this view, Derek Attridge has further suggested that:
The question of genre [... ] brings with it the question of law, since it
implies an institutional classification, an enforceable principle of non-
contamination and non-contradiction.'
Both of these perspectives, emphasising as they do the need for critical boundaries
and parameters, do not sit well with the breadth and vagaries that autobiography is
understood to contain. There is a widespread effect of cross-fertilisation between
autobiographical writing and other literary modes, in particular fiction, as discussed in
Chapter Five, and it is this tendency that has led to its image as a fluid and 'slightly
disreputable' genre."
The underlying principle of this interweaving of literary styles, and the
propensity of autobiography to borrow and mix with other genres stems, in part, from
the fact that all autobiography is, of necessity, selective. The inability of life-writing
to write all of life emphasises, therefore, the link between it and fictional modes of
literature; Sidonie Smith, who has written extensively on autobiography, has
commented on the 'increasing novelisation of the genre'," suggesting that this
hybridising effect is not only an identifiable but also a growing phenomenon.
Discussing the forces that combine to produce the fictional tendencies of
autobiography, J. A. Cuddon has argued:
Memory may be unreliable. Few can recall clear details of their early
life and are therefore dependent on other people's impressions, of
necessity equally unreliable. Moreover, everyone tends to remember
: Derr!da, J., 'Law of Genre', Acts of Literature (London: Routledge, 1992), pp. 224-5.
Derrida, Acts of Literature, p. 221.
~And.erson, L;, Autobio¥raphy (London: Routledge, 2001), p. 2.
Smith, S., Constructmg Truth 10 Lying Mouths' Women and Autobiography, eds. Brownley and
Kimmish (Wilmington, DE: SR Books, 1999), p. 35.
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what he wants to remember. Disagreeable facts are sometimes glossed
over or repressed, truth may be distorted for the sake of convenience or
harmony and the occlusions of time may obscure as much as they
reveal."
Conversely, it may be argued that the relationship between author and text means that
autobiographical content may be present in any work of fiction, a view which,
although frequently controversial, is extremely pertinent to the period of Mitchison's
'Scottish' fiction, and is addressed further in Chapter Five of this thesis.
In addition to the problematic interaction of fiction and autobiography, the
status of autobiography as a definable genre has been further obscured by questions
surrounding the relationship between author and protagonist - developing the issue of
representation raised by Cuddon - and by the fact that for autobiography to be
successful, the reader must believe the (selective and debatably fictional) portrait
being presented. This, as Linda Anderson has argued, creates a circular model in
which the extent to which the author is seen as 'truthful' is dependent on their ability
to construct a 'believable' self-portrait for their readers.9
However, as debate surrounding the classification of autobiography often
focuses on its lack of consistent traits, it is necessary also to identify the
characteristics which it can be said to embody, and within this, a recognition of the
people by whom it has been produced. Historically, the autobiography is a form
predominantly employed by male writers of the upper-classes. Additionally, the
tendency of the West to privilege the individual makes it possible to identify an
emphasis within this group towards white and western writers. There are, of course,
exceptions to this rule; women and non-European cultures have produced alternative
forms of autobiographical writing, but when viewed within a Western or British
context, the emphasis of its early incarnation was clearly towards the accounts of
'great men'. Furthermore, the focus of these texts on personal action, often of
political, religious or military life, was one of individual achievement which did not
prioritise interaction or identification with family or the larger surrounding
8 Cuddon, J. A., The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory (London: Penguin,
1991), p. 68.
9 A~d~rson, Linda,1utobiogrl;lphy: The New Critical Idiom (London: Routledge, 20~1), pp. 2~3.Cuddon
similarly arg~es: An autobiography may be largely fictional. [... ] They are unrehab~e as hteral truth;
they have a different hterary value.', The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory, p.
68-9.
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community. This notion of autobiography as the end product of a culture which
valued the experience of the individual above all can be seen as the legacy of
Renaissance thought, and later, the individualism of the industrial age. Influencing
the decision of certain male writers to write a 'life' must have been the knowledge
that, due to the authoritative position of their class and gender, they were people
whose lives and opinions mattered enough to be recorded in print. This cultural pre-
condition for the development of autobiography has been described by George
Gusdorf as 'the curiosity of the individual about himself, [and] the wonder he feels
before the mystery of his own destiny'.l"
Gusdorf, in his influential article, 'Conditions and Limits of Autobiography'
(1956) was one of the first theorists to suggest these parameters highlighted above,
arguing that autobiography was therefore a fully developed and identifiable genre.
Autobiography is a solidly established literary genre, its history
traceable in a series of masterpieces [... ] Many great men, and even
some not so great - heads of government or generals, ministers of state,
explorers, businessmen - have devoted the leisure time of their old age
to editing 'memoirs', which have found an attentive reading public
from generation to generation. Autobiography exists, unquestionably
and in fine state [... ] so that calling it into question might well seem
rather foolish. II
However, it is now possible to view Gusdorf's proposed definition as somewhat
limited in scope through its focus on the isolated achievement and individualism
prevalent in autobiographical texts by many male writers, and its inevitable
marginalisation of the work of women, and of less dominant cultures and social
classes. The work of these groups can be said to take alternative, often less public
written forms not included in narrower definitions of the genre (diaries being one
example), and to focus less on the individual and more on the interaction between self
and community. In the past twenty years, therefore, Gusdorf's classification has been
challenged by a growing body of gender theory which argues that traditional notions
10 Gusdorf, G., 'Conditions and Limits of Autobiography', Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and
Critical, ed. James Olney (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), p. 31.
II Gusdorf, 'Conditions and Limits of Autobiography' Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and Critical,
ed. James Olney, p. 28.
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of autobiography have worked to exclude the work of women through disregard for
the importance of the group and the community to the construction of written female
identity.
Before Gusdorf, one of the earliest writers to highlight the problematic
relationship between autobiography (as it had traditionally been recognised) and
autobiographical writing by women was Virginia Woolf who, in A Room of One's
Own discussed the need to document the 'lives of the obscurev'? These, she argued,
were the lives of those who, because of gender or class, had traditionally not seemed
worthy of being recorded.
In addition to pointing out the elitist nature of the genre, Woolf highlighted the
financial and spatial considerations behind the production of autobiography, the
necessity of 'a room of one's own' in which to write, to which women, situated largely
in public sitting rooms and fulfilling roles defined in relation to the community rather
than in Gusdorf's splendid isolation, did not have access. Woolf's theory is, of course,
applicable to all forms of writing by women, but the lack of privacy, leisure and
financial freedom needed to write one's life (in addition to the low status afforded
women's experience and use of alternative forms of life-writing), proved particularly
restrictive.
Central to the modernist period in which Woolf was writing was an awareness
of the fragmentation of absolutes, such as the certainty of a knowable self. This
newly developed sense of uncertainty, influenced by developments in psychoanalysis,
photography, means of travel and production, as well as the effects of the First World
War, to an extent, challenged the subjectivity through which male autobiographers
defined themselves, and consequently excluded writing by women. An increasingly
fluid sense of the personality and social structures allowed women writers the
opportunity to begin defining themselves in literary models which, outwith the
parameters later defined by Gusdorf and focusing on a community consciousness
rather than an exclusively individual one, had been previously unavailable to them.
More recently, gender theory has begun to consider Gusdorf's 'conditions and
limits' and examine the ways in which it has worked to exclude autobiographical
writing by women. Writers such as Allison B. Kimmich, Julia Watson and above all
Sidonie Smith have written extensively about autobiographical writing from a
gendered viewpoint. Theirs is a critical perspective from which the genre had not
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previously been considered, partly because of the relatively recent rise in women's
studies in literature but also because, as Susan Groag Bell and Marilyn Yalom suggest
in their study Revealing Lives: Autobiography, Biography and Gender:
Men rarely make an issue of their gender because the generic
masculine has been the norm in Western society for at least three
millennia, with women conceptualized as derivative from and
secondary to man.13
This recent theoretical approach to autobiography studies, criticising the bias of
previously accepted definitions of the genre, has offered new perspectives on the
forms in which female autobiographical writing can be identified. As noted earlier, it
also emphasises the inter-relation with others as central to the production of female
self-representation that, together with post-structuralist ideas of language and identity,
have challenged previous assumptions about the primacy of the individual in the
setting-down of a life.
While this critical view has worked to include many autobiographical texts by
women previously not considered worthy of serious study, perhaps one of the most
influential shifts gender theory has proposed has been the inclusion of other forms of
writing by women, specifically diaries, letters, and travel writing, as creditable
autobiographical documents. This recognition, while new to literary studies, has long
been accepted within historical research that often uses these texts as legitimate
source materials. As will be discussed in the following chapters, both diaries and
letters have to some extent been viewed as areas of female literary endeavour, and
their historical production by women can be attributed in part to their greater
accessibility. Once more socially acceptable for women to write than other 'serious'
literary undertakings, they are now an important addition to attaining the most broad
and inclusive view of the genre.
In A Room of One IS Own, Woolf considers the background to this convention
in writing by women, proposing that a letter or diary can be more easily produced in a
public room, and through regular interruptions, than can the continuous and carefully
:~Woolf, V., Mr Bennet and Mrs Brown', Collected Essays Vol3 (London: Hogarth Press, 1988), p. 384.
Be!l, S.9. and Yalom, M., Revealing Lives: Autobiography, Biography and Gender (New York: State
University of New York, 1990), p. 7.
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crafted prose of a novel or autobiography requmng long stretches of quiet and
concentration only available in a private room or study:
General material circumstances are against [writing]. Dogs will bark;
people will interrupt; money must be made; health will break down
[... ] But for women [... ] these difficulties were infinitely more
formidable. In the first place, to have a room of her own, let alone a
quiet or a sound-proof room, was out of the question, unless her
parents were exceptionally rich or very noble."
Furthermore, the addition of letters, diaries and other personal writings in a definition
of what constitutes the autobiographical has forced a re-consideration of previous
assumptions about whom autobiography is written by. The inclusion of women's
experience and previously low-status models has worked to lessen belief in the social
and literary superiority of the 'great men' whose lives have been documented in
traditionally-privileged forms, and opens the door to new recognition about the
written lives of women, previously unacknowledged by the critical establishment.
Diaries, it should be noted, have long been accepted as scholarly forms of writing, but
only those that included significant historical events or of those who lived exceptional
public lives. IS This has tended to exclude the diaries of women, confined largely to
domestic spheres and without the confidence to publish afforded male writers born
into the security of an authorial tradition. The re-assessment of women's diaries as a
serious autobiographical form is particularly significant when considered in relation to
Naomi Mitchison who wrote several extensive diaries, most notably through the
Second World War, discussed in the following chapter.
Echoing Woolf's argument in A Room of One's Own, Judy Nolte Lensink
discusses the move to re-interpret the diary as an acceptable autobiographical form,
arguing that while it may superficially appear less complete or structured than
traditional forms of autobiography, the diary was a product of the material and
cultural conditions in which women wrote. Not having the time or space to construct
a retrospective 'life', women documented their lives in a more immediate fashion
:: Woolf, V., A Room of One's Own (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), p. 67-8.
For example, Defoe's Journal of the Plague Year (1722) James Boswell's Journal of a Tour to the
Highlands (1785), and those of Winston Churchill. '
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which, as explored in Chapter Five, included the art of letter-writing as well as
personal diaries and joumals.i"
In addition to the material considerations already discussed, it may also be
argued, in line with modernist thinking, that the simple chronology of a beginning,
middle and end could no longer be seen as truly representative of life, and that freer,
less regimented forms were therefore closer in style to an 'authentic' portrayal of lived
experience.
By challenging accepted notions of what constitutes autobiography, gender
theory has, over the past two decades, highlighted ways in which autobiography by
women can differ from traditional models and defy canonical definitions and readers'
expectations. As well as widening genre boundaries and bringing many previously
unconsidered texts to critical attention, gender theory has highlighted the ways in
which women have used the alternative forms of life-writing open to them. By
employing these literary vehicles, women writers can be seen to have found a voice
by which to write themselves into existence despite the restrictions of time, space and
an uncertain position within the public sphere of literary endeavour. Finally, as
Woolf (and many others since) have argued, any writing by women, especially
autobiographical writing, is subject to the pitfalls inherent in a move from the private
to public spheres (a particular issue in relation to the publication of private diaries).
The following section examines Mitchison's three published volumes of
autobiography, and the ways in which they reflect this move from private, domestic
spheres, in ever widening circles of public influence and personal experience.
ii: As It Was: Mitchison's Published Autobiographies
In the years leading up to her eightieth birthday, Mitchison published three volumes
of autobiography, Small Talk: Memories of an Edwardian Childhood (1973); All
Change Here: Girlhood and Marriage (1975) and You May Well Ask: A Memoir
1920-1940 (1979). As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, although
autobiographical in nature, the trilogy was not intended as an all-inclusive portrait of a
life, covering only the period 1897 to 1940. What the volumes do chronicle are her
earliest childhood memories, her marriage and family life and growing success as a
writer, up to her move to Scotland and the outbreak of the Second World War.
16 See Lensink, J. N., 'Expanding the Boundaries of Criticism: The Diary as Female Autobiography' in
Women and Autobiography, eds. Brownley and Kimmich (Wilmington: SR Books, 1999), p. 151-62.
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The final volume, You May Well Ask ends abruptly, and shockingly, with the death of
her last-born child 'Clemency Ealasaid' in July 1940.
The period leading up to 1940 marked a major turning point in Mitchison's life
that may well explain the unusual decision to leave her memoirs so apparently
unfinished. The encroaching realisation of war, as well as a growing disillusion with
the Oxford and London literary scenes, influenced Mitchison's decision to move
permanently to the family's holiday home at Carradale in the Western Scottish
Highlands. Once there, the death of her one-day old child forced the realisation that,
in her mid-forties, her childbearing years were over. The baby would not, as planned,
act as a tie or bond between herself, and her new-found home and community.
There has long been interest in Mitchison's autobiographical writings by the
general reader, by her biographers, Jill Benton and Jenni Calder, and by critics
looking for illumination of her fictional and other writings. However, this substantial
body of work has never previously been considered at length in its own right. In
1987, a short (and to date only) introduction to the autobiographies, written by Alison
Smith, appeared as 'The Woman from the Big House' in an edition of Chapman
Magazine, produced to celebrate Mitchison's 90th birthday. Following this, Isobel
Murray, who has done much to promote Mitchison's writing, in a discussion of her
adult fiction has argued:
The most interesting and voluminous commentator on Mitchison's
fiction is Mitchison herself. She has published three volumes of
autobiography [ ... ] I have no room here for condensed appreciation of
these. I can only make an enthusiastic gesture towards [them].17
Furthermore, the Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory
highlights her autobiographical work as a notable example of the genre in the post-
war period. IS
17 Murray Isobel, 'Human Relations: An Outline of Some Major Themes in Naomi Mitchison's Adult
Fiction', Studies in Scottish Fiction: Twentieth Century, eds. J Schwend and H Drescher (Frankfurt:
Peter Lang, 1990), p. 243. See also, Smith Alison 'The Woman from the Big House', Chapman
Magazine 50 (1987), pp. 10-17. "
18 Cuddon J .A., The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory (London: Penguin, 197~),
p. 72. It could be argued that the choice of Mitchison's work within this volume is also significant m
terms of he,r pos~tio,ning. within the Sconish and English literary tra~itions as, although she. is largely
read as. ~ Scottish wnter, t~e Penguin dictionary has clear leanmgs towards an English canon,
emphasising the often underestimated duality of her literary career and inheritance.
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Interest in these texts has, therefore, highlighted, however briefly, their
importance within both Mitchison's collected writings and as outstanding examples of
the genre. To date, however, this interest has not extended to consider the ways in
which the texts can be seen to echo the new, inclusive definitions of the genre,
outlined earlier in this chapter. Throughout the trilogy, Mitchison is clearly aware of
the problematic nature of retrospective interpretation of a life, and its essentially
fictional elements. In Small Talk, the first volume, she considers the construction of
the text, and discusses the various sources she has used in the process of
remembering. Her consideration is interesting because of her open acknowledgement
of the unreliable and subjective nature of memory. Writing at such a distance in time
from the events as they happened, she makes use of childhood diaries and letters to
jog her memory, aware, nevertheless, that these are themselves selective, having
excluded 'the ghosts and terrors'" of her childhood imagination. In a chapter entitled
'The Evidence' she questions this route into the past:
The content of the diaries? Can I fairly use these for checking my own
memories or should they be set down straight without passing through
the memory sieve? Clearly the memories, as they come into
consciousness sixty or sixty-five years later (sometimes more), have
been distorted and censored. There is an element of subconscious
choice. But equally there is an element of choice in the diaries.2o
'The fairest thing to do', she concludes, 'is to add the diaries' comments separately'.
Similarly, in the second volume, All Change Here, which details her adolescence, the
awakening of a political consciousness, and her war wedding to Dick Mitchison, she
also questions the accuracy of recalling and documenting long-past events. From the
first line of this memoir, Mitchison is straightforward about the limits of truth in
autobiography, warning the reader that its content will be 'less factual and more self-
centred than its predecessor, Small TaIJr. She continues to draw attention to the
contortions of memory through time:
19 Mitchison, N., Small Talk: Memories of an Edwardian Childhood published with All Change Here as
2oAs_I1 ~as (Glasgow: Richard Drew, 1988), p. 26. '
Mitchison, Small Talk. p. 26.
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If I am to be honest about a book of 'memories', I ought only to put in
what I can actually remember [... ] But let us look for a moment at the
process of finding one's way back in time. Apart from the memories,
what evidence have I for what I am going to write?21
In All Change Here, Mitchison has less access to the diaries of her schooldays, and
relies more on letters and photographs to jog a memory or recapture a feeling or
event. Overwhelmingly, however, she believes that she cannot remember much of the
minutiae of daily life, writing:
I only remember accurately and in any detail the times in my life when
there has been this tension of delight, of fear, of pain, of action, when I
have been most clearly myself.22
Furthermore, even these moments, she suggests, when found in early written sources
have lost their epiphanic quality, having been 'put into words, [are] externalised and
lost'.23
By addressing the problems inherent in the creation and presentation of
autobiography, Mitchison engages with the impression of subjectivity traditionally
associated with the genre, and only recently viewed in a positive light. Through this,
her work can be seen to move towards a more fluid, and hopefully therefore more
authentic portrayal of personality. This move can also be detected in the structure of
the texts which deviate from the notion of a fixed temporal chronology to produce an
almost scrap-book effect of people, events and impressions. While the period 1897 to
1940 is clearly covered within the three texts, individual chapters are arranged by
theme and subject (,Books & Plays', 'Politics & People', 'Celebrations and Shows')
rather than by a strict ordering of dates. This liberated approach to the structure of
autobiographical writing marks a shift away from canonical standards and produces
an arguably more realistic representation than would a generic 'life-by-numbers'.
However, while Mitchison avoids a straight-forward year-by-year approach to
the presentation of her life, an overview of the three volumes does reveal a general
21 Mitchison, All Change Here, published with Small Talk as As It Was (Glasgow: Richard Drew, 1988),
pp.9-10.
~~M!tch!son, All Change Here, pp. 26-7.
Mitchison, All Change Here. pp. 26-7.
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pattern of movement from the closed orthodox and private world of the upper-class
Edwardian household with its servants and late-nineteenth century formality, through
the social upheaval of the First World War, into the more liberal and socially-
experimental interwar period. As such, Mitchison's volumes of autobiography can be
read as much as a social history of the early twentieth century as personal memoir.
Small Talk in particular paints a detailed picture of daily life for an 'upper-middle-
class family from Oxford' _24 The book describes the conventions of the time; the
pecking order of house staff, the gas lighting, the (lack of) bathrooms and formalities
of dress and neighbourly visits. The impression is of a young girl growing up with
the 'incalculable advantages' of moneyed respectability and status." Illustrative of
these advantages, Mitchison's father, 1. S. Haldane was a physiologist and member of
New College, Oxford; her uncle Richard had been both Lord Chancellor and
Secretary of State for War. Family holidays were spent at the large estate of Cloan in
Perthshire where the family gathered nightly for prayers.i"
In All Change Here, the second volume of the group, Mitchison continues to
document the process of growing up in a class and society with clearly defined rules
of conduct, and a regimented understanding of what were and were not respectable
modes of behaviour. One had, for example minimal contact with "trades-people", and
it was very unusual to wear ready-made or shop-bought dresses. Similarly, 'no lady
wore anything but "real" lace. Or real pearls'. 27 This focus on the minutiae of upper-
class daily life is also clear in You May Well Ask in which Mitchison wonders, 'What
did we buy? What did we wear, what did we eat? What was our taste in china,
pictures, decoration, books, everything?,28
At the beginning of All Change Here, however, Mitchison proposes to move
away from this detailing of past-life, claiming that:
This book is not so much social history [as is Small Talk], those taken-
for-granted differences which are so curious now; there is much more
about the development of a writer."
24 M· h·ItC ison, Small Talk, p. 9.
25 B· .nttain, V., Testament of Youth, quoted in Smith, A., 'The Woman from the Big House', Chapman 50
(1987), p. 10.
~~B~twe.en 1941 and 1948 Cloan was used by Bamardos as a children's evacuation centre.
Mitchison, All Change Here, p. 31.
~:M!tch!son, You May Well Ask, p. 45.
Mitchison, All Change Here, p. 9.
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While Mitchison's personal and literary development is a central focus of this volume,
the overall effect of the three volumes is to mirror the shift in society in relation to
major social issues including class, gender and the politics of Empire. This shift in
authorial perspective becomes most apparent in You May Well Ask, which covers the
period 1920-1940. In this third volume, the newly-married Mitchison begins to make
a life for herself outside the constraints of chaperones and expectations of the
previous generation. She benefits greatly from the social freedoms made necessary
by the First World War (such as her training as a VAD nurse) and constructs a life of
children, writing and politics surrounded by a large group of like-minded people.
Many of these, such as Aldous Huxley and Stevie Smith, are now household names of
literary modernism.
The societal shift in the first half of the twentieth century, influenced as much
by war as by the affluence of Empire, was a movement towards greater liberalisation.
Within this current of public opinion, one of the groups who benefited most (and
indeed influenced and directed it) were women who had much to gain from social
equalities previously thought inadvisable. Considered from this background, it is
possible to view Mitchison's autobiographical writing as something different from a
social history of privileged childhood (such as Christian Miller's A Childhood in
Scotland (1981)). Her life, as presented through these volumes, can be seen to mirror
and trace the feminist movement from the first stirrings of suffrage to, by the end of
You May Well Ask, the achievement of a social and political independence that we
would begin to recognise today. This is not to argue that by 1940 Britain offered the
equality it did after the feminist revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, but that a change
in public opinion and assumptions had opened spheres of influence and possibility to
women like Mitchison and her contemporaries.
Mitchison had been aware from early on of the politics of female
emancipation through the activities of the suffragettes. Writing of her mother Maya,
she noted:
Her feminism was very real. She always supported women in the
professions, went to a woman doctor when possible and encouraged
me to think of medicine as a career. But this was somewhat marred by
the counterforce of being a lady. Thus, it was wrong that women
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should not have the vote, but suffragettes had behaved in a deeply
unladylike way. She was therefore a su!fragist.30
A previously unpublished letter held in the Mitchison Archive of the National Library
of Scotland further establishes her early awareness of these issues. Dated 1st June
1912, the letter discusses the conditions of suffragettes in the notorious Holloway
Prison and is signed by Edith Hudson, one of Emily Pankhurst's contemporaries. As
the letter is addressed to 'Dear Girls', it is not possible to prove conclusively that it
was addressed to Mitchison (or her mother), but the fact that Mitchison deposited it in
the National Library with a selection of her own early letters, allows us to speculate
that she was aware of it at the time of writing.31
Such close proximity to iconoclastic people and events must have made a
strong impression on her. In the first two volumes of autobiography, it is clear that,
from an early age, Mitchison has an instinctive sense of injustice that she is not
permitted to engage in certain activities that her brother Jack (known often as 'Boy')
is. The two shared a fiercely competitive nature; Mitchison had gone with Jack to be
the only girl at the progressive Dragon School in Oxford, and it was only when he
progressed to Eton that she became aware of the extent to which she could not follow
through the doors that were opening for her brother. Writing in Small Talk of her and
Jack's early scientific curiosity, she wonders:
whether certain avenues of understanding were closed to me by what
was considered suitable or unsuitable for a little girl. Not definitely
closed, I think, since both my parents believed in feminine
emancipation, but - there is a difference between theory and practice."
Mitchison's involvement in the early movement for women's rights, particularly in
terms of reproductive issues, becomes increasingly apparent in You May Well Ask
through her (albeit half-hearted) membership of the 'International Women's League'
and the Birth Control Research Committee which championed early methods of
30 Mitchison, Small Talk, p. 87.
31 This letter can be found in NLS Ace. 5885. Edith Hudson is listed on the Roll of Honour of Suffragette
Pr!son_ers" held by the British Library. In addition to this item, Ace. 5885 contains a .letter addressed to
Mitchison s. uncle, Lord Haldane, dated 1914 which discusses the right to public protest and the
32 un~cc:ptablhty of forced feeding of suffragette prisoners, and is signed 'Oxford Suffragette'.
Mitchison, Small Talk, p.30.
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contraception." She openly recommended Marie Stopes's groundbreaking guide
Married Love (1918), and embraced socially permissive attitudes to sexual politics,
including an open marriage with her husband." Her fiction would also prove
provocative for contemporary tastes through its straightforward portrayal of sexual
liberation and use of 'off-limits' subjects such as abortion, specifically in her 1935
novel We Have Been Warned, discussed in the following chapter. Battles with
Jonathan Cape and other publishers arose from her determination to retain in her
books what she saw as a realistic reflection of women's experience in relation to these
Issues.
While Mitchison does not discuss her feminist beliefs in detail in her memoirs,
the overall impression is of a young woman growing up into a new century which
increasingly offers experiential opportunities for talented and adventurous young
women like herself. In Hide and Seek, an unpublished manuscript, now held by the
National Library of Scotland and discussed later in this chapter, she writes:
I managed to break away from the repressions of my girlhood and the
mere fact of breaking away was educative [... ] In a way this was part
of a sometimes admirable feminism. My mother certainly had a vision
of me as one of the first generation of women to be liberated [... ] and
become as intellectually free as - university professors, politicians,
viceroys of India. 3S
With perhaps a nod to her chosen motto, 'Adventure to the Adventurous', Mitchison
embraces the freedoms of her age, approaches the world with the assumption that she
is as capable as any to fulfil a task and, perhaps what is crucial, that she has an equal
right to at least try.36
As attitudes to the involvement of women in politics and public life altered
throughout the 1930s, Mitchison took an increasing active role. She campaigned for
the early Labour Party, standing unsuccessfully for the Scottish Universities in 1935,
and had periods of involvement with both Scottish nationalism and the Communist
33 See Mitchison, Comments on Birth Control (London: Faber & Faber 1930).
34 For details of the Mitchison's open marriage see letters: NM to Stella Benson, 1.10.26, NLS, Ace.?61t; NM to Olaf Stapledon, 'Monday', NM to Mr Withers, 'March 3.0th'NM to.Wal~er G.ree?w?~d:
23 , all , NLS, TD2980 2/3. A large correspondence tracing Mitchison's relationship with Widig
15 (\\.'ad~ Gery) is to be found in NLS, TD2980 2/4.
~6 M!tch!son, 'The Middle Drawer of the Bureau', Hide and Seek, NLS, Ace. 9914.
Mitchison, All Change Here, p. 12.
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party.37 In addition, she wrote journalism for a wide variety of publications, such as
the (initially left-leaning) Time and Tide, and The New Statesman, as well as for the
British daily press. As her circle of influence widened, Mitchison was surrounded by
a broad selection of like-minded friends and contemporaries. In You May Well Ask,
she describes the liberal salon of writers, politicians and artists that flourished at River
Court, the substantial London house she and Dick had bought in 1923. 'The garden
wall', she writes, in characteristic mood of the era:
had an outer brick wall on Rivercourt Road, on which in the Thirties I
used to chalk slogans largely for the pleasure of telling the police who
came to reprimand me that the wall was my property and I could do
what I chose with it.38
The remoteness of this action from the formality of the Edwardian household so
vividly described in Small Talk and All Change Here is evidence of the distance that
she had travelled through her life depicted in her autobiographies and of her move in
personal and feminist terms from private life to public interaction.
When considered in relation to the theoretical perspectives on women's
autobiographical writing discussed earlier in this chapter, Mitchison's work can be
seen to demonstrate many of the proposed aspects and tendencies. She is a woman
writing her own experience, yet she does not feel herself bound to traditional
constructions of the genre, choosing instead to present her life through a subject- and
theme-based approach rather than through a chronological one. By subverting
accepted structures of autobiography, Mitchison places herself in line with a more
fluid 'female' tradition that defines itself as part of a greater whole, rather than through
isolated achievement. As Brownley and Kimmich argue, 'The typical woman writer
acknowledges that her life is part of a larger social fabric'.39
While this awareness of the familial and social structures into which she fits is
apparent from early on in Small Talk and All Change Here through her focus on the
~~CO'pie~of Mitchison's 1935 parliamentary address can be found in NLS, TD2980 2/8. ,
Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p. 23. A short news item in The Star, entitled 'An Unlucky House
reports: 'Among the people who have suffered in the gales is Mrs Naomi Mitchison, the authoress. A
3~ ft garden wall at her lo~ely.old house in the Upper Mall, Hammersmith, has been blown down [... ]
~Iver Court, where Mr~ Mitchison does most of her writing, is in many ways an unfortunate house, for
It was there that the big ~h~~s flood in January, 1928, drowned two of the servants. (9 December
39 1929) NLS, Ace, 8503. :rhls. tncident is also alluded to by Mitchison in You May Well Ask, p. 22.
Brownley, M.W. and Kimmich, A.B., Women and Autobiography (Delaware: SR Books, 1999), p. 1.
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day-to-day activities surrounding her, it is her extraordinary decision in You May Well
Ask to devote much of the text to the lives of those around her which is most
strikingly divergent from the norm. The second half of You May Well Ask is a
collection of 'Portraits in Letters' in which, through letters and memories, Mitchison
characterises Aldous Huxley, Stevie Smith, E. M. Forster, Gerald Heard and others, in
the 'hope that these letters I have put in will give a picture of the writers themselves
and of the world in which they and I lived.'4o It is surely the ultimate illustration of
feminist theories of women's life-writing that Mitchison identifies herself as bound to
and (at least partially) defined by the community in which she lives - a principle
which, as discussed in Chapter Five, becomes increasingly apparent throughout her
'Scottish' fiction. The import of this decision in terms of personal identity is fully
realised when compared to Gusdorfs definition of man as an 'individual unity'." As
Susan Standford Friedman argues:
Individualistic paradigms do not take into account the central role
collective consciousness of self plays in the lives of women and
minorities. They do not recognise the significance of interpersonal
relationships and community in women's self-definition."
In addition, Shari Benstock has noted that, 'the self that would reside at the textual
centre is decentred - often absent altogether - in women's autobiographical texts',43a
description which fits well with the focus of You May Well Ask.
It is clear, therefore, that Mitchison's work does fit, in many ways, with
contemporary theories of a female autobiographical form. However, to argue that she
was primarily defined by her gender, and that her work should be principally
examined from a gendered perspective would, I believe, be to propose an over-
simplified and reductive portrait of a complex person and body of work. Gender
theory often runs the risk of biological determinism and it would be ironic to apply
such a philosophy to a writer who strove to escape the very limitations that such
boundaries imply. Watson and Smith have recently argued that the privileging of
40 Mitchison, YouMay Well Ask, p. 85.
41 G~~dorf, G., 'Conditions and Limits,of Autobiography', Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and
Cn/,cal, ed. James Olney (Pnnceton: Prmceton University Press, 1980), p. 38.
42 Friedman, S.S., 'Women's ~utobiographical Selves: Theory and Practice', Women. Autobiography.
43 Theory: A Reader, eds. S. Smith and 1. Watson (Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1998), p. 9.
Benstock, S., The Female Self-Engendered', Women and Autobiography (Delaware: SR Books, 1999),
p.9.
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gender opposition over other aspects of character 'effectively erases the complex and
often contradictory positionings of the subject.t'" While some writers appear to
favour one particular cultural model in their representation of self, most would cite a
range of influences in their make-up. This holds true for Mitchison and, while I do
not deny that her gender played an important role in her identity, and therefore the
way in which she portrayed herself within her autobiographical writings, I would
argue that notions of class played at least as great a role in her sense of self-
knowledge and her identification with a particular social grouping.
Mitchison's notably privileged background, raised earlier, provided her with a
tradition and a sense of belonging and 'right' not available to many contemporary
women writers. Discussing her contribution to and involvement with the early
feminist movement, Mitchison's most recent biographer, Jenni Calder, has suggested
that:
Perhaps because she did not have to fight for outlets and from the
beginning wrote from a secure social and economic base, she was
never associated with the avant-garde feminist writing of an older
generation of women writers, such as Dorothy Richardson or Catherine
Carswell."
Mitchison's social background, both in terms of financial security and status
dramatically alters (even outweighs) assumptions that can often be made about the
position of women writers. While her choice to depict her experiences in
autobiography is as legitimate as any others, it must be acknowledged that she did not
suffer from many of the explicit or implicit boundaries within which women have
historically worked. On a simple level, Mitchison never lacked the 'room of her own'
articulated by Woolf, and, for much of her life, had a private income which allowed
her to focus on her writing and other interests and commitments without the need to
earn money. Her five surviving children all attended boarding schools, and the
running of a large household, while she remained closely involved, was the
responsibility of a number of house-staff who she employed throughout her life,
unwilling to acknowledge the contradictions between this and her long-articulated
:; Quoted in Anderson, L., Autobiography: The Critical Idiom (London: Routledge, 2001), p. 103.
Calder, J., The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison (London: Virago, 1997), p. 108.
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socialist beliefs. On a less tangible level, Mitchison's class gave her the benefits of
tradition and the fundamental security implicit in that. Through a long lineage of
influential ancestors, and the more immediate access to political power and landed
affluence of living family members, the need to write one's self into a tradition must
have been less strong an impulse than for the majority of women writers who wrote
without the security of the past or access to contemporary influence." While it can be
argued that this lack of tradition is relevant to all women within a patriarchal culture,
it is particularly pertinent to women writers who by 'attempting the pen' are working
without the safety net of a predominantly masculine canon, enjoyed by other writers.
When considered in relation to the overwhelmingly male autobiographical tradition,
the effect of this position is clearly appreciable with, for many women writers (if not
for Mitchison) the production of a female 'life' read as a step into debatable land.
The acknowledgement that Mitchison was never truly marginalised, and that
the benefits of class outweighed the disadvantages brought by her status as a woman
writer does not, however, undermine her attempts or her need to write herself into her
own tradition, or to document her life. For all her privileges, Mitchison was not in as
secure a position as her class would have allowed her had she been born a boy. The
clearest indication of this can be found in Friends and Kindred: The Memoirs of
Louisa Kathleen Haldane, her mother's autobiography which was published in 1961,
and is discussed in detail later in this chapter. For while Louisa Haldane (or 'Maya')
reserves a chapter exclusively for Mitchison's brother Jack, entitled 'My Son', in
which she details his early childhood, school successes and adult achievements, she
does not feel it necessary to similarly document the existence of her equally
successful daughter, Naomi. This absence, in what is an otherwise carefully
constructed Life, seems a glaring and value-filled decision and, as such supports
Mitchison's determination to write her life into this space.
iii: Hide and Seek
There is a clear objective within Mitchison's autobiographical writing to place her life
in relation to both contemporary society, as she does in You May Well Ask, and in
46 Early reviewers of Mitchison's work are quick to allude to her familial pedigree. The News of the
World, no less, revew.ing h~r. When the Bough Breaks notes that: 'The Haldanes are always trotted out
as examples of heredity ability, The latest item is Mrs Naomi Mitchison, Lord Haldane's niece, who
has perpetrated two clever novels.' (? 1925), while The Yorkshire Post remarks: 'Always interested in
eugenics and heredity and the right environment for babies she took the trouble herself to be born into
the right family.' (?1928/9). Both NLS, Ace. 8503. '
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relation to family and familial inheritance. In Small Talk and All Change Here,
Mitchison describes life with her parents and their conflicting political views,
holidays at Cloan with 'Granniema', and the awe inspired by Uncle Richard's
trappings of state office. These portraits, however, reveal only a child's perspective
on those around her, and in the three volumes she does not explore in great detail the
influence of ancestral family on her development of character. This she does in a
fourth volume of autobiography entitled Hide and Seek which, although completed,
was never published and exists as heavily-annotated typescript in the archives of the
National Library of Scotland. This full length text is previously unexplored apart
from a passing mention by Jenni Calder in The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, in
which she notes that Mitchison used the text to '[weave] together reminiscence,
history, and her own thoughts on the nature of inheritance.t"
Hide and Seek is an illuminating and sometimes poignant text in which
Mitchison explores, through the letters, furniture, china and objet d'art left by her
forebears, whatever fragments of character and personality she can discern, so as to
understand herself and her actions in a wider, historical context. 'In exploring my
ancestors', she writes:
I explore myself and for this reason I shall come into the book more
than perhaps a nice modest female should do. Our ancestors should
give us confidence and a measure of courage, but they also warn us of
what we have inside us, the scared rabbits and the ravening wolves. If
we know what our genes are we may be able to direct them. So I look
for myself and my own descendants."
This text, which Mitchison ostensibly describes as 'social history', centres round the
life of James Stuart, the brother of her maternal grandfather, and while the National
Library Accessions paper catalogue mentions it as having been published under the
alternative title 'Cousin James', the only supporting evidence for this is one copy of
the typescript of entitled 'Cousin James' in NLS TD2980 2/15. The manuscript is also
undated, although a reference to the eternal clutter of her writing desk 'at Mochudi in
:; C~lde~, Th~Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 274.
Mitchison, The Middle Drawer of the Bureau', Hide and Seek, NLS, Ace. 9914.
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the middle of Botswana' allows us to positively date the manuscript after 1962 when,
as discussed in Chapter Three, she first visited the African subcontinent."
From the successes, mistakes and fates of her ancestors, Mitchison considers
her own actions and achievements, and questions the way in which the inheritance of
family traits can help or hinder future generations. 'I ask this', she writes towards the
end of the text:
both for myself and my dead brother. And then I ask, can we be sure
of the Daimon? Can we know when a voice speaks so strongly that we
have to discard all the natural loyalties of class, family, country, what
you Will?50
Out of the driftwood that she gathers through time, Mitchison appears most conscious
of the missed opportunities of her female antecedents who, for all the access to social
status and affluent living associated with their class, were denied the right to the
intellectual freedoms she has enjoyed. She sees herself, therefore, at a pivotal point in
a long family history, as the first woman to break away and live life on her own terms.
This is clear from the following passage, in which she also makes reference to her
1947 novel The Bull Calves, a text that drew closely on her genealogy, and is further
discussed in Chapter Five.
Among the Trotters, Stuarts and Stranges, it looks as through the
women had been the strong-minded, those who were comparatively
certain of themselves and their abilities. And cannot one also see some
of the basic stupidity that often lies behind strong-mindedness? None
of them ever quite broke out. My mother never won her early battle to
be educated and become a doctor, nor her other battle to go to India.
The social setting was always too much for her - that and the inability
to be ruthless, to give pain to the Loved Ones.
49 Mitchison had been to Africa prior to this date, visiting Egypt, Ghana and Nigeria in the late 1950s, but
first went to Botswana in 1962. Hide and Seek can also be dated to after 1964 by the following
quotation which refers to her 'dead brother', JBS Haldane.
50 M.it~hison, Hide and Seek, p.221. Daimon (or daemon) can be defined as 'an attendant or indwelling
~Plrtt. ~ne's genius'. The image ~f the bull calf was a recurring one throughout Mitchison's writ.ing~.
Poor little bull calf she remarks 10 her Mass-Observation diary, on being told her first grand-child IS
expe~ted, Among You Taking Notes: The Wartime Diary of Naomi Mitchison 1939-1945 ed. Dorothy
Sheridan (London: Gollancz, 1985; Phoenix Press, 2000), p. 197, while a letter to Zita Crossland, dated
FeblMarch ? 1935 is signed by Mitchison, 'All my love, Your Bull-Calf. NLS, TD2980 1/4.
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I was the first female of the family to get over that one, but by
then we had Burden Sanderson and Haldane blood as well; we were
the bull calves. And we poked our noses into the future.51
The perspective of Hide and Seek, in which Mitchison examines her life and
personality through the nature of inherited characteristics, is of interest on two levels.
Firstly, as in her three published volumes of autobiography, Mitchison attempts to
illuminate herself through a focus on others. The fact that these characters are part of
her ancestral community rather than the contemporary one which surrounds her,
reveals yet another imaginative and personal adaptation of the process of
autobiographical writing. Secondly, by following Mitchison's lead, and considering
her autobiographical work in the light of previous family writing, a pattern emerges,
which is the focus of the following discussion.
iv: Friends and Kindred and A Record of a Hundred Years
Mitchison's four volumes of autobiography, part self-exploration, part social history,
are a fascinating body of work in themselves, but looked at in a wider, familial
context they become even more unusual. For Mitchison was the third generation of
Haldane women to produce autobiographical writing, which, taken together, reveal an
unbroken continuity of life writing covering the lives of women living between 1825
and 1999. The existence of women's autobiography from three generations of one
family would be rare in itself, but the early nature of this work makes it all the more
remarkable. In addition to Mitchison's volumes, the texts in question here are,
Friends and Kindred: The Memoirs of Louisa Kathleen Haldane (1961), written by
Mitchison's mother 'Maya' at the instigation of Mitchison and her daughter Lois, and
mentioned earlier, and Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record of a Hundred Years, 1825-
1925 (1925), written by Mitchison's paternal grandmother 'Granniema' of Cloan, and
edited and compiled on her death by her daughter Elizabeth (Mitchison's 'Aunt
Bay,).52
SI Mitchison, Hide and Seek, p. 219.
52 Included in Friends and Ki".dred is a family tree, compiled by Mitchison with a note: 'This family tree
shows o~ly Pru:tof the Scottish Lowlands. Nor, in most cases, does it show the full family, and perhaps
step-family, With the ten or a dozen children who were often born, though not all came to maturity.
!here were many more cousin marriages than I have shown; it would have been too complicated to put
In the full Abercrornby, Portal, Homer and other relations. [... ] In addition to cousin marriages, there
were also marriages to heiresses - that is to say, only daughters, denoting usually, a strain of infertility.
Nobody so far has worked out the genetic effects of all this, but at fifteen I made up my mind to marry
someone completely unrelated.'
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As important players through the centuries in politics, the church, the military
and the arts, the Haldane family have been prolific writers and polemicists. The
works they produced cover a wide range of subjects, which as well as a number of
autobiographies, include biography, science, philosophy, sermons, economics,
translation and literature. Taken together, these can be seen to reflect the extent of
influence and ability of Mitchison's forebears. Described by her as 'the hell of an
intellectual heredity', 53 over two hundred titles by direct ancestors are held in Glasgow
University Library alone, dating back to the early eighteenth century. As seen in Hide
and Seek, Mitchison was very much aware of this legacy, and this is evident in her
description of a visit to the National Library of Scotland in 1941:
Meikle [the librarian] saw me as part of Scottish history, descendant
and representative of the Haldanes and indeed of all the great families
whose blood is mixed in mine - for indeed there is scarcely one of
them that isn't represented, Highland and Lowland. And I felt in tum
the pride and responsibility. 54
Having therefore established the existence of three generations of women's
autobiographical writing from one family, it is possible to trace within these texts the
development of personal beliefs, character traits and social attitudes, as attempted by
Mitchison in Hide and Seek. While this is a relatively easy objective within the male
autobiographical canon, the rarity of documented female experience - Woolf's 'Lives
of the obscure' - makes this example exceptional. ss A comparison of Mitchison's four
volumes of autobiographical writing, and those of Louisa Kathleen and Mary
Elizabeth Haldane reveal two major themes that echo through the female family line,
to do with issues of gender and class.
The natural sense of injustice Mitchison feels at the inequality of women's
rights, discussed in Small Talk and All Change Here, is similarly perceived by her
grandmother as a young child. Where (as previously highlighted) Maya writes her
53 Mitchison, N., Among You Taking Notes: The Wartime Diary of Naomi Mitchison 1939-/945, ed.
Dorothy Sheridan (~OI~don: P~oenix Press, 2000), p. 179. Mitchison was clearly conscious of her
ancestry, noting earlier m the diary that her Glasgow dentist 'reveres me as a Haldane!', p. 81.
54 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, pp. 169-70. This quotation also appears in Chapter Five in
~elat~on .to The Bull Calves. While it is not the purpose of this chapter to explore in detail the wider
implications of Mitchison's Haldane legacy, its sheer extent, and the context it gives both Mitchison's
work and the autobiographical writing of her mother and grandmother makes it noteworthy.
55 Woolf, V., 'Mr Bennet and Mrs Brown', Collected Essays Vol III (London: Hogarth Press, 1988), p.
384.
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daughter Naomi out of her autobiography, so Mary Haldane's name is left off the
foundation stone of her father's colliery, while her brother's is inscribed for posterity.
'From that time forward', she writes:
the fact of being merely a daughter rankled in my mind, and during my
childhood, and for years afterwards, I used to feel as if I was nothing to
anybody. 56
An awareness of the social inequalities of women, and a nascent form of the feminist
ideology fully developed in Mitchison two generations later, is also apparent in Mary
Haldane's complaint that:
In my youth a married woman had no more position than a cat, and it
was my intention to be a missionary and devote my life to the care of
the heathen. 57
Mitchison's mother is equally conSClOUSof the disadvantages of marnage for
independently-minded young women and admits in Friends and Kindred, 'I strongly
objected to the farce of being 'given away", while later complaining, 'I [... ] found my
change of name irritating and inconvenient'. 58 Furthermore, discussing her mother's
progressive belief in women's rights, Mary Haldane's daughter Elizabeth writes:
I think it was partly her feeling for the unfortunate of her sex that made
her sensitive to the position of women generally and anxious that their
interests should be guarded by law; she felt very keenly about the
inequalities that then existed, and she was a supporter of granting the
suffrage to women very much for this reason. 59
Mitchison's grandmother lived to the age of one hundred, and at eighty-four was still
writing letters to The Times in support of suffrage, revealing a fundamental belief in
56 Haldane, M. E., Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record of a Hundred Years. 1825-1925 (London: Hodder
& Stoughton, 1925), p. 47.
~: Haldane, M.E., Ma,?, Elizabeth f!aldane: A Record of a Hundred Years. 1825-1925, p. 157.
Haldane, L. K., Friends and Kmdred: The Memoirs of Louisa Kathleen Haldane (London: Faber &
Faber, 1961),p. 152andp.184.
59 Haldane, M.E., Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record of a Hundred Years, p. 101.
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equality and a spirited character which find clear echoes in Mitchison's own life and
work."
The second theme to emerge in a comparison of the autobiographical writings
of the three women, is that of class. From an aristocratic line, aU were aware of the
social and community responsibilities that accompanied the privileges of their class.
Although Mitchison would argue at times that she wished to challenge the Scottish
class system, her role as Highland Laird, and her vision of local kinship and personal
responsibility had much in common with the notions of duty exhibited by her older
female relatives.
For Mitchison's mother, the responsibilities of class manifested themselves
largely in terms of Empire, organising political meetings, and entertaining students
from 'the colonies', dedication to which later brought her an OBE.61 In Hide and
Seek, Mitchison outlines her mother's belief in the noblesse oblige of class:
One merited one's place because of services to society, but one was
free to choose them and one must accept the discipline that went with
them. One could, for example, go out and govern (for their own good)
the lesser breeds of the British Empire which was a great testing
ground of service and discipline and of the loyalties both to one's own
kind and class and of those served, whether the latter wanted it or not.
When she saw my father in service to mankind, to miners,
divers, above all soldiers in World War One, she whole-heartedly
supported him [... ] she did everything possible to help, which meant
for example, tearing up dress after dress to make into experimental gas
masks. The dresses were not replaced; this was part of the service.P'
Similarly, in A Record of a Hundred Years, Mary Haldane's daughter describes her
mother's 'deepest concern' for the inhabitants of Auchterarder near her Cloan estate.
Thus, with an instinctive duty of care to the surrounding community mirrored a
hundred years later by Mitchison at Carradale, Mary Haldane hosted parties at the
:~See example in Haldane, M.E., Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record of a Hundred Years, pp. 101-3..
In a letter dated 30.4.18, Aldous Huxley, a close family friend, notes that 'Mrs H. perfo~s the.duties
of gardener, war-worker, grandmother, farmer and marraine to some thousands of soldiers with her
62 us~al ~abulous energy'. The Letters of Aldous Huxley (London: Chatto & Windus, 1969).
Mitchison, Hide and Seek. NLS Ace. 9914.
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'Big House' for the local people, and constructed a village hall which was
subsequently 'used by many different sorts of gatherings.Y'
The reciprocal nature of this relationship was manifested in the respect and
gratitude exhibited by the local community to Mary Haldane, a balance which
Mitchison, living in a less deferential age, would frequently find elusive. At Mary
Haldane's death in 1925, the Provost of Auchterarder summed up her understanding
of the responsibilities of class which once again provide a template for the actions of
her grand-daughter in her own adopted community of Carradale. 'Tonight', he said,
we are mourning her loss - a loss which we all feel as a community,
and which will find an echo throughout our whole country. Mrs
Haldane was a remarkable personality. Possessed of rare talents, she
used them for the highest ends. Noblesse Oblige had no idle meaning
for Mrs Haldane. All her gifts were laid out to usury. She was a great
example to every rank and condition of the people."
The examples of these texts highlight the shared sense of social inequality and class
responsibility felt by these three women and transmitted through their joint
autobiographical writings. While each is a product of its own time, collectively, they
offer a rare written insight into the experiences of three women from one family. In
addition, the texts provide a very personal context in which to view Mitchison's own
autobiographical work. A Record of a Hundred Years includes a tribute to Mary
Haldane by an old friend which reads:
She was unique. The charm and graciousness of her old age adorned,
but did not hide, her massive intellect and personality. No woman has
ever given me so great an impression of strength."
What is notable about this eulogy is its applicability to each of the three generations
as they represent themselves in print. Through the autobiographical writings of Mary,
Louisa and Naomi can be traced the lives of three generations of exceptional, highly
literate women. In addition to this personal perspective, their words and actions are
significant as representation of a larger movement by women from the private,
:~ Haldane, M. E., Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record ofa Hundred Years, p. 104 and p. 105.
65 Haldane, M. E., Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record of a Hundred Years, p. 150.
Haldane, M. E., Mary Elizabeth Haldane: A Record of a Hundred Years, p. 154.
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domestic world of the nineteenth century 'spiritual autobiography', through the first
cautious moves into public life, and finally towards full political and social
involvement as Mitchison, the first of the 'bull calves', embraced the opportunities of
her time.
The four volumes of autobiography by Mitchison discussed in this chapter
take the reader through her life from her earliest childhood experiences to the
outbreak of the Second World War. Until her death in 1999, Mitchison's need to
document her life continued unabated, and in the following chapter, I will consider
her use of the diary as an autobiographical form, detailing the years which fall outwith
the period of Small Talk, All Change Here, You May Well Ask and Hide and Seek.
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Chapter Two
'It is always a bore being ahead of one's time'·: The Diaries of Naomi Mitchison
I look at this account of my life so many years back. Some of this comes new to me
though I must have written it. It is odd that events or sights that I remember most
vividly don't seem to have made it to the diary [... J There was so much more, but the
seasons repeat themselves, the branches break.
Naomi Mitchison
Foreword, Among You Taking Notes
The forms of autobiographical and self-reflexive writing which are the focus of this
thesis often fall within genres traditionally seen as comprising 'women's texts' and
have, as so often with writing by women, been viewed as less prestigious forms,
marginalised within the literary canon. Following on from the previous chapter's
discussion of personal memoir, this chapter explores Mitchison's use of the diary as a
vehicle for self-representation and the influence that her position as an established
writer and public figure had on the production of these texts. In addition, this chapter
also examines the implications of the diary as an ostensibly private document, written
as, or becoming, a public text.
Divided into three sections, the chapter first examines the evolution of critical
recognition of the diary as a literary genre in recent decades, and the problems
inherent in the discussion of an often very personal and diverse form of writing.
Within this, I consider the influence of feminist re-interpretations of women's
autobiographical writings in bringing about a renewed interest in these texts.
Section Two looks at the character and purpose of two diaries by Mitchison,
published and unpublished, which date from the nineteen-thirties. An untitled, full-
length manuscript held by the National Library of Scotland documents her trip to
Communist Russia with the Fabian Society in 1932 and is referred to in this chapter
as the Russian Diary,'
...Mitchison, Naomi, Among You Taking Notes: The Wartime Diary of Naomi Mitchison, 1939-1945 ed.
Dorothy Sheridan (London: Gollancz, 1985; Phoenix Press 2000) p. 181 (Wednesday, 21st January
I942). ' ,
I Extracts from this diary were published in 1932 as 'Pages from a Russian Diary', Modern Scot 3:3
~Autumn 1932), pp. 229-36 and, more recently in Modernism and Nationalism: Literature and Society
In S~otland 1918-1939 ed. Margery Palmer McCulloch (Glasgow: Association for Scottish Literary
Studies, 2004), pp. 209-12.
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Written and published two years later, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary
(1934) is an account of her time as a Socialist supporter of 'Red Vienna' in the period
leading up to the Dollfuss Affair.' As these diaries are largely political in theme and
content, the aim is to consider the ways in which they negotiate the dichotomy
between a traditionally private form of writing as opposed to its focus on external
themes and its publication.
Section Three introduces Mitchison's most extensive autobiographical
undertaking, a million-word diary for the Mass-Observation movement, which covers
the period 1939-1945. Originally written anonymously for an anthropological project,
an abridged version was published in 1985 as Among You Taking Noles: The Wartime
Diary of Naomi Mitchison 1939-1945. The publication of this shortened version of the
text raises questions about the editorial decisions implicit in the process of preparing a
private diary for the public domain. Throughout this study, page references to
Mitchison's Mass-Observation diary are to the published version, except where noted
otherwise.'
It is important to note that this chapter does not attempt to provide an all-
encompassing survey of Mitchison's diary writing. Many fragments exist in the
archives of the National Library of Scotland in notebooks, often hand-written in
pencil and in a fragile state of preservation." Mitchison wrote notebooks extensively
throughout her life. They are a mixture of diaries, book plans, poems, addresses and
shopping lists, always in her familiar scrawl, and of mixed use to the researcher. In a
letter to Tom Harrisson, the founder of Mass-Observation, Mitchison remarked:
I don't know what of my papers would interest Mass Obs. I gave a
certain number of Scottish interest ones to the Edinburgh National
2 The 'Dollfuss Affair' was the attempt, in 1933, of the fascist Austrian Chancellor, Engelbert Dollfuss, to
govern Austria by dictatorship. Encouraged by Mussolini, Dollfuss's aim was to oppose 'Anschluss' the
proposed pOlit.icalunion betwe~n Austria and Germany in the wake of the Great Depression. Hostile to
both the Nazis and Communists, Dollfuss declared a fascist constitution in May 1934 and was
murdered by Nazis in July of that year. Having removed Dollfuss and secured Mussolini's
acquiescence, Hitler completed the unification in March 1938, largely unopposed by the Austrian
people.
3 I would like to thank the Trustees of the Mass-Observation Archive, University of Sussex, for the use of
M-O A material in this chapter. A second typescript copy of this diary is held by the National Library
of Scotland, TD2980 2/0.
4 Mitchison's diaries, some of which are discussed in this chapter can be found in the National Library of
Scotland in Accessions 9201, 10753, 10807, 10899, 10840 and 10888. Diaries are also to be found in
the papers deposited at NLS in 2003. See TD2980 1/3,2/0 and 217.
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Library [... ] and god help the poor bastards who try and turn them
into PhD thesesf
Others diaries and notebooks are alluded to by Mitchison in interviews and writing,
but are lost, or not yet within the public domain." These diaries are, perhaps, the ones
which remain truly private, and this chapter is therefore, of necessity, selective.
i: The Diary as Autobiography
From its inception, the diary, and its close relative the journal, has been a mode of
writing produced by both men and women. However, the historical tendency of
women to employ the diary as a vehicle for self-expression, in preference to
alternative forms of writing, was governed by discernible socio-economic conditions
similar to those which influenced the production of autobiography, as discussed in the
previous chapter. All forms of self-reflexive or confessional literature,
autobiography, diaries, journals and letters, can be written in public spaces through
short bursts of concentration, without the space and time needed for the production of
prose fiction or prolonged narrative. The economic and social proscription of Woolf's
'room of one's own' can again be seen coming into play in the historical
preponderance of the diary as a workable genre for the female writer. In addition to
practical concerns, the essentially private nature of the diary provided a socially
acceptable means of writing which, like the 'spiritual autobiography', did not risk
transgressing the boundaries of the domestic to intrude upon the public sphere of
publishing and its associated impropriety.'
While both diaries and autobiography share characteristics familiar to life-
writing such as the correspondence of author and protagonist, and have both been
marginalised literary forms, they differ when considered in terms of temporal
perspective. Autobiography, typically written towards the end of a life, benefits from
5 NM to TH, 15th September 197[1], Box 5, Mass-Observation Archive, University of Sussex. I am
inclined t~ agree, although on one such notebook, Mitchison has tantalisingly scrawled 'Essential to
6 any~ne doing a b<?okabout ~e' on ~hefront. National Library of Scotland, TD2980 2/9. . .
NM: .. .I have wntten at vanous times. I've written diaries over periods of stress, penods of public
interest and once I did another whole year.'
CF: 'Just for fun?'
NM: 'Yes, just to see what it would be like. It was a vague idea that Penguin wanted to do but it wasn't
certain.' [Extract from unpublished interview with NM by Angus Calder and Christine Fitton,
7 Sept~mber 1982, in.Carradale, Scotland. Box 5, Mass-Observation Archive, University .or Sussex.]
Ha~net ,Blodg~tt, dlscussm~ the historical development of the di~ in relatio~ to splrltual. conce~ns
wntes: The diary of conscience was the ancestor of the secular diary preoccupied With the inner life,
th~t was ~o.emerge in less. religious times.' 'Capacious Hold-Ali': An Anthology of English Women's
Diary Wntmg (Charlottesville & London: University Press of Virginia, 1991), pp. 3-4.
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the revisionary possibilities of retrospect. The diary, however, written daily or soon
after an event, does not allow for the clarity of hindsight and can therefore be seen to
provide a fluctuating, and potentially less unified projection of self. Additionally, the
diarist, living and writing from day to day, unlike the autobiographer or omniscient
novelist, is unaware as to the conclusion of their text, granting them less control over
its production.
It is, however, naive to view the diary (as critical opinion has long done) as an
essentially artless form, written for the moment and with little literary or critical
merit. For while it is true that the diary lacks the polished retrospective viewpoint of
other literary modes, its content, descriptions and characterisation are still controlled
by, and subject to, the subjective interpretations of its author. Discussing this, Judy
Simons argues that:
As in all autobiographical writing, the diary constructs a fictional
persona, a version of the self that the diarist wishes to project, however
unconscious Iy.8
This view is particularly pertinent when discussing the diaries of professional writers
like Mitchison. While not subject to the same level of revision and professional
concern as their other work, the writer's diary remains a document that is written with
an ear for language and an awareness of descriptive possibility. In respect of this,
Simons writes:
It is unfortunate that even today, when their work is being granted a
critical attention it was often originally denied, the diaries of women
writers are still seen merely as a footnote to their main oeuvre, offering
biographical insights but ignored as important literary documents."
A distinction must also be drawn between the diaries of 'ordinary' women for whom
the diary was their only available mode of autobiographical writing, and experienced
writers such as Mitchison (or Virginia Woolf) who wrote extensively in many genres,
some of which provided self-reflexive opportunities and alternative vehicles for
literary identity-construction.
8 Simons, Judy, 'Secret Exhibitionists: Women and their Diaries'. Diaries and Journals of Literary
9 ~omen from F,anny BU1:nerto, Virginia Woolf(London: MacMillan, 1990), p. 12.
Simons, Judy, Conclusion', Diaries and Journals of Literary Women, p. 204.
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The self-reflexive element of the diary, often seen as a fundamental
component of the genre, is however challenged by the texts on which this chapter
focuses. While Mitchison uses her diaries to construct and to re-affirm her personal
and national identity, - an argument that I explore in more detail in reference to the
texts below - the initial purpose of these diaries is to observe and document
surrounding events and people, rather than to act as a mirror to the author. It is not
possible to determine the extent to which the alternative forms of writing open to
Mitchison lessened her need to use the diary explicitly as a means of self-reflection,
but it was a literary distinction of which she was aware. Explaining the conception of
her Vienna Diary, Mitchison describes herself primarily as an 'observer' of public
events, (as she would later be for the Mass-Observation movement), rather than a
diarist of private thoughts and feelings. She later qualifies this description,
emphasising the personal nature of the text, by adding:
Well then, I'm an observer. I'm also a Socialist, and my observations
will be the observations of a Socialist, just as they'll be the
observations of a woman of thirty-six, of someone brought up before
the war, partly scientist, partly historian, nothing complete, the usual
set of odds and ends that my social class and circumstances are likely
to produce. So I shan't be objective. But, then, nobody is, so that
doesn't matter.i''
Yet while this and other diaries by Mitchison are perhaps less explicitly focused on the
self than the genre norm, their creation remained of fundamental importance for her
negotiation of national, political and personal identities at various times of her life.
As mentioned above, a diary written by a previously published author also
raises questions over the features that distinguish texts initially intended as private
documents from those created for the public domain. Discussing this, Lynn Z. Bloom
argues that:
For the professional writer there are no private writings [... ] The
writer's mind is invariably alert to the concerns of an audience and
shapes the text, even diaries and letters, to accommodate these. The
10 Mitchison, N., Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary (London: Gollancz, 1934), pp. 10-1.
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private performance may be less polished than the manuscript
destined for publication from the outset, but once a writer, like an
actor, is audience-oriented, such considerations as telling a good story,
getting the sounds and rhythm right, supplying sufficient detail for
another's understanding, can never be excluded [... ] The professional
writer is never off-duty. I I
Mitchison also blurs the distinction between private and public in her diaries through
the inclusion of sensitive information in work which she knows is destined to be read
by others. Interviewing Mitchison about the publication of her often very personal
Mass-Observation diary, Dorothy Sheridan raised this issue and received a typically
candid response:
DS: Did it ever bother you that you were writing a lot of personal
things down and that other people were going to read them?
NM: No that's never bothered me much, I'm a terrible extrovert! And I
couldn't care less what people think about me, which I suppose is in
some ways a good idea at any rate from the point of view of history. 12
Additionally, irrespective of the disclosure of personal detail, the public diary can
arguably be differentiated from its private incarnation through the extent to which it is
a self-contained text, internally coherent, and without the need for external or editorial
clarification. This definition of a public text is consistent with Mitchison's work, in
particular Among You Taking Notes, the published version of her Mass-Observation
diary, edited by Dorothy Sheridan, which even without its introduction, list of main
characters, and occasional editorial intervention, would have remained a well-
developed, self-explanatory document.
It can be argued that, apart from the most coded of private diaries, all are
written with an audience in mind, even if that audience is only the author herself. The
diarist has also historically assumed the job of documenting domestic life, a role which
conjures images of the diary written for and read to a family or local audience.
II Bloom~ Lynn Z., "'1 Write for Myself and Strangers": Private Diaries as Public Documents', Inscribing
the Dally: Critical Essays on Women's Diaries (Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts, 1996), pp.
24-5.
12 Extract of DS interviewing NM for Stranger than Fiction, a BFI production screened on Channel 4 in
1987. Mitchison interview was not used in the final cut. Video NBMI Mass-Observation Archive,
University of Sussex. '
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Aboard the 'Morvern' in February 1940, Denny MacIntosh, a Carradale fisherman,
writes to Mitchison:
Naomi Dear,
It is a revelation to me to read your diary it is so interesting. I am now
past the place where you tussle with the Russians. 0 yes, I will have a
chat with you about it again. You are just splendid my lass."
While Mitchison herself makes only one reference to reading publicly the diaries
under discussion in this chapter (quoted below), she regularly notes the use of friends
and relatives as sounding boards for her other writing. This, along with her
willingness to share the details of her private life, seen in the quotations above, allows
us to speculate that this method was also employed in the production of her diaries.
The nature of the assumed audience is an influential factor in determining the
tone and content of any text, and is central to the diaries written by Mitchison during
the mid nineteen-thirties, and explored in the following section. Through the largely
political character of these texts, it is also possible to discern a tendency for an
observational, descriptive authorial perspective (rather than a fundamentally self-
referential one) which pre-dates the aims and methods of the Mass-Observation
movement, explored in Section Three of this chapter.
ii: Mitchison's Political Diaries
As highlighted above, many of Mitchison's diaries, in particular those which date
from the inter-war period, were not employed primarily as vehicles for literary self-
reflection. Rather, they can be read as semi-public documents, created not as an
exploration of inner existence, but as a portrait of surrounding life and events.
Responding to questions over the extent to which texts such as these can be positioned
within the diary genre, Harriet Blodgett argues:
All diarists pursue an interest in self, even those who keep public
diaries, which may not focus on the writer herself, but still record only
her choice of subjects. Diaries support and reinforce the sense of being
an important entity, someone whose perceptions matter."
:!Denny Macintosh to NM, 18th February 1940 'Morvem', NLS, TD2980 2/1.
Blodgett, 'Introduction', Capacious Hold-All: An Anthology of Englishwomen's Diary Writing, p. 8.
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By recording her reactions to the changing nature of society in these texts, Mitchison
can be seen to articulate to herself (and to other potential readers), the emergence of a
political and social awareness by means of which she would move beyond the
expected bounds of her class and gender. As such, the developing world-view of the
diaries discussed in this chapter can be read as reflexive, tracing the negotiation of
Mitchison's personal route through the rapidly changing first half of the twentieth
century.
The first extended example of this use of the genre is Mitchison's diary of her
visit to the USSR in 1932. Travelling as part of a delegation organised by the Fabian
Society, Mitchison visited the Soviet Union with a group of left-wing intellectuals and
artists. Although she was by this time a well-established writer of fiction, she was
slightly uneasy at being surrounded by those she saw as 'professionals', and when
asked what her specialist research interest was, she announced she would be
investigating 'Archaeology and Abortion. Two A'S,.IS The choice of subject is
significant, reflecting an already established interest in the promotion of birth control
methods, and her use of ancient artefacts as inspiration for her historical fiction. Her
investigation of these topics is seen throughout the diary as she visited (and was often
critical of) both museums and health clinics. More generally throughout the trip,
Mitchison also used her diary to explore the possibilities for social equality offered by
communism, and the role of class and feminism within this context.
Now held in manuscript by the National Library of Scotland, this diary was
never published and is therefore untitled, but is referred to here as the Russian Diary.
Although the diary is a very personal response to life in Soviet Russia, Mitchison used
it the following year as the basis for a chapter on 'Archaeology and the Intellectual
Worker' in Twelve Studies in Soviet Russia, edited by Margaret Cole, and published
by the New Fabian Research Bureau." In later years, she also used the diary as a
source for piecing together memories for her final volume of autobiography, You May
Well Ask: 1920-1940 (1986). Coming back to the diary retrospectively, she writes:
The book-length diary I kept of the trip has excellent portraits of some
of my fellow voyagers: Pethick Lawrence, Weldon and Opie, Kitty
IS Mitchison, Naomi, You May Well Ask: A Memoir 1920-1940 (London: Gollancz, 1979; Flamingo,
1986), p. 187.
16 Mitchison, N., 'Archaeology and the Intellectual Worker', Twelve Studies in Soviet Russia, ed.
Margaret Cole (London: New Fabian Research Bureau, 1933), pp. 249-64.
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Muggeridge, Christina Foyle [... ] and above all my cousin Graeme
[... ] It was clearly an emotional experience, not only for me, but for
most of the people who started off from Tower Bridge, across the
North Sea, along the Kiel canal [... ] and on to Leningrad, whether they
were members of the SSIP or others, enquirers or devotees.V
Handling the diary after many years, she also notes its physical condition, writing,
'The paper of the diary is dry and brown and brittle. The first and last pages are gone.
Like me it nears its end.tl8 This was written in 1979, and while the last pages remain
lost, I have located the initial page in the archives of the National Library of
Scotland.l'' Nevertheless, even without its final words, the 252 surviving typescript
pages of the diary are a substantial record of her exploration of socialist and
communist theory in practice, and of her evolving political, social and feminist
awareness in the early 1930s.
It is clear from the diary that Mitchison, and those with whom she travelled, saw
communism's emphasis on the group and the decreasing significance of the
individual, as a possible social model for the West. It was a time when many,
including Mitchison, were beginning to acknowledge the need to approach the future
from a radically new perspective. In this, Mitchison had been influenced by her
friend Gerald Heard whose zeitgeist-capturing work The Ascent of Humanity: An
Essay on the Evolution of Civilisation from Group Consciousness through
Individuality to Super-consciousness had been published in 1929. In the decades after
the First World War, as previous social and moral certainties collapsed, the Soviet
Union appeared, for many British socialists, to offer communality and collective
living as a viable and necessary form of social organisation.
Yet Mitchison was by no means a whole-hearted convert to communism. Her
political instinct would always be socialist rather than communist. This was in
contrast to her brother JBS Haldane, who was actively involved in the Communist
Party of Great Britain and who, arguably, was more rigorous in his acknowledgement
of the contradictions inherent in playing the role of the aristocratic socialist.
17 Mitehison, 'Archaeology and the Intellectual Worker', Twelve Studies in Soviet Russia, p. 188. The
18 SS.IP~as the Society for Socialist Inquiry and Propaganda.
Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p. 191.
19 The main MS is stored in ~LS Ace. 10899, while another copy of the opening sequence, including the
lost first page can be found ID Ace. 10753. Additional pages are in Ace, 10888/7.
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Discussing the opposition of class and the political left In her third volume of
autobiography, Mitchison wrote:
I was in two minds, partly because of my brother. He was for some
years a card-carrying member, assuaging no doubt the guilt of being
born into the upper classes; this doubtless increased the tension
between him and me, since I had not sufficiently recognised my guilt.20
Unwilling, therefore, to embrace unconditionally the ideological beliefs of her
brother, Mitchison approached the diary as a means of analysing the dystopian reality
of communism in practice. Leaving London for Leningrad, she writes:
I wonder what we all think we shall get in Russia, apart from the
technical things. I talked to Ridley, the architect, for a long time
and I think he hopes to find what I hope for - that people will look
at one differently, that there will be real happiness and freedom -
not presumably political freedom, but a real liberte des moeurs [... ]
I am in such a state of compromise! Sometimes London has seemed
quite unreal, going about among the advertisements and little shops
and people hurrying each on their own errand, each trying to undo
what another has done, and this thing I am going to see alone seems
real."
While Mitchison views the trip as an opportunity to witness a socio-political
alternative, it is also a very personal journey, and this again is reflected in the diary.
Throughout the text, she attempts to assess honestly the influence of class background
on her interpretation of society. Travelling to Russia with passengers who largely
comprise 'second or third generation intelligensia [in] an atmosphere of birth-control
and high-browism'rf Mitchison is moved to discuss this issue with others, and in her
diary she reports:
I ask [Valentino] if he still felt himself instinctively a member of the
ruling classes, rationalising the fact that he had all these rights and
20 M' hiitc ison, You May Well Ask, p. 191.
~~M!tch!son, Naomi, Russian Diary, NLS Ace. 10899, p. 4 and 8.
Mitchison, Russian Diary, p. 2.
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privileges by saying that he was a specially intelligent and sensitive
person, and he said he thought that was true. So much for education. I
know I am like that myself.23
Later, however, having experienced the realities of the theoretically classless state,
she becomes excited about the application of equality, and confident of her ability to
join with the masses. Her diary entry reads:
I did like [Soviet Russia] so much. I felt it was in a way what I had
wanted, what I have waited for; I didn't feel I should be embarrassed or
bothered walking by myself, and, walking with G[raeme], I didn't feel
that either he or I were by blood or by upbringing or even by praxis so
far removed from the workers that we couldn't fit in with this or feel a
brotherhood with the people.i"
It could be argued, therefore, that the Russian Diary provides an invaluable record of
the formation of Mitchison's personal and political beliefs by which she would live
and be known for the rest of her life. The desire to be part of the group, on an equal
footing regardless of class difference, is a pattern, which, although present in the
themes of conflicting loyalty within her early classical novels, is first expressed as a
personal aspiration within this text.
Mitchison's first visit to Russia, and her record of it in the diary, can also be
seen to have influenced her fiction of this period. On returning from the Soviet
Union, Mitchison wrote her first 'modem' novel, published in 1935 as We Have Been
Warned.25 The novel, which openly tackles the sexual and political taboos of the
period, was published only after much wrangling with publishers over the obscenity
laws, and questions about what constituted acceptable language in print. As
Mitchison would later wryly remark:
23 M· hiItC ison, Russian Diary, p. 16.
24 M· hiItC rson, Russian Diary, p. 30.
25 For. a synopsis and discussion of this text see Elizabeth Maslen's 'Sizing up: women, politics an~
parties', Image and Power: Women's Fiction in the Twentieth Century eds. Sarah Sceats and Gail
Cunni~gham (London: Longman, 1996), pp. 200-202 and Phyllis Lassner's "A Cold Shabby Purgatory':
Naomi Mitchison's Vision of British Fascism', British Women Writers of World War II: Battlegrounds
of their Own (Houndmills: Macmillan Press, 1998), pp. 72-85.
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In some of the stories of The Delicate Fire there is, I would have
thought, far more overt sex than in We Have Been Warned, but
apparently it's all right when people wear wolfskins and togas.i"
We Have Been Warned is both a highly political and a personal novel. Many of its
passages can be seen to reflect Mitchison's direct experience of life in Oxford,
Scotland, Russia, and the English Labour heartlands. Introducing the notion of
writing as a form of identity-construction (on which this thesis focuses), Isobel
Murray has argued that:
A new and very personal element also marks out We Have Been
Warned. While there was no doubt an element of self-projection in Erif
Der [protagonist of The Corn King and the Spring Queen], there is
something very close to identity between the author and her two main
female characters in the modem novel, in spite of obvious
circumstantial differences. Indeed the whole book clearly and openly
reflects the author's own experience, milieux and friends ... the Russian
interlude is based, often quite closely, on Naomi's diaries for her trip to
Russia in 1932_27
After much revision, the novel was finally published by Constable rather than
Jonathan Cape or Victor Gollancz, both of whom, as established left-wing publishers,
Mitchison could have expected to take on the text. Of primary concern to these
publishers was the novel's description of an abortion carried out in an early birth
control clinic in Moscow. This incident has direct relevance to an analysis of the
Russian Diary as Mitchison took the scene straight from an experience she had
previously recorded in the diary. This leads us to speculate that even if Mitchison had
attempted to have the Russian Diary published in its original form, rather than using it
as the basis for alternative writing projects, she would have run into similar
difficulties of censorship. In You May Well Ask, Mitchison recalls the diary being read
by Edward Garnett, a close friend, and at that time reader for Jonathan Cape.
26 M' h'itc ison, You May Well Ask, p. 179.
27 M~ay, Isobel, Introduction to Beyond This Limit: Selected Shorter Fiction of Naomi Mitchison
(Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1986), p. xi.
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Edward had been reading my Russian diary and says firmly how much
better it is than the novel. He may well have been right there but the
general idea of asking for a complete re-write was not acceptable."
The suggestion that the diary may have been written with publication in mind also
strengthens a reading of the text as a public rather than private document. Jenni
Calder, Mitchison's biographer, strengthens this interpretation, noting that a major
event of the trip, Mitchison's affair with one of the Fabian group aboard the ship, goes
entirely unrecorded, suggesting a form of self-censorship guarding against the
possibility of other readers - a less likely aspect of the private diary.29
Ultimately, Mitchison's Russian Diary can be read as a literary vehicle
through which she reflected on the experiences of visiting the Soviet Union, and of
seeing a form of socialism in practice. While it is clearly written in diary form,
Mitchison did not use it to express explicitly her inner life. Its value lies in the un-
self-conscious identity-construction of its author feeling her way through aspects of
social and political thought that would come to represent what she stood for as a
private person, as a public figure, and especially as a writer. Within the Russian
Diary, therefore, the need for absolute disclosure and honesty was not a paramount
concern, as the text was, at least in part, a vehicle for political deliberation. Within
her next diary, however, although also political in tone and content, the need for truth
became an essential aspect of creation, and is the text to which this chapter now turns.
Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary was written as a testimony of six weeks
spent among the Socialist workers of Vienna in the politically turbulent period of
early 1934, a period she would later describe as 'the liquidation of Red Vienna,.3o
Mitchison became increasingly politically aware throughout the 1930s, influenced by
her visit to Russia in 1932 with the Fabian Society, and involved in the growing
British Labour movement. Like many on the left, she became progressively worried
about the burgeoning power of the European right-wing.
Mitchison arrived in Austria in February, having responded to calls from the
international Left to help in the aftermath of the brutal suppression of Socialist dissent
by the fascist forces of Engelbert Dollfuss. As Austrian Chancellor, Dollfuss came to
28 Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p. 173.
29 ~he record of this incident, alluded to by Calder but left out of both her biography, and of the original
diary manuscript, has since been deposited in NLS by Mitchison's daughter Lois Godfrey. and is to be
found in TD2980 2/5.
30 Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p. 193.
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prominence during the fascist advance of the 'thirties in central Europe. Having
gained political control, he dissolved democratic rule. He crucially opposed
'Anschluss', the proposed political union between Austria and Germany. Yet, while
Dollfuss objected to the union on nationalist grounds, many Austrians (being of
Germanic extraction) saw the Anschluss as a shrewd pooling of resources. Others in
Europe, however, remembering the Great War, saw the re-strengthening of Germany
as a potential threat. Among these was Italy's fascist leader Benito Mussolini who,
recognising the danger to his own rule, supported Dollfuss in his opposition of
German take-over.
Mitchison smuggled papers and money through the Austrian border, and, with
the help of sympathetic contacts, spent her time in Vienna providing emotional and
financial support for the families of workers who had been murdered, or arrested
without trial, by the Dollfuss regime. For Mitchison, the help she was able to give
represented praxis, her need for action, whether that be the quantifiable support of
Austrian Schillings, or the documentation of socialist suppression in her diary.
Discussing this period, Mitchison's biographer, Jenni Calder suggests that:
Writing fiction was one way of articulating a commentary on social,
political and personal relations [as discussed earlier in this chapter in
relation to We Have Been Warned], but for Naomi it did not take the
place of practical involvement. Driving the urge to act, to be involved,
was a strengthening belief in communality."
Mitchison's actions often put her in danger from government forces (although if she
had been arrested, her British passport would undoubtedly have provided her some
protection) and visits to Socialist safe houses were often covert. The need for caution
and trust between sympathisers was paramount, yet despite, or indeed perhaps because
of the risks involved, the Vienna Diary clearly reveals a feeling of integration that is
absent from the Russian Diary. This reflects perhaps both the greater ease Mitchison
felt in the company of socialists and also a tendency to romanticise her surroundings,
also apparent in her later portraits of Kintyre. Looking back on her time in Austria,
she wrote:
31 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 92.
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What I remember is the constant feeling that I was deeply one of the
Second, Socialist Democrat, International, a European in brotherhood
with European socialists: Freundschaft und Freiheit [friendship and
freedom], we whispered to one another in the hurrying, anxious
streets.32
Mitchison's diary ends on the io" April 1934, after which she continued to promote
the plight of the Austrian Socialist workers to a largely uninterested British public. In
May, Dollfuss proclaimed a fascist constitution, and in July he was murdered by
Nazis for his opposition to Austro-German union.
Of all Mitchison's diaries under discussion in this chapter, her Vienna Diary is
her most clearly 'public' text. Mitchison's trip to Austria was funded by an advance
from the left-wing publisher Victor Gollancz (with whom she had a long publishing
relationship despite his refusal to handle We Have Been Warned) and the diary was
therefore written with publication in mind. She makes this clear to the reader from
the outset, writing:
I rang up V. G. on Monday evening, and asked if he'd give me an
advance on a - very hypothetical - book about it. He said he would, and
I'm going on that. I couldn't have otherwise.r'
From its inception therefore, Mitchison has a clear image of her intended audience - a
politically aware, left-wing, reading public - and the diary is addressed to them rather
than to an inner voice or self. Through publication of this work, Mitchison hoped to
raise the profile of the Austrian Socialists who were living under increasingly violent
and authoritarian political control and to encourage her readers to contribute to the
'fighting fund' necessary to keep the Socialist resistance active."
Aware, therefore, of her audience, and of the seriousness of her undertaking,
Mitchison is conscious of maintaining the diary's image as a 'truthful', immediate and
unedited version of what she witnesses. She addresses this in the Foreword to the
text, writing:
32 Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p. 193-4. 'Friendship and Freedom' is also used as the closing epigraph
of the diary.
33 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary, p. 10.
34 In the Afterword to the text, Mitchison appeals directly to the reader for donations, writing, 'If anyone
who has read my diary feels that they would like to let me have any money - whatever amount they
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For reasons which will become plain in the course of the book, I have,
in general, altered names and occasionally cut something out
altogether. But otherwise, except for the altering of a word here and
there, it is exactly as I wrote it, usually within twelve hours of the
events described.35
More than the Russian Diary, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary has a clearly defined
purpose. Mitchison knows she is dealing with fast-moving current events, and realises
that what she writes can literally mean life or death to the Viennese Socialists she has
met.
I do not know for certain how I can help. I can write things down
clearly and truthfully, and I will do so. I promise now that this diary
will contain nothing but the truth. It will not be the whole truth, partly
because no man or woman can ever know that, and partly because I
shall probably be unable to say certain things, so as not to endanger
other people. I will do nothing which my conscience, as a lover of
mankind and as a practical woman, forbids me to do."
As well as the need for a faithful reproduction of events expected by readers of
the genre, Mitchison is also aware of the influence of her position as a public figure
and well-known writer on both the production and interpretation of the diary. The
influence her public profile has on the text is most clearly seen in the use of her name
in the title. By its inclusion, Mitchison simultaneously emphasises the personal nature
of the text, as opposed to more objective political reportage, reveals the extent to
which she hoped her association could be used to highlight the Socialist cause, and
underpins in the reader's mind the reliability of the diary's sources. Her public profile
(and by association her social class) also provide her with a level of security in
addition to that provided by her British passport. 'I've probably got a certain snob
value', she admits:
can afford - will they send i~to ~e, c,are of the publishers? I will see that it gets out to Austria, and the
best possible use i,smade, of Jr. ~JtchJso~, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary, p. 285
3S Mitchison, Naomi, MI,lchl,son,s h,enna DI,ary, p. 7,
36 Mitchison. Naomi MlIch,son s Vienna Diary, pp, 31-2,
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I'd make a good headline if I got imprisoned - probably [... ] I might be
useful at impressing people; I take it one may conceivably be used to
tell whoever happens to be in power that the attitude of England is this
or that. My name's still some use. I don't suppose I've been definitely
ticked off as a left-winger .. .1 may look odd, but at least I look fairly
distinguished. And I can easily feel like an aristocrat, which is what
makes one behave like one.37
In addition to her public identity, Mitchison's role as a writer can also be seen as a
significant factor in the construction of the diary. She acknowledges the impact of her
occupation on the text, admitting that very few people 'have both money and leisure -
and the will - to do this. I've got this because of my profession'," although it could be
argued that her social background would have allowed her to travel, career or not. As
discussed in the previous section, a writer's diary differs from others, benefiting from
authorial ability to control imagery and characterisation, and this remains true for
Mitchison's Vienna Diary despite her initial assertion that it wasn't subsequently
altered. However, while her ability to write was necessary for the production of the
text, it was not entirely beneficial to its reception. Unable to get advance articles
published in newspapers back home, Mitchison bemoaned the capricious attitude of
the British press towards writing and writers:
These little papers that are willing to call one a genius when one's
writing fiction - words that they don't need to take action about - but
won't have anything to do with one when one's writing something that
really matters! One sees this highbrow fame for the hollow, tinny thing
it is, when I can't even get an article of first-rate topical interest
published in a London weekly. Well I must take them to the others. I'm
ashamed that I couldn't help. Damn!"
Despite the obstacles surrounding the project, the fear of arrest, of endangering the
lives of others, the lack of press interest, and the transitory nature of political
comment, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary remains an absorbing and at times
37 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary, pp. 11-2.
38 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary, p. 10.
39 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary, p. 218.
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moving diary. Most striking among its events is the description of Mitchison's
meeting with the widow of the recently executed figurehead of the Socialist
resistance, Koloman Wallisch. It is also the only point within the text, that, for
Mitchison, the diary process breaks down. After visiting Paula Wallisch, and visiting
the unmarked grave of the woman's husband, Mitchison finds herself unable to
document the day, breaking away from the format of writing close after the time of
experience. This she admits to the reader:
This is a bad gap, but the two days since I wrote - no, just about three
days - have perhaps settled in my memory. There were moments that I
don't think I could have put down immediately after they happened;
one was too much part of them to be able to stand away and be even
mildly objective as a diarist must be. Now they have settled in my
mind, and I have full pencil notes to work from.40
Despite these events, and the political abuses and hardship that Mitchison witnessed,
the diary concludes on a positive note. Through a mixture of writing skill and praxis,
Mitchison feels she has made a difference to the lives of the 'Genossen', her socialist
comrades in Austria. Within this text, therefore, she can be seen to have achieved a
degree of the group assimilation for which she first expressed a desire in the Russian
D. 41wry.
The search for community, and the need to identify with political, social or
national groupings is a theme that can be seen to be woven throughout Mitchison's
autobiographical writings, and is of paramount importance to a reading of her most
extensive and self-reflexive diary, written for the Mass-Observation movement, and
the focus of the following section.
iii: 'We the plain folk of Scotland': Mitchison and Mass-Observation
Mitchison's involvement in the Mass-Observation movement, which continued
intermittently from 1937 to the mid 1990s, stemmed from her friendship with a young
self-styled anthropologist called Tom Harrisson. Harrisson, along with Charles Madge
and Humphrey Jennings, aimed, through the relatively new discipline of sociology, to
40 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary. pp. 218-9.
41 Mitchison's photographs of Koloman Wallisch's grave and of Vienna's bullet-marked buildings survive,
and can be found in NLS, TD2980 2/5.
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study the habits of the British public using observational methods traditionally
employed by the sciences. The Mass-Observation movement was billed 'A Science of
Ourselves', and, from 1937, participants known as 'observers' were encouraged to
document (preferably un-noticed) the lives, likes and dislikes of those around them. It
was a revolutionary exercise, and was an early expression of the now well-established
socio-historical viewpoint that 'ordinary' people could be worthy of academic study.42
Discussing her friendship with Harrisson, Mitchison later wrote:
I joined up with Mass Observation. This was due to Tom Harrisson,
whom I met first in his young days, when he was an undergraduate
beginning to rebel against the accepted norms in a way that became
more usual twenty years later. Nobody had yet invented the terms
'hippie', 'drop-out' and all that. Not that Tom Harrisson dropped; he
jumped very hard and the bottom came out - as he intended it to. I
tried to help this young man, sometimes wondering if it was
worthwhile. It was."
As the Mass-Observation project grew (due partly to press advertisements),
'observers' were asked to reply to monthly 'directives' in which they were to put their
opinions on a range of issues proposed by the researchers. Questions such as 'What is
the contents of your medicine cupboard?' and 'What are your present feelings about
the British Empire?' allowed the researchers to build up a picture of daily life in
Britain.44 Harrisson also wished to discover why thousands of people throughout the
country chose to participate in the movement. Asked 'Why did you join Mass-
Observation?' in a 1937 directive, Mitchison replied:
Because Tom Harrisson is one of the few persons of genius whom I
have come across and something is likely to come of anything he is
interested in.45
42 The Mass-Observation Movement ran from 1937 until the early 1950s. The archive found a permenant
home in the Special Collections of the University of Sussex in 1970 and was revived again in 1981.
While no definitive history of the archive exists, a number of Mass-Observation related texts are listed
in the bibliography.
43 Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p. 201. Harrison visited Mitchison during the war in Carradale. See
Among You Taking Notes: The Wartime Diary a/Naomi Mitchison 1939-1945, p. 164.
44 These example directives date from December and February 1942.
45 DR1534, Day Diary: Why Join Mass-Observation?, Mass-Observation Archive, University of Sussex.
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Central to the use of directive replies was the notion of anonymity. To this
end, each respondent was provided with a number (Mitchison's being RI534),
preventing personal information being used for anything but the analysis of trends and
statistical information. Reflecting this aim, directive replies were archived by month
and year, allowing for comparative study, rather than the accumulation of personal
information. The growing threat of war through 1939 appears to have discouraged
respondents from posting regular replies to Mass-Observation, and it was decided that
participants would instead write diaries of their war experience. These diaries could
be posted less frequently, while still retaining the domestic and social observational
aims of the directive replies.
Following these instructions, on l" September 1939, Mitchison began a diary
which she would write almost daily until 12th August 1945. For a complex mixture of
personal, familial and literary reasons, in particular the threat of war, and a growing
feeling of rejection by the London literary circles, she had moved the previous year to
Carradale House, the 'big house' of Carradale, a fishing village in the Western Scottish
Highlands, and her Mass-Observation diary can be read both as a detailed account of
war-time experience, and as a personal record of her growing relationship with
Carradale, its people, and ultimately Scotland itself. As Mitchison documents
everyday life in the diary, certain themes can be seen to develop: the problems of
rationing, farming issues, worry about the progress of the war, involvement in politics
and in local events.
Most pervasive, however, is Mitchison's negotiation of her newly-acquired
position as Laird, and the relationship between her role in the Big House, and her
desire to be accepted by the people of Carradale. A central concern of this aspiration,
however, was the inescapable class divide which, as discussed previously, had dogged
Mitchison through her association with the political left of Russia and Austria, and
now, on her move to Scotland, would again be the origin of much troubled
negotiation. As she would write in her diary, 'I knew lots of people, but I was apart.,46
Despite this fluctuating sense of being marked out by her class and social
position, Mitchison became much involved with the life of Carradale and its people,
and the diary documents her efforts to provide facilities for the community - a village
hall, harbour, and events such as local dramatics - all of which, she hoped, would
work to strengthen the community against the threat of external influences.
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During the war Mitchison produced no other extensive written work, although
she worked periodically on the text of what would become The Bull Calves (finally
published in 1947), and continued to produce regular journalism. The Mass-
Observation diary, therefore, is the primary (non-fictional) source for reading
Mitchison's negotiation of the position she claimed within Carradale, and within
Scotland. Bunkers and Huff discuss this use of the diary as a means of identity
construction, arguing:
Whether the diarist is a famous writer like Virginia Woolf or a woman
known primarily within her community, the diary she keeps is often a
testing ground for constructions of identity and narrativity; as such the
diary is simultaneously a subservice tool and an aid to cultural
reinforcement [my italics]."
In addition to questions of personal identity, Mitchison also uses the diary to explore
Scotland's role in the wider world through the upheaval of a world war and, through
this, to articulate a growing sense of her own Scottish national identity. This
combined view of local and global is encapsulated within Mitchison's diary entry for
Thursday 14 March 1940 in which, after a break for the 'phoney' war, she writes:
It seems appropriate to re-begin this diary on the day that the Finns
accepted the Soviet peace terms, and the day that the boats came in
after winter fishing."
Begun as a way round the problems of posting Mass-Observation directives
during war-time, Mitchison's diary was not initially envisaged with publication in
mind. Indeed, intended as it was for gathering information through the 'observational'
techniques of the social sciences, neither was it planned as a personal document.
However, with reference to Harriet Blodgett's argument, quoted earlier in this chapter,
it must be acknowledged that, as a successful writer and well-known public figure,
Mitchison must have been aware of 'the sense of being an important entity, someone
whose perceptions matter' and that therefore the diary was written with the conscious
46 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes (Sunday-Tuesday, 26-28 April, 1942), p. 196.
47 Bunkers, S. and Huff, C., 'Issues in Studying Women's Diaries: A Theoretical and Critical
Introduction', Inscribing the Daily, p. 17.
48 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 55.
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or unconscious awareness of a potential audience. This, in addition to the skill she
brought to the text as a writer, sets her diary apart from those of hundreds of other
'Mass-observers' who produced similar (if less extensive) records of war-time
experience for the Mass-Observation movement. 49
The question of audience is more problematic than in other examples of the
diary genre, as 'Mass-Observers' knew that each instalment of their work would be
read by Harrisson and his team for the collation and analysis of national trends and
beliefs.i" Hence, although Mitchison's Mass-Observation diary is clearly the most
'personal' of the diaries on which this chapter focuses, paradoxically, it cannot rightly
be described as 'private'r" Mitchison occasionally addresses her audience directly
within the text, highlighting important issues of rationing or farming with '(Mass-Ohs
please note)',s2 and elsewhere, follows a candid passage on sex and relationships with
the coda, 'Well let's hope nobody reads this who won't try to understand it.'53 In
addition to the diary's known audience, war-time censorship played a part in what
could and could not be written, limiting the intended role of the 'Mass-Observer', as
seen in this entry from February 1941:
I talked mostly to Mary, and a little to Judy. She says that the censor's
dept got hold of parts of my letters and diary, which were copied (with
dashes in places - but I don't think I said anything worse than bloody!)
49 Several anonymous collections of themed directive replies have been published by Mass-Observation.
These include: Sheridan, D. (ed.), Wartime Women: A Mass-Observation Anthology (London:
Heinemann, 1990); Calder, A. & Sheridan, D. (eds): Speak For Yourself: A Mass-Observation
Anthology 1937-49 (London: Jonathan Cape, 1984), and Richards, J. & Sheridan, D. (eds.), Mass-
Observation at the Movies (London: Routledge, 1987). However, in terms of length, the only other
Mass-Observer to have produced diary replies of a comparable length to Mitchison was Nella Last, a
housewife from Barrow-on-Fumess, whose diary was published as Nella Last's War (Bristol: Falling
Wall Press, 1981), edited by R. Broad and S. Fleming. It may also be of interest to note that in the
small community of Carradale, there was one other Mass-Observer beside Mitchison. This was
Dorothy Melville (Diarist 5374), a local schoolteacher, known to Mitchison, who wrote diaries
between April and November 1941.
50 The question of imagined audience was one which greatly interested Mass-Observation. In a directive
on 'The Uses of Reading and Writing' in Spring 1991, this issue was again raised: Lastly, we have had
the honour of receiving your photographs but most of you have never seen us. Can you put into words
what you imagine we are like at the Mass-Observation archive? What do you think the archive is like?
When you write do you have a reader in mind? If so, what is it?
Mitchison replied: I have been to the archive and, I hope, gave you some help. But that was a few years
back. Of course I know some of you and can imagine you chugging around and eating sandwiches.
Mass-Observation Project [Directive Replies since 19811, 380F, Spring 1991, Part Two, Mass-
Observation Archive, University of Sussex.
51 Discussing this issue, Judy Simons has noted: 'The dividing line between degrees of privacy is a
delicate one, and the nature of the implied audience inevitably determines the tone and context of the
text', 'Secret Exhibitionists: Women and their Diaries', Diaries and Journals of Literary Women from
Fanny Burney to Virginia Woolf(London: MacMillan, 1990), p. 7.
52 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 167.
53 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 182.
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and came to her; what I had said about not getting anti-dip serum was
passed on to the Min of Health, so let's hope our MO gets a kick in the
pants. Judy says she has had a certain amount of struggle about getting
war diaries through. I think Mass-Obs ought to get on to this and make
their position clear with the censor's office: please note. In the mean
time I shall try as far as possible to send my diary to people returning
or [sic] boat. Shall remember that anything I say shall be noted. I may
be able to do a certain amount that way.54
Despite the need for an element of self-censorship, Mitchison found the ritual of the
diary, and contact with Mass-Observation, very therapeutic, and recommended it to
others, writing, in July 1941:
Earlier Rosemary had been writing to a friend who is very unhappy; I
suggested Mass-Obs. Of course, one realises that Mass-Obs is a kind
of God-Figure - one confesses, one is taken an interest in, encouraged.
Will Mass-Obs supersede psychiatry? I always recommend it myself.55
Throughout the war, Mitchison was often isolated from her family, as Dick
Mitchison, her husband, worked in London and her children were away at school.
Separated also from the social and intellectual class she was accustomed to in the
south ('I am dropping out of the life of the mind'),56Mitchison used the diary as an
alternative vehicle for airing her thoughts and feelings about the war and her
developing friendships and frustrations with the local fishing community.
Written, therefore, from day to day for Mass-Observation, and largely without
revision or editing, the diary is not viewed by Mitchison as an important piece of
literary work. As Dorothy Sheridan has noted:
The diary was first and foremost a social record written expressly for
Mass-Observation to be used in purely anonymous forms as
background information. It was never designed for public
consumption. It lacks the coherent professionalism of the polemical
S4 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 122.
ss Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 154.
S6 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 293.
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articles which she wrote for various periodicals during the same period
even though it covered many of the same themes. 57
It is only towards the end of the war that, looking back on the events of the previous
four years, she becomes aware of the diary's significance as a personal record of
experience, and as an extensive body of work. Once again highlighting the question of
audience, Mitchison writes:
We went on reading the diary in the evening, Joan and Jimmie
[Rendel] reading the times when they'd been here. It was queer re-
reading it. I was rather impressed. I felt for the first time that it was
worth doing for itself, not just because it was a kind of thing to hold on
to, a kind of standard for myself. 58
In total, Mitchison's Mass-Observation diary extends to a million words, and
now is stored at the Mass-Observation Archive at the University of Sussex/"
However, an edited version was published in 1985 as Among You Taking Notes: The
Wartime Diary of Naomi Mitchison 1939-1945. The task of reducing this large
document for publication (to one-tenth its original length) was undertaken by Dorothy
Sheridan, who has held the position of Mass-Observation Archivist since the death of
Tom Harrisson in 1976.
The existence of full and abridged versions of the text again raises questions
over the intended audience of the diary. While the original text was not written for a
public audience, or with publication as a primary objective, the edited version was
produced specifically with a view to an unrestricted readership. Aware that she is
turning an ostensibly 'private' text into a 'public' one, Sheridan discusses the editing
process in the introduction to the text:
My main concern has been to reduce the manuscript in size while still
retaining as much of the original pace and flavour as possible.
57 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 19. While it may be reasonable for Sheridan to argue that
Mitchison's Mass-Observation diary 'lacks the coherent professionalism' of her contemporaneous
journalism, having been produced without the same careful revision, it must be read in light of my
earlier argument that as a professional writer, all of Mitchison's works were still subject to her editorial
control, and skill as a writer.
58 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 283-4.
59 The original manuscript is no longer open access at Sussex, and is available only on microfiche,
however, a paper copy IS held by NLS in TD2980 2/0.
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Approximately nine-tenths of the whole diary have been cut out but I
hope that by excluding detail and repetition, the inevitable losses will
be offset by a gain in clarity and readability."
This sets Among You Taking Notes apart from the norm of published diaries which,
while always subject to the control of the editorial perspective, are not usually
reduced by so great an extent. Despite Sheridan's assurances that her editorial
decisions have not altered the general tone of the text, the unavoidable decisions
implicit in the removal of nine-tenths of this (or any) text raise questions over the
extent to which the abridged diary's controlling force can be said to be Mitchison or
Sheridan. Reinforcing this argument in the introduction to other Mass-Observation
diaries, Sheridan has admitted:
During our discussions, one important issue has recurred: the
subjective nature of our relations to specific diarists [... ] we quickly
realised we all had our own particular ideas about what was interesting
d. 61an important.
Additionally, in conversation about Among You Taking Notes, Sheridan has
acknowledged her tendency to remove passages on farming and family relationships,
preferring to emphasise the Scottish aspects of the text.62 While Mitchison's position
within Scotland and its literary tradition allows for the assumption that her developing
sense of place and relationship with Scotland would be of greatest interest to a
projected readership of the diary, it is an editorial decision that is important
nevertheless for the reader to bear in mind.
A further issue surrounding the transformation of the Mass-Observation diary
into Among You Taking Notes is the limited involvement of its original author in the
editorial process (although Mitchison gave Sheridan permission to edit the
manuscript, and access to her house at Carradale) and the effect that this again may
have had on the image of self Mitchison had originally intended to project through the
diary. In conversation, Sheridan has noted the degree to which she was guided by
Mitchison, observing that, while no subjects were off-limits, (including her traumatic
60 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 21-2.
61 Sheridan, D., The Mass-Observation Diaries: An Introduction (The Mass-Observation Archive and the
Centre for Continuing Education: University of Sussex, 1991), p. 5.
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loss of her last child in July 1940), some editing decisions were influenced by respect
for the feelings of the Carradale people."
Mitchison's main input to the published version of the text is a brief Foreword
in which she acknowledges the need to shorten the text, writing, 'The diary ... runs to a
million words: who is going to read all that? Not me.'64 She continues:
I look at this account of my life so many years back. Some of this
comes new to me, though I must have written it. It is odd that events or
sights that I remember most vividly don't seem to have made it to the
diary, or were not well enough expressed to go in. There was so much
more, but the seasons repeat themselves, the branches break. Many
people are dead or, like me, grown old. Was I as I appear in the diary?
I rather hope not as I don't like myself much, but with any luck the
book will be read less for the diarist than for what we at the time
thought was happening and how we acted. It reads sadly, at least I
think so, because it is full of hope for a new kind of world, for
something different, happier, more honest, for a new relationship
between people who had been cut off from one another by money,
power and class structure. It was the same kind of vision that people
have had allover the world, whenever they began to question the
morality of the system they happen to live under. But the bright vision
I 65fades, always, a ways.
The question of retrospect which Mitchison raises in this passage is also pertinent to a
study of Among You Taking Notes. While Mitchison herself placed no barriers to the
diary's journey into the public domain, Sheridan reports that during the period in
which she edited the text, Mitchison's adult children were unwilling to accept the text
as an accurate portrait of the period. Their attitude highlights once again the nature of
the diarist as a selective and artistic portrayer of personal identity, and of surrounding
62 Dorothy Sheridan in conversation with Helen Lloyd, Mass-Observation Archive, University of Sussex,
8 May 2003. . .
63 Dorothy Sheridan, in conv~rsatlOn with Helen Lloyd, related how, while Sheridan was visiting
carradale, Mitchison asked LIla MacIntosh, (in private), whether she gave her permission for passages
on her later husband. Denny. to be included in the text. Lila agreed, although it is interesting to note
that the question over Den~y's ~assa.ges .were to do with his drinking, rather than Mitchison's
documentation of a close relationship WIthhim throughout the war.
64 Mitchison. Among You Taking NOles, p. 11.
65 Mitchison. Among You Taking Notes, pp. 12-3.
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events.66 Underlining this view in Diaries and Journals of Literary Women, Judy
Simons has argued:
The more we read others' diaries, the more we become aware of the
diary's fictive quality, and of the creation of a central character,
established through an act of imagination as powerful as those
responsible for stimulating writers' published works."
Interviewed in the 1980s about her Mass-Observation involvement, Mitchison was
asked about the problems inherent in the retrospective interpretation of
autobiographical writing:
Q: Do you think that everybody who is in that diary agrees with you
about how you saw these times?
NM: 0, indeed not...My family was very cross with me because I had
got it all wrong. I said "Well I did write this at the time and you are
remembering it forty years later" ... but you can't please everybody. 68
Mitchison's Mass-Observation diary ends on 12 August 1945. Although she would
continue to live and work in Carradale until her death in 1999, the period 1939-1945
represented in the diary is notable, among other things, for the changing perspective
she presents of the village and her place within it. Initially eager to be accepted by the
community through a socialist reworking of the role of laird, by the end of the diary
Mitchison knows she is less able to achieve the cleansing of historical wrongs
between the classes of Scotland. Partially refuting the political beliefs expressed in
her earlier diaries, Mitchison's final diary entry reads:
Well, here is the end of the war, and the end of this diary, with some of
the same people in the house as were here at the beginning. But all
older and tired. I feel far more suspicious of the Carradale people that I
66 It should be acknowledged, that despite these concerns, after Mitchison's death, the family gave
permission for a reprint o~ ~he diary in 2000. However, portraits of the characters of Kirsty and
William from the first edition of The Bull Calves, drawn by Lousie Armand, and unmistakably
resembling Mitchison and Denny McIntosh, were not approved for subsequent publication. Annand has
confirmed this, writing, 'I think it is the case that the family asked for the drawing to go'. Annand to
Helen Lloyd, 26 November 2004.
67 Simons, J., 'Conclusion', Diaries and Journals of Literary Women, p. 196.
68 National Library of Scotland, Acc. 11307/21-30, p. 52. Transcript of an interview with unknown
interviewer. Undated, except for reference to the Falklands War.
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did; I know them less capable of either thought or generosity [... ] I
think we are in for a civilisation based on communism with its new
system of classes. It may be unpleasant and its immediate values not
those I care for. However I think that if we accept it and work from
within the sphere of values (and bloody well see that we and our
children are in the ruling class - technocrats and commissars) the new
civilisation will have a pretty good chance."
This inability to belong completely to Carradale in some respects mirrors Mitchison's
involvement in Mass-Observation itself, as, although designed as a form of collective
autobiography, Mitchison's contribution to the movement is set apart from that of the
many other participants by her demographic status and writing ability, as well as the
length of her diary and its subsequent publication.
After a number of inactive years, the Mass-Observation Project (again
constructed of directives replies and diaries) was revived in 1977 for the Silver
Jubilee of Elizabeth II, and continues under the direction of Dorothy Sheridan.
Mitchison continued to participate periodically from this date until her mid-90s, when
she wrote to Sheridan, admitting:
I'm afraid I can't go on with the Mass Obs directions. It is all very sad
but nowadays I get so tangled up with words which I know perfectly
but - somewhere else. It is just too much. I find it difficult enough to
go on with any typing and I find myself unable to write the silliest
things, I just can't get the typewriter to make the words, but it's in the
brain. I wish you all well and sometimes I find myself all right but
cannot remember what I had planned to write when I was.
Best of luck to you all, Naomi.I"
The diversity of the three diaries on which this chapter focuses, highlights the
complex and multifaceted nature of the diary as a literary genre. Further complicating
a reading of these works are questions over their intended audience, and the
69 Mitchison, Naomi, Among rou Taking Notes, p. 338. Discussing Mitchison's failure to truly integrate
with Carradale, Elizabeth plcks~n comn:tent~, 'Paternalism does not preclude inter-class friendship but
it does ensure that the friendship remains inter-class. Division and Wholeness: The Scottish Novel.
1896-1947 (Ph.D thesis, University of Strathclyde, 1989), p. 280.
70 NM to DS, 7 July 1992, Box 5, Mass-Observation Archive, University of Sussex.
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re-structuring of private diaries for the public market. Filmed in 1987 for a Channel 4
production, Stranger than Fiction, Mitchison was asked about the value of the diary
as a form of life-writing, recording the small aspects of daily life, often deemed
unworthy of literary representation. 'Diaries', she replied:
I think are probably quite important. How much we value the diaries
that have been written in earlier centuries. They're one of the most
interesting and popular things, apart from the fact that you get the odd
historical thing out which has been overlooked and I'm sure this will
happen with these wartime diaries and they all will accidentally so to
speak answer some quite important questions. I think they will be
increasingly useful as the years go by."
After the Second World War, Mitchison continued periodically to keep diaries,
although none to the extent of the Mass-Observation diary, nor with the clear political
aims of the Russian Diary or Vienna Diary. Held by the National Library of Scotland
are several diaries of her visits to Africa in the 1960s and beyond, and, although none
have been published, some of them can been seen as the foundation of her travel
narratives, which, read as a form of life-writing, are the focus of the following
chapter.
Mitchison's long involvement in Africa is foreshadowed in her Mass-
Observation diary in a passage, which, while clearly light-hearted, highlights once
more the desire for community integration and the search for identity present in so
many of her actions. Recording an early evening spent among the Carradale people,
and full of the hope for acceptance that would later diminish, Mitchison writes:
I thought it was rather a triumph, and for me an honour; it must have
been easily the first time that anyone from the Big House came there,
like that. .. it's hard to reproduce the quality of the long evening we
spent. ceilidhing. Of course I felt a little like an explorer who has at
71 Extract of OS interviewi~g NM for Stranger than Fiction, a BF! production screened on Channel 4 in
1987. Mitchison's interview was not used in the final cut. Video NBM 1, Mass-Observation Archive,
University of Sussex.
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last been made a member of a secret society among the bongo-bongos,
the same kind of pride.72
The language of this diary entry, when compared to her later travel narratives,
emphasises the extent to which Mitchison would move from the imperial instincts of
her class background, to belief in, and praxis of, cross-cultural relationships, and to
the unifying liberalism of her later years.
72 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 182. Mitchison will not use such phrases later, as her
relationship to Africa develops and takes root.
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Chapter Three
'Adventure to the Adveaturous'»: Naomi Mitchison's Travel Narratives
And when I got there I found that after all I wasn't really a white any longer. I am
dangled between two worlds.
Naomi Mitchison
Correspondence, NLS Ace 10888
Naomi Mitchison travelled extensively throughout her life, the journeying instinct
becoming apparently stronger with age, and her personal experience and knowledge
of diverse cultures and peoples exerting a significant influence on her ever-shifting
sense of identity and belonging, and by correlation, to her work as a writer. In all
periods of her work, the inspiration of real life experiences can be seen to have a
bearing on the production of her narratives, both fictive and actual; Mitchison, wrote
Jenni Calder, 'lived the lives she wrote about and wrote about the lives she lived'. I
Following from the previous discussion of Mitchison's diaries and autobiographical
texts - arguably the most explicit forms of identity-construction - this chapter focuses
on three other non-fictional texts, Other People's Worlds (1958), Return to the Fairy
Hill (1966), and Mucking Around: Five Continents over Fifty Years (1981). While
these texts represent Mitchison's main body of travel writing.' they can also be seen to
share many of the previously identified aspects of life-writing, and to raise similar
questions in relation to the definition of genre, and the processes of identity-
formation.
The construction of this thesis by genre rather than from a chronological
perspective is complicated by the fact that Mitchison's non-fictional texts tend to fall
within rather blurred generic boundaries, being neither fully one thing nor another.
Many of the texts to be discussed seem to drift freely in the space between definitions
of autobiography and memoir, diaries, travelogues and essays, the interplay between
fact and fiction providing another layer of potential uncertainty for the commentator.
For example, Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary (1935), while diary in name, is both a
travelogue detailing an overseas journey, and a highly personal document of a period
* 'At a jumble sale I bought a small jug for a penny. It had 'Adventure to the Adventurous' written on it.
That, some day, was to be my motto.' Mitchison, All Change Here (London: The Bodley Head, 1975),
1 t~l~~~, J., The. Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchisc;m (London: Virago, 1997), p. xi.
2 As explored m the .fo~low.mgchapter, Mitchison also wrote extensive correspondence from abroad
which raises many similar issues.
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of her life, potentially allowing for its inclusion in each of the first three chapters of
this thesis. Whilst acknowledging these difficulties and the functional convenience of
categorising texts according to their dominant generic features, it is hoped that a
reader with direct knowledge of the texts in question will agree with the overall
grouping. In addition, this hybridisation of genre can be seen in a positive light, with
the fluidity of text allowing for the production of innovative and revealing material,
free from potentially constrictive parameters. In light of its ability to embody
multiple literary styles, it is worth here considering the position of travel writing
within genre studies, before going on to explore the texts themselves.
i: Travel Writing as Autobiography
In terms of the loosely-associated collection of travelogues, journals, diaries
and essays that constitute 'travel-writing', there seems to be, perhaps unsurprisingly,
little critical agreement as to definition, purpose, effect, or literary worth of this
extensive and yet inconsistent body of writing. It is a genre which, it has been noted,
'accommodates the private diary, the essay, the short story, the prose poem, the rough
note and polished table talk with indiscriminate hospitality'. 3 If it can be said to hold
a position within the canon it is certainly a hazy one, often viewed as a genre of which
'anyone can have a go and usually does'," 'unlimited in its forms of expression'{ and
the 'most hybrid and unassailable of genres'."
The recent re-evaluation of travel writing in terms of post-colonial theory has
also done much to renew interest in it, while paradoxically highlighting an uneasy and
potentially suspect relationship with colonial and imperialist discourses - a subject
which will be considered throughout this chapter, and which holds specific relevance
to the role Mitchison played in the communities she visited, as represented in her
texts. The relationship between travel writing and imperialism is further complicated
by the much debated position of the woman travel writer. Among its objectives, this
chapter aims to assess the influence of gender roles in Mitchison's work in relation to
her position of privilege as western, aristocratic, and educated.
3 Raban, 1., For Love and Money: Writing, Reading, Travelling (London: Collins Harvill, 1987), p. 253.
4 Clark, S. (ed.), Travel Writing and Empire: Postcolonial Theory in Transit (London: Zed Books, 1999),
p. 1.
5 von Martels, Z. (ed.), Travel Fact and Travel Fiction: Studies on Fiction, Literary Tradition. Scholarly
Discovery, and Observation in Travel Writing (Leiden : E. J. Brill, 1994), p. xi.
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Travel writing generally shares many aspects of autobiographical writing. The
greater or lesser extent to which this can apply being shown by the three texts on
which this chapter focuses. InAbroad: British Literary Travelling Between the Wars
(1980), a stimulating study of the travel genre (despite its exclusive concern with male
writers), Paul Fussell provides a good working definition which encompasses its
autobiographical features, a definition which has met with the approval of subsequent
writers of studies in the same field. Travel writing is, he writes:
a sub-species of memoir in which the autobiographical narrative arises
from the speaker's encounter with distant or unfamiliar data, and in
which the narrative - unlike that in a novel or a romance - claims literal
validity by constant reference to actuality.'
However, having foregrounded the real-life basis to these texts, Fussell goes on to
highlight the fictive element present in all forms of life-writing by choosing to
'distinguish them from guide books, which are not autobiographical and are not
sustained by a narrative exploiting the devices of fiction' [my italicsj' Concurring
with Fussell's description as a basis for definition, in Tourists with Typewriters
(1998), Holland and Huggan state that the travel narratives which concern them are
'designed, by and large, as literary artefacts, mediating between fact and fiction,
autobiography and ethnography'." These three descriptions, with their emphasis on
autobiography, provide the basis by which the subject of this chapter can be seen
within the body of non-fictional life writing which forms the focus of this thesis.
Central to the autobiographical principle in travel writing is authorial
representation of self, and the questions of literary identity-formation that that process
implies. While all genres of life writing involve an element of self-exploration, travel
writing offers a further dimension, as the self that is portrayed is set against a
background of cultural difference. Once one accepts the notion that the self is not a
stable entity, it becomes clear that an authorial conception of self in familiar, home
surroundings may not be the same as that which is portrayed in a travel narrative
6 Holland and Huggan, Tourists with Typewriters: Critical Reflections on Contemporary Travel Writing
(Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 1998), p. xiii.
7 Fussell, P., Abroad: British Literary Travelling Between the Wars (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1980), p. 203.
8 Fussell, Abroad: British Literary Travelling Between the Wars, p. 202-3.
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where authors must also consider themselves in relation to their environment. 'In
travel narratives', write Holland and Huggan, 'the self is writ large in its alien
di ,10surroun mgs. The processes of identity-construction in these texts, however,
differs from that of the more standard autobiographical forms in that travel narratives
can rarely be read as Bildungsroman, encompassing usually a period of travel in
adulthood rather than a chronological account of life from early childhood: 'There is
little detail of the early domestic setting:' writes Steve Clark in Travel Writing and
Empire (1999), 'the performative utterance that opens the narrative is "l went'".!'
When considered in the context of Mitchison's travel texts, the idea of a double
perspective in which authorial-identity is reflected both through an established
conception of self, and in relation to a new-found community and place, and to the
whole strange nature of 'abroad', is borne out. InReturn to the Fairy Hill, the third of
the three texts under discussion, Mitchison explores her shifting and sometimes
uncertain sense of identity and belonging through her relationship to the Bakgatla
tribe of Botswana, yet the perspective is split again by her continual reference back to
her relationship with her Scottish 'tribe' at Carradale, in the Western Highlands. Thus,
each environment provides an opportunity for a different personal conception of self
which continually refers back to and informs the other.
Additionally, in terms of its connection to autobiography, Mitchison's highly
personal travel narratives can be seen to pick up the thread of her life, exploring
outwards where her autobiographies have searched inside. You May Well Ask (1979),
the final published volume of autobiography, breaks off abruptly in 1940 with the
death of her last child and the outbreak of war, and the travel texts in question do not
re-establish her personal narrative until the late 1950s. This break would seem to
reflect the non-creative depression of the events of these years,12 and, on a more
positive note, her dedication to Scottish politics and to the hard physical labour of her
Carradale farm. These missing years are in part filled by the Mass Observation diary,
published in 1985 as Among You Taking Notes: The Wartime Diary of Naomi
9 Holland and Huggan, Tourists with Typewriters, p. xi.
10 Holland and Huggan, Tourists with Typewriters, p. 12.
II Clark, Travel Writing and Empire: Post-colonial Theory in Transit, p. 17.
12 After the death of her baby, Clemency Eleasaid, in July 1940, NM is conscious of the link between
biological and literary creativity. I:Ier doctor, she notes, 'says I should start writing a book. As though
one could turn on the tap. ~ut I think I must consider it, even if nothing comes of it. .. If only I had a
baby I wouldn't need to wnte a book that probably nobody wants to read.' Among YOli Taking Notes:
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Mitchison, 1939-1945. Publication dates can be misleading, for although her three
volumes of autobiography, Small Talk (1973), All Change Here (1975) and You May
Well Ask (1979) were written between the publication dates of the travel books with
which this chapter is concerned (1958-1981), viewed together with Among You
Taking Notes, and in chronological terms, they provide an almost unbroken arc in
Mitchison's personal account of her own eventful life, and the shifting sense of self
reflected through her experiences both at home and abroad.
As perhaps is to be expected in a genre of such hybrid influences, Mitchison
produced three very different travel narratives. Although all are to an extent inter-
related, each reflects her feeling towards specific places in time. Taken as a whole,
the reader discerns within them a developing sense of belonging to community and
place, and inevitably within that, an evolving sense of identity. Again, however,
looked at in terms of publication dates, the texts obscure the natural chronology of
experience, with the last text published, Mucking Around (1981) portraying the
earliest period of travel (1920). On account of this, and the unusual scope and time-
span of the text (its subtitle being 'Five Continents over Fifty Years,), this chapter will
consider it first before turning to Mitchison's two 'African' travel narratives, Other
People's Worlds and Return to the Fairy Hill. These two texts, although quite
different in style and outlook, can be seen together to trace the development of
Mitchison's interest in the African spirit, and her later adoption of and by the
Botswanan tribe with whom she lived. As such, they not only detail change in
herself, but also document the influence this experience had on her impressions of
colonial politics and on her responses to the Scottish community into which she had
previously moulded her identity, and to which she would ultimately return.
ii: Mucking Around: Five Continents over Fifty Years
Unlike many travel narratives which document a single journey or period of
travel, Mucking Around is unusual in that it brings together a life-time of travel,
detailing Mitchison's experience of many parts of the world.l ' Yet, written when
Mitchison was in her mid-eighties, the book can also be seen as a life-in-progress as
The Wartime Diary of Naomi Mitchison 1939-1945 (London: Pheonix Press, 1985). p. 73. Mitchison's
next publi~ation .would be The Bu~1Calves (1947), after a break of seven years.
13 As noted m the 1Otroductionto this st_udy,the close relation of travel writing to autobiography is again
highlighted by the fact that the frontispiece of the 2000 Phoenix Press edition of Among YOII Taking
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the authorial voice discusses each place as somewhere to which, unbowed by
increasing years, she will return. 'I always like Stockholm very much whenever I
revisit,14 she writes, and indeed this vision of travel as a continuing part of life was
exemplified by her journeys to Africa into extreme old age. Discussing the continued
urge to travel, Jenni Calder comments that 'Naomi had reached an age when most men
and women are thinking of retiring, or slowing down, if they have not already done
so. She was about to embark on another new life'."
The temporal distance from which many of these journeys are seen raises
similar issues to that of Mitchison's autobiographies in which she considers 'the
process of finding one's way back in time'." 'Clearly', she acknowledges, 'the
memories, as they come into consciousness sixty or sixty-five years later (or more)
have been distorted and censored. There is an element of subconscious choice ..l7 As
in the autobiographies, Mitchison pieces together the elements of Mucking Around
from the many notebooks, diaries and letters she wrote as she travelled, as well as
from her own recollections. The result (as examined below) is a loosely structured
text, and although there are moments of great emotion and real anger, such as her
hauling-down of the British flag in newly independent Botswana, the overall effect is
of a light, conversational tour through a life of travel.'!
What Mucking Around lacks in structure, however, it repays through the
extended perspective it offers on the changing nature of travel for a privileged
minority throughout the twentieth century. Early in the text is the description of a
driving trip through the Baltic States in the years after the Great War, and the various
border-negotiations which arise from the newly-reintroduced passports and travel
papers.19 The difference between this early trip and the later almost routine jumbo jet
flights to America and Sub-Saharan Africa only really becomes apparent when it is
made clear that the driving is done by a 'driver', paid for by her husband's family and
Notes, (the published version of Mitchison's Mass-Observation diary, edited by Dorothy Sheridan,
discussed in the previous chapter) listsMucking Around under the heading 'Autobiography'.
14 Mitchison, N., Mucking Around: Five Continents over Fifty Years (London: Gollancz, t 98 l ), p. 44.
15 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 265.
16 Mitchison, All Change Here, p. 10'.
17 Mitchison, N., Small Talk: Memories of an Edwardian Childhood (London: The Bodley Head. t 973).
p.26. .,.
18 Donald Smith has descnbe~ this text, I think somewhat unfairly, as 'a rushed volume of travel essays'.
See 'You May Well Ask: Nine Decades of Naomi Mitchison', Cencrastus 13 (1983), p. 14.
19 See discussion in Fussell, 'The Passport Nuisance', Abroad. p. 24-31.
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'not terribly expensive in those days,.2o In between these two extremes, the text
documents the various methods of travel: trains through India, cruise liners to
America and Communist Russia, the slow ferry to the Shetland Islands, a small
government plane across the Zambezi flood plain, and on the back of a motorbike
through the Khyber Pass! It is also possible to trace in the text indications of
increasing accessibility, as developments in the speed and comfort of transportation
make the possibilities of distant travel ever easier. While the early chapters focus on
trips to Scotland and Europe, the text spreads outwards, in ever increasing circles, as,
for those with the inclination and economic freedom, the world opened up to provide
ever more recreational opportunities.
In some ways, however, the title, Mucking Around could not be more
misleading, since, through her many travels abroad, Mitchison could seldom be
described as 'mucking around', or rarely even, as simply having a holiday. Her travel
is not, for the most part, tourism, which is a significant point for many of the critical
responses to travel writing, where much debate (and disagreement) surrounds the
hierarchy of 'explorers', 'travellers' and 'tourists'. While the acceptance of such a
hierarchy appears to be a highly questionable tool for assessing the validity of
journeys and the worth of their subsequent incarnation in text, it is true that
Mitchison's travel is not presented as the idle voyaging that her social class and
economic freedom might have led us to expect. Coming clearly from the work is the
impression that Mitchison was often 'on a mission', travelling to foreign lands as part
of an official fact-finding party (as in her visit to Russia in the early 30s, organised by
the Fabian Society"), or with the intention of exchanging political and practical ideas,
helping or organising wherever there was a need for her wide-ranging abilities, a
tendency best illustrated by her long-term association with Botswana. Perhaps in this
light, 'Mucking In' would have been a more appropriate title. The notion of travel
with a purpose is raised by Jenni Calder who, discussing Mitchison's tribal identity in
Africa writes, 'There is a hint of the missionary in this characterisation of Naomi, and
some have placed her in the tradition of the enlightened female missionary, of which
Scotland produced several. ,22
20 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 17.
21 This trip is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
22 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 250.
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Individual chapters are arranged within sections, and the titles of these
sections can also be seen to offer an insight into Mitchison's attitude to overseas
travel, and her sense of place and belonging in Britain, and later specifically Scotland.
Each title provides a compass bearing, 'South-West-By-North', 'West-By-East' and so
on, which highlights the orientation of her travel from a fixed point of reference.
While many of her writing contemporaries left Britain for more liberal, warmer
climes after the travel embargo of the First World War,23and again after the Second,
Mitchison's bearings remained intact. Her increasing identification with Africa, and
her family's traditional orientation towards India24 did nothing to weaken her
understanding that 'home' remained in the Western Highlands. This split perspective
again highlights the ways in which travel writing forces the multiplication of authorial
identity to embody simultaneously many versions of self.
Discussing Mitchison's compulsion to travel, Jill Benton, her first biographer,
writes that 'while continuing her life in Scotland, she turned ... her adventuring eye to
the reaches of what had been the British Empire.:" This quotation is significant in
that, along with the evidence of the section titles, it reinforces the view that while she
travelled, she remained intrinsically rooted in the British Isles. Both this feeling and
the sense of political purpose or 'mission' which surrounded Mitchison's journeys lead
to an analysis of the inter-relationship between travel texts such as Mucking Around
and politics of colonial rule. While Britain's force as an imperial power in the mid-
twentieth century portrayed in Mitchison's texts may have been a shadow of its
nineteenth-century manifestation, it remained a dominant influence in the areas of
local-governmental organisation with which Mitchison took a special interest,
particularly in certain parts of Africa, and in India. The relationship between travel
writing and Empire is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter, but it is worth
here briefly exploring Mitchison's attitudes to Empire in Mucking Around. A
consideration of this aspect of her writing is applicable only to those parts of the text
which focus on colonial or post-colonial regions, and it should be noted that many
23 See list of literary diaspora in Fussell, Abroad, p. 11.
24 For a sense of the colonial travel of Mitchison's ancestors, see her mother's autobiography, Haldane,
Louisa Kathleen, Friends and .Kindr~d:Memoirs of Louisa Kathleen Haldane (London: Faber & Faber.
1961). This tradition was ~ontmued mto the twentieth century by Mitchison's brother JBS Haldane, and
by her son Denny Mitchison, who both spent many years in India. Haldane died there of cancer in
November 1964.
25 Benton, J., Naomi Mitchison: A Biography (London: Pandora Press, 1990), p. 133.
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chapters of this text focus primarily on travels in Britain and Europe, and therefore
fall outwith the parameters of this discussion.
'There I stayed with friends in the diplomatic service'r" Mitchison writes; and
while this sentence actually describes a trip to Baghdad in the early 'fifties, it gives a
flavour of much of her experience of travel in Mucking Around. One advantage of her
social position and connections, both through family ties and her husband's political
career, was immediate access to and friendship with the ruling class of the places she
visited. In Pakistan she stays with the Pakistani High Commissioner for Britain, in
Delhi as guest of the Indian Civil Service, and in Nigeria she stays with the District
Commissioner in 'the old world of [... ] colonialism, perhaps at its best'. 27 In India she
walks round the garden with Pandit (Jawaharlal) Nehru, India's first post-
independence Prime Minister and is introduced to his pandas. 'We had I suppose
talked politics', she writes, as if this were naturally what one did when abroad."
What is striking about the picture that builds up of these travels is the ease
with which her social background and familial history of colonial travel, allows her to
move through these powerful circles both during the time of colonial rule and, (as
exhibited by her contact with Nehru) after. While familiarity with and easy access to
a governing or colonial class does not however mean that Mitchison was complicit in
its founding ideology, or anxious for its continued survival - the energy she poured
into African independence in her later years is evidence enough of her acceptance of
the need for change - yet her unalterable position as a white European aristocrat
abroad, descended from a long line who similarly 'went out', whatever the motives,
cannot be ignored." Participation in the lifestyle of the dying days of Empire implies
26 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 81.
27 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 115. . .
28 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p..l01. ~It~hIson's brother JBS Haldane, who had earlier moved to India
to pursue his scientific work e~Joyed similar access to power. Mitchison writes: 'For a time [Jack] was
very happy in India. He had direct access to the Head of State, one of the few politicians I did really
admire - but probably for the ~ong reasons. Like Nye Bevan, Nehru had tremendous S.A. He could
make one feel young and beautiful. ~ut equal~y, he encouraged Jack, who hated being called that; by
now he was Prof to everyone mcludmg me. The Haldanes: Personal Notes and Historical Lessons',
Proceedings a/the Royal Institution a/Great Britain 47 (1974), p. 18.
29 Mitchison was interviewed by T?m Steel for a television programme, Naomi Mitchison: Spring Queen,
commissioned to celebrate her eIg~t~Ith bIrthdar. In this interview, Steel raises the thorny question of
the links between class an~ colo~ahsm - a subject which, while arguably of central importance to an
interpretation of her role m Africa, ~as largely avoided by interviewers and commentators. This
avoidance is perhaps understandal?le m that the largely positive pieces produced on Mitchison in her
old age wished to c~lebrate her life, rather than to confront an increasingly elderly 'grand dame' of
literature with any difficult .ques.nons. Nevertheless, in conversation with Steel, Mitchison's reply to
this most important of questions IShardly satisfactory:
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a certain necessary acceptance of the structures of colonial rule that still hold. Hence,
Mitchison, although writing in the 1980s, does not think to question the presence of
Indian servants who live in the garden of the Indian Civil Service buildings" - indeed
her life-long assistance by a body of 'house-staff in Britain must have made this seem
utterly natural. Equally unremarkable to her are the bells which hang from trees in the
Indian High Commission garden to ring for drinks - a colonial image if ever there was
one. Inevitably, a certain nostalgia creeps in for the bad old days this lifestyle
represents, and Mitchison wonders if it 'would still be so fifteen years on?,.31 In
contrast, however, knowledge of the governing classes produces a certain healthy
disrespect for the authority they represent and, in India in 1950s during the festival of
Holi, Mitchison is moved to shower the bemused diplomats of the Russian Embassy
with coloured powder shouting 'Comrades, you are not keeping correct contact with
the masses'!" In conversation with Isobel Murray, Mitchison later remarked that 'one
of the pleasures in life is making things awkward for the top people'r '
Mitchison does occasionally acknowledge the position of privilege she holds
within the communities she visits. Talking to a group of Indian administrators about
African tribal culture, she admits, 'It must have been a little muddling for my
audience, since I was speaking both as a member of a tribe and as one of the Raj.,34
Although she chooses not to explore the problematic nature of this dual identity in
detail within Mucking Around, she is clearly aware of its potency. Carrying on the
custom of his social background, Denny, Mitchison's eldest son, followed his uncle
JBS Haldane into Indian academia in the 1950s. Visiting him there in the wake of
independence she notes that relations are 'sometimes understandably touchy' between
the local people and themselves as 'members of the ex-Raj.,35 It is also possible to
detect an occasional note of naivety in Mitchison's presumption of acceptance within
the colonised nations she visits, largely, one suspects, because of her certainty that she
is on the side of the oppressed. In Ghana, Mitchison's response to street banners
TS: 'Naomi, I wonder ,,:he~er your role in Africa though, isn't that upper-class, aristocrat, paternalism
rearing its head again? [SIC].
NM: 'Well I don't .t~nk so, l?artlybecause .in <?rder~oreally bec<?methe 'mother' one has to go through a
period of hurmhatton, which indeed I did, m which I was being shot down for both being white and
being a women. And I had to go through this'.
30 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 92.
31 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 93.
32 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 92.
33 Murray, I. (ed.), Scottish Writers Talking 2 (East Linton: Tuckwell Press, 2002), p. 96.
34 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 110.
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bearing the message 'Down with Colonialism' is to state 'I don't think many people
any longer seriously considered the British as oppressors'r" The fact that this scene
took place in the wake of Ghanaian independence suggests that anti-colonialism may
have been more of an issue than she concedes. Similarly, her tearing down of the
British flag at the Botswanan independence ceremony, while apparently a powerful
symbol of her rejection of imperialist ideology, is more problematic than it at first
appears. In that a central feature of independence is one of self-determination. and the
freedom to learn from one's own actions rather than retaining a child-like dependency
on Empire, it would have seemed symbolically apt for the flag to be lowered by a
Botswanan.37 Mitchison herself makes this point in reference to Ghanaian
Independence when she writes, 'Is your freedom really necessary? Yes. Yes. Until
people have freedom they cannot even make their own mistakes.,38 In addition,
Mitchison's description of the moment, 'So there was the flag lying in the dust at my
feet and I wondered if I minded and I remembered the many tyrannies and deaths of
lesser breeds over which the Union Jack had floated'" [my italics], while consciously
echoing Kipling, is perhaps an unfortunate choice of words in her endeavour towards
integration and understanding within ex-colonial territories.
The presentation of this event is also interesting m terms of Mitchison's
shifting sense of identity towards different cultures, in that it raises the question of her
Scottish self. Viewing the lowered flag in the dust she wonders if it would have been
more painful if it had been the St Andrew's Cross alone, rather than the Union flag,
highlighting her simultaneous identification with Britain, Scotland and Botswana, and
the divided loyalties inherent in that position.
While this exploration of Mitchison's relationship with colonial agendas may
seem critical, it must be set against and seen in proportion to a background of
sympathetic concern for Africa as it emerged into the modem political world, and
35 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 89.
36 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 119. .
37 This point is muddied somewhat by questions over the extent ~o which Mitchison saw herself as a
legitimate and true Botswanan. Nevertheless, as the Botswanan mdependence celebrations took place
in 1965, this incident still took place early on in Mitchison's association with the country and tribe, and
any claim to being Botswanan was therefore not as strong as it may have later become.
38 Mitchison, Other People's Worlds (London: Seeker &Warburg, 1958), p. 44.
39 Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. ~20. More. recently, Calder has depicted this incident, writing:
'Impatient at the slowness WIth which the. ~mon fl~g made ~ay for the new flag of Botswana, she
snatched it and flung It at the feet of the British officials, declaiming, "Stand not upon the order of your
going/But go at once" .. Had she plann~d this? Quite possibly, but it could equally have been a
spontaneous gesture. Thirty years later It was re~eI?bered arni~ g~les of laughter.'. 'Deep in. Over
Africa', The Drouth 8 (Summer 2003), p. 14. The Kipling poem Mitchison echoes here IS 'Recessional'.
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decades of dedicated involvement with the Bakgatla tribe of Botswana into which she
was adopted as 'Mmarona' or tribal mother. Other People's Worlds, Mitchison's first
extended piece of travel writing, shows her initial involvement with this world, and is
the focus of the following discussion.
iii: Other People's Worlds
Part anthropological survey, part philosophical treatise, Other People's
Worlds, published in 1958, is the least directly autobiographical example of
Mitchison's travel writings.l'' Yet, while she plays a smaller personal role in it than in
Mucking Around or Return to the Fairy Hill, it is an important text in terms of
constructing the widest possible picture of Mitchison's relationship with 'abroad' (and
by implication with her sense of 'home' and belonging). This being so, it is surprising
to note that as a text it has received almost no critical attention to date. It does not
appear in the index to Jill Benton's biography, and the small sections of it that she
quotes are sourced from Mucking Around, which Mitchison constructed using many
sources including previously published material. Jenni Calder does mention it briefly
in relation to the continued strength of Mitchison's Highland identity (discussed
below), but it has otherwise been overlooked, and not seen as a significant part of her
corpus.
The reason for this oversight is most likely due to its decreasing relevance
over time, as many of her more political and philosophical works have proved. The
text focuses ostensibly on the 1957 Independence celebrations of Ghana which
Mitchison was covering on behalf of The Manchester Guardian and a trip to
Nigeria,41 and, as she notes herself in the introductory chapter, 'by the time this book
is published, we shall be taking [its contents] completely for granted,.42 Political
characters and parties prosper and fade with predictable regularity within most
political systems, and more so within emerging democracies such as those portrayed
in the text. Hence, only a few names such as Kwame Nkrumah's remain familiar, and
the various political parties of the period immediately post-independence are obsolete
within the unstable reality of contemporary West Africa. Nevertheless, while its
representation of political structures is dated, the text contains three major aspects
40 The autograph MS of this text is now h~d by the Bodleian Library, Oxford (MS.Eng.misc.d.538).
41 Ghanian Independence took place on 6 March 1957.
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which ensure its continued relevance. Within it is detailed Mitchison's initial
responses to the African Zeitgeist, paving the way for a fuller, more personal response
in Return to the Fairy Hill; an early reassessment of her relationship with Scotland in
the years surrounding her disenchantment with the effectiveness of her ability to help
the community; and the use of the travel form as a vehicle for the polemical essay.
This third aspect is most clearly visible in the chapter titles, which Mitchison
organises thematically into 'class', 'language', 'history', 'religion', 'morals', 'education'
and 'politics', each with the prefix 'other people's', thereby framing her thoughts within
the unknown quality of African culture. In 'Other People's Morals', for example, after
some introductory remarks about Ghanaian society she goes on to present her
personal thoughts on marriage, the church, democracy, local government and the
education of women. The phenomenon of the essay disguised as or contained within
the travel narrative is highlighted by Fussell who notes, in Abroad: British Literary
Travelling Between the Wars, that 'a fact of modem publishing is the virtual
disappearance of the essay as a saleable commodity'." Therefore, he argues, writers
with a natural inclination to the structure of the single-issue treatise or essay
(excepting the presence of articles in newspapers) were (and are still) obliged to
disguise their thoughts within a more marketable form. Discussing Aldous Huxley -
both a literary contemporary and close friend of Mitchison - Fussell notes that travel
writing for Huxley was 'a way of presenting learned essays which without exotic
narrative support would find no audience'." Similarly, drawing attention to Rebecca
West, the doyenne of twentieth-century women's travel writing, he argues:
if one approached a publisher in 1940 with a collection of assorted ethical
and historical essays one would have less chance of success than if one
arranged them as 'A Journey Through Yugoslavia' and titled the whole
immense work Black Lamb and Grey Falcon.45
42 Mitchison, Other People's Worlds, p. 13-4.
43 Fussell, Abroad, p. 204.
44 Fussell, Abroad, p. 204... .
45 Ibid, p. 206. On closer mspectl(~n,a companson of Mitchison and Rebecca West reveals a productive
number of shared reference po~n~. Both from bourgeois, Anglo-Scots families, with Irish military
backgrounds, they we!e born within ~ fe~ years of each other, into similarly privileged, left-thinking
households. As such It was perhaps inevitable that Mitchison and West would move at times within
related social groups, brought together by mutual friends and by joint feminist, socialist and literary
interests. ,
While there is little eVlde~ce t~ sugge,st the,y were, close friends, the two writers sat together on the
editorial board of The Realist. a short-hved hterary Journal' (1, Benton, Naomi Mitchison: A Biography,
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While we do not know whether Mitchison consciously exploited travel writing as a
vehicle for her thoughts, it clearly provides the dominant structure to the text. In
addition, the choice of 'Other People's Class' for her first discussion after an
introductory piece on the question of 'Seeing Other People', is itself revealing for what
it discloses of her own preoccupations.
The chapter titles of this text are also telling in the assumed position of the
authorial voice as an outsider to what is observed. This is markedly different from
Mucking Around and Return to the Fairy Hill in which Mitchison consciously
portrays her involvement with and understanding of the communities she visits. As
Jenni Calder has suggested, 'the very title of [Other People's Worlds] [... ] suggests a
position on the outside looking in'." Indeed, in the introductory chapter Mitchison
personifies herself as an observer of an unknown, if sometimes analogous,
61-2) in 1929, and West in reported to have come to Mitchison's defence over the publication of her
~~ntroversial book The Outlin~ (J. Ca~der, The Nine Lives of N~omi Mitchison, p. 106). In addition, the
Mitchison archive at the NatI~lDa~Library of ~cotland. conta~ns le~ers from H.G. Wells around the
period in which he had an affair WIth West, again reveahng a direct hnk between the two women (NLS,
Acc. 6610). West's bio~rap~e~ Victoria Glendinning relates that Mitchison recommended a liberal
school for Anthony, the illegitimate son of Wells and West when his parentage became the subject of
bullying (V. Glen~inning, Rebecca Wes~:A Life (Lo~don: Weidenfel.d & Nicol.son, 1987), p. 1~7).
Comparisons continue when the focus shifts from the hves of these writers to their work. Introducing
the 1993 Canongate edition of Black Lamb and Gray Falcon, Trevor Royle describes a travel book
applicable to Mitchison's Other People's Worlds as much as to Black Lamb and Gray Falcon.
structurally the book is se~rnless, ~ven though the writing was based on the evidence
and experienc~ of.thre~ dt.fferent Journeys. Even then, it is difficult to discover any
distinct narranve hne b1Od1Ogthe whole together, so sprawling is West's style and so
disparate her thoughts about. s.ubjects as various as history, folklore, myth,
archaeology and, of course, pohttcs. What gives this book its significance and its
sense of grandeur is West's co~trnent. (R. West, Black Lamb and Gray Falcon
(Edinburgh: Canongate, 1993), pxiii).
Looking beyond the travel wr.itin~ ge~e, Mitc~ison and. We~t produced very similar forms of ancestral
history in their later years. Mttcht~ons unpubhshed farmly history Hide and Seek (held by the National
Library of Scotland) is explored 10 Chapter One of this thesis, and can be compared to West's post-
humously published memoir Family Mem~r~es. As ~iscussed in ~hapter On~, Mitchison uses her
family history to explore herself and the ongm of her Ideas and behefs. In the introduction to West's
text, Faith Evans writes:
Family Memories is not only about Rebecca West's ancestors: it is about herself.
Always an imposing narrator, she is never more so than when writing about members
of her family, and she uses them to express her own feelings and ideas. Indeed, her
very identity seems at times to fuse with theirs. (R. West, Family Memories (London:
Lime Tree, 1987; 1992) p.l.)
Unlike Mitchison, West ~ever pr?duced a clearl~-defina.ble autobiography, and instead uses this text to
produce a picture of the rich farmly background into which she was born, and the parents who provided
her earliest influences. Faith Evans notes:
[West] never tired of looking into people's backgrounds as a means of
comprehending their behaviour, and it was a tendency that was bound to surface
when writing about her own family and, by extent ion, herself. The personal nature of
her subject simultaneously fuelled and legitimized her search. (Ibid, p. 7).
46 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 262.
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civilisation, rather than one of which she is part.47 A similar viewpoint can be
detected in the photographs which accompany the text, as Mitchison does not appear
once in them, staying, as it were, behind the lens. This, again, is in sharp contrast to
the accompanying pictures of her two other travel narratives in which she is very
definitely visible within exotic cultural surroundings."
Other People's Worldswas written at a difficult period for Mitchison, in that,
throughout the 1950s, her relationship with Scotland was being tested. Increasingly,
she felt that her seat on Argyll County Council was ineffective, and that little good (or
gratitude) ever came from the hard work she poured into the surrounding
community.49 As laird, her instinctive desire was to help, but her influence was
limited both by bureaucracy, and by the stubborn refusal of locals gratefully to receive
that support. Nevertheless, although disillusioned with Scotland and with 'her' people,
and setting her sights further afield, Mitehison continued to use the Highlands as a
reference point by which all other places would be measured. Calder maintains that
in the text, 'her Highland identity is communicated with firmness and conviction'r'"
In the opening passage of the narrative, she sets out her reasons for travel, forging a
clear link in the mind of the reader between Africa and Scotland:
'Why do I write [this book]? I went to West Africa, one of the problem
areas and growing points of the world, in later winter, 1957. I came
from another problem area, the Western Highlands; but it is not a
growing point. I wish it was. I grope a little uncertainly at the kind of
conditions which make it so, but see little chance of getting them."
This perspective can be seen to frame the whole text, as Mitchison continues
throughout the book to find correspondences between the two cultures, particularly
within the still-vital tribal structures of Africa, and the historical clan network of the
47 Partly contradicting this position, Mitchison also argues, 'As a writer, as an intellectual, one is engage.
One must be part of the change one writes about. There is no completely external unbiased attitude
possible. I am not unbiased about W7st Africa. I liked it too much.' Other People's Worlds, p. 15.
48 Most explicit of these photographs pictures Mitchison on horseback in Botswana, surrounded by tribal
members. It carries the caption 'I have been claimed by the tribe'. Mitchison, N., Return to the Fairy
Hill (London: Heinernann~ 1966), p. 167. .
49 Mitchison failed to regam her council seat 10 the elections of May 1964. In all, she was County
Councillor for the Kintyre. (East) electoral division for the years 1945-49 and 1952-64. She was also,
therefore, a County.Councll me~be~ of.the Kintyre District Council.
50 Calder, The Nine Lives o~Naoml Mitchison, p. 210.
51 Mitchison, Other People s Worlds, p. 9.
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Scottish Highlands. In addition to these shared forms of social organisation,
Mitchison portrays many parallels which she sees as arising from a sense of injustice
created by the colonisation of one country by another. Writing about the replacement
of Gaelic cultures by Anglicised models, she notes:
In the Highlands of Scotland there was one kind of culture. Another
more successful one was thrust upon it. Observing that, one may have
great sympathy with the peoples of Africa to whom the same thing has
h d ,52appene .
Discussing the insidious nature of cultural and political imperialism, Mitchison also
draws parallels between diverse aspects of community life, including the production
of music, the symbolic importance of tribal cloth, (such as the tartan), the position of
the tribal chief to his people,53 and the difficulties of obtaining agricultural subsidies.
Of particular concern to her is the influence of educational practices and language-use
within each culture. Seeing the danger of promoting western languages and cultural
references to the detriment of the native traditions in Africa, she remarks:
We have seen the same thing in the Highlands; the school break with
the mother tongue. Here an education was forced on us in the
eighteenth century in aid of the Anglicising Whigs; the schools taught
habits of industry and docility: and English. The moral education of
children, the customs and the music and the stories, was all looked on
as deplorable. Now that another point of view comes to the fore, it is
too late: like the mother, the mother-tongue is sentimentalised over and
d . d 54esplse .
Through her identification with Scotland, therefore, Mitchison is able to see herself in
relation to the colonised peoples of Africa, the 'other' of her title. Her critique of the
imperialist practices she sees there is, however, tempered by a more acquiescent,
albeit possibly unconscious, acceptance of the traditional roles of the coloniser. To
some extent, much travel writing can be interpreted as imperialist in that the relative
52 Mitchison, Other People's Worlds, I? 17.
53 'What happens in Africa? - :o~ chief'becomes Chairman of your Urban District or County Council, as
indeed happens in Scotland. Mitchison, Other People's Worlds, p. 85.
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economics of the participants mean that the text will always be controlled by the
dominant half.55 This remains true of Mitchison's work, despite her vocal
condemnation of the more obvious barbarities of historical imperialism. Echoing the
tendency seen in Mucking Around, Mitchison, although documenting Independence
celebrations, moves within an older colonial order. In Nigeria she stays with the
Assistant District Officer (who is of Scottish ancestry) and worries about the time
when 'Nigeria gets her Independence and gets rid of her Colonial Service'r" She
recognises the passing of a way of life, and the anti-colonial feeling that is evident in
the new Africa: 'It looks as though about half the world would make things unpleasant
for [ex-colonialists]. I write this book partly out of anger that this should be so'.57 Her
implied hope that the whole business of Empire can be simply put aside in a new era
of human understanding and friendship, as in Mucking Around, may be judged as
more than a little naive, Essentially in favour of the Independence movements she is
reporting, and the implied end to colonialist practices, she also fails to remark on the
African house boys of the Colonial Service who continue to address their white
'M t ,58employer as as er.
These, however, are relatively specific points In an analysis of the links
between the text and colonialism. Less immediately apparent, but more pervasive, is
her aim, stated on the first page of the text, that 'one excuse for writing this book is
that it might be able to help,.s9 Mitchison's aristocratic sense of obligation to the
community has been much discussed.f" and her role as the (humanist) missionary in
Africa, is highlighted above. Within Scotland, this tendency to serve can be seen as a
fulfilment of her position as laird, and not, therefore, unusually problematic. Within
the context of Empire, however, it gains new significance, as it assumes a hierarchical
framework in which the inhabitants of 'abroad' must be given access to one's superior
54 Mitchison, Other People's Worlds, p. 105.
55 Steve Clark makes this point in Travel Writing and Empire, writing; 'To a certain extent, [... ] travel
writing is inevitably one-way traffic, because th~ Europeans mapped the world rather than the world
mapping them. Travellers, merely through their greater acce~s t~ the technology of transp~mati<?n,
implicitly belong to a m?re ~eve.loped culture, and the strong historical connection of exploration with
exploitation and occupation, justifiably make them figures to be feared and shunned.' p. 3.
56 Mitchison, Other People:s Worlds, p. 10-1.
57 Mitchison, Other People ,s Worlds, p. 11.
58 Mitchison, Other People s Worlds, p. 28.
59 Mitchison, Other ~eople's Worlds,~. 9. .
60 See discussions m Calder, The Nine LIves of Naomi Mitchison, and Benton, Naomi Mitchison: A
Biography.
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knowledge and help, regardless of whether they have actually asked for it. Discussing
this tendency, Steve Clark argues in Travel Writing and Empire that:
what is so striking is the sense of mission, of entitlement combined
with self-denial. The most flagrant ethnocentrism is inseparable from
what was strongest and arguably most honourable in the imperial ideal:
commitment to collective endeavour, asceticism, resilience and
practicality."
All of these qualities can be seen as aspects of Mitchison's inherited sense of 'noblesse
oblige', whether at home or, as in Other People's Worlds and (to a greater extent) in
Return to the Fairy Hill, abroad.
An exploration of Mucking Around and Other People's Worlds reveals that it
IS typical of the contradiction that surrounds Mitchison that she manages
simultaneously to identify herself with the colonised, while at the same time, being
inextricably linked to the forces of colonialism. While she does not explore this
contradiction in any depth in either of these texts, her increasing involvement with the
Botswanan people in the 1960s forces a recognition of the paradoxical nature of her
position, and she confronts this bravely and with clarity in her final piece of travel
writing, Return to the Fairy Hill.
iv: Return to the Fairy Hill
Published in 1966, Return to the Fairy Hill can be seen as following on from
Other People's Worlds in its exploration of Mitchison's relationship with Africa and
of the correspondences which she observed between this newly discovered culture,
and an older Scottish way of life. As a text, it has received more attention than Other
People's Worlds, almost certainly because it contains fewer (although still many)
references to contemporary African politics, and is generally a far more personal
book. Its autobiographical nature has been highlighted by Calder who comments 'It is
61 Clark. Travel Writing and Empire, p. 10.
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a book about Naomi at a turning point in her life, rather than a book about
Botswana,.62 While Mitchison's position as the outsider in African society (so close to
the surface in Other People's Worlds) would, to an extent, always remain, the text
traces its lessening impact, as she believes herself becoming integrated into the
Bakgada tribe of Botswana. Within the text Mitchison presents the beginnings of a
cross-cultural relationship between herself and the tribe which would last the decades
until her ashes were split and scattered in her two spiritual homelands, the villages of
Carradale and Mochudi.63
Bechuanaland, as Botswana was then known, was still a British Protectorate in
the early 'sixties when Mitchison first visited. It shares landlocked borders with South
Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia and Angola in the south-east of Africa. The Bakgatla
tribe of whom Mitchison became a part, are found in the south-east of the country.
Colonial nation-carving along straight, simplistic lines had cut their traditional tribal
land in two, splitting the area between Botswanan control and the racial segregation of
the Republic of South Africa, a fact that caused many political tensions and was
particularly problematic for Mitchison who had been deemed (much to her delight'") a
'proscribed person' by the South African authorities for vocal opposition to the strict
apartheid of the period.
Mitchison's unlikely involvement in this region stemmed from a British
Council project in 1960 to invite foreign students to Britain. As part of her annual
British Council party, she arranged for the students to visit her in Carradale where she
met the young Chief-designate of the Bakgatla, Linchwe, who would become her
primary reference point throughout her many visits to Botswana. A friendship ensued
at this first meeting, and two years later, Linchwe invited Mitchison on a visit of
62 Around this time, Mitchison's mother had died, a~ed 98, leaving her more free to travel. She also failed
to regain her seat on the Argyll County Council. Both her new-found freedom and her increasing
disillusion with Cal!ad~le ~ncouraged her to look for new challenges, further afield. See Calder, The
Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 260. .
63 See 'Mitchiso.n's ~nb~l home b.ecko~ he~ ashes to Af~lca',.The Sunday Times. 17 January 1999. T~e
strength of Mitchison s bond w~thAfrica l~made cI.earm this passage from Return to the Fairy Hill. In
which she makes known her wish to ~emam m Afnca af~erdeath: ,[IJf I die here in Mochudi I want to
be buried in the g.reatkraal where Chief Molefi ~~s buried, and let the cattle trample out all marks of
where my body lies. And I do not want any reh~lous service., nor yet to have my body put into any
coffin, but into the skin o~ some beast; I would hke best for It to be a lion skin. So I am writing this
now for Linchwe t? know. (p.212). '. .
64 'I have this funny little docume.nt from the Government of the Repubhc of South Africa which will stop
me going even as ~aras ~af7king; I t~ke it as a compliment', Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 34.
Two letters inforrrung Mitchison of this can be found in NLS TD2980 2/10.
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return hospitality in which she would be present at his inauguration as Paramount
Chief of the tribe.
Meeting Linchwe again, this time on his home territory, she writes, 'The
enchantment began'." Yet while this enchantment (and at times frustration) with
Africa, inspired by her earlier visit to Ghana and Nigeria, was immediate, her
practical involvement with, and understanding of, the problems and needs of Africa,
and in particular of 'her' tribe, would develop more slowly:
I had not thrown my imagination towards Bechuanaland. I had too
much else to think about, especially perhaps the County Council and
Highland Panel problems, and nuclear disarmament [... ] The common
experience was not there yet, sti1lless the common cause.66
When Linchwe requests that she stay longer at the end of her first visit, she explains
that she really cannot, as she must get back for the Glasgow Rhododendron Show,
exemplifying her primary identification with Western Scotland at this early point.
Moreover, the juxtaposition of this event with the sub-Saharan African veldt
highlights the cultural leap which she took in becoming, later, truly part of the tribe.
In the young Linchwe, Mitchison saw the personification of a figure that had
appeared repeatedly throughout her fiction; the prince or chief who suffers for his
people.67 Closely related to the aristocratic sense of social responsibility and
leadership which Mitchison herself felt (the Haldane family motto was 'Suffer,()8),this
symbolic character finds its most poignant and elemental incarnation in the shape of
Charles Edward Stewart, 'Bonnie Prince Charlie', and his role in the Jacobite
Rebellion of Scotland's mid-eighteenth century. In her linking of these two
characters, Mitchison is clearly projecting part of Scotland's mythology onto the
young African chief, yet her ideals are merely based on a romantic view of the past.
Linchwe recognises in her a shared desire to work for the good of the people, and
65 Mitchison, Return to the Fa~ry H~ll, p. 28.
66 Mitchison, Return to t~e Fairy Hill, p. 25. . . .
67 Of Linchwe's installatton as Paramount Chief she writes, 'Already It was the hundred per cent romantic
situation of the heir, the yo~g pr~ce about to take his rightful place at last, a stock situation, no doubt,
but played absolutely straight'. Mlt~hison~ Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 30. Mitchison discusses the
recurrence of this theme m an mterv~ewWith Isobel Murray in 1984 in which she argues: 'This is what
happens to political leaders [ ... ] I think that was so impressive about Lenin's tomb. There is obviously
someone who died for ~e people.' ~~ay (ed.) ~cottish Writers Talking, p. 78.
68 The full Haldane crest ISthe frontispiece plate m, Haldane, General Sir J Aylmer L., The Haldanes of
Gieneagles (Edinburgh: Blackwoods, 1929).
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behind that a more fundamental search for the just societyf" While Mitchison would
find this a sometimes difficult and frustrating relationship, it was also a trusting,
productive partnership which, sealed in blood (as she describes'"), did much to aide
Botswana's emergence through Independence and into the modem world.
The symbolic importance of Linchwe is not, however the only parallel
Mitchison draws between the Botswanan nation and the Scotland of her cultural
associations. As in Other People's Worlds she paints explicit correspondences
between the two cultures, again centred on the striking similarities between the tribal
structures of the community she has joined, and the one she has left behind. Entering
Mochudi for the first time, she writes, 'I realized almost at once from the lockless
doors, the unbolted windows, that this was like a Highland village'." Using this
analogy once again she later remarks, 'If one wants to imagine what it was like in an
eighteenth-century Highland clan, one would do better to look at modem Africa than
at any coeval European society'." Linchwe's driver is cast as a character from this
lost Highland world; 'he was completely trustworthy, basically intelligent, interesting
to talk with and a fully responsible person. He would have fitted perfectly.i''
As in Ghana and Nigeria in the 1950s, Mitchison recognises the African tribal
singing as 'exactly parallel to the great music in the Gaeltachd [sic]' .74 and worries
about the corresponding devaluation of local culture by outside influences. More so
than in her visits to Western Africa, identifying correspondences between the two
diverse cultures allows Mitchison to understand, and see herself as part of the
community she visits. Helping with the minutes for a local meeting she notes their
similarity to the Kintyre District Council, remarking, 'Having typed them, one
69 Mitchison's influence ?n ~inchwe is perhaps mo.stcle.arly illustrated by the tone of his inaugural speech
as tribal leader. See Mitchison, Return to the Fairy HIli, p. 62-4.
70 'Linchwe began to talk about Afro-Asian solidarity, how he and Asians were closer than ever he could
be to Europeans, how they had the numbers, and would in time be stronger, how there would be a war-
I said 'You know which side Iw.ouldbe on.' He looked at me unbelievingly, his head chucked back. I
thougbt this is the ~imeI had waited fo~, the time of my own solidarity. I said, 'Have you a knife?' he
gave me a clasp knife, ca~ually, not seeing what I was after. I opened it and slashed my hand; at first it
did not bleed and I ~ave It another cut and ~e stared and said 'Wha.t is happening?' I took his hand and
put it down over mme, and now bloo~ dnpped between us. I said 'Now do you believe me'!' and I
looked in his eyes and he had tears filming the clear agate and then he said very softly 'There will be no
war.' Ibid, p. 54. Mitchison lat~r wrote a poem called 'Blood Promise' which drew both on this incident,
and 011 an earlier similar pro~se ~oa Carradale fisherman. See Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 232.
71 Mitchison, Return to the Faz.ry HZ./l, p. 28.
n Mitchison, Return to the Faz.ry HZ.II, p. 78.
73 Mitchison, Return to the Faz.ry HZ.II, p. 114.
74 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 51.
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couldn't any longer think of these people as being in any way 'different' [ ... ] the
motives were the same, the loyalties and the jealousies'."
Having begun to coalesce with the tribe, (whose acceptance of her is
strengthened by their chiefs bond) it is possible to trace through the text a gradual
weakening of her identification with the Europeans of the Colonial Service with
whom she was culturally and historically oriented, and with whom she had stayed on
her previous visits into the unknown. The extent of this alienation is only seen when
compared to the previously-discussed associations of Mucking Around and Other
People's Worlds. From the outset, Mitchison chooses not to stay in the official
residences open to her, although she acknowledges 'I was an M.P.'s wife, and the
Colonial Office was keeping a fatherly eye on me'." Her position within the tribe as
'mother' of the chief, and her place within one of the 'mophato' or age-related tribal
groupings helped to give her a real sense of belonging within the community - a
feeling which had in some ways eluded her in Carradale - and in the text she is able to
write with conviction, 'I have been claimed by the tribe and have accepted'."
However, Mitchison being a white, upper-class intellectual in a largely
illiterate subsistence area of Southern Africa, questions of her identity and of her
motives, however benevolent her intent, are again unavoidable. In Home and Harem:
Nation, Gender, Empire and the Cultures of Travel, within the textual representation
of overseas travel, Inderpal Grewal discusses 'the need to merge with the "native"
culture and not be seen as a visitor'." This tendency is clearly noticeable in
Mitchison's text through statements of association, and comments such as 'One
gradually learns that people who live in 'primitive' conditions are not 'them' hut 'US',7()
and her portrayal of 'the tribe, the savages, of whom I felt myself intensely to he
one'." Her shift in identification from the white western world she has come from, to
the African tribal self she claims, is so marked that a form of reverse racism begins to
creep into her writing, as she articulates a rejection of any contact with the 'whites'
who would question the wisdom of her presence within the basic conditions of the
tribal village. Continuing a life-long inclination to rock the establishment boat,
75 Mitchison, Return to the Fa~ry H~II, pp. 49-50.
76 Mitchison, Return to the Faz.ry HI.II, p. 26.
77 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hzl/,. p. 118.
78 Grewal, I., Home and Harem: Nation, Gender, Empire and the Cultures of Travel (London: Leicester
University Press, 1996), p. 1: .
79 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy HzII, p. 156.
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Mitchison takes pleasure in shocking the colonials she no longer sees as her own, who
are moved to ask, 'Are you not being rather tribal, Lady Mitchison?', a question which
perfectly encapsulates the paradox of her position." In Return to the Fairy Hill, as
she moves further from the colonial world, she articulates her critical stance towards it
more clearly than in the two previous texts, admitting, 'I knew now what it was to be
anti-Colonialist, the guilt and the solidarity'."
Yet while Mitchison distances herself from the colonial administrative class,
she enters further into the equivalent stratum of African society. Invited as she was
into this new life by a tribal chief, her social position remained as one of the 'top
people'; the position she had always known. She herself recognised this situation,
admitting, 'It is clear that my real contact in the tribe is with the elite, the educated."
Even so, as a natural leader of people, Mitchison engages with the needs of the tribe,
in particular the problem of drought and the lack of reservoirs and piping to afflicted
areas. Interviewed by Leonie Caldercott in 1984 for the television series 'Women of
our Century' Mitchison discusses this position, explaining: I was going to have a new
role in life which meant more obligations as well as everything else [ ... ] I am a one
man citizens' advice bureau'i'" As she had previously campaigned for agricultural
subsidies, a village hall and a harbour for the Carradale community, she now used her
contacts, her ability to write and to negotiate with governmental officialdom, and
crucially, her financial reserves, to help the tribe, raising once more the double-edged
role of the benign colonialist. Mitchison discusses this within her text, highlighting
once more the link between the two cultures:
Much of what I see happening [in Botswana] is what has happened in
the Highlands (remembering that here also the effects of the
missionaries of a conquering country did most to destroy Gaelic
culture, and that the attempts of An Commun Gaidheilach [sic], the
body designed to encourage Highland culture, and other sympathisers
80 Mitchison, Return to the Fai.ry H~/l, !? 60.
81 This incident is also related ~nMI.tchlson,Mucking Around, p. 135.
82 Mitchison, Return to the Faz.ry HZ./l,p. 78.
83 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 120.
84 'Women of our Century', .(Broadc~s~on ~BC2, 6 July 1984). A sou~d recording for this television
programme can be found m the B~tIsh Library, National Sound Archive, T6993/0 I TRI. The series
was also turned ~to a book,. pubhshed as Women of our Century, ed. Leonie Caldercott (London:
British Broadcastmg Corporation, 1984).
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can do nothing to stop the rot). I could do nothing there. I don't
suppose I can do anything here."
Yet of this new mission, Calder writes, 'In some respects, her role in Botswana was
more effective than her role in the Highlands'i'" Bruised by what she saw as the
rejection of her good works by the Carradale people, Mitchison is aware that she is
embarking on a similar project, with, potentially, similar results:
I knew quite well that I felt myself at one time committed to Scotland,
to the dream of Alba. The reality of working for Scotland had got rid
of most of that, thought occasionally I still got a breath of it. Possibly
the same thing would happen here. Reality of Africans might kill the
dream of Africa.87
The sense of social responsibility, the fight for the 'common cause', is revived in
Mitchison in her contact with the people of the Bakgatla, yet, as she herself
highlights, she moves in the privileged ranks, provided for by servants, and at the hub
of the decision-making processes which will affect the future of the tribe. While she
pours her energies into improving the lot of the majority, her education, class and
language keep her from natural assimilation, just as it did with the fishing community
of Carradale.
It is a painful paradox of Mitchison's position that while she wishes to be
integrated into the tribe, it is her unassailable differences, her colour, culture and
wealth (and through these, her ability to help) that make her presence there possible in
the first place. In Abroad, Fussell notes, 'the traveller is almost always richer and
freer than those he's among',88while in relation to Mitchison, Calder argues that 'It
was precisely the fact that she was white and well-connected that enhanced her value
to Botswana,.89 These issues of money appear throughout Return to the Fairy Hill as
Mitchison periodically raises doubts about the real dynamics of her presence within
the tribe. Following one of her early arguments with Linchwe she writes, 'I suddenly
85 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 22.
86 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 255.
87 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 69.
88 Fussell, Abroad, p. 210.
89 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 25l.
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felt that things had gone wrong between us, that all they wanted out of me was
money, practical advice, contact on the level where it could be forgotten and
discarded later on,.90 Later, she draws a further parallel between Scotland and
Botswana in this context:
Sometimes, looking back on my tribe from London or Scotland, I think
angrily that all they want, all their apparent solidarity with me, is only
that they are after certain kinds of material help which I am likely to
get for them as long as they are, so to speak, kidding me on."
Mitchison later qualifies this statement." but the fact that she chose to leave it in her
final text reveals the extent to which it exercised her, in Scotland, and in Africa. No
matter which tribe she became a part of, she would always be set apart, different,
because of the money (and education) which at once, made it all possible, and was a
burden.93
Doubts aside, this money was often useful to the tribe, willingly given, and
gratefully received.94 It allowed her to have a say in the running of the community,
which in tum made possible the tribal identity she craved. Thus, her tribal identity is
inseparable from her role of benevolent colonialist, discussed earlier. It was a role of
which Mitchison was aware, and in the text she admits, 'I can quite imagine that any
African gets fed up with so many whites telling them what they ought to do; no doubt
90 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 185.
91 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, pp. 192-3. Mitchison sent the manuscript of this text to Doris
Lessing, a friend fr~m earlier day~, who,. ~aving gro~ up in Africa, wa~ in a .good position. to
comment on it. Lessing's long and highly critical reply, included as an appendix to this thesis, contams
the following extract: 'It seems to me wrong of you to put this weight on these people (... ] to write in a
book for all to read that after so much trust and personal love has been shown you, that you sit around
in London thinking that they are using you for what you can do for them, and your money, well this
seems to me a really bad disloyalty. [... ] We are the fortunate of the world, and therefore the
unfortunate use us. But one doesn't complain about it, or not outside personal friendship or among
people who understand. Of course on one level with the tribe, they "use" you. Why not? You have
asked for it and invited it. But on another level they love you.' (28 May 65) NLS, TD2980 2/8.
92 She writes: 'In fact it is just not so. If I put it in it is because I want to be truthful. I don't want to hide
from my people tha~I have thou~ht ~his,.hateful as it is to have even let it touch my mind. But honestly
this is what I sometimes thought. Mltc~lson, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 193.
93 Writing in the.New Statesma"! and Na.t!on, Calder suggests, 'Naomi could not be African, nor could she
ally herself With the conventional British presence. One can sense her frustration: a vivid synergy led
her into territory th~t !eality sometimes denied her.' (16/30 December 1994), p. 58.
94 'I was at least provldl~g the means for others to open and change. I was providing the means for more
mobility and opportunity. Therehad been one lucky thing. I had inherited some quite valuable furniture
and china; the Sotheby cheque Just added up to the cost of the library building.', Mitchison, Return to
the Fairy Hill, p. 88.
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with the best intentions but not doing it themselves'," a statement only undermined by
questions over the extent to which she fully saw herself as one of these 'whites'.
To try to label the ways Mitchison constructed her identity within the text as
either colonial or anti-colonial would be too simplistic. Her life in Africa was a
constant negotiation between her conflicting loyalties, the inextricable links of her.
cultural background, and the tribe which claimed her as mother, and accepted her as
their own. As such, Return to the Fairy Hill is a complicated mediation between these
two poles, pivoting, as did her whole life, on her one 'unresolvable contradiction'i'"
Steve Clark advances this need for cultural mediation in travel writing of the post-
colonial era, suggesting that:
to repudiate the legacy of colonialism would involve not merely a self-
indictment but a self-annulment; instead, there is a therapeutic rite of
playing the roles through with nonchalant detachment. The chief
fascination of the contemporary travel genre lies in this project of
formulating an acceptable, or perhaps less culpable, post-imperial
• 97VOIce.
This concept of a more benign, less culpable incarnation of the colonial role is apt for
interpreting Mitchison's involvement with the Bakgatla. While her presence in the
tribe and the financial and educational resources she had at her disposal have shades
of an older missionary zeal, the self-doubt of her effectiveness and entitlement to be
there undermines the suggestion of traditional colonial intent. Such doubts are woven
through the text of Return to the Fairy Hill in a way not seen in Mucking Around or
Other People's Worlds, most clearly in the following passage:
I had brought a Pibroch record with me [... J and suddenly in the
middle of the trembling Isaid to myself, what am Idoing here? Idon't
think Iwould have thought that if Icould have been utterly certain that
95 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 186.
96 Benton, Naomi Mitchison, p. 153.
97 Clark, Travel Writing and Empire, p. 10.
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what I was doing was really useful and valuable, but I didn't really
knoW.
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Viewed together as a single body of writing, these three travel narratives can be seen
to trace the transformation of Mitchison's representation of self in relation to the
otherness of 'abroad', and to document her shifting views on the politics of Empire, in
periods of her life not covered by her memoirs or diary writing. Yet while her
growing disillusion with the Highlands encouraged orientation to new cultures and
peoples, which in turn altered her projection of self in her texts, her continued
identification with Scotland remained of primary importance, and is clearly visible
within the texts.
Having considered the influence of colonial culture and class on the
construction of Mitchison's identity abroad, this chapter now turns to consider the
other main facet of her representation of self, as a women traveller, and the effect this
had on the negotiation of her role within alternative communities, and as a writer of
travel texts.
v: Travel Writing by Women
While the question of gendered travel writing has been much discussed." it is
usually in the context of women's experiences of the nineteenth century and earlier,
focusing on the work of pioneers such as Mary Kingsley whose journeys are narrated
in Travels in West Africa (1897) and Isabella Bird, another Scot, whose works include
Unbeaten Tracks in Japan (1880) and A Lady's Life in the Rocky Mountains (1879).
Within this analysis there has been much debate about the role of women travellers as
colonialist and, through that, about their representation of 'abroad' in travel texts. Of
primary focus has been the capacity of foreign travel for escape from the restrictions
on female agency in Victorian Britain, and the 'desire to reinvent [oneself] in a place
where [... ] gender would playa secondary role to questions of class and race'. 100 This
has been viewed in a largely unfavourable critical light in that, while escaping the
98 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 165.
99 See, for example, D. M~~illan's The S~otsw.oman at Ho.me and Abroad: Non-Fictional Writing 1700-
1900. (Glasgow: Association for Scottish Literary Studies, 1999); K. Lawrence's Penelope Voyages,
Women and Travel in the British Literary Tradition (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1994) and S.
Mills's Discourses of Difference: An Analysis of Women's Travel Writing and Colonialism (London:
Routledge, 1991).
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European confinements of gender, these women can be seen to have upheld and
strengthened colonial discourses through their emphasis on a hierarchical structure of
whites and non-whites in an attempt to downplay the perceived limitations of their
gender.101 Inderpal Grewal suggests it was:
Englishwomen, mainly bourgeois women, who participated in the
discourses of imperialism in order to insert themselves into a selfhood
that gave them the rights denied by a patriarchal order.102
As such, travel writing by women can be seen to offer an alternative to the pre-
twentieth-century narratives of confinement articulated by Gilbert and Gubar.103
Complicating this relationship further, however, is the position, shared by women and
the colonised, as 'other' within the patriarchal hierarchy of western culture. Yet
although this parallel may superficially appear valid, it is easily destabilised by
reference to the other influencing factors of travel discourse, such as race and class,
raised above.
While Mitchison was a woman travel writer, and may be classified as coming
from a similar social background as earlier women travellers such as Kingsley and
Bird, the evidence of her texts does not support the notion that she can be seen solely
within the parameters of gendered discourse. Neither the social limitations of home,
nor the need to assert one's own self through repression of others is applicable to
Mitchison, who, writing in the second half of the twentieth century was not subject to
comparable restrictions or the fear of transgressing boundaries, either national or
social. An early pioneer of women's political and biological rights, Mitchison did not
suffer from a sense of gendered inferiority, and her famously open marriage and
familial structures could hardly be described as conventional. Placing her firmly
outside the subjected position of 'other' is also Mitchison's class perspective, the
100 Allcock and Young, Black Lambs and Grey Falcons: Women Travelling in the Balkans (Oxford:
Berghan Books, 2000), p. 91 .
101 In Penelope Voyages, Lawrence writes that women's 'identity derived from their white skins rather
than their fe~al~ bo~ies. ~ut at.the same t~me, the leg.acy of sexual oppression paradoxically fostered
these women s identification with the subjugated Africans whose lower station facilitated their own
liberation in Africa. p. 103.
102 Grewal, Home and Harem, p. 85.
103 Quoted in Lawrence, Karen, Penelope Voyages: Women and Travel in the British Literary Tradition
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1994), p. xi. '
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confidently affirmed notion that she is one of the 'elite', 'the intelligentsia'r''" This
awareness offered her a sense of mobility and responsibility which largely over-rides
questions of gender, while simultaneously reinforcing evidence for the class-based
hierarchy of British colonial travel.
Within the African context of Return to the Fairy Hill, Mitchison's gendered
self is actually obscured by her identification with the male leaders and by her
instinctive form of benevolent paternalism. Involvement in tribal organisation and
development forces Mitchison increasingly to identify with men, as women take little
part in the decision-making process, a fact that causes her European feminist values to
come into conflict with the traditional androcentric framework of Botswanan society.
While she was initiated into a 'mophato', a group of similarly-aged women, she clearly
did not see herself as one of them, preferring to invest her energies with the Chief, and
concern herself with the dealings of the male tribal council. She remarks:
I was not at ease with any of these shy, rather inarticulate women, and
I doubt if this was entirely a question of language. We had a certain
amount of common experience that I did not share with the men, but
the critical experiences of marriage, housekeeping, child-bearing and
bringing up children, have moved over quickly in Europe at least, out
.' d i t t hn I lOSof instinct an m 0 ec oogy.
In the text, Mitchison's interest in women appears to stem less from a desire for
friendship and more from a detached wish to improve their position through increased
access to education and contraception, a fact which, (while her efforts were largely
supported by Linchwe), brought the cultural differences she was negotiating into
sharp focus. Questioning the legitimacy of her enthusiasm to normalise the use of
contraception and reduce the 'ethos of female suffering' in childbirth in a less
advanced society, Mitchison herself admits 'I am almost sure that my European-type
feminism made me misjudge the situation to some extent.'l'" Considering the nature
of Mitchison's identification with the Bakgatla women, and the benefits and trouble
her feminism brought to the community, Calder argues:
104 Jill Benton remarks, 'Naomi would be proud to call herself a highbrow all of her life', Benton, Naomi
Mitchison, p. 19.
105 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 114.
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She saw herself as their champion, but it was a championing that must
have seemed irrelevant to many women's lives and perhaps came too
soon to do more than prepare the ground for later development. ..The
actions of even the best intentioned whites had often brought
complications with which they were not equipped to dea1.107
Another aspect of foreign travel often highlighted by critics of travel writing is
the question of personal safety, and the differing implications of this for male and
female travellers. Through fear of attack in unfamiliar regions of the world, cross-
dressing, a culturally transgressive activity in the period before women's liberation,
was used as a form of disguise and as such of protection. As with other aspects of
gendered travel, Mitchison's late twentieth century context largely eliminates the
problem of dress codes, but the question of personal safety remains, and her
exploration of this issue in the text can be seen to have implications for our reading of
her participation in colonial discourse.
Throughout Return to the Fairy Hill, and to a lesser extent in her other travel
narratives, Mitchison emphasises her feeling of security in the places she visits.
Discussing the area around the Bakgatla village she writes, 'On moonlight nights I
could see my way back .. .It was nice though to feel that I could always walk
anywhere in Mochudi by day or night in absolute safety,.108 Similarly, she later
explains:
I didn't think I was likely to be murdered or raped but might be robbed
or kidnapped. To meet these contingencies I took a torch, pencil and
notebook, a little money (always better to have a little on you if people
are intent on stealing it), put on knickers, started off.109
Regardless of her respected position as mother of the tribal chief, and the associated
safety this may have offered her, this attitude appears somewhat naive, as does her
106 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 168.
107 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi ~itchison, p. 241.
108 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 173.
109 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 180.
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cheerful analysis of a near-rape she experienced in a kibbutz in Mucking Around. no
While this sense of being unassailable may be related to her primary identification
with masculine roles in Africa, it can also be interpreted as a remnant of a colonial
perspective which viewed the colonised as children of a paternalistic empire, and
therefore not a threat. Steve Clark argues that this tendency:
poses an immediate question of comparative privilege - even 'travelling
without protection signifies colonial control of territory' - and also a
more general problem of complicity with imperial ideology. What is
most ingratiating ('humour, self-depreciation, statements of
affiliation III and descriptions of relationships') is most insidious in so
far as it successfully deflects attention from underlying structures of
domination.112
This colonial notion of a child-like Empire has echoes both in Mitchison's
symbolically-charged intervention with the Union flag at the Botswanan
independence ceremony potrayed in Mucking Around, and, more generally, in her
instinctive form of benevolent paternalism, reinterpreted in a foreign context. It
should be stressed, however, that the implications of colonialist sympathy in these
acts can largely be read in the context of Mitchison's compassionate sense of social
responsibility, visible in many forms throughout her life, and informed by her social
background. Her belief in egalitarianism and the search for the just society emerge as
having been the primary forces which influenced her roles abroad, and she may be
said to have tried with an impressive degree of honesty and courage to negotiate the
contradictions inherent in these beliefs and the reality of her aristocratic privilege.
Mitchison's three travel narratives are clearly part of a larger body of
autobiographical writing, and must be taken in relation to the previous chapters on
memoirs and diaries. Together these works portray Mitchison's negotiation of identity
110 See Mitchison, Mucking Around, pp. 34-5.
III This idea can be rela~ed to ~Itchlson's over-enthusiastic desire to emphasise kinship and belonging
with the Botswanans: Sometimes Naomi over-reacted and made others uncomfortable [... ]. [Some]
have commented on her exaggerated gestures In the symbolic juxtaposition of black and white skin her
hand on an African hand.', Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 251. '
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throughout her life, and in relation to experiences at home and abroad. It is a
collection of autobiographical writings that provides an unusually full portrayal of
self-representation through the life of a complex, often contradictory writer.
Chapters One to Three of this thesis have focused on Mitchison's non-fictional
autobiographical and personal writings, in the following section I wish to expand the
parameters of this study to examine her projection of identity throughout the
substantial surviving collection of her personal correspondence.
112 Clark, Travel Writing and Empir~, p. 22. This is the layout of Clark's text, with the internal quotations
taken from Mills, Discources of DIscovery.
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Chapter Four
Hiding and Seeking: Personal Correspondence and Public Readership
Good letters are like pearls: they are admirable in themselves, but their value is
infmitely enhanced when there is a string of them. Therefore, to be a really great
letter writer it is not enough to write an occasional excellent letter; it is necessary to
write constantly, indefatigably, with ever-recurring zest. It is almost necessary to live
to a good old age. What makes correspondence fascinating is the cumulative effect of
slow, gradual, day-to-day development - the long leisurely unfolding of a character
and a life.
Lytton Strachey
Characters and Commentaries
i: Introduction
In a letter to her husband, Dick Mitchison, written from Botswana in the mid 1960s,
Mitchison describes the events of the day just past:
Hot, hot afternoon, then suddenly a tremendous gust of wind, blowing
dust all over everything, black clouds, thunder and lightening. I was
scared because L[inchwe] was out on the bay horse (he was having to
persuade a family to bury a corpse instead of waiting for the relations
to tum up) but he came running in out of the storm and into my arms
and then the rain came crashing down.' 1
An extract from personal correspondence, this passage would be hard to distinguish
from a piece of literary fiction, and is a good example of the tightly-controlled
descriptive passages and characterisation present throughout Mitchison's letters.
Indeed, the definition of what constitutes literature is notoriously mutable, governed
by changing readerly fashions, and the influence of shifting canonical weightings. In
the centuries preceding the rise of the novel, literary fashions allowed for a far more
inclusive view of what constituted 'literature', one that included essays, sermons,
philosophical and scientific treatises, in addition to a wide range of autobiographical
writings (and including private correspondence) than has been enjoyed for the greater
part of the twentieth century, in which prose fiction has held sway to the detriment of
other forms. Now, the liberal, all-embracing characteristics of post-modernism have
forced a reconsideration of previously held assumptions, including the reassessment
of writings hitherto excluded from canonical attention as a result of their identification
as 'feminine' or women's texts.
INM to GRM [Gilbert Richard 'Dick' Mitchison], '29th January, Mochudi' [? 1964] NLS, TD2980 1/4.
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The addition of letters to a literature study therefore goes right to the heart of
the question 'What is literature?', a question posed by Terry Eagleton in 1983 who,
arguing for a more inclusive view, suggested:
Perhaps literature is definable not according to whether it is fictional or
'imaginative', but because it uses language in peculiar ways. [... ]
Literature transforms and intensifies ordinary language, deviates
systematically from everyday speech.'
It is an argument that, applied to many forms of non-fiction and autobiographical
writing, could be seen as an undercurrent throughout this thesis, but is particularly apt
in the consideration of epistolary writing which, as yet, has received limited critical
attention. While the notion of private correspondence as an artistic and stylised
medium has gained a certain amount of credence, interest to date has been largely
confined to the earlier medieval periods in which questions of literacy, gender roles
and a burgeoning sense of the individual predominate.'
An interest in correspondence has also arisen in examination of eighteenth and
nineteenth century women writers whose literary opportunities, while greater than for
those of the medieval period, still risked the transgression of social norms in the move
from domestic, private forms of writing (such as the letter) to public forms of address,
publication or openly-acknowledged authorship. Discussing the role of
correspondence pre-twentieth century, Julia Epstein suggests that 'the letter's
peripheral or paraliterary status made it available to writers who otherwise might not
have entered the literary marketplace so aggressively." Linda Bergmann also assesses
the changing fortunes of the genre in terms of its critical reception in the
contemporary period, and notes, in 'The Contemporary Letter as Literature: Issues of
Self-reflexivity, Audience and Closure':
Many recent studies of women's private writing focus on resurrecting
and decoding voices from the past and assume, quite justly, that these
voices were not heard publicly because they could not be. Public
2 Eagleton Terry, Literary T_heory:An !ntroduction (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983), p. 2.
3 See, for e~ample, De.ar S,ste~: Me1,eva! Women and the. Epistolary Genre, eds. Karen Cherewatuk &
Ulrike wiethaus (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvama Press, 1993), and Epistolary Selves: Letters
and Letter- Writers, 1600-1945. ed. Rebecca Earle (Aldershot: Ashgate, 1999).
4 Epstein, J., The Iron Pen: Fanny Burney and the Politics of Women's Writing (Bristol: Bristol Classical
Press, 1989), p. 48.
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writing was seldom an option for women of the times and classes these
writings represent, and even private writing was heavily self-censored.
Because so much effort has been exerted to recover what has been lost,
most recent American studies of women's private writings focus either
on content - overt or covert - or on pedagogical usefulness of private
., 5wntmg,
What makes Mitchison's letters unusual when examined from this position is that she
was not denied public forms, and her letters do not, therefore, as so often in pre-
twentieth-century examples, stand as the author's only vehicle of literary expression.
Rather than confirming its marginality, this fact, it could be argued, raises the value of
her epistolary writing as it was a form she chose to employ (rather than resorting to as
a rare legitimate form) and one which, it may be extrapolated, she saw, as a writer, to
have merit beyond its basic and most apparent uses of conveying information and
maintaining personal contact.
It is important, however, to note from the outset of this discussion that, while
the majority of criticism relating to epistolary writing has to date focused on its
existence as 'female text', a form deemed somehow inherently suited to the women
writer, this chapter does not concur. While I acknowledge the historical connection
between women and non-canonical texts for reasons of socio-cultural imperative, I
strongly reject the notion of epistolarity (or any genre) as 'naturally' female, an
argument borne out, surely, from the evidence of the many outstanding male letter
writers, diarists and autobiographers.
The overall result of this critical reassessment of epistolary writings has been
the reclamation of (predominantly, although not exclusively, women) writers who,
because of their choice of private forms of writing, little regarded by modem
approaches, have sunk beneath the parapet of literary awareness. Discussing the late-
eighteenth-century writer Fanny Burney, for example, Epstein argues:
[she] took the same care with [her letters] as she did with her novels.
She demonstrates a lively, purposeful sense of audience in her
epistolary writings, and she viewed these manuscripts as an important
part of her literary oeuvre. The rhetorical and narrative sophistication
5 Bergmann, Linda S., 'The Contemporary Letter as Literature: Issues of Self-reflexivity, Audience and
Closure', Women's Studies Quarterly 3/4 (1989), pp. 128-39.
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of her long complexly structured journal-letters shows that Burney
practised the art of letter writing as a literary form akin both to the
essay and to the novel. 6
In recent years, Aileen Christianson, joint editor of the Jane Welsh Carlyle letters, has
done much to promote this view, arguing for a reassessment of Welsh Carlyle's
extensive correspondence, a body of writing which in her view should be viewed as
literature deserving of serious critical consideration. She writes:
In the 1990s there was something of a sea change in the world of
literary criticism, a return to a more eighteenth-century inclusiveness in
the concept of what literature can be. Letters were once more
considered as literature, and their analysis for technique and skill was
endorsed,"
It is from this background that the current chapter comes to consider Mitchison's
personal correspondence and epistolary writings as a form of autobiographical text
and, through that, as literature.
Chapter One of this thesis focuses in part on Mitchison's decision to devote the
second half of her memoirs, You May Well Ask (1979), to the recollection of friends,
seen through the letters they wrote. Her aim in using often casual correspondence is
to give a sense of the individuals, and of the times in which they were living.
Mitchison precedes the section in question, entitled 'Portraits in Letters', with an
account and rationalisation of the letters she has selected from the hundreds received.
In a typescript proof of the text in the National Library of Scotland, she argues for the
inclusion or exclusion of certain letters (dependant on the particular sensitivities or
relevance of each), and continues:
Those who wrote these letters were all in some sense professional
writers, even if they did other things such as teaching as well. They are
a special race. A professional writer, even scribbling something off or
bashing a few lines on the typewriter, always in some underneath way
hopes to be read not merely by the person they are actually writing to
6 Epstein, The Iro.nPen; ~a~ny B!lrney and the Politics of Women's Writing, p. 47.
7 Christianso~, AIleen, Living with Jane Welsh Carlyle: Editing and Insights', Folio 7 (Newsletter of the
National Library of Scotland) Autumn 2003, p. 14.
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but the big shadow power, the public. We are aware of an audience
even if it never exists. We have none of the real decencies - we are
always partly exhibitionist. So I think that by putting them in a book I
am doing some of them at least a favour. I could almost hear Morgan
Forster giggling quietly over his letters in print.'
Hence, in proposing that Mitchison's letters be read within the larger oeuvre of her
life-writing, as carefully-constructed literary artefacts, I am, at least in part, taking a
lead from Mitchison herself.
ii: The Letter as Autobiographical Text
While it is clearly self-reflexive 'personal' writing, the letter differs somewhat from
the other forms of life-writing with which this thesis is concerned. As indicated in the
preceding section, it is the literary form which has received least attention in a range
of already marginal genres, with consideration of its literary characteristics limited to
a small number of monographs and periodicals. One such work, Rebecca Earle's
Epistolary Selves: Letters and Letter-Writers 1600-1945, addresses the lack of accord
in critical thought, noting:
There continues to be little agreement on precisely what a letter is. For
some scholars, letters are formal structures, conforming to an approved
rhetorical format and leaving little room for individual expressiveness
[... ] For other scholars, the letter form is a protean, all-inclusive genre,
whose very shapelessness is its strength, allowing it to adapt to any
expressive requirement [... ] The boundaries around this nebulous
genre are faint. Letters may merge imperceptibly into other forms of
written expression."
What does seem clear is the close relation of personal correspondence to the diary,
both of which offer self-portraits governed primarily by present-tense impressions,
8 NLS, Ace 7129, Foreword, p. 2. I~ its.final, published version, this passage was altered and shortened,
but retains the same gist. See Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p. 85. This view is shared by Lytton
Strachey, who, in a discussion on the art of letter-writing, argues: 'instead of assuming interest great
letter-writers creat~ .it: details are pruned and inflections calibrated according to the identity and
interests of the recipient. The finest letters are always correspondent-specific: they play to a particular
audience.' Characters and Commentaries (London: Chatto & Windus, 1933), p. 10.
9 Earle, Rebecca (ed.), Epistolary Selves: Letters and Letter-Writers, /600-/945 (Aldershot: Ashgate,
1999), p. 8.
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and by nature forward-looking, as opposed to the retrospective tendencies of
autobiography and much travel-writing. Where the forms diverge is over their
intended readership, with the diary assumed often (although not always, as discussed
in Chapter Two in the case of Mitchison's public diaries) to be a private document,
distinct from the letter which is assured an audience of one and, in some instances,
potentially more. Furthermore, there is a distinction to be drawn between the image of
the diary entry as part of a greater whole, and that of the letter, which, more fluidly,
can be read as an individual, stand-alone piece or as part of a 'correspondence'.
Nevertheless, if the presence of a letter almost always assumes the possibility at some
point of a correspondence (or at least a reply), it is rare for an entire, unbroken body
of correspondence to endure or come down to the general reader. This tendency for
only partial survival of manuscripts is borne out in the case of Mitchison's epistolary
writings, with those to her mother 'Maya' and husband 'Dick' comprising her largest
continuous narratives of foreign travel, while many of the replies are lost, or not
within the public domain. Indeed, writing in the mid-1990s to her future biographer,
Jenni Calder, Mitchison admits to destroying such letters, writing, 'I am reading and
usually burning up, the letters from my husband', leaving the reader with an
incomplete vision of the original correspondence. to Aware of the biographical
importance of letters for her project, Calder writes, in the Nine Lives, of her worry that
Mitchison had been discarding correspondence in an effort to put her papers in order,
although Dorothy Sheridan of the Mass-Observation Archive suggests that this may
be untrue, merely evidence of Mitchison's undiminished 'sense of theatre'. 11
In line with traditional treatment, previous use of Mitchison's letters has been
confined to the biographical; the notes to both the Calder and Benton biographies
reveal correspondence as a major source of personal and historical detail. Assisting
Calder's research, Mitchison wrote to her in her nineties noting:
I am sending you these which I have had in a great lump of letters to
and from Botswana, mostly unreadable now because ink doesn't last
for ever. [... ] Half the letters I have kept are now unreadable,
especially if typed. Early letters from my grandmother survived - better
IONM to Jenni Calder, June 27th [Probably mid-1990s] (Calder, Private Collection).
II Quoted in, Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 297.
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ink? You can see from this letter the state I am in. And writing was my
life!12
Calder's use of correspondence, and worry over its survival is typical of the
biographer for whom personal correspondence is often the most solid evidence of
where their subject was and when. Yet, while these letters undoubtedly provide
fascinating personal and contextual detail, this historical treatment has been to the
detriment of the development of a critical position on what is a huge body of writing
by an established and well-received author. Why should we presume that a career
writer, whose bibliography can be counted in hundreds of novels, stories, articles,
poems and such like, should in one medium alone, abandon all linguistic skill and
literary consideration?
If Mitchison's collected memoirs, diaries and travel-narratives offer a
comprehensive panorama of her life from the retrospective portrait of her earliest
memories in Small Talk to her dedication to Botswana in defiance of increasing age in
Return to the Fairy Hill and Mucking Around, then her letters are a category which
can be both seen within this grouping, and simultaneously set apart. For while they
are analogously personal writings, they can also be seen to exist in parallel, covering a
greater swathe of time than even the collected autobiographical work, documenting as
they do the period from at least 1906 to 1993, although the prevalence of undated
letters may make this even longer. Even discounting the writings into which
Mitchison is previously recognised to have written her life, the breadth and volume of
the surviving correspondence more than adequately reads as a 'life in letters', a
witness-document to the whole of the twentieth century. Reinforcing this view, Robin
Smith, Archivist of the Scottish Authors' Collections at the National Library of
Scotland, comments that Mitchison's letters to her husband Dick (a substantial part,
but by no means the sum of the library's holdings in this area) 'read like a narrative of
her life,.13
Seeking to promote the notion of the letter as autobiographical text, Linda S.
Bergmann argues that the letter is a form which may be actively chosen as an
autobiographical vehicle because:
12NM to Jenni Calder, dated '19th' [?1994/5], (Calder, Private Collection).
13 Robin Smith in conversation with Helen Lloyd, NLS, 17November 2003.
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[I]t offers an intense but accessible means of imparting some of the
order of literature onto the chaos of life, not in the retrospective
manner of the autobiography, which looks back to find ultimate
meaning, but in a personal and contingent manner appropriate to a
genre in which closure is always tentative and resolution is left for the
future. Letters offer not retrospection, resolution, and closure of a life
and its experiences, but projection, speculation, and creation of a life in
the making."
Once the validity of reading Mitchison's correspondence as autobiographical text is
established, the question of their value as literary texts remains. The debate
surrounding 'epistolary literature' while markedly under-examined, is addressed in
detail in the Yale French Studies volume, 'Men/Women of Letters', which,
highlighting the growing critical interest, proposes the rather horrible coinage
'letterary critics'. Charles A. Porter pinpoints the problem of literary readings of the
epistolary form, noting that:
there is always an 'internal contradiction' between the letter's implied
'spontaneity, naturalness, originality' and the inevitable artifice of its
form."
Indeed there is evidence that Mitchison herself was aware of 'artifice', of her letters as
a form of autobiographical 'literary' narrative. The very fact that she asked some
correspondents to retain letters (while there is evidence of her destroying those of
others), that she sometimes wrote draft replies or kept carbon copies," and that she
chose to deposit her correspondence in the National Library of Scotland along with
other literary manuscripts (with more sold to the Harry Ransom Humanities Research
Centre at the University of Texas), strongly indicates an awareness that the letters
were constructed pieces of work, on a par with other writings. She explicitly
acknowledges potential interest in her epistolary writings in her unpublished fourth
volume of autobiography, Hide and Seek, in which she wonders about:
14 Bergmann, Linda S., 'The Contemporary Letter as Literature: Issues of Self-reflexivity, Audience and
Closure', Women's Studies Quarterly 3/4 (1989), pp. 137-8.
15 porter, Charles, A., 'Foreword', Yale French Studies, No. 71, MenIWomen of Letters (1986), p. 4.
16 For example of draft replies, see NLS, Acc. 9186/1.
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letters and papers, things which may be of interest to another
generation or which I am keeping in case I suddenly find I need the
information in them? Am I doing much better than the horders [sic]
from whom I am descended? Everytime I tear up a good batch, clear a
drawer or a box, I congratulate myself. Till I look at my writing table.
And now I have an entirely new squirreling [sic] place, undremt [sic]
of in Dreghom: a desk at Mochudi in the middle of Botswana. Well,
well, that will be a treat for someone! However in the museums,
libraries, archives and what not there are quantities of professionals
joyfully hoarding material for historians who are going to get madly
fed up with it. [... ] But perhaps it will not be historians: more probably
writers of PhDs. They will be one's own daughters and grand-
daughters for this purpose [... ] if PhDs still go on and I'm dreadfully
afraid they will. How are she and I going to play hide and seek with
one another?17
This then, is the aim of this chapter, to play hide and seek with Mitchison through the
voices, carefully-fashioned descriptions, characterisation and dramatis personae she
constructed (of herself and others) across almost one hundred years of epistolary
writings.
Faced with a life-time's extensive and wide-ranging correspondence, how
should we approach such writing? By date, correspondent or subject matter? Should
letters to family be considered a different category from that to friends, politicians or
fellow writers, and should correspondence to newspapers and those letters aimed
explicitly at the public sphere be viewed as journalism rather than the personal
correspondence on which this chapter aims primarily to focus? Any attempt at
categorisation is bound to be in some sense artificial; I propose to analyse the corpus
according to what I perceive to be the most clearly identifiable groupings of surviving
correspondence - early letters from childhood; letters to writers (and including those
to her biographer, Jenni Calder); those with a specifically Scottish focus (often
17 Mitchison, Naomi, Hide and Seek, NLS Ace. 9914, Chapter XVII.
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political in nature); and travel letters, which make up the bulk of the later material,
and are addressed primarily to Dick and Maya.18
In approaching this material, a further question raised by the public
consideration of correspondence is the violation of its essentially private nature.
Mitchison to some extent deals with this issue in YouMay Well Ask (quoted above) in
which she argues that all letter writers imagine (even aspire to) a wider audience,
albeit sub-consciously. In Mitchison's case, the issue of the possible invasion of
privacy is somewhat further alleviated by the fact that she herself, never one to avoid
the public gaze, deposited many letters in the National Library of Scotland (and at the
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Centre) over a period of nearly thirty years from
1969 until her death in 1999. This action is clear indication that she was untroubled
with the knowledge that her letters may one day be made public. Moreover, in 2003,
her daughter and literary executor, Lois Godfrey, bequeathed a further substantial
collection of correspondence and personal papers to NLS, an action which, once
again, can be seen to acquiesce to, indeed invite, public scrutiny. Our reading and
analysis of Mitchison's letters is therefore 'authorised' in a way that the use of many
writers' correspondence, further back in time, is not.
iii: The Early Letters
A surprisingly large number of letters survive from Mitchison's childhood, carefully
preserved by her mother, Maya - many still in their original envelopes, a detail which
greatly facilitates their dating in the absence of the internal evidence (travel details,
political comment, and so on) so vital for the later writing." These early letters are
addressed not only to Maya, but also to 'Uffer' (Mitchison's father), to her paternal
Cloan grandparents, 'Grannie and Grandpapa', 'Aunt Bay' and to her brother JBS
Haldane, known as 'boy' or 'boydie'. Using a fountain pen on headed paper, she paints,
in a large, elaborate hand, cameos of events and people, 'It was great fun having the
little French girls; their eyes sparkled with delight when I fetched the crackers'; 'There
is a parrot here, a gray one with red tail, I have never seen one like it before; It would
not speak to us but muttered something as soon as we turned our backs' (both from
18 It should be noted. that all letters quoted in this chapter have survived in the original or a photocopy. It
has not been possible to trace many of the letters from which Mitchison quotes in her memoirs, and
these have not been used. Many of the letters which do survive are part of often fascinating
correspondences. Unfortunately however, considerations of space and focus do not allow for their
inclusion in this chapter.
19 See the example letter in Appendix C.
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age 7). This period of letters often reveal an interest in botanies which reappears
throughout Mitchison's life and work, and include descriptions of planting, flowers
from her garden, and in one instance, the original seed packets;" 'Some of the
strawberrys [sic] from my tub are eaten already, there is such a wopper that is nearly
ripe and a whole branch of ripe ones. My mustard and cress is growing nicely'; 'Some
of the rose trees on my arch are flowering. Iwould send you some if it hadn't been
. . b dl ,21raming so ay.
While these childish letters are by no means comparable to the complex
narrative correspondence of her later years, they are interesting and valuable as early
examples of Mitchison's careful and assured use of language. Even from a young age,
her writing displays a self-consciousness of description and turn of phase (,There are a
huge lot of snowflakes as big as feathers. I do hope they willlast'22) which hint at both
a developing ability and an interest in writing and language. Seen within the greater
body of her personal writings, they allow us to observe the development of a
recognisable writerly voice which would continue throughout her work, and make for
a span of writing rarely available to the critical reader.
iv: Letters on Writing and to Other Writers
While her letters to others do not always survive, it is possible, from the examples we
do have and the replies she kept, to build up a picture of a vibrant and wide-ranging
group of correspondents many of whom were, in Mitchison's words, 'men and women
who seemed to me perhaps to matter not only to me but to my civilisation'." The
archives of the National Library of Scotland and the HRHRC reveal friendship and
discussions on personal, literary and contemporary matters with a wide range of
notable twentieth-century writers who include George Bernard Shaw, HG Wells, EM
Forster, Aldous Huxley, Charles Trevelyan, Margaret Drabble, Robert Graves,
George Orwell, Henry Treece, Storm Jameson, WH Auden, Evelyn Waugh, Rebecca
West, Olaf Stapledon, TE Lawrence, Stevie Smith, George Mackay Brown, Doris
Lessing, Virginia Woolf, HJ Laski, Bernard Mac Laverty and JRR Tolkien among
many others. Furthermore, Mitchison's growing involvement with Scottish life and
culture from the 1930s onwards have left us with correspondences that read like a
20 NLS, Acc. 4549/3.
21 NM's early letters are to be found in NLS, Ace. 4549/3, Acc. 4549/4 and Ace. 9201.
22 [1906] NLS, Acc. 4549/3.
23 Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p. 85.
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roll-call for the Scottish Renaissance, with letters between herself and Hugh
MacDiarmid (writing as Christopher Murray Grieve), Neil Gunn, Agnes Mure
MacKenzie, Eric Linkiater, Sidney Goodsir Smith, Lewis Grassic Gibbon (as James
Leslie Mitchell), Sorley MacLean and Compton MacKenzie. There are, in addition,
letters to some of the major publishers of the day, AR Orage, John Murray, Jonathan
Cape, Julius Deutsch and Victor Gollancz, while her political life is portrayed through
her correspondence with Beatrice Webb, Douglas Young, Marie Stopes, Sylvia
Pankhurst, Margaret Cole, Arnold Toynbee, Shirley Williams, Tom Johnston and
others from the left of the political spectrum who shared her belief in socialist
democracy, interest in Scottish nationalism, and in the possibilities of an egalitarian
future. Involvement in the visual arts is clear through letters between herself and Eric
Kennington (war artist and illustrator of T.E. Lawrence's The Seven Pillars of
Wisdom), Wyndham Lewis (whose striking 1939 portrait of Mitchison writing The
Blood of the Martyrs remains one of her best known images) and Joan Eardley.
Letters from yet more notable correspondents are alluded to in You May Well Ask but
have not survived or entered the public arena/"
The scope and dynamism of this letter collection is clear and has meaning on a
number of levels, beyond its value as autobiographical text, for in addition to offering
insights into personal attitudes and events, Mitchison's collected correspondence can
be seen as providing additional, unfitted pieces to the literary and political jigsaw of
the Modem Movement and beyond. While the collected letters of many of those with
whom she corresponded have been published, Mitchison's letters remain as yet
unexplored, available in archives, but not in the wider public domain. Collected, they
would provide a volume which, fascinating in its own right, would further our
knowledge and understanding of a great many writers, interlocking with the
collections already in print."
By no means all writers chose to discuss their writing with others, considering
it perhaps a private process, but Mitchison often did, as in this long extract to an
unknown correspondent from towards the end of her life, which allows us insight into
her method and thoughts on the relationship of writing to life:
24 For example, ~argery .Spr~g-Rice and GDH .Cole, mentioned in You May Well Ask, p. 85. Wyndham
Lewis's portraits of Mitchison and of her children Murdoch and Valentine can be found in Michel,
Walter, Wyndham Lewis: Paintings and Drawings (Berkeley and LA: University of California Press,
1971).
23 For a list of archives holding Mitchison's correspondence, see Appendix A.
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[... ] a long time ago I fell off my pony, broke my leg and some ribs
and nearly dislocated my neck - I had to lie without moving for
months, so I know what it is like. But I think that was the time when I
began to think about telling myself stories. And so came, after a few
years to writing them. Unless we go through a period of pain and
misery, we are not whole people, we have missed something which we
can use, with luck for good. [... ] As to your questions. One never
knows about ideas (I take it you mean ideas for books, not ideas about
what to plant in the garden or who to vote for!) Sometimes one may
wake up with what looks like a good idea but when one comes to tum
it over, it isn't so good, And sometimes a scene comes and one has to
fill it up and think who is to be in it. Dreams can be a help.
I don't write anything down until I am fairly sure of it. Then I
tend to write in one of several notebooks (several because I am always
leaving one of them somewhere silly and want to get something down
before I can find it.) But I never just make notes. If I am in the mood I
can write anywhere at any time. I never had a "room of my own" but
always wrote with the children rushing around - they knew not to
interrupt badly - if they did I used to throw the telephone book at
them, but always missed. I used to write pushing a pram. I quite like
writing in trains or waiting for a plane. At home I often take my
typewriter into the kitchen, as otherwise I may go on and on writing
and something boils over.
I usually write late but remember finishing a book in the very
early morning in my grandmother's house and taking it with me and
running up the hill into the sunrise.i"
Mitchison often used letters to critique her work and meditate on her role as a writer,
for example in a letter to her mother telling of Penguin's decision to publish editions
of Cloud Cuckoo Land and Black Sparta in which she notes, 'Black Sparta is one of
my best.,27Writing to Maya in 1939, she again sounds upbeat, remarking, 'I have still
three chapter of my big book to do [most probably The Blood of the Martyrs]; I can't
26 NM to 'Pauline', 'Oct 28th' [c.1980], NLS, Ace. 9634.
27 NM to LKH, 'Sunday', NLS, Ace. 4549/4.
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help thinking it's pretty good, probably the best thing I have done.28Her letters often
reveal this self-assurance in her ability as a writer, even when nervous publishers and
declining sales raised the spectre of fading popularity. Writing to one publisher in the
early 1930s she defiantly states:
I am, after all, about as good a story-teller as anyone now writing (this
seems a frightfully big claim, but the really first-rate writers, like
Wyndham Lewis and, in his way, Joyce, are unintelligible, and I do
rank intelligibility pretty high!).29
Letters to other writers discuss the process of a book's evolution, as well as including
praise or amiable criticism of her correspondent's latest publication. Writing to Stella
Benson, for example, a writer for whom Mitchison had great admiration yet whose
work is now rarely read, she discusses the progress of The Corn King and the Spring
Queen:
I'm slowly getting on with my big book, but I've just got to the place
where I've got to kill most of my people (and I can't get away from it,
because there it all is in Plutarch), and I just can't bear to! - which
shows I'm not impersonal or historical enough. But I've known them
for so long now. The wretched book is well over 200,000 now, but the
publishers are quite excited about it.3o
This sense of personal involvement with her characters and the telling assumption that
writing fiction involves historical research as much as it does the imagination, find
echoes in a letter written to the poet Robert Graves around twenty years later, while
writing her reworking of Arthurian legend, To The Chapel Perilous (1955):
This Grail business becomes more and more tangled the further one
goes into it. All the people who write have some special theory that
they must prove. I feel somewhat drawn to the sea-bom-Morgause-
28 NM to LKH (1939), NLS, Ace. 4549/4.
29 NM to Ronald Boswell, 'Sunday' (nd), NLS, TD 2980 2/8.
30 NM to Stella Benson, '6th April' (nd) but probably 1929, NLS, Acc. 7644. Benson was a novelist of the
1920s and 30s whose work is now largely forgotten. Born in the West Midlands in 1892, she was
friends with the ~o~elists Winifred Holt~y and Vera Britton. She spent many years living in China and
died ofpneumoma m 1933 aged 41. A hfe, Stella Benson: A Biography by Joy Grant, was published in
1987.
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Anna-Lot's wife-Arthur's sister. The mere fact that she has such a bad
press later is something of a clue. However goodness knows when or if
I shall get any of it written. We have a mass of cup-marked stones in
Argyll. You, however, will know well the difficulty of working some
distance from a reference library and the temptation to make it all up
oneself instead."
Writing to Graves around the same period, she considers in more depth the problems
encountered by writers who, as she did, attempt to re-fashion old stories:
I think there is one major difficulty about it all, which is that the
human mind is only capable of producing a certain number of shapes
and colours, which are all that exist, or appear to us to exist, in the
external world. Apart from the scientific elaboration of the very large
and the very small, there are really relatively few of these shapes and
colours and one is in danger of equating them wherever they tum up in
what is after all only a very brief human history. It may be that we are
right to do so and that a great many of them are shadows of one
another and the whole thing perhaps a house of spirals. But I think one
has to remember, for instance, that it is fairly easy to hammer metal
into some kind of cup or bowl, but they aren't necessarily all the
32same.
Conscious of the issues involved in re-writing ancient history in a way that will be
meaningful and relevant to the modem world (a practice at which Mitchison
excelled), she writes to Graves about his recently published mythological study The
White Goddess (1948):
In the old world of a materially simpler civilisation it was possible to
be a complete person, but we have now, I think, to take in an enormous
amount of knowledge which they had not got; and it is wrong and
31 NM to Robert Graves, '1~tJune', (n.d.), NLS, ~cc. 9198. Graves was a poet, novelist and classical
scholar who came to pubhc attentlo~ In 1948 with the production of The White Goddess, a study of
mythologic~l sources I~ poetry, and IS best known for I, Claudius and Claudius the God(1934), a two-
volume fictional autobiography of the Roman emperor. He lived much of his life in Majorca, and died
in 1985, aged 90.
32 NM to Robert Graves, 'April 8th 1952', NLS, Ace. 9198.
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dangerous to tum one's back on this knowledge on the grounds that it
doesn't fit in, or rather to see how it does fit. [... ] I don't mean the
profusion of consumer goods, but the basic scientific stuff. I'm not sure
that one ought not to rewrite the fairy stories in terms of modem
physics and biochemistry. 33
In-depth conversations about the process of writing are to be found in letters to writers
who were similarly involved in negotiating current ideas, as in this extract, again to
Graves and from 1948, in which she is obviously grappling, like many of her
generation, with questions of the subconscious, archetypes, and the psychoanalytic.
'The difficulty is,' she writes:
I think, that a good writer thinks - I mean celebrates with the conscious
parts of one's brain - too much about all this. One may lose the deeper
contact, and the older one gets, the more one becomes intelligently
conscious about what was originally dark and warm and easy to bathe
in. On the other hand, Yeats never seems to have lost the correct
contact."
While she engaged with the process of writing and discussed the influence of
prevailing themes in letters to her contemporaries, Mitchison's own publishing career
was not without incident, the most well-documented of which being Jonathan Cape's
refusal to publish her brave first attempt at a 'modem' novel, We Have Been Warned
(finally published 1935), for fear of the obscenity laws and prevailing social niceties,
an incident discussed in more detail in Chapter Two. Writing to Ronald Boswell at
John Lane Publishers who subsequently considered the manuscript, she details the
situation, allowing us insight into both her views of herself as a writer, and the
contemporary literary scene:
As far as Cape are concerned, the situation is that they will only print it
with such alterations as I cannot bring myself to make. [... ] and there
comes a point where one can't let one's stuff - written, as it is, in a
prose-rhythm - be indefinitely bitched up. [... ] I believe this is
33 NM to Robert Graves, '16/11/48', NLS, Ace. 5836.
34 NM to Robert Graves, '16/11/48', NLS, Ace. 5836.
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essentially a women's book - of the people who have read it, the
women have been much the most enthusiastic. The whole business of
contraception is done from the women's point of view, which is, of
course, a new thing in writing. But it's darned important. [... ] The
question would be, what you would want cut. I quite see that you can't
print "fuck", for instance, and perhaps "balls" and "bugger", though of
course in the Midlands, everyone says bugger about everything. But I
wonder what else need go to avoid a police prosecution? [... ] At the
moment my husband has the manuscript - I want to know what he
thinks the constituency will stand. Obviously, rather than bitch up his
chances in any way, Imust drop the whole idea of publishing the novel
[... ] Naturally, a good deal of it is a portrait of him and me (and Ican't
help thinking it's even more the picture of a good sort of marriage than
most novels produce!) and even the part that isn't will be supposed to
be.35
Another very interesting correspondence related to publishing survives between
Mitchison and Victor Gollancz, concerning the preparation of An Outline for Boys
and Girls and their Parents (1932), an ambitious, beautifully illustrated and
sometimes radical general knowledge compendium which Mitchison edited,
commissioning pieces from friends and suitably left-field contemporaries. Proposing
that Mitchison aim advance copies of the book at those most likely to give it a
favourable review (a seemingly rational strategy for a publishing house or author),
Gollancz raises Mitchison to a fit of pique, furious that friendship with reviewers may
compromise the integrity of the production. 'Now what is all this about?' she writes to
Gollancz in a long, idealistic letter which provides a critique of the flawed capitalist
nature of publishing:
It really has shocked me profoundly. I have never, with my own books,
had any idea of exactly who was going to do reviews, though lately, I
have known that I could trust to getting good reviews from a small
group of papers, though I had stupidly thought to myself that this was
35 NM to Ronald Boswell, 'Sun~ay' (nd), NLS, TD2980 2/8. For full transcript, see Appendix C.
Mitchison also corresponde~ With Aldous Huxley about these problems. See The Letters of Aldous
Huxley (London: Catto & Wmdus, 1969), p. 372.
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probably because my books were good. I console myself, over this
book, by saying that I am doing it not for myself but for the
contributors, poor angels; but of course I know that this is really dope.
[... ] I know my soul is in danger. That being so, what about yours? I
wouldn't say this to any other publisher, but you've got a daimon [sic],
and if you don't look out, you may kill it. [... ] I believe that you have a
passion for power. Take care: you may think that it is only power for a
cause that you want, but the more power you have, the more personal
you become about it. I know the danger, because it is my own; I have
had this devil of personal ambition biting at me, and I know I haven't
got him down yet. [... ] At any rate I shall know and hope I shall
remember that any review of this book is not for its merit, and I hope I
shall be correspondingly humbler"
Mitchison's eventful relationship with the world of publishing did not ease through
time: a series of letters held by Glasgow University Library Special Collections
illuminates the growing difficulties she had getting published in later years. Writing to
JF Hendry in her seventies she declares, 'What hell this publishing is!'. Discussing the
possible inclusion of a short story by her in a collection edited by Hendry had raised
her ire previously, as seen in this extract from 1968:
I am rather puzzled by your letter of May 26th. You wrote to me
earlier, asking for a story - I cannot at the moment lay my hands on
your letter - and I sent you two stories, to choose from. These both had
Scots backgrounds. I am less keen to have earlier stuff reprinted. I
think The Heart and the Head is a story that still seems all right but I
don't want people to think I am no longer writing, and if one reprints
something from a book published long pre-war, one does retreat into
ancient historyl "
36 NM to Victo! G?ll~cz! [Se~tember 1932]. Replying. to thi~ impassioned diatribe, Gollancz calmly
makes the pomt: It ~ disgusting that I should be makmg pnvate profits in publishing and that Dick
should be taking private fees at the Bar, and that we should have large houses and ~hauffeurs and
servants: but there it is. It seems to me simply a question, therefore, as to whether we should operate
the Capitalist machine as decently as possible, or quite indecently. I think we should do so as decently
as possible, mainly from a desire to touch as little pitch as possible.' Both NLS, Ace. 9152.
37 NM to JF Hendry, Glasgow University Library, MS Gen. 5491757.
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Hendry appears to repeat his request, as Mitchison's following letter says:
I become less and less keen on having old stuff reprinted. Can't you
see, it is bloody depressing not being able to get any of one's new stuff
printed (I get them onto radio sometimes) because everyone thinks of
me as a has-been. Neil Gunn, I fear, has stopped writing altogether." I
haven't. If you want to use The Heart and the Head, no doubt Black
Sparta is in your library. I suppose free libraries exist in Canada. The
book is long out of print and I am not sending anyone my only copy.
[... ] I have other things to do than copy out myoid stories. I don't even
want to see them again. I could try sending you another new one [... ]
but maybe that also would be "mechanically morbid".39
More than a decade later, Mitchison is still battling with the perceived interference of
others. An editor employed by Richard Drew in the preparation for Early in Orcadia
(1987) is told:
You know, the only times when I have had anything to do with an
editor was in my autobiography work, where it was very useful,
especially when pieces had to be cut for length. Editing has come in
from America, where of course it is rife, and perhaps necessary but it
only recently started in this country. Now I have written some seventy
books, which you mayor may not have read. Books which have been
reprinted and apparently well thought of [... ] they were never
interfered with after the final draft. [... ] What you have to remember
(and I blush slightly at writing it) is that people are interested in me as
a thinker and reconstructor as well as a writer of fiction. [... ] It is not
as though I were writing a first book - or even a tenth. I have a
reputation and that is why I use the first person. [... ] I very much doubt
if your suggestions would make my book more saleable. I have a great
many regular readers - though clearly many prefer to borrow. And I
38 This proved to be right. Gunn's final pUb.licationwas his spiritual autobiography, The Atom of Delight
(London: Faber & Faber, 1956). He died In 197~. .
39 NM to JF Hendry, GUL, MS Gen. 549/758. This collection appeared as The Penguin Book of Scottish
Short Stories (London: Peng~in,. 19?O). Mitchison's contribution was 'Mithras, My Saviour', a tale
introduced by Hendry as o.ne 'Yhlch IS unpubhshe~, !hrows a useful light on the Roman occupation of
Britain, as well as on the historical nature of our religious occupation.', pp. 7-8.
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am not used to this type of criticism, I'm afraid. Editing is a new thing
in the UK and probably I am too old for it.4o
There are many such letters in which Mitchison highlights the trials of publishing; 'It's
as if one was dead'" she complains to Douglas Young in 1957, while in her nineties,
she writes defiantly to Angus Calder:
I am feeling rather cross because I have written two stories which
between them make up a book length, but no publisher wants them so
far. The thing is they are really good history.42
Despite such setbacks, her letters reveal not only a desire to discuss her own writing
and to negotiate changing literary currents, but a great enthusiasm for the work of
many of her contemporaries. One such letter to Stella Benson, probably written in
1929, is of interest for its startling prescience:
... I read a paper at Oxford with some of your verse in it (among a lot
of others, including much of my own, all in scraps and anonymous)
and the one single one of the young ones who is really a poet was
fearfully interested in yours [... ] He is a young man called Auden,
aged 22, and, with any luck, the real thing. He uses new and exciting
forms, and is sometimes difficult to follow. But he has an Elizabethan
sense of verbal beauty, and I am really rather ridiculously excited
about him. He is not beautiful in himself, because he has the sort of
light-coloured eye brows that don't show at all, but he is very charming
[... ] If his poems are published - and I am trying to persuade Faber
what a good man he is - I will send them to you."
Twenty years later, and firmly established within the Scottish tradition, her interest in
and concern for other writers, most of whom were without the financial safety-net she
enjoyed, continues. She writes to Douglas Young about the possibility of securing a
40 NM to Jenny Carter (4th June 1986), reproduced in Dick, Eddie, Bookmaking: 'A Case Study in
Publishing': Early in Orcadia (Glasgow: Richard Drew, 1987), pp. 50-1.
41 NM to Douglas Young, '20 May 1957', NLS, Ace. 6419, Box 38b.
42 NM to Angus Calder, [l~90] NLS, ~cc. 10391/2. 1?ese two ~tories are most probably The Oath-
Takers and Sea Green Ribbons, pubhshed by Balnam Books m 1991. For a sense of Mitchison's
declining readership (and therefore sales) see TD2980 217which details her Public Lending Rights for
1992-3 as totalling £358.38.
43 NM to Stella Benson, '6th April' (n.d. but probably 1929), NLS, Acc. 7644.
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civil list pension for Hugh MacDiarmid, an extract which ends with the title of her
1982 collection of short stories:
I spoke to [Willy Darling] about the permission for Hugh MacDiarmid
and he said the difficulty was that one or two people were afraid that if
he got it he would immediately write a poem denouncing the English
king or do something equally embarrassing. I said it was not a
possibility which I had envisaged, nor did I think. it at all likely, but
that I would ask one or two people who were seeing more of him and
knew more about him that I do. What do you think yourself?"
v: Letters from Scotland
Mitchison's move to Scotland and subsequent involvement in the latter stages of its
literary renaissance were prompted, at least in part, by the cooling reception given to
her fiction by the metropolitan elite who had lauded her early work. Ensconced in
Argyll, she continued to discuss literary matters, and the business of writing, with a
wide-range of correspondents, some from her days in the South, as well as with new
acquaintances from Scotland's vibrant literary scene.
A correspondence of particular interest for its Scottish themes, is that between
Mitchison and Neil Gunn from the 1940s, a group of letters which has been the
subject of a short commentary by Donald Smith, 'Naomi Mitchison and Neil Gunn: A
Highland Friendship', published in Cencrastus in 1983.45 Through it can be traced
Mitchison's growing feeling for, and subsequent disillusion with, Highland culture
and people, as well as the development of both writers as they encourage and critique
each other's work. Writing in her 1986 self-portrait for the Saltire Society, she
reminisces:
I had begun to exchange letters with Neil Gunn. I felt he had the same
44 NM to DY, '28.3.49', NLS, Acc. 6419, Box 38b. MacDiarmid was awarded a civil list pension in 1950.
Worry that MacDiannid might denounce the king was not without foundation. For examples of his
anti-royalist poetry see 'In the Children's Hospital' from Selected Poems ed. Alan Riach (London:
Penguin, 1994), p. 199 and, more recently rediscovered, 'On the Imminent Destruction of London, June
1940' from The Revolutionary Art of the Future ed. Alan Riach (Manchester: Carcanet, 2003), p. 42.
For more on Mitchison's view of MacDiarmid see her 'MacDiarmid and the Scottish Renaissance' in
Hugh MacDiarmid: Man and Poet ed. Nancy Gish (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1992), pp.
39-41.
45 Smith, Donald, 'Naomi Mitchison and Neil Gunn and Highland Friendship', Cencrastus 13 (Summer
1983), pp. 17-20.
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quality of wonderful encouraging light-heartedness mixed with spasms
of deep gloom which I had found in some of my fishermen friends; he
had a deeply poetic way of looking at things, but with sharp knife-
thrusts of understanding which could lead to action. I hope he valued
my letters as much as I did his.46
However, the enduring friendship between Mitchison and Gunn was one based
originally on shared political aspirations for Scotland, rather than on their literary
connections. Writing to Gunn in the early days of Carradale, and full of affection and
hope for the Highlands, Mitchison debates the best method of political organisation:
The thing is, you've got to have something as strong as the Communist
party to stand up to the other side, even in the Highlands. Here are all
your grand anarchists, the civilised peasants, the men like my
*******47 who have a kind of gentleness and nobility that makes one
feel one would die to defend it, and they are at the mercy of capitalism
and are quite incapable of not being crushed, for the old shifts won't
serve.48
Although she notes in the same letter, 'I suppose I must remind you again that I'm not
a Communist,49she goes on in a later correspondence to propose:
If we could organise Carradale with a Soviet (or call it anything else,
the name doesn't matter), making people take responsibility and run
their own lives which is the beginning of democracy, and discussing
every kind of thing with some chance of being effective, then the place
would come alive. 50
To her mother, Maya, she writes:
46 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison: A Saltire Self-Portrait (Edinburgh: The Saltire Society, 1986), p. 9.
47 The concealed name here is most probably that of Denny McIntosh, the Carradale fisherman who also
features on the title-page drawing of the first edition of The Bull Calves, further discussed in Chapter
Five. The transcript of the letter appears in this form in Donald Smith's Cencrastus article, 'Naomi
Mitchison and Neil Gu~ and H~ghland.Frier:tdship', although Smith d.o~s not believe he personally
removed the name. While the article, written m 1983, states that the ongmalletter is held by NLS it
has not been possible to trace it. '
48 Smith, Donald, 'Naomi M!tch!son and Ne~lGunn and Highland Friendship', p18.
49 Smith, Donald, 'Naom! M!tch!son and Ne!l Gunn and Highland Friendship', p19.
50 Smith, Donald, 'Naomi Mitchison and Nell Gunn and Highland Friendship', p19
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I am getting to know a great deal about this place, and about the people
in it; I had never thought I would be talked to so openly and it is
extremely interesting, to say the least. I hate the idea of leaving. 51
These same enthusiastic notes are sounded again in a letter to Maya of around this
time, revealing both her belief in her ability to affect Highland life for the good, and
an enthusiasm to link herself to the Carradale community by ancestry, ironically the
very aspect which would prove her unconquerable hurdle:
There wasn't a day when some of the fishermen weren't up at the
house: This is their slack time, between seasons, and they can read
books, and talk; I find that in talking with me now, they are much less
careful to use "English" and they produce the most lively and poetic
phrases and words which I knew in books; they remind me very much
of some of the miners whom Uffer used to bring back. I seem to have
been told so much about Carradale now that I might have been there
for a generation. Oddly enough, there is probably a very remote family
connection, for the castle on the golf course was built by a Lennox who
is, I think, the Lennox who comes into the Haldane family tree, and,
knowing the habits of fifteenth century earls, it seems highly likely that
he has descendants in Carradale.f
Expressing this same sense of optimism and assimilation, she wrote to Eric Simons, 53
clearly eager to emphasise the sense of easy community between Carradale and
herself, its new laird:
I feel strange in the south all the same, now. My friends are farmers
and fishermen and foresters. We dance reels on Saturday night and
sing the local songs and sometimes I write them a song about
something that's been happening and someone gives it a tune. I have
become increasingly keen on Scottish self government. It's fantastic
that so many decisions have to be sent down to London, where they
SI NM to LKH (?1939), NLS, Ace. 4549/4.
~2 NM to Maya, 1939, NLS, Ace. 4549/4.
~3 Simons was a thea~e director, based in Sheffield, who staged a (seemingly not very successful)
production of The Price of Freedom (1931), co-written by Mitchison and Lewis Gielgud.
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simply don't know the conditions. And only two days a year In
Parliament for Scottish affairsl"
This positive feeling for Carradale and for the possibilities of Scottish self-rule are,
however, dampened as Mitchison becomes aware of the complexity of undoing
centuries of inter-dependent but uneasy relations between community and laird. Her
hurt is evident in the following extract, again a letter to Gunn, written after
discovering the river has been poached, despite her open-handed approach to the
natural wealth of the Tigh Mor:
But how could they have done this to me ... ? It's all very well saying it
was a traditional pattern, but I broke it from my side. You can't then go
on acting by the old rules. It may be a kind of game. But they should
have known how miserable it was going to make me, how affronted. If
they were fond of me (and I think they probably still are) how could
they have done this on me? I suppose they weren't as fond of me as I
was of them. But if that's so why should I break myself trying to work
for them and their like.55
A further letter to Gunn, headed 'Midsummer Eve 1946', shows her increasing anger
with Carradale and despair for her role within it. 'To hell with the village anyway' she
writes:
I am getting so sick of these bloody narrow respectable Highlanders
[... ] At the moment I feel further from the community than I ever have
and what's more I don't even want to be in it for it is so obviously not a
worthwhile one [... ] Neil, is there anything to be made of it?,56
54 NM to Eric Simon~ (n.d.), ~LS, Acc 837~. Equally illuminating are the replies Mitchison received to
these portraits of Highland I~yll. Gunn Writes to her on 4.2.47, 'How can I help reflecting [... ] that I'm
writing [to] a landlord wh~ ISkeener on, and ~o.ws more about, the reclamation of the highland hills
than any lads m any glens, NLS, Ace. 5813. Similarly, Gordon Bottomley, a poet and dramatist of the
Renaissance period, writes lyrically of, 'you there, in full bloom in Carradale, could give us a whole
radiant Summer of those [folk-talesj j...] Highland communities have legends among themselves that
they will never acknowledge to a visitmg bard such as I; but they would let them flow to you just as a
cow does its milk to the hand it knows and trusts.' (27 July 1941), NLS, Acc. 5869.
55 Smith, Donald, ~aomi Mitchison ~d Ne~lGunn and I;Iighl~d F.rie~dship', p. 20:
56 NM to NG, 'Midsummer Eve 1946, Smith, Donald, Naomi Mitchison and Nell Gunn and Highland
Friendship', p. 20.
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What becomes apparent from the Mitchison-Gunn correspondence, and her letters to
other notable Scottish figures, is the inseparability of Scottish literary culture and
political activity during the height of the Renaissance period. As Mitchison juggled
her standing within the County Council and her waning position as a writer of fiction,
there is evidence that she often felt frustrated and isolated as a writer in Carradale.
This would increase after the high point of The Bull Calves (1947), and be most
clearly expressed in her 1952 novel Lobsters on the Agenda. Writing to Douglas
Young, a fellow Classicist and old political ally, active in PEN and Scottish
Convention, she complains:
You know, Douglas, I am feeling too tired and depressed to do any
editing. I want to finish a book I am writing before the next election. I
really want to talk it over with someone, but nobody is really interested
in my writing another book, at least not enough to let me talk about it
to them. It's horrible being at Carradale and feeling the hate and
suspicion all round. They'd have burnt me as a witch three hundred
years back. And it's so beautiful. 57
The National Library of Scotland holds a correspondence of over eighty letters
between Mitchison and Young, spanning the period 1948-1959. Their chief interest
lies in this tension between Scottish politics and literature and Mitchison's portrayal of
her self-conscious negotiation between the two. As early as 1949 she is writing:
I haven't been in touch with [Scottish] Convention lately; somehow the
general world situation is so awfully worrying. And the Argyll County
Council only a bit less so! My constituents have now come over and
told me they think I'm unpopular in the council, and they want
someone else who will get the harbour for them quicker. I told them
that anyone who was prepared to stick out for things and wasn't afraid
would be unpopular. But it isn't reasonable. And of course there is the
Scottish prejudice against a woman as such. It is a bit shattering, they
were all people whom I had supposed were my friends, and so in a way
they are. But quite unreliable [... ] I am feeling a bit depressed about all
this. I'd been writing a book, but you want a bit more encouragement. I
57 NM to DY, '7/3/50', NLS, Ace, 6419, Box 38b.
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am going south for a few days after the next meetings to breathe the
non Highland air for a little.58
The following year, in a damning (and rather superstitious) characterisation of those
she had aimed to nurture, she writes to Young:
The Highlands get worse and worse, and in general the only people
who remain are the crooks or the softies. The cold war against me here
goes on, and against my friends. It is extraordinarily unpleasant living
in a place under these conditions and I begin to wonder whether this
illness mayn't be partly wished on me. I find myself unable to write,
can only read history and get more and more depressed by it.59
Almost a decade later, Mitchison's involvement in Scottish politics continues through
her position on the Highland Panel. Her frustration, and her continued periodic
reluctance to identify herself as one of the ruling class, is made clear to Young in a
letter in which she comments:
I get awfully dis-spirited with the Highland Panel; ideas keep going out
but so little is done. This is partly owing to a plethora of lairds, mostly
the elected representatives of the people god help us.60
Her belief in Scottish home rule is sorely tried by the experience of trying to tum her
own efforts, and the words of the elected representatives, into tangible improvements
for Scotland. She writes to R.E. Muirhead, a prominent nationalist and Chairman of
the Young Nationalist Association, a political movement preceding the Scottish
National Party:
I find it very hard to know what is the relative scale of importance and
immediacy of all the things which one ought to think about. [... ] And I
get very discouraged after working for some years with Scottish
58 NM to DY, '14 Feb 1949', NLS, Ace, 6419, Box 38b.
59 NM to DY, '3/4/50', NLS, ~cc ..641~, Box 38b. These quotations can also be compared to the earlier
sentiments expr~ssed by ~Itchl~on.m her Mass-Observation diary, for example from 1941 when a
Carradale boy, Jim M~cKmven, ISkl~ledm the Gl~sgo~ Blitz. Visiting the wrecked house, she writes,
'They all kept on holdmg .me and calhng me Naomi, with. the accent on the middle syllable; Ifelt Iwas
bound to them for ever with blood and tears; I felt that this perhaps was being a laird. If so, I must be it
well.' Among You Taking Notes, p. l33.
60 NM to DY, '10/7/58', NLS, Ace. 6419, Box 38b.
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Convention. Still more after my local government expenences. It
seems to me that you are bound to assume that a self-governing
Scotland is going to be immediately morally better and I don't see it,
unless there has also been a revolution. I can't see how the people who
are likely to govern Scotland under any democratic system are going to
be different from the undoubted Scots who are now in positions of
local power. They have mostly been voted in by those who are
ignorant or are cynical about their [illegible]. I can't see them not going
on being elected. The betrayal of Scots by Scots is what is so
depressing and I cannot follow your act of faith in thinking that they
are bound to become better off with self government. [... ] Politics is
hideously depressingl'"
Mitchison would promote this doctrine of revolution in her letters to others, including
one example, now held by the Imperial War Museum Archives. Addressing 'Dear
Comrade' (John B Torrance, Secretary of the Dundee Labour Party), Mitchison rejects
the proposed nomination as Dundee parliamentary candidate, explaining:
I've had enough ordinary electoral experience to know that damn few
Labour people are revolutionary. They are afraid of change. I'm not.
They want a regular divi from the Co-op and a peaceful old age by the
fireside. I don't! I want to make people take responsibility, and the
important word is "make". Most people are too lazy and timid. But
democracy must start in the home - with responsibility, choice and
freedom of thought for the children - must go on to the school, the
factory and the village. Then build up if you like. But it's not good
enough to have a central plan and delegating small things to small
bodies; that's the wrong way round. Yet the other way of it will only
come after a break up, a revolution.f
61 NM to R.E. Muirhead, (Marked 'reed 27/4/53') NLS, Ace. 3721/Box 19/File 519.
62 NM to John B Torrance, 'Sunday 23rdo [Apri11944] Imperial War Museum, Department of Documents,
Mitchison Papers. This. not~on o~ Sco~lan~ (~d. indeed Br~tain) b~ing in need of a Soviet-style
revolution finds echoes m a Housing Dlary_ Mitchison wrote m 1934 m preparation for a book which
was never compl~ted. S~own ro~d h~usmg estates .and examples of council housing, she writes
naively (but I beheve With to~~l s1l_lcenty)that she Will .be happy to live there 'when the revolution
comes'. NLS Acc. 10840. Wnt.mg m her Mass-Observation diary, in 1941, she also comments, 'The
bore is that any "New Order" Willmean that I have to do much more washing up and mending and shall
then have no time to write!' Among You Taking Notes, p. 114.
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Mitchison's official involvement with the Argyll County Council ended in May 1964
when she failed to regain her seat. She remained a member of the Highland Panel
until 1965 and, while not formally affiliated with either the Labour or Communist
parties, remained a committed and staunch Socialist. Her letters dating from the years
in which she devoted herself to the cultural and political life of Scotland closely
mirror the nature of her war-time diary, published as Among You Taking Notes
(1985).
Taken as a whole, Mitchison's life-story is one of a woman with grand visions
and with an undiminishing need for new experiences and challenges, as echoed in the
title of Calder's biography, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison. While her loyalty to
Scotland, seen in the preceding letters, would remain, from the 1960s she turned
increasingly towards foreign travel. Her letters from abroad, primarily Africa but also
a great many other places, comprise perhaps the largest identifiable collection of
personal correspondence, and chart her changing ideas about personal identity and
analysis of the contexts in which she placed herself. It is to these letters that this
chapter now turns.
vi: Letters from Abroad
Introducing her volume of selected travel memoirs, Mucking Around: Five Continents
over Fifty Years (1981), Mitchison notes that when writing of her travels, 'the best
recall is often from my own letters'. She continues:
My husband, Dick Mitchison, and I used to write almost every day
while we were away from one another. [... ] When I came to look at
those letters of mine which Dick had kept, they reminded me sharply
of what I had seen and experienced and what was going on at the same
time in the rest of the world. [... ] In this way the view of travel comes
through the eyes and mind of someone who was in her late twenties in
the earliest pieces in this book, half a century older in the latest.63
Highlighted by this quotation is the way in which Mitchison used her letters to give
shape and meaning to her experiences, some of which were then translated into other
forms of writing. As a result of this, it is sometimes possible, especially in her writing
63 Mitchison, 'Author's Note', Mucking Around, p. 9.
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from Africa, to identify passages of text, fictional or documentary which echo very
closely the words she used in the more immediate expression of her daily
correspondence to her husband and others. One striking example of this is found in a
letter Mitchison wrote to Dick, dated 'Easter Monday, 1966':
L[inchwe] can be bloody maddening, as always, and yet say things that
make one's heart turn over. He said You don't know what you are
doing for my people. I said, bitterly aware of it 'I have managed to do
so little' But he said You don't understand, and then 'I was thinking, if
you were to die, I would have to die too, because you are making me'
and then 'You must live for twenty more years, promise you will live,
then I will give you leave to die' I said 'My grandmother lived to be a
hundred, my mother to be 98'. And then I think, but how long can I be
with them really? I get more easily tired. I find things a bit more
uncomfortable. And then he whispered We are one person. And this I
think is important. Thirty thousand people. Of course, the Highlands
would have been a million. But they are self sufficient really; one
would have broken one's heart if one had really given oneself to them.
Here? I think I shall end by knowing what being African is: but only
through Linchwe directly, and indirectly through observation. I think
that for me, a person of the heart, this is a highly important piece of
communication, I think I am the only person who can do it and
communicate it.64
This then translates into, and must be compared against, a diary entry from April lOlh
which reads:
In the evening I rubbed Lebsebe's ankle with some menthol stuff which
Martha had and her silent shy sister from Johannesburg was shocked to
see a white doing this to a black. She might have been more shocked if
she had seen, a bit later, L coming in, holding me in his arms saying
You make me, how can I do without you. And again I was thinking
what would happen if you were to die? I would have to die myself.
64 NM to GR~, '~aster Monday, Gaberones' [1966], NLS, Ace .. 10888: Easter Monday was 11 April
1966. Mitchison s propensity to romanticise, seen so frequently ID previous chapters is again apparent
in the portrayal of this incident with Linchwe. '
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Please go on living for twenty years. Even for ten years. Then I shall
give you leave to die. I said My grandmother lived to be a hundred, my
mother to 98. I shall go on. But I began to wonder - how long can I
come back? Dick was saying "When you stop going out there ... " as
though it were bound to happen. Earlier someone in Mochudi had said
" I though this time she would surely be old, but no" Only - ten years?
How long does one go on? With modem medicine and common sense?
I said I have three books in my head that I must write. But a year goes
so fast now, and I am so overwhelmed with little things. All this went
through my mind which he held and kissed me, rubbing his soft nose
against me, his lovely mouth, and I licked the skin of his neck as I used
to do with my babies. And then he said Do you know what you do for
all my people? And I said, meaning it, thinking of all I hadn't managed
to do "I do so little" and then he went back to what I had done for him,
. "W ,,65saying e are one person .
While the parameters of this chapter do not allow for further like examples,
Mitchison's published and unpublished texts often echo senses and descriptions which
are to be found, and which were first written, in her personal correspondence.
The bulk of the surviving letters from 'abroad', the final category into which
Mitchison's letters are here divided, are addressed to Dick and written from around
Africa in the 1960s and beyond. However, letters to her mother exist as far back as
her time in France as a VAD nurse during the 1914-19 War, from the Middle East,
from her first visit to Russia in the 1930s, 'I think women are on a complete and real
equality with men [... ]There's no staring. One's just a person, not a woman; that's
what comes of taking away the barriers that make the stresses and strains.'66 and from
her trip with Zita Baker to America in support of the southern sharecroppers, of which
she writes:
I need a holiday as my heart is getting a little cock-eyed again, and I
also need to get a perspective on Europe and present-day events.
Whether it's a good thing or not, I am one of the leaders now, and I
65 NLS Acc. 10888/9, P 12.
66 NM to Maya, (written from Leningrad, ? 1932). NLS, Acc. 4549/4.
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have to keep my mind supple and review my own thought processes
from time to time."
However, as noted, the most extensive surviving correspondence, held by the National
Library of Scotland, is from Mitchison to her husband, detailing her growing feeling
for and impression of newly-independent Botswana, and the Bakgatla tribe into which
she was initiated. Many of these letters are marked in sequence, ('March 18th, Letter
5') highlighting the fact that Mitchison saw her letters as part of a larger narrative,
rather than individual pieces of writing. The importance of this numbering system is
seen in a letter to Dick which starts with the exclamation, 'I wrote two un-numbered
letters one from Francistown, the other from Swaneng. Forgot to numberr'" It
becomes clear that a further reason for the sequencing of correspondence is an attempt
to combat the vagaries of an often unreliable airmail system. As such, the majority of
Mitchison's letters to Dick begin with acknowledgement of his letters ('Yours of 13th
and 15th'; 'Two letters from you - they don't necessarily come in sequence'f") or
comments on the lack of post ('Nothing from you or from anyone in the U.K. It seems
to me that a lot of letters have gone astray one way or another. People are still
surprised that I haven't got their letters.").
As in her letters from Scotland, it is possible to trace through her African
correspondence, her representation of experience as an arc, beginning with whole-
hearted, self-sacrifice for the tribe and the culture, often depicted in romantic terms,
which normalises as she feels herself integrated, and then clouds as uncertainty and
disappointment builds. New to Africa, she is eager to emphasise and experiment with
her new-found persona. Arriving in New Delhi from Nairobi after the death of JBS
Haldane, her brother Jack, Mitchison recounts a number of conversations she has had
with street traders, before continuing:
The third was a Malawi whom I had been talking to because - well,
because he was an African too. [... ] He certainly accepted me as a
friend and a fellow African with no reservations.i'
67 NM to Maya, (Before setting out for America with Zita Baker in February 1935), NLS, Ace, 4549/4.
68 NM to GRM, 'Tuesday 4thLetter 12 I think' (April 1967) NLS, TD2980 1/4.
69 NM to GRM, NLS, TD2980 1/4.
70 NM to GRM, NLS, TD2980 1/4.
71 NM to GRM, 'New Delhi, Saturday' (n.d. - ?November 1964) NLS, TD2980 1/4.
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Mitchison was secure in her African self, and her letters to Dick contain often
beautifully evocative and tightly-controlled descriptions of her experiences there, such
as the extract with which this chapter begins, and with a letter from March 1967:
I had a marvellous time at Greek's farm [... ] It was so beautiful I can
hardly write about it. I slept in a grove of morukhui trees, elegant small
leaved branches through which the stars shone. Then we went round
the farm and I looked for water, apparently agreeing within a few feet
with the Government geology crowd. The whole place was full of
marvellous wild flowers. Then later, I went for a walk by myself,
wading through three foot meadow grass. It was all like an uncut
meadow, but not with only three kinds of grass; there are a dozen
kinds, some so lovely one was almost in tears and through them
flowers of all kinds, predominantly a pink, branching aloe, and in the
trees every kind of dawn chorus [... ] I saw a gorgeous rock hyrax
yesterday, but it gave me such a disapproving look. But that walk
through meadow and woodland at Bodumgwane was like going into an
earthly paradise.72
The correspondence to Dick is not, however, all so affirmative, as Mitchison works to
negotiate and describe the often complex realities of tribal life. Writing in 1965, she
admits:
At the weekend I felt very cross as nothing seemed to be as it had been
supposed to be. In fact at one point I wept with frustration, and was
charmingly comforted by the sweet refugee who is sharing this house.
[... ] There were lots of People's Parties meetings and a procession with
banners saying no doubt out with the whites but all cheered me!
before concluding tentatively, 'Yes, I think one is doing something.P A similar sense
of uncertainty is evident in a letter (probably written even earlier), in which she
writes:
72 NM to GRM, 'Letter 6' (2151 March, 1967) NLS, TD2980 1/4.
73 NM to GRM, '22nd Mochudi' (April 1965) NLS, TD2980 1/4.
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I feel awful about leaving and only comforted by the idea of coming
back in ten months. I'm afraid really I feel just like an old fashioned
missionary! I don't think it's just that I like power and that I'm treating
people as children. I feel a bit maternal, no doubt, but I do respect
someone like Norman [Molomo] as a man and a politician. Oh well,
probably I'm kidding myself."
Yet another letter, from 1966, in which she admits:
[T]he externals get one down, the bad light, the absence of water; I get
tired and angry. So I have hopped off to Gaberones, to the Grants. Yet
here I feel a stranger, among all these whites. Not that everyone isn't
being nice to me. But it is not repeat NOT a multiracial society."
is altogether missing the idealism of her initial letters home. When not in Africa,
Mitchison relied heavily on letters from the tribe to keep in touch, and emphasise the
sense that her absence was only temporary. Jenni Calder has remarked that, for all
their close bond, Mitchison found Linchwe a frustratingly reluctant and wooden letter
writer.76 While a number of letters from him to her survive from his time as
Botswanan Ambassador in Washington in the early 1970s, her feelings are made clear
in an undated letter which begins:
My dear Linchwe,
I am sending you this cutting in the hope that it may interest you
enough to send me a line, even if it means coming back half an hour
earlier from the bar or wherever! 77
This reveals once again the importance to Mitchison of personal correspondence as a
way of living lives in both Mochudi and Carradale, of autobiographising her
experiences and, to return to Linda Bergmann's quotation from the beginning of this
chapter, to offer 'an intense but accessible means of imparting some of the order of
literature onto the chaos oflife.,78
74 NM to GRM, '19th Lobatsi' (?Early 1964) NLS, TD2980 1/4.
75 NM to GRM, 'Easter Monday, Gaberones' (1966).
76 Calder in conversation with Helen Lloyd, 17November 2003.
77 NM to Chief Linchwe II, NLS, TD2980 2/8.
78 Bergmann, Linda S., 'The Contemporary Letter as Literature: Issues of Self-reflexivity, Audience and
Closure', Women's Studies Quarterly 3/4 (1989), pp. 137-8.
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As explored throughout the chapters of this thesis, Mitchison wrote her life
story compulsively through a wide range of genres, to which her letters, or epistolary
writing, considered as serious literary achievement, must now be included. Viewed as
a whole, this surprisingly large collection of manuscripts, in fading type or spidery
pencil, contains controlled use of language, deftly-constructed descriptions of self and
recreation of events, characterisation and often lively, passionately-felt vignettes of
life which leap from the page, bringing her experiences to the reader as successfully
as her other autobiographical writings. In short, Mitchison's life-story is never better
told than by herself, and the number of surviving letters allows us to trace her
development as a person and as a writer from her first, childish attempts at letter-
writing, through a hundred years to the 1990s in which her enthusiasm for words and
'sense of theatre' appears undiminished: she turns down an invitation a few months
hence with the explanation, ' I am loath to make promises. I am getting a bit shaky
and can really not guarantee being alive at any special date in the future.,79In an essay
entitled 'Letters as Literature', one of the few critical works which to date deals
directly with the autobiographical nature of letters and position of epistolary literature
to the canon, Virginia Walcott Beauchamp encapsulates the role of the form, writing:
To tell us what [letter writers] did in the past - that is history. But to
evoke the past or the present, to stir our imaginations and enrapture us
_that is literature/"
79 NM to Angus Calder, (1990), NLS, Ace. 10391/2.
80 Virginia Walcott Beauchamp, 'Letters as Literature', Women's Personal Narratives, eds. Hoffmann and
culley (New York, MLAA, 1985), p. 39.
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Chapter Five
'We the plain folk of Seetland'v: Mitchison and the Fiction of Identity
It is never possible to know how much rearrangement takes place in the transition
from 'fact' to 'fiction' [... ] but in Naomi's writing it is sometimes possible to see the
process at work.
Jenni Calder
The Nine Lives a/Naomi Mitchison
This final chapter takes a step away from the memoirs, diaries, correspondence and
travel writing (or autobiographical non-fiction) of the previous four chapters, to focus
on a selection of Mitchison's poetry and fictional writing. Within this extensive body
of work, I will examine a small number of texts in which, I suggest, Mitchison
consciously uses poetry, fiction and her story-telling abilities to explore and
strengthen her own sense of identity. The fictional texts under discussion are her first
two explicitly 'Scottish' novels, The Bull Calves, written throughout the Second World
War and published in 1947, and Lobsters on the Agenda, published in 1952. This
chapter goes on to consider Mitchison's use of the 'Big House' novel, a literary sub-
genre which, while extensively documented in Irish studies, has been largely
overlooked in the Scottish tradition. Both of these texts are examined in reference to
this genre along with a novel for children, The Big House (1950).'
Often associated with this grouping of 'Scottish' texts, Mitchison's extended
poem sequence, 'The Cleansing of the Knife', published in 1978 as The Cleansing of
the Knife and Other Poems, was written contemporaneously with The Bull Calves and
explores many of the same very personal themes, reflecting on her relationship to the
Carradale people, and the communal effort needed to construct a unified future for
Scotland. Its place within Mitchison's autobiographical writings, and the significance
of this and other selected poems, is considered in the initial sections of this chapter.
Through the three very different novels noted above (and with varying
degrees of success) Mitchison can been seen to write herself into her adopted
* Mitchison, Naomi, Transcript of interview with unknown interviewer. Undated except for reference to
Falklands War. NLS, Ace 11307/21-30, pp. 62-3.
I In total Mitchison wrote nine works of fiction and one play, primarily concerned with and set in
scotland. In addition to the three texts on which this chapter focuses is: Men and Herring (1949) with
Denny Macintosh; Spindrift (1951), a play again co-written with Denny Macintosh; The Swan's Road
(1954) and The Land the Ravens Found (1955), both tales which draw on Scotland's Viking History;
The Far Harbour (1957) a children's novel which has been interpreted as a reworking of Lobsters on
the Agenda; and, A Fishing Village on the Clyde (1961), again for younger readers. Early in Orcadia
(1987), her final Scottish novel looks back to prehistoric times. Two late collections of short stories,
What Do You Think Yourself(London: PHarris, 1982) and Beyond this Limit: Selected Shorter Fiction
of Naomi Mitchison ed. Isobel Murray (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1986) also include
Scottish themes.
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community, claiming an authentic Scottish voice and self. In writing her Jacobite
narrative, The Bull Calves, she depicts an affirmative vision of Scotland, drawing
heavily on her ancestral Haldane family which, she felt, could provide her with a
sense of rootedness in Scottish history. Lobsters on the Agenda, coming some years
later, is a contemporary portrait of village life and details the challenging actuality of
a small Highland community. Finally, The Big House is in part a socialist fairy tale,
and has been interpreted as a reworking of the major themes of The Bull Calves. This
chapter discusses the search for national and cultural definition within these texts,
drawing on the self-reflexive possibilities of writing one's self into fiction.
As previously detailed, in her early forties Mitchison moved with her family
from London to Carradale, a fishing village in the Western Highlands, where she
remained until her death some sixty years later. Influencing the decision for so
radical a move was the growing threat of war, as well as number of more personal
factors, in particular the unexpected and tragically young death of her eldest son
Geoff from spinal meningitis at the age of nine,' and a growing disenchantment with
literary life as her early publishing success began to wane. This move was to set the
scene for the fiction with which this chapter is concerned as it charts her developing
relationship with people and place: a pattern which, as discussed in Chapter Three,
would later similarly resonate through her life in Africa.
The attempt to demonstrate correspondence between a writer's work and life is
a critical path strewn with pitfalls. The risk of over-interpretation or just
straightforward misinterpretation, besides consideration of the contemporary
preference for purely textual readings free from authorial detail, makes this a critical
approach often best avoided. Conscious of this danger, I introduce this chapter with a
quotation from Jenni Calder's biography, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, the
thrust of which has been echoed by many of those who have undertaken critical
appraisal of Mitchison's literary output. Mitchison, states Calder:
2 Geoff died in 1927, pre-dating, as Jill Benton has noted, the knowledge of Penicillin that would have
saved him..T~e following year, to Mitchison's hOIT?rand upset, Aldous Huxley, a close family friend,
wrote the incident somewhat transparently IOtOhis novel Point Counter Point (1928); see Chapter
XXXV. In the weeks.follow_ingthe death, Mitchison received many letters of condolence, and these are
now held by the National Library of Scotland in Ace. 7345. See also Mitchison, You May Well Ask, p.
30.
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wrote herself into her plays and fiction, but was inseparable from
invention. She lived the lives she wrote about and wrote about the lives
she lived.'
It is from this standpoint therefore, that I will examine these texts and consider the
ways, differing through time and subject, that Mitchison uses them both to fictionalise
her life, and, simultaneously, to effect change in her own life through plot,
characterisation and thematic considerations. With mindful disregard for the
aforementioned dangers of assuming coherence between authorial life and work, this
chapter proposes that, somewhat unusually, some of Mitchison's fictional output can
be viewed as 'lifewriting' (despite their lack of the first person which characterises all
previously discussed texts) and therefore considered within the wider parameters of
this thesis.
i: Mitchison and Scotland
In the opening to her 1986 self-portrait written for the Saltire Society, Mitchison
writes, 'All my young life I was taken for some of the holidays to Scotland'." The
country was, therefore, not unfamiliar to Mitchison on her move to Carradale in 1938.
Born in Edinburgh of Scottish parents, she often visited the family estate of Cloan; the
extensive Haldane clan, there and elsewhere, would provided a permanent link,
helping to ease her transition into Scottish society. Nevertheless, Mitchison's first
forty years had been lived mainly in the south of England: in what she called her
'approach to Scotland'S she felt strongly the need to find a place within her chosen
community, conscious of the role of laird she assumed through her acquisition of
Carradale House. Equally she wished to confirm herself as a Scot, through residence,
good works and by building on the complex genealogical ties of the Scottish
aristocracy. Yet as Douglas Gifford has asked:
[H]ow did an Oxford-educated London intellectual, aristocrat and wife
of a London lawyer and MP come to discover that her vocation was to
3 Calder, Jenni, The Nine Lives of N~omi Mitchison (London: Virago, 1997), p. xi. A similar argument is
made by Nicola Beauman who writes, 'Naomi Mitchison tried to describe in her fiction some of what
she experienced in life', A Very Great Profession: The Women's Novel 1914-39 (London: Virago,
1983), p. 141.
4 Mitchison, Naomi, Naomi Mitchison: A Saltire Self-Portrait (Edinburgh: The Saltire Society, 1986), p.
1.
5 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison: A Saltire Self-Portrait, p. 1.
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join the Scottish political and cultural renaissance of the period 1920-
1950?6
The criteria (parentage, birth, residence, narrative setting, thematic tradition,
formative literary influence) by which a writer can be linked to a particular national
grouping is frequently problematic within the literature of Scotland. The historic
tendency of English literary studies to enlist writers, such as Scott, Carlyle and Spark,
into an English or European canon, dismissing appropriately contextualised readings
from within a Scottish perspective, has worked to blur questions of national identity in
the mind of readers and critics. This mis-appropriation, and conversely the reluctance
of some 'Scottish' authors to be read primarily within the Scottish canon, preferring a
British context (famously Lord Byron; Joanna Baillie; and more recently Ian
McEwan, Candia McWilliam and Carol Ann Duffy) has highlighted the mutable
qualities of national literary-identity. These issues are highly pertinent to Mitchison,
whose firmly ensured place within the Scottish canon owes much to the authorial
expression of national alignment expressed in the novels on which this chapter
focuses. This literary commitment to Scotland is evident in letters of the time, for
example one written shortly after the start of the Second World War, to Alyse
Gregory, the widow of the poet Llewelyn Powys in which she writes, 'I'm up here
most of the time now, largely occupied in agriculture, and village affairs, writing for
them rather than for the mad world." A further indication of this aim is found in an
untitled, undated typescript on Scottish nationalism and language, in which Mitchison
argues:
In the mean time it appears essential - and indeed it is essential on the
short view - for the Scot who wants to be a success, to become as
English as possible. And that is bad for people; it means that they can
have no genuine pride and self-confidence. Everything must be
measured by an alien standard. Nor can they probably even arrive at
the best of what they are aiming at. The Scot will still find himself
slightly outside, out of tune with, English culture; he will never have
the finest, the most unerring, right taste. London is not his Capital. I
6 Gifford, Douglas, 'Forgiving the Past: Naomi Mitchison's The Bull Calves', Scottish Studies 10
(Germany: Peter Lang, 1990), p. 219.
7 NM to Alyse Gregory, 'Jan 29th, [?1940], Mitchison Papers, Harry Ransom Humanities Research
Centre, University of Texas.
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felt that myself, although, god knows I was anglicised enough. But
there was always something about my writing that the English did not
care for; it was always slightly foreign; now that I can look back with
rather more perspective, I begin to think that always, whether I knew it
or not, whether I called my book-people Greeks or Scythians, bond or
free, I was writing about and for Scots. I was always trying "to write
for my own race", as Yeats did. A heart-breaking business, as he also
found.'
Mitchison's desire to ally herself with a national literary tradition was central
to her aim of 'becoming' Scottish. By using the criteria suggested above, it is,
however, possible to construct a case for Mitchison as an author of Scottish
association long before her self-conscious use of fiction to fashion a national persona
and role. Mitchison certainly grew up reading Scottish authors, and arguably her
writing is therefore informed by the Scottish tradition. Interviewed by Isobel Murray
in 1984, Mitchison discusses her literary influences, pointing out that, while she didn't
read or meet any of her Scottish contemporaries until she was herself an established
author, she had always read within the Scottish canon:
Of course I'd been brought up on Scott and Stevenson. I found most
Scott deeply boring, but when my father read it aloud, when I had
scarlet fever, and I wasn't really allowed to read, he read me things like
The Heart of Midlothian, with a lot of dialogue, which he read very
well. And then Stevenson I've always liked."
There are, however, many authors positioned within the English tradition who
similarly grew up reading the Scottish greats (not surprising when one considers the
European pre-eminence of the works of Scott and Stevenson), so this fact alone is not
sufficient to support a re-appraisal.
Mitchison neither claimed nor was claimed by a Scottish tradition until she
was in her forties - certainly not until her first flush of literary success was over - yet
there is evidence that her birth and parentage, which she would later use herself in The
Bull Calves, identified her as a 'Scottish writer' long before her move to Carradale. As
8 Mitchison, typescript beginning 'This business of language', Mitchison Papers, Harry Ransom
Humanities Research Centre, University of Texas, n.d.
9 Murray, Isobel (ed.) Scottish Writers Talking 2 (East Linton: Tuckwell Press, 2002), p. 79.
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early as 1931, Mitchison was, through the Haldane connection, being discussed as
part of the new Scottish tradition to which she would later actively seek admission.
Writing in the Glasgow Evening News, one commentator mused:
Whether there really is such a thing as a Scottish literary renaissance,
who shall decide dogmatically? And if, considering the names which
are pressed upon us are those of writers who are bringing a new life
into Scottish literature, we decide that some sort of renaissance must be
going on, what are we to make of a writer like Naomi Mitchison?
Here is a young woman indubitably Scottish if birth and parentage can
make one Scottish [... ] One the other hand, her books have no relation
whatever to Scotland, and it is perfectly certain that they will never be
popular in Scotland. That is not the fault of the books. They are
extraordinarily good, and for certain readers intensely fascinating."
Writing in Scottish Scene a few years later, Lewis Grassic Gibbon echoed this view of
Mitchison's position in Scotland. Gibbon surveyed the contemporary literary
landscape and, bemoaned what he considered to be the dearth of a vibrant national
literature, discerning instead only the anglified vowel sounds of a provincial literary
force.
The chief Literary Lights which modem Scotland claims to light up the
scene of her night are in reality no more than the commendable writers
of the interesting English county of Scotshire.
Let us consider Mrs Naomi Mitchison. She is the one writer of
the 'historical' novel in modem English who commands respect and
enthusiasm. Her pages are aglow with a fine essence of apprehended
light. The Conquered and Black Sparta light up the human spirit very
vividly and truly. And they are in no sense Scots books though written
10 'The Com King and the Spring Queen: A Brilliant Scottish Woman Novelist' by Godfrey Sinclair, in
News and Reviews, Glasgow Evening News, 11 June 1931. This is just one of a number of similar
articles dating from the publication of The Corn King and Spring Queen and gathered together in NLS
Ace. 8503/1. Others include the 'The Scottish Women's Club Burns Supper', which featured both NM
and Catherine Carswell (Daily Re~ord, 26 Jan 1932); 'Scottish Women Writers of Today' (Bulletin, 26
March 1931); and a number of brief ~ociety portraits: 'Mrs Mitchison is pale, has brown hair, uses no
make-up, and wears rather expe~slve clothes' ~Home N_otes, 23 ~une 1932) and 'There was a
fashionable crowd at the prIv~te view of the National Society of Pamters, Sculptors, Engravers and
potters at the Grafton Galleries [... ] Others I saw touring the galleries were [... ] Miss Naomi
Mitchison, the novelist, in a strange flowing cape. (Daily Sketch, 10May 1930).
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by a Scotswoman. Their author once wrote that had she had the
command of Scots speech possessed by Lewis Grassic Gibbon she
would have written her Spartan books (at least) in Scots. Had she done
so they would undoubtedly have been worse novels - but they would
have been Scots books by a Scots writer. I I
Mitchison had also used Scotland as a setting for several pieces of writing before her
move north. Primary among these is WeHave Been Warned (1935), the first 'modem'
novel after the fiction set in the early Classical period, for which Mitchison drew on
holidays in Scotland, and which is discussed in more detail in Chapter Two.
Furthermore, in representing Dione, the central figure of the text, Mitchison took from
her own life in Oxford, London, her 1932 visit to Communist Russia, and her
experiences as an MP's wife in the depressed Northern-English Labour heartlands.
Highlighting Mitchison's tendency to fictionalise her own experience, Isobel
Murray describes 'a very personal element'P which characterises the text, a fact that
was readily acknowledged by Mitchison in a later interview:
1M: You have a note at the beginning disclaiming any relationship to
any living people and any political situations, and I think it is a bit of
flannel, isn't it?
NM: Well, yes, I have the people to whom it's dedicated for ...
1M:And they are strangely similar to the people in the book!
NM: Exactly.
1M: So it was hardly a real pretence that there isn't an awful lot of
Naomi Mitchison in the book. And indeed not so much of your life's
plot, but your life's situation as you have described it elsewhere.
NM: Yes.I3
II Gibbon, Lewis Grassic, 'Literary Lights', Scottish Scene, or, The Intelligent Man's Guide to Albyn (with
Hugh MacDiarmid) (London & Melbourne: Hutchison & Co., 1934), p. 168; reproduced in Gibbon,
Lewis Grassic, Smeddum ed. V. Bold (Edinburgh: Canongate, 2001), p. 129.
12 Murray I., Introduction, Beyond this Limit (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1986), p. xi.
Similarly, Calder criticises it ~ 'a ragged tale, too rawly based on personal experience', A History of
Seollish Women Writers, ed GIfford and McMillan (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1997), p.
445.
13 Murray, Scottish Writers Talking 2, p. 90. Furthermore, in her third volume of memoir, You May Well
Ask Mitchison admits, 'Before [WHBW] I had started two or three modern novels, but as 1 was
co~pletely without direct experience of the emotional or social situations I had got into my plots, they
were very bad and the main characters were all versions ofmyself[my italics], a common enough fault
in young writers.' Mitchison, You May Well Ask, pp. 161-2.
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The propensity to take directly from life has been identified by critics through much
of Mitchison's fictional writings. Jenni Calder suggests that the novel is ultimately
unsuccessful because 'Mitchison has too personal an involvement in the
characterisation,14 while Janet Montefiore writes that 'the heroine of Naomi
Mitchison's We Have Been Warned is [... ] transparently the author's self-portrait.f
Similarly, Erif Der, protagonist of Mitchison's major Jungian novel The Corn King
and the Spring Queen (1931) has been interpreted as a self-portrait," while reviewing
her 1981 short story collection What Do You Think Yourself? Douglas Gifford
remarks that 'one can't help but see the figure as spokeswoman for the author'i'" and in
the introduction to the collaborative novella Beyond this Limit (1935), Murray has
written that:
The major characters were so clearly in some sense [Wyndham] Lewis
and Mitchison themselves that she did not bother to say. IS
Such comparisons are legion throughout the critical material, with the suggestion of
quasi-autobiographical subject matter stated nowhere more clearly than in the cover
synopsis to the Canongate edition of The Blood of the Martyrs (l939~ 1988) where it
is noted that the text is 'the least autobiographical of Naomi Mitchison's major works
of fiction', a description which implicitly assumes the autobiographical tendency in
her work." In the concluding pages of her biography, Calder again makes reference
to this trend, highlighting the cross-pollination of lived and written experience
suggested at the beginning of this chapter:
Naomi makes no secret of the fact that she wrote her life into her
fiction, and I have suggested that there are moments when she may
have borrowed her actions from her own books. For the story-teller,
14 Calder Jenni, 'More than Merely Ourselves', A History of Scottish Women's Writing, eds. Gifford and
McMilian (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1997), p. 446.
)5 Montefiore, Janet, Men and Women Writers of the 1930s: The Dangerous F/ood of History (London:
Routledge, 1996), p. 59.
16 'There was no doubt an element of self-projection in Erif Der' Isobel Murray, 'Introduction', Beyond
this Limit: Selected Shorter Fiction of Naomi Mitchison, p. xi.
17 Gifford. Douglas, 'Recent Fiction', Books in Scot/and 12 (Spring 1983), p. 13.
)8 Murray, Isobel, 'Introduction', Beyond this Limit: Selected Shorter Fiction of Naomi Mitchison, p. xviii.
See also Murray, Scottish Writers Talking 2, pp. 93-4.
19 Mitchison. The Blood of the Martyrs (ed. Donald Smith), (Edinburgh: Canongate, 1988), back cover.
Donald Smith also a.ut~ored the first complete PhD thesis on Mitchison's fiction, completed in 1984,
details listed m the bibliography.
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the boundaries between fact and fiction are nebulous and probably not
relevant.20
However, while it is necessary here to highlight this critical accord, the main point to
note is that these texts (The Corn King and the Spring Queen, We Have Been Warned,
Beyond This Limit, and The Blood of the Martyrs) while they clearly draw upon the
personal experiences of the author, they are not explicitly self-referential and
therefore do not fall within the autobiographical focus of this chapter. Furthermore,
they predate Mitchison's self-conscious determination to re-position herself within a
Scottish context. This aim of 'writing herself into a national identity through poetry
and fiction is the subject of the following discussion.
ii: The Cleansing of the Knife and Other Poems
Writing in the 1987 The History of Scottish Literature, Joy Hendry comments that
Mitchison, while valued as a novelist has been 'largely ignored' as a poet, and
continues:
Much of her poetry remains unpublished [... ] In conversation recently,
Mitchison said that she felt her poetry comes from a deeper source
inside herself than her other writing, even the best of the novels. [... ]
often her own voice is heard, sometimes in the background, sometimes
speaking directly. [... ] The time is ripe for the re-evaluation of [... ] her
poetry.21
While, as this quotation suggests, much of Mitchison's poetry was never published, it
would be a fairly complex task to ascertain which of the many typescript poems held
by the National Library of Scotland and elsewhere have appeared in public at some
point in time, and which have remained truly private writings. Nevertheless,
throughout the poetry there is a clear sense of Mitchison using poetic forms to explore
and negotiate personal experiences or feelings, and she draws parallels between local,
personal events and the more universal meanings which they reflect. The narrative
voice is therefore often openly and transparently her own, and it is for this reason that
20 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 303.
21 Hendry, Joy, 'Twentieth-century Women's, Wri!ing: The Nest of Singing Birds', The History of Scottish
Literature Vol4 (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1987), pp. 291-309.
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this chapter briefly turns to them, before going on to consider the major
autobiographical fictions.
In the critical literature, The Cleansing of the Knife (written during the second
world war but not published until 1978) is commonly assumed to be Mitchison's only
poetry collection. However, an earlier volume, The Laburnum Branch, was published
by Cape in 1926 and, like The Cleansing of the Knife, contains much that stems from
personal experience. Retaining much of its original freshness, this previously
undiscussed collection gives the reader an insight into the young Mitchison's
development as a poet, and can be productively considered alongside her later poetry.
Divided into a number of themed sections, The Laburnum Branch opens with a series
of poems concerned with the classical world, reflecting her interest in this historical
period which was also the subject of her early novels, including The Conquered
(1923) and The Blood of the Martyrs (1939). Other poems are meditations on love and
relationships with those around her; the title poem itself being a dedication to
friendship with Margery and Dominick Spring-Rice. The death and funeral in 1925 of
Mitchison's paternal grandmother Elizabeth Mary Haldane (whose autobiography is
discussed in Chapter One), is the subject of 'Mrs Haldane of Cloan'. Its lines portray
an instinctive deference for the Big House, for which The Cleansing of the Knife some
years later, would act as both deconstructor and elegy.
In the Scottish houses, the blinds are all down;
You go like a Queen through the whole long town.
They have seen you and known you, in your works and
Your ways.22
The Great War is another significant theme of the collection (as the Second
World War would be to her later poetry), and poems such as In London with its clear
reference to Dick Mitchison:
Now and again I glance across my book,
To think, if you were sitting in that chair
[...]
Only you're out in Flanders, and I'm here.23
22 Mitchison, Naomi, 'Mrs Haldane ofCloan', The Laburnum Branch (London: Cape, 1926), p. 27.
23 Mitchison, 'In London', The Laburnum Branch, p. 60.
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and Green Boughs which opens 'My young, dear friends are dead, / All my own
generation', and ends with palpable personal anger and political criticisms:
But the old, the stupid had rule
Over that eager nation,
All all my own generation
They have cast into the fire?4
For a writer as prolific as Mitchison was across a wide range of genres, the
fact that she published only two small poetry collections, is in itself of significance.
Furthermore, that many of the poems from The Cleansing of the Knife, including the
major poem sequence of the same name, were published several decades after they
were written, may also be an indication of the personal meaning they continued to
have for her. A written engagement with Scotland, they reflect a major turning point
in her life.
The central image of the later collection, of 'cleansing the knife', which runs
through the poem of that name, and less literally through many of the others, comes
directly from Mitchison's desire to right, through praxis, the wrongs she perceives to
have been inflicted on the people of Scotland by her class and by history. Talking to
an unknown interviewer in the 1980s, Mitchison comments:
The hours of the working day are so few to clear the blood from the
knife, maybe the only way. Scraping away the grime and tears of
centuries and blood and treacherous killings and little time_25
Always focused on the practical, this desire to act, and an almost sacrificial desire to
give herself bodily and spiritually to 'her' people can be seen in 'Adoption of a
Parliamentary Candidate, Lochgilphead: 1939', one of the earliest and most striking
poems of the collection. While Mitchison was not the candidate herself," the
sentiments expressed reflect her conception of her role in Carradale in these initial
years. Constructed in the form of a dialogue between a collective community voice
24 Mitchison, 'The Green ~oughs', T_heLaburnum Branch, p. 59.
25 Mitchison, N., Transcript of an mtervtew, undated expect for reference to the Falklands War. NLS,
Acc. 11307/21-30, Tape 22.
26 The candidate was William Power who stood for the Nationalists in the 1940 Argyll by-election after
the death of the incumbent Conservative, and in contradiction of the wartime agreement between the
main parties not to contest seats.
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and their proposed political figurehead, the poem is a list of the many, arduous
demands and expectations placed upon the one who, like Mitchison, aims be their
representative:
You shall be worked hard. You must help us and stand by us,
Compose our quarrels, go over our balance sheets,
find out the law for us
[...]
We will worry you, suck your heart's blood, we will take
your rest from you,
Come between you and your girl's lips
or the page of the book you are reading."
Italicised to distinguish the voice, the Candidate replies, in a series of short, quasi-
religious sounding statements which emphasise the sincerity of their approach, I will
be true to you. [... ] I give myself to you. [... ] I would die for you if it comes to that.28
Reminiscent in language and dialogic style to the question and response of the
catechism, and suggestive of Christian sacrifice, the poem nevertheless ends on an
affirmative and unmistakably non-religious note, with the community's acceptance of
their new leader:
Yes, we will have you, Comrade.i"
Other poems from the collection, including 'The Farm Woman: 1942' and 'On
a Highland Farm', directly document the practical realities and frequent hardships of
Mitchison's new found life, while in 'Then' she contrasts the gentle, forgiving life of
her forebears in the Big House, 'They could lie in their beds and blether' [... ] 'Oh the
evenings of songs and dancing' with her own, more prosaic existence of war-time and
farming, 'I must get up and milk the cows, / I must go out to the autumn weather.t'''
Two further poems, which demonstrate the sometimes ambiguous nature of
Mitchison's acceptance in Carradale, are 'Living in a Village' which she describes as
'walking / Among snare wire [... ] being / The big stag, the twelve-pointer, / Watched
27 Mitchison, N., The Cleansing of the Knife and Other Poems (Edinburgh: Canongate, 1978), pp. 12-3.
28 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife and Other Poems, pp. 12-3.
29 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife and Other Poems, p. 13.
30 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife and Other Poems, p. 21.
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on, edible, spied and lied to,31and 'The Alban Goes Out: 1939', a lengthy poem which
portrays a night at sea with the Carradale fishing fleet, and, while it does not attempt
to disguise the harsh conditions and relentless labour, is lyrical in its portrayal of
community strength. The poem is almost documentary in quality, and in lines such as:
When all our hands are as net-cut, and our eyes
as sore from the spray
How can we think of our neighbours except
. ighb I 32In a net our y way
Mitchison encapsulates an older sense of collective self-help, which she herself is
trying to reawaken by example.
At this point in her life, in which Gordon Bottomley describes her as being
'thirled to Kintyre'," Mitchison is clearly attempting to negotiate a position for herself
within (and accepted by) the community, while problematically retaining a
paternalistic position outside, from which she can look in and see with clarity what
Scotland needs. The poetry of this period is, as a result, written for the Carradale
people and for herself, rather than for a wider audience she would at one time have
addressed, and she is conscious of, and slightly smarts at this knowledge, writing:
I think that this body of poems I have written about Scotland are
adding up into something pretty good, though the highbrows won't
think so, and it is in a way hard to go on without encouragement from
one's fellow writers/"
Also commenting in her Mass-Observation diary:
Robin says [The Albyn Goes Out] is getting too technical for most
people; I don't think that matters. It's not written for them, but for these
people, to make something for them, to be with them."
31 Mitchison, The Cleansing a/the Knife and Other Poems, p. 26.
32 Mitchison, The Cleansing a/the Knife and Other Poems, p. 5.
33 'And now I must warstle with Naomi Mitchison. She is now thirled to Kintyre, and has written a fine
poem to the intent that now is the. grand ti~e for being done with K.ing Searsa [?] and raising the red
flag on the Braes of Mar, and gomg Out 10 the Forty-Three and finng all the heather irrespective of
whose it is. Man, she would be another Hel~n Macgregor out of Scott in no time if she got started: and
I've got to do my best to persuade her to Sit down and be as douce as her own weans until we have
Hitler in a bottle in spirits of wine, and not get Kintyre into trouble.' Gordon Bottomley to David
McKemmie (9 July 1943), Glasgow University Library, Scottish Theatre Archive, 2Bb IId/6.
34 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 145.
35 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 40.
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Later in her wartime diary, she writes of trying the poems out on the Carradale
people, careful to get the technical detail right, and is gratified to be told that she has
done so:
I took Archie and Lachie to Brackley and myself called at the farm to
ask Jemima whether she minded being in the poem. Ihad tea with her
and her mother and read it to them; they laughed and moved about
while I read it - one of the boys is fishing - and then said it was "just
great", and Imust have been out all a season to have written it, and
Jemima said it was a compliment to be in it herself. So that was all
. ht ,36ng .
The knife, in addition to this metaphorical meaning had a physical incarnation, as a
sgian dhu presented to Mitchison by the some of the Carradale people, after they had
performed A Matter Between Macdonalds, a play written by her in these early,
hopeful stages of her integration into Scotland and the community. Mitchison
recounts the incident in her diary:
I had an idea the cast had something up their sleeve and they all
whispered, finally collected me, and Donald Jackson made one of
those queer formal speeches and gave me a little knife, a sgian dhu. I
said I thought they meant to trust me, they wouldn't give the sgian to
someone who might use it against them. I said if I ever did that, might
it turn on me. I said Might it cut the jealousies and quarrels and
d· ., . C dal 37ivisions In arra e.
Jenni Calder has noted the significance of this moment, writing that on being
presented with the knife, Mitchison 'at once invested talismanic importance" in it,
and slept with it under her pillow - a detail that becomes the opening lines of 'The
36 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 44.
37 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 106.
38 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 171. 'Shortly after Christmas came A Matter between
Macdonalcis, two pe~fo~an?e~ on the same day. Naomi put a huge effort into making it all work, in
the face of Duncan s inebriation, general nervousness, an overloaded generator and a variety of
technical hitches. The perfonnml:ces ac~omplished, more or less successfully, Naomi was presented
with a sgian dhu, a small, black-hilted HIghland knife.'
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Cleansing of the Knife', 'The thoughts stream up from the knife / That lies under my
head,.39
'The Cleansing of the Knife' is a thirteen-part poem sequence in which
Mitchison identifies Scotland's historical problems and, after considering possible
solutions, comes to a hopeful vision of the nation's future. Moreover, as one of her
earliest extended pieces of writing on Scotland, the poem also functions as a vehicle
for her to explore her own often ambivalent position within Scotland, and, through her
unorthodox refashioning of the role of laird, to assuage the historical guilt she carries
of the actions of her aristocratic forebears.
In the opening sequence, Mitchison stresses her Scottish inheritance; 'I am a
woman of Scotland, / I have read my history through'. Yet, despite this attempt at
identification with Scotland, also seen in the convergence of the (manifestly personal)
narrative voice'" with that of 'Alba, our mother', there remains an admonitory tone
and, as in her travel narratives, there is a clear, paternalistic sense that she believes she
knows what is best for community and nation. This separation is further exhibited by
the distinction between the narrative voice and the 'Men and Women of Scotland' and
'you and your like' of Carradale in which she clearly does not include herself.
The first poem of the sequence, 'Why do we lift the glass?', is a sweeping view
of Scotland's history. Invoking Wallace and Bruce, the poem traces the oppression,
misfortune and hardships of Scotland's past. Citing the inequities of the class system,
the clearances, repressive religion, expatriation, Darien, the Union and the
sentimentalisation of culture, Mitchison asks if it is any wonder the Scots drink to
forget; shifting forms of 'We lift the glass and we drink' acting as the closing refrain to
each stanza. As ever though, Mitchison's vision for Scotland is one based on action
and hope rather than mere theorising or lament, and this approach is clearly stated,
even if she is unsure of how to communicate her message:
How will I make you hear
The echo out of your heart
Put into words of my own? -
39 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife, p. 39.
40 Writing on 'The Cleansing of the Knife', in her 2001 PhD thesis The Image of the Nation as a Woman
in Twentieth-Century Scotti~h Li~e:ature: Hugh MacDiarmid, Naomi Mitchison and Alisdair Gray,
Kirsten Stirling addresses this, wntmg, 'I am calling the narrative voice of the poem 'Naomi Mitchison'
for ease of reading; the correspondences between this poem and Mitchison's own biography make the
use of any convoluted turns of phrase to get around this seem unnecessary, even through her poetic
persona may be slightly fictionalised.', Chapter 5, footnote 14.
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Make action from an old chart,
Strike land from a cold chart,
Grow flesh on an old bone?41
In part a meditation on the state of Scotland, the poem is also a challenge, addressed
to Duncan Munro, a Carradale fisherman befriended by Mitchison. Rabble-rousing,
and provocative, the poem taunts Scotland to tum from the glass and work together
for the future.
Will you dare to tum your face
Back to the common way
Of forgetting and disgrace?,42
Spoken to throughout in the Gaelic of'Donnachadh Ban' or 'Duncan the Fairhaired',
the poem is at once a direct address to Duncan Munro, to Duncan as representative of
the Scottish people, and an allusion to Duncan Ban Macintyre, the eighteenth-century
Gaelic poet, a reference which works to place Mitchison in an older Scottish context.
'Why do we lift the glass?' ends with two short stanzas on whisky,
When a thing is used for life
At fixed and life-giving seasons,
[...]
Then it is water of life.
It is not that today.
and the irony that the 'water of life' is no longer life-giving, but the root of many
problems.
Having set out the historical context, Mitchison asks what the people of
Scotland can do. She explicitly places herself and others in a continuum of those who
have come before 'Ourselves in the stream of the dead', noting that they too didn't
know what the future held, or the outcome of their actions, but nevertheless worked
on. Once again invoking Donnachadh Ban, Mitchison argues that to move forward
together, Scotland's people must no longer dwell in historical wrongs, hopeless in the
face of historical oppression:
41 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife, p. 40.
42 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife, p. 40.
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If we are Scots indeed,
Such tears should not be wept,
[...]
Remember what we should
And let the lave go by.43
Not yet achieving the emotional and cultural concord with the Carradale people she
desires, Mitchison is then physically separated by a trip to London. In Part Three,
'Carradale to London: Blood Promise', before heading South, she makes a pact to
work for Scotland, sealed in blood between herself and Duncan.44 Away from the
community, she wonders what he is doing - watching over Carradale, drinking with
friends, or turning his back on her, on the blood promise and on Scotland:
Thinking in anger: yon woman,
Her from the Big House,
Why must she interfere?
Time that thing ends.
Empty the glass, let the bright whirl-pool hum
See: she will disappear!"
This mid point in the poem, in which Mitchison has herself disappear, marks a turning
point, and the poem ceases to look back to history, and begins to grapple with
resolution. It is a turning point too for Mitchison in that she is able to acknowledge
her role as representative of the ruling class, and the guilt implicit in that, 'Mine was
the laird's hand, / The cool hand of the writer', locating herself in Scotland's past, and,
simultaneously in its future through the commitment she has shown, 'I have planned
and written for Scotland'. It is not one person, however, who can lead Scotland, but
many working together, a conviction stated in the fifth poem 'Blitz on Clydebank
43 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife, p. 46.
44 The original blood promise was an effort to stop Duncan's drinking, although it is not clearly delineated
in the poem. It is documented in tl_leMass-Observation diary: 'I took out my knife and opened it and
said promise o~ the !mife, so ~e said yes, and he would not break his p!,omise to me. [... ] So I cut my
hand across twice with the knife, It was sharp and I must have cut a fairly deep scratch and he put his
lips down on it ~d mu~t have got enough ofa mou~hful of blood to count. He said You.did this for me,
why did you do It? I said I could do mor~ for you Iff knew what to do. [... ] and he said I am seeing a
plan for my life in y?ur blood. Then he pI.ckedup the knife and shut it and gave it back to me and said
The Knife will remain clean to us. Quote m Benton, J. Naomi Mitchison, p. 124. A comparison may be
drawn between this and a later blood promise quoted in Chapter Three, footnote 70.
45 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife, p. 49.
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1941' in which Mitchison, finding a local boy dead in a house in Partick, grows more
sure of her ties to the Carradale people,
[... ] I am thirled to trust
The kindness of my friends.
I know there is one thing true:
Even at most alone
We are more than merely ourselves;
Our souls are not our own.46
After this bonding incident, time passes and Mitchison is involved in work on the
farm and for the war. The Sgian ceases to be a symbol alone, and becomes a practical
tool. Spring and a wedding are further signs of hope, and through the poem,
Mitchison encourages the people of Scotland to look beyond their current hardships to
a vision which will be achieved by political action and local organisation. Communist
Russia is considered as a model, as well as the Highland Panel and the nationalist
movement.
The concluding poem, 'Work and Love', acknowledges that much has been
achieved,
And you, Donnachadh Ban,
For her green and comely veil,
Have planned and planted a forest.
And myself, the laird and writer,
Neither did I fail
Over building of roads and houses
And a harbour for Carradale.Y
The concluding lines,
At last and at long last
There will be getting and spending
For the sake of Alba, our mother,
[...]
46 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife, p. 51.
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And I see my poem's ending
And the cleansing of the knife.48
reveal the distance Mitchison has travelled into Scotland in the confident separation of
'Alba' and the narrative '1'. The poem's conclusion expresses Mitchison's hopes for
Scotland's future as well as the belief that she can, through practical action,
compensate for the historical actions of the Big House and effectively integrate with
Carradale.
Mitchison's reinvention of herself as Scottish in The Cleansing of the Knife is
echoed in The Bull Calves, a novel written in the same period, and the later
breakdown of this early optimism is explored in her 1952 novel Lobsters on the
Agenda. It is to these texts that this chapter now turns.
iii: The Bull Calves
Mitchison's initial written response to her life in Scotland came in the form of her
Mass-Observation diary (explored in depth in Chapter Two of this thesis) written
between 1939 and 1945. Throughout the war, however, and in addition to the poetry
of The Cleansing of the Knife, she also began a historical novel based on her ancestral
family, initially entitled The Roots of the Present but later published as The Bull
Calves (1947). Written during her first decade at Carradale, this text was Mitchison's
earliest sustained attempt to reinforce her adopted national identity through fiction
and history, to write herself into Scotland. Itwas largely successful. The rapidity with
which the publication of this text confirmed Mitchison's position can be seen in Kurt
Wittig's The Scottish Tradition in Literature. Published in 1958, Wittig'S text was one
of the first critical works to attempt a coherent survey of the uational litereture." In its
final chapter, he discusses the main works and figures of the modem movement, with
The Bull Calves flagged prominently as an example of the recent literary
developments. 50 Republished by Virago in 1997 to coincide with Mitchison's ioo"
47 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife, p. 72.
48 Mitchison, The Cleansing of the Knife, p. 72.
49 The only major survey of the national literature to .pre-date Wittig was G. Gregory Smith's Scottish
Literature: Character and Influence (London: Macmillan, 1919).
so Wittig, Kurt, The Scottish Tra.diti~n i? Literature (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1958), p. 324.
Throughout the 1920s and 30~Mitchison IS almost universally described as an English novelist in book
reviews and profiles, th~earhest ~own reference to her Scottish ancestry being a 1929 review of her
play 'My Ain Sel' in which the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch reviewer queried the ability of the average
Scot to understand her Scots lan~uage use! (24th December 1929). A further early reference is a report
of her attend~nce at the Sco~lsh. W?me~'s Club Burns Night of 1932 in the Edinburgh Weekly
Scotsman which notes: 'Naomi Mitchison's books are so mysterious, so "different", that we cannot
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birthday and Calder's accompanying biography, The Bull Calves is now her best
known work, remaining in print where so many of her novels have disappeared from
the literary landscape, Cairns Craig has called it 'one of the most powerful historical
novels of the century'" while, discussing its place within the Scottish Renaissance,
Margery Palmer McCulloch has argued that it displays an 'intellectual and
sophisticated self-consciousness in the manipulation of [,',] material which marks
Mitchison as outstanding in any account of Scottish fiction. ,52 In light of this, there is,
to date, surprisingly little critical material on the novel, although Douglas Gifford has
published an article entitled 'Forgiving the Past: Naomi Mitchison's The Bull Calves'
in which he argues:
The Bull Calves is [Mitchison's] deepest exploration of her roots,
ideological as well as genealogical, It is her own favourite novel, and
holds the key to her entire development as novelist and person [my
'tal' ] 53I ICS,
The narrative is set over just two days on the Haldane estate of Gleneagles in
1747, close enough to the Jacobite rebellion of'45 for its reverberations to echo round
the walls and strain family loyalties. The Haldane family, gathered for mid-summer,
learn of a Jacobite of minor importance hidden in the attic by one of the young
Haldane men in acknowledgement of an old friendship. In the wake of a civil war and
the strict imposition of Whig law, this knowledge forces the family to negotiate
conflicting loyalties between family and state; as so often in her fiction, instinct for
natural 'right' is seen to be in opposition to the law of the statute-book. Seen in terms
of characterisation, the tale centres on the experience of Kirsty Haldane, who, after a
long, destructive marriage to a zealous Presbyterian minister, Andrew Shaw of
Bargarran, is married with a Highland laird and soldier, Black William McIntosh of
Borlum, recently returned to reclaim his estate after many years on the American
frontier. Lately joined, their union embodies the fate of a divided Scotland, prompting
expect to be able ~o "size". her up in. a few minutes: conversation [: .. ] Sh~ was challenged to prove her
nationality by taking part 10 a Scottish reel, and with such enthusiasm did she dance It, that It brought
her beautiful hair streaming a?out her shoulders', Mitc~ison ~as pres~nt at the event as a speaker, and
is reported to have spoken With enthusiasm about the Scottish Renaissance' as a movement of which
Burns wou~d have approved (30 Jan~ary 1932). Both ~LS, Ace. 5803.
51 Craig Cairns, The Modern Scottish Novel: Narrative and the National Imagination (Edinburgh:
Edinb~gh University Press, 19?9), p. 164.
52 Palmer MeCul!och, Margery, .Flctlons. of Develo~ment 1920-1970', A History of Scottish Women's
Writing, eds. Gifford and McMillan (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1997), p. 370.
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one critic to describe the novel as 'a unionist myth, but the partners in union no longer
include England.,54The marriage of Kirsty and William offers a hopeful model for the
future through the alliance of Highland and Lowland, despite a cautious welcome by
the Haldane family, still wary of past Highland betrayal.
The Bull Calves can be said to question the ways in which we construct
history, and while the novel is set in the eighteenth century, Mitchison identifies
corresponding aspects with the contemporary period. In both 1747 and 1947 (the year
of publication), Scotland is recovering from years of conflict which have brought
hardship and loss to families and serve to highlight already problematic relationships
between conflicting ideologies. Prefixing the novel is a poem, 'Clemency Ealasaid,
July 1940' which clearly positions the events of the text within the modem period,
prompting the reader to sustain a dual temporal perspective on the thematic concerns
of the narrative. History is, in Wittig's terms, understood to be the 'matrix of the
t,55presen .
The act of illuminating the events of the present through a historical plot was
not a new device for Mitchison; the attempt to universalise experience through time
appears in her first novel, The Conquered (1923), in which the 'Question of Ireland' is
seen through the lens of the Roman invasion of Britain. A recurring method through
much of her early 'classical' fiction, this device is most clearly seen in The Blood of
the Martyrs (1935) wherein she parallels her fears on the growth of European fascism
with a plot centred around Nero's persecution of Christians in first-century Rome."
The poem 'Clemency Ealasaid, July 1940', like much of the novel, discusses
the need to rebuild Scotland, destabilised by internal division in religion and politics,
its identity weakened through union with England. However, woven through this
concern for the state of the nation and Europe's recovery from war, the poem's core is
personal, a lament for Mitchison's last born child, Clemency Ealasaid, who died at
S3 Gifford, Douglas, 'Forgiving the Past: Naomi Mitchison's The Bull Calves', Scottish Studies 10
(Germany: Peter Lang, 1990), p. 240.
S4 Hart Francis, The Scottish Novel (London: J. Murray, 1978), p. 183.
ss Wittig The Scottish Tradition in Literature, p. 324.
S6 This ;eading of Mitchison's early texts is further strengthened by her own introduction to the 1990
Virago reprint of The Corn King and the Spring Queen. Allowing for no ambiguity of interpretation,
she writes: 'So, readers, remember that my a~count of what was happening in Sparta or Athens or even
Egypt, is ~ll based on real history, but the vIe~ was mo~l~ed by ~hat I ~ an~ many another person -
was mlnking m the Europe of those days WIth Mussolini and hIS fascists In Italy and already the
shadow of Hitler in Germany.' (Edinburgh: Virago, 1990), p. x.
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one day old in July 1940. This child, Mitchison's seventh and last, had great symbolic
importance for her as she viewed the birth as a sign of renewal in the face of war, as
well as a bond with Carradale itself. Articulating this in her Mass-Observation diary
in the days following the death she writes, 'this was meant to be a kind of binding
between me and Carradale, and now that's smashed', a phase that is echoed almost
exactly in the text of 'Clemency Ealasaid'f"
The inclusion in the poem of this experience is a central factor in identifying
the links between The Bull Calves as a work of fiction and Mitchison's own life in
Carradale, as it was the major impetus behind her initial conception of the book.
Again in the diary, Mitchison spells out the links between the child and the book,
echoing traditionally-assumed associations between biological and literary creativity:
Dr Cameron says I should start writing a book. As though one could
turn on the tap. But I think I must consider it, even if nothing comes of
it. I might write a history of Kintyre: that is a very small-scale history,
but with implications taking in outside political and economics
movements. Ending, not with vague statements about evictions, but
definite family histories; and so on. I think there is a lot of material
[... ] If only I had my baby I wouldn't need to write a book that
probably nobody wants to read.58
From the starting point of 'Clemency Ealasaid' it is possible to unravel the ways in
which Mitchison writes herself and her experiences directly into the text. Eager as she
was to integrate into Carradale and do the best for Scotland, it is impossible for the
reader to disentangle the communal and national aspirations expressed in the text
from Mitchison's own personal fears and desires.
In the figure of Kirsty, Mitchison constructs a fictional and in some ways
idealised self-portrait: Douglas Gifford comments, 'Kirsty of course derives mainly
from Naomi Mitchison and the responsive reader will not miss the many
correspondences', later arguing, '80 important is [Kirsty's] role that to examine its
narrative development is [... ] to understand Naomi Mitchison's own feelings of the
57 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 73. Repeated in the poem, the line reads 'This was to have
been a binding between me and Carradale'.
58 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 73.
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'forties'.59 Uppermost of these, when viewed in light of the prefixed poem, is the fact
that both women have experienced the death of young children; Kirsty's surviving
child is named Elizabeth corresponding to the Gaelic 'Ealasaid' of the poem's title. By
fictional means, therefore, Mitchison is able to restore to her alter-ego the child she
herself has recently lost. In addition, The Bull Calves was illustrated by Louise
Richard Annand, the Scottish artist, who portrayed the principal characters and
objects in delicate line drawings taken from contemporary portraits at Gleneagles and
from the Glasgow Art Galleries. A portrait of Kirsty and William appears as
frontispiece to the first edition in which there is an unambiguous likeness to
Mitchison herself with local fisherman and friend Denny Macintosh at her side.60
Curiously, all subsequent editions of the text have appeared without this portrait
(while Annand's other drawings remain), possibly on the wishes of the Mitchison
estate who sought to minimise awareness of the close relationship between Mitchison
and Macintosh through the years in which the text was written."
Moreover, through Kirsty (and other characters), Mitchison presents a vision
of the contribution she felt duty-bound to offer to the reincarnation of Scotland,
foregrounding again the parallels between personal recovery, and political and
national renewal. At a number of points throughout the text Kirsty is personified as
'Caledonia', her cousin Kyllachy saying of her:
"Ah, poor lassie, poor wee lassie", and then: "she is fast in her trap as
poor Scotland herself, and as fully eager to bide there,,62
Black William further highlights the entwined fate of self and nation when he tells
Kirsty:
"lassie, you were like poor Scotland herself, and one more betrayal
would have spoilt you clean".63
59 Gifford, Douglas, 'Forgiving the Past: Naomi Mitchison's The Bull Calves', Scottish Studies 10
(Germany: Peter Lang, 1990), pp. 222 and 224.
60 This drawing is reproduced on p. v <t this thesis. The similarity was noted by Mitchison's friend
Douglas Young who wrote to her on 18 May 1947: 'I read the first 150 pages of you Bull Calves, very
interesting. I shall write more when I am done with it. Dick [sic] Armand has caught your likeness in
the frontispiece!', NLS, Acc..6419~~ox ~8b.. ..
61 Louise Armand confirms this, writing, I think It IS the case that the family asked for the drawing to
go.', postcard, ~and to Helen Lloyd, 26 November 2004. .
62 Mitchison, Naomi, The Bull Calves (London: Cape, 1947; Glasgow: Richard Drew, 1985; London:
Virago, 1997), p. 106.
63 Mitchison, The Bull Calves, p. 170.
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Mitchison's intention here is two-fold. For as well as making explicit the links
between herselfJKirsty and the future of nation, she is also strengthening her own
position in modem-day Scotland through intertextual reference to Scott's Jeanie
Deans, and to Lewis Grassic Gibbon's Scots Quair heroine, Chris Guthrie, characters
who have similarly been seen to embody the Caledonian archetype, and texts of which
Mitchison would certainly have been aware.64 Published in 1932 some years before
Mitchison's move north, A Scots Quair stands as a signpost to the questions of
national reconstruction which would permeate Scotland's literary renaissance.
Prefiguring Mitchison's vision, it is also a novel in which the Highland-Lowland
divide is bridged by a marriage of the principle characters. By positioning herself in
relation to other Scottish authors, Mitchison is, as previously suggested, consciously
attempting to carve a place for herself within the new expressions of a national
literary awareness and style. The use of female character as symbolic representation
of the Scottish nation has been examined by Kirsten Stirling in her thesis 'The Image
of the Nation as a Woman in Twentieth-Century Scottish Literature'i'" Noting that the
image is absent from the earlier canon, Stirling traces its appearance in the twentieth
century, elucidating links to the reawakening of nationalist feeling with which the
literary renaissance was associated.
Mitchison was aware of the nationalist movement although she did not whole-
heartedly identify herself with its political aspects, in contrast to many of the
(predominantly male) writers of the renaissance.f Most notable of these was Hugh
MacDiarmid, with whom she had corresponded during the 1930s. Her involvement in
nationalism, as expressed through The Bull Calves, was less party-political and more
concerned with the personal effort and politico-cultural will needed to improve the
collective lot. Writing in her diary for 24thAugust 1941 she noted:
64 '".he felt he was stared at by Scotl~d herself, Gibbon, Lewis Grassic, Cloud Howe (1933; Edinburgh:
Canongate, 1995), p. 105. Scott, SITWalter, The Heart of Midlothian (1818).
65 Stirling, Kirsten, 'T~e I~ag~ of the _Nat!onas a Wor,nan~nTwentieth-Century Scottish Literature: Hugh
MacDiarmid, Naomi Mitchison, Alisdair Gray' (University of Glasgow, 2001).
66 Nationalism gained a poor reputation in inter-war Europe and Mitchison preferred to see herself as an
internationalist, arguing that there was no inherent contradiction between support for internationalism
and.pride in one's own nation. .Inan und~ted letter Cl?robably.fromthe late I920s), Mitchison addresses
this writing: 'I am also much interested m the Scottish Renaissance people, and attempt to understand
HU~ M'Diarmid [sic] [... ] I am rather doubtful about the political side of Scottish Nationalism, as I
think there are more important and ll!gen~things which need doing', NLS Acc. 26190. Donald Smith
writes, 'She championed Hugh Mac.olarml~ at ~ time when he had more critics than admirers, read Neil
Gunn's novels and corresponded ~Ith. Le~he t-.:tltc?ell[..:] the idea of regeneration for Scotland, urban
and rural, had taken. root. m ~Itchlson.s mind. Smith, Possible Worlds: The Fiction of Naomi
Mitchison (Ph.D thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1982), pp. 187-9. An example of Mitchison's views
on Scottish Nationalism can be found In.~ typescript beginning ''Yhile. I was in the south this month',
Mitchison Papers, Harry Ransom Humanities Research Centre, University of Texas, n.d.
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... In the afternoon talked about nationalism and about the kind of
books I want to write, about the language I want to use for them, about
the tradition of writing, and so on. I feel nervous about it; there is
something deep down, I feel defensive and passionate, as I do about
being a woman. Not quite reasonable. I feel I don't care about being in
the same tradition as Shakespeare and Beethoven if only I can do
something for my own people in Scotland."
Coming after only three years of residence in Scotland, this comment is revealing for
its clear expression of personal alignment to nation. Additionally, the possessive use of
'my own' in relation to the people, whether of Scotland or Carradale, illustrates an
underlying consciousness of the responsibilities she inherited as Laird, and the
expectation to serve that, as we have seen, was her class inheritance.68
Calder delineates the underlying motivations which characterised Mitchison's
work and life, commenting:
Naomi continued to make efforts to place herself in a continuum of her
inh . d 691 entance an successors.
Indeed, the influence of family bears weightily on any reading of The Bull Calves
through Mitchison's having populated the novel with her own Haldane and Strange
ancestors. Between 'Clemency Ealasaid' and the novel-proper, the reader is presented
with a genealogical tree, detailing the interlinked branches of several prominent
Scottish families, leading through the generations to Mitchison's immediate kin, with
herself and brother Jack at the end point. If the reader were in any doubt as to the
autobiographical subtext of the novel, the author's inclusion of and appearance in this
family tree makes the point explicit.I'' Furthermore, in the extensive notes that follow
67 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 159. The diary does not relate whom Mitchison was having
this conversation with.
68 In relation to this, see discussion of the autobiographical writings of mother and grandmother in
Chapter One.. . . .
69 Calder, The Nine Lives of!"aoml Mitchison, p. 304.
70 This reading of the text IS sUl?portedby D,;mglas Girt:0rd who argues: 'I~ is important to accept the
apparatus ~f t~e b~ok as orgamc.ally p~ of It. The family tree~ at the beginning draw the connections
between Kirstie [SIC] and Naomi; they Illustrate the novel's POlOtthat all the families of Scotland are
interwoven with each other.' 'Forgiving the Past: Naomi Mitchison's The Bull Calves' Scottish Studies
10 (Germany: Peter Lang, 1990), p. 222.
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the novel, Mitchison discusses her use of family history, once again emphasising the
links between Kirsty's child Elizabeth, and her own:
I will say at once that the book is very thoroughly documented and that
almost all the characters are real people. But, in real life; [sic] Kirsty
and Black William, my hero and heroine, are only names in two family
trees. They died young. I have given them the lives they might have
had, the child they might have had."
Eager to emphasise how little time separates her from this past, she also notes that, 'A
few lifetimes will cover the stretch between now and then. I remember well my old
'cousin Annie', grand-daughter of Mr Robert Strange in this book.m It is clear from
her Mass-Observation diary that Mitchison spent much time researching her family
history during the years in which she was writing The Bull Calves.73 The knowledge
she acquired provided the background detail to the novel, and can be seen in the notes
which make up the final third of the text. She describes the process in a diary entry,
dated November 1941:
Later I read in the National Library too, being equally well received by
the librarian there, Meikle, who was immersed in documents, but came
out to get me things, to show me how I could get books for myself.
[... ] Meikle saw me as part of Scottish history, descendant and
representative of the Haldanes and indeed of all the great families
whose blood is mixed with mine - for indeed there is scarcely one of
them that isn't represented, Highland and Lowland. And I felt in tum
the pride and responsibility, immediately, that I had to write the hell of
a good book, that I had to explain something very important, that it
was laid on me.74
71 Mitchison, The Bull Calves, p. 407. This comment is all the more poignant when one considers that the
child Mitchison is able to bestow on her fictional incarnation may be not only Clemency or Geoff (who
had died some years earlier), but the child she will never have with Denny McIntosh, the Carradale
fishennan, with whom she was in love for many years, and who is pictured (as Black William) with her
on Annand's frontispiece drawing.
72 Mitchison, The Bull Calves, p. 419.
73 A central source book for Mitchison's gen~alogical searches was The Haldanes of Gleneagles
(Edinburgh: B1~ckwoods, 1929) by General Sir J. Aylmer L. Haldane. This text includes extensive
interlinked family trees extendmg back to 1100, and a chapter on 'The Heredity of the Gleneagles
Family' by Mitchison's fathe!. J.s.Haldane.
74 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, pp. 169-70. The National Library of Scotland was established in
1925 and Henry Meikle was the first 'Keeper of Manuscripts' for the Department of Manuscripts,
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The bond Mitchison felt, in addition to an interest in the genetic side of inheritance,
was in what she saw as the shared aims for Scotland (crucially on both a personal and
non-party-political level) between herself and those who populated the landscape of
her past and her text. In the novel, William and Kirsty take an interest in new methods
of farming, the management of crop cycles and agricultural planning as she herself
does on the Carradale parklands. Beyond personal gain, both author and characters
understand the benefit to crofts and small-holders that these developments can have,
and through these, the cumulative potential for Scotland itself. Written directly into
her novel is a text on agricultural improvement by the father of Black William,
published anonymously in Edinburgh in 1729 and entitled An Essay on Ways and
Means for Inclosing, Fallowing, Planting by a lover of his country.? Mitchison's
response to this text and its author, and knowledge of the shared purpose between it
and her own life inScotland, is again documented in the war diary:
I settled down with Macintosh of Borlum's Enclosure and Fallowing
written from prison, from some place not half a mile from where I was
sitting, written without malice or anger or anything but generous
acceptance of events, the work of a good Fabian and oh such a damned
nice man and so near one in time. By and bye [sic] I found myself
sitting crying over my books in the Signet Library, because he was so
nice and I could never tell him so, never give him back kindness, only
two hundred years away in time, one could get at what he was and
what he wanted. If only one could tell him one was on his side, one
was trying to do the same kind of thing with the countryside, I at least,
was trying to be the same kind of laird he had in mind. That I too loved
Scotland, and, like himself, knew that Scotland needed changing and
was determined to do it.76
appointed in August 1927. In 1931 he was promoted to Librarian. For more on Meikle and the NLS see
Cadell and Matheson (eds.), For The Encouragement of Learning: Scotland's National Library 1689-
J 989 (Edinburgh: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1989), pp. 139-42.
75 This text is held by the British Library and by Glasgow University Library Special Collections (Mu53-
f.30). Mitchison's personal copy, containing marginalia relating to the writing of The Bull Calves, is
held by the National Library of Scotland.
76 Mitchison, Among You Taking NOles, p. 169. This sentiment is echoed twice in The Bull Calves, first
by the character of Margar~t who comments, "There was no breath nor hint of politics or bitterness.
The old ~an had accepted, m meekness and charity, all that his enemies had done to him, and then had
written his books ou~ of pure love for Scotland and the poor folk of Scotland.' Again her eyes filled
with tears and she wIP.edthem with a comer of her shawl. 'Amn't I a silly besom to be crying over an
old dead Tory, Cathenne?", and again by Mitchison herself in the extensive end notes, who writes, 'I
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This sentiment exemplifies Mitchison's attachment to nation, and the corresponding
aims she identified between the eighteenth century improvers and her own desires for
Scotland's future. Furthermore, encapsulated within the title of the novel and its
dedication (below) is another clear indication of Mitchison's exploration of identity
through ancestral inheritance, and through this her attempt to position herself within
Scotland's history, and so to its present. As suggested in Chapter One, the figure of
the 'bull calves' represented for Mitchison the head-strong, hard-working, principle of
which she was so consciously an inheritor. Alluding to these traits in her unpublished
manuscript Hide and Seek, also a text in which she explores herself and the
construction of identity through genealogical history, she writes, 'We were the bull
calves. And we poked our noses into the future.'," emphasising the courage and
determination with which she too would be associated. Likewise, the dedication of the
novel which reads:
Dedicated to the other Bull Calves. living and dead. and
to the Highlanders they may have loved. But
most of all to those who are only
names in afamily tree.
and, of those.
my one.
memorialises both her daughter, Clemency Ealasaid, and the bull calves who inhabit
her text and who, by fictional means, have become more than 'only names in a family
tree'.
iv: Lobsters on the Agenda
Coming just five years later, Lobsters on the Agenda (1952) was Mitchison's second
self-consciously reflexive Scottish novel. In the text she moves the narrative action
from the past of The Bull Calves to the present day, depicting daily life and work in
Port Sonas, a west-coast fishing village which is clearly both a portrait of her local
first read the book myself, in ~heSignet Library in Edinburgh, and of a sudden I found myself in tears,
thinking of the way It ~as written, only a few hundred yards away in space [... ] but too far off in time
for me ever to speak With the man who had written it and tell him how some of us are yet working his
way. [... J SO Ljust the same as Margaret in my book, was crying over an old, dead Tory, and that at a
time when there was plenty more to cry about.' Mitchison, The Bull Calves, p. 189 and pp. 478-9.
77 Mitchison, Hide and Seek, p. 219.
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Carradale people and symbol of the many Highland communities attempting to
negotiate the rapidly-changing landscape of the mid-twentieth century. Although it
was written close in time to The Bull Calves, when viewed in terms of Mitchison's
overall output, Lobsters on the Agenda marks a clear shift in her perception and
representation of people and place. Taken together, the two novels can be seen to
trace the arc of her developing relationship with Scotland, its community, and her
sense of belonging.
If The Bull Calves was Mitchison's manifesto, her vision of the future seen
through a prism of past experience, Lobsters on the Agenda is a far more prosaic
depiction of the reality she encountered of life in Scotland. Throughout the text she is
openly critical of many aspects of Highland life, focusing her ire particularly on the
constricting and often hypocritical hold of the factional churches. Also lamented in
the novel is the lack of social cohesion she saw as so necessary for the continued
survival of small communities in the modem world, and the money and time wasted
by many local men in heavy drinking when not at sea. These problems are voiced
early in the novel by a fisherman who exclaims:
This is a kind of divided community here and we all know that; and
we're not the only Highland place to be afflicted the same way. We're
divided over the question of a bridge or a ferry, and there's some for
the drink and some against, and there are Established and Wee Frees
and Free Presbyterians, and on top of that, the Episcopalians at
Kinlochbannag. And the Glen will fight with Osnish and both the two
of them with the village, and there's one thing and another and all of us
pulling every which way."
As in The Bull Calves, the novel's action takes place over a short period of
time, in this case seven days in the life of Port Sonas (a framework which later finds
echos in the work of George Mackay Brown who similarly portrayed his Orcadian
town of Stromness in Greenvoe (1972». The central character is Kate Snow, an
English doctor who comes to live in Port Sonas after the death of her husband in the
Blitz. Working as a locum, she is also a District Councillor and keen to help the
community negotiate the maze of post-war governmental bureaucracy in an attempt to
78 Mitchison, Naomi, Lobsters on the Agenda (Colonsay: House of Lochar, 1997), p. 42.
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provide and improve services necessary for the community to thrive in the future.
With fishing the life-blood of the village, she recognises the need for a new harbour
wall, a bridge, and improved roads and houses, as well as a communal meeting place _
a village hall - free from the influence of the churches. To this end, the novel is
divided into chapters which take their names from the many Council, Rural, fishing
and church committee meetings arranged to discuss these shared aspirations and make
them a reality.
As the narrative action moves from one meeting to another, the reader may
initially be left with the impression that there is little of consequence in this portrait of
rural life. Yet, Mitchison skilfully weaves many small plot lines together to produce
an authentic tapestry of personal lived experience. In addition to attending meetings,
the local people discuss the theft of some lobsters (an action which, if proved, would
be indicative of a wider breakdown of trust and community loyalty); further
disruption is caused by the mistreatment of some evacuee children; there is a false
paternity charge, a visit by The Highland Panel and the usual infighting between
branches of the Presbyterian churches.
It is possible, from this synopsis, to trace the aspects of her own life that
Mitchison fictionalised into Lobsters on the Agenda. Primary among these is her
identification with Kate, a woman whose English background, education, inclination
towards local government, as well as her ability with language, are aspects of a
double-edged sword that both allows her to work for the community, and, ironically,
sets her apart, limiting the integration she craves. Introducing the House of Lochar
reprint of the novel, Isobel Murray notes, 'we sense that Kate's opinions are near those
of her author,.79 Set as it is in the post-war period, the novel's principal female
character, Kate, while not a outspoken or political as the author, is viewed as slightly
unorthodox for living alone and exhibiting a fierce independence, as was Mitchison
who spent long periods at Carradale alone through her husband's commitments to the
House of Commons. Furthermore, in keeping with the instinct of their class
background, both women choose to live without their children, who spend term-time
at southern boarding schools."
79 Murray, Isobel, 'Human Relations: An Outline of Some Major Themes in Naomi Mitchison's Adult
Fiction', Scottish Studies 10 (Germany: Peter Lang, 1990), p. 253. Elizabeth Dickson also suggests,
'Kate is closely related to the author herself in Division and Wholeness: The Scottish Novel 1896-1947
(Ph.D thesis, Universit):' of .Stra~cly~e! 1989), p. 292. . . '
80 Calder suggests that Mitchison s decision to send her children to boardmg school was the contradiction
of which she was least aware. Her lifelong employment of servants was, Mitchison felt, repaid in part
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Although they welcome Kate to the community, the locals recognise the class
distinction between them, as again was Mitchison's experience. Mitchison knew that
many were wary of her, and places an expression of this in the thoughts of another
fisherman, Roddy, who articulates his feelings towards 'Mistress Snow':
[... ] you'd not know how the gentry would be thinking. And she was
gentry right enough [... ] She had the education and the manners. And
there were those that said she could be going to the Castle if she played
her cards right.
In the novel, the community attempt to encourage a match between Kate and Sandy,
the local Laird, and, while neither character wishes to marry, this plot line subtly
underlines to the reader Kate's association with the Big House, and through that, the
links between character and author. Furthermore, the fact that Kate's lives in a house
known locally as the 'Bee' House could be seen to provide an additional phonetic
association with 'Big'.
On a more tangible level, the novel documents Mitchison's long and
increasingly testing involvement with both the District Council and the Highland
Panel, a body which, although it may not have proved terribly effective, was
established in the years after the Second World War to consult on issues of Highland
regeneration.81 While the novel's title can be seen to refer to the theft of some lobsters
in Port Sonas mentioned above, it is also clearly a satirical comment on the often
small-minded and frustrating progress of these bodies. Discussing these years in her
Saltire Self-Portrait, Mitchison explains, 'I felt, perhaps wrongly that we (I?) could do
something about Scottish fisheries and agriculture.' Further, she writes:
As soon as the post-war County Council elections turned up, I stood
for Kintyre East and was elected. In those days only the Burgh
through her socialist works in Carradale, but private education remained a class reflex which she didn't
address. Calder in conversation with Helen Lloyd, 17November 2003.
81 The Highland Panel which was set up in 1947 as an advisory body to the Secretary of State, and was
the precursor of the Hi~hl~ds and Islands Development Board, set up in 1964. Through the Highland
Panel, and her interest m Highland regeneration, Mitchison wrote, or was involved in the production of
several political publications. T~ese include: Oil For the Highlands? (Fabian Society, Research Series
315, 1974); 'Rural Reconstruction', The New Scotland: 17 Chapters on Scottish Reconstruction, ed.
Norrie Fraiser (London: London Sists Self-government Committee, 1942); Re-Educating Scotland:
Being a Statement of what is wrong with Scottish Education, eds. Mitchison, Britton and Kilgour
(Glasgow: Scoop Books, .1944). See also Mitchison's journalism in New Statesman and Nation
including, 'On the Council' (31 August 1957); 'Highland Committees' (16 November 1957), and
'Remote Areas' (7 December 1957).
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candidates stood for a political party. Landward candidates were
genuinely non-political; over local issues it was usually possible to get
men or, often, women of good will to get the vote through when it was
for the general good. Of course there was also the game of you vote for
my harbour and I'll vote for your road.82
Reflecting this local-governmental involvement, the novel's central theme (and the
project closest to Kate's heart) is the plan to build a village hall for Port Sonas,
providing the community with a secular meeting place. It is hoped by Kate and others
that this communal space, free from the divisive and limiting authority of the
churches, will be used for meetings and entertainments, thereby strengthening
community bonds. This in turn, it is hoped, will stem the tide of young people who
drift south to the cities, bestowing, in the words of Kate, 'the means of making a new
pattern for the community'.P However, in addition to the problems of funding and
council approval, the hall's future hangs in the balance as the church authorities
pressure their congregations to reject what they see as an ungodly scheme. Opposition
also comes from those who view the planned entertainments as a threat to traditional
Highland ways of life, an objection which is contested by the familiar argument that,
left alone, there would no tradition to protect and that therefore some change must be
embraced.
Mitchison herself fought for a village hall in Carradale by means of just such
an argument, and was eventually successful - the hall opened in 1940 with a play A
Matter Between MacDonalds, written by her, and performed by local fishermen and
crofters. This process (of which the novel is closely reminiscent) is documented in her
war time diary for Mass-Observation. Even after the construction of the Village Hall,
she felt her desire to help constrained by petty local argument. Writing in the diary
after a particularly bad meeting of the Village Hall Management Committee, she
writes: 'I was now half inclined to say why should anyone like me with a world
reputation, have to submit to being bullied by a lot of villagers.t" Another particularly
unproductive (and drunken) meeting in Campbeltown prompts the angry entry, 'I felt
they were a damned ungrateful lot and deserved to be run by a lot of bloody Tories.,R5
82 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison: A Saltire Self-Portrait, p. 7.
83 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 120.
84 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 243.
85 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, p. 233.
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This real-life lack of recognition of her work is again reflected in the novel in relation
to Mitchison's alter-ego Kate when another character speaks of:
Katie who was always doing so much, who was thinking and working
for others and never for herself! Katie who might get tired of the
stupidity and ingratitude of Port Sonas - and who could blame her -
and go away back to the south.,86
Nevertheless, the village hall was one of Mitchison's most durable achievements at
Carradale; 'Spring Queen', a Channel 4 television programme filmed in 1984, profiles
her life and work, with specific reference to both hall and harbour. 87
Awareness of the motivations behind the text should not, however, detract
from its creative significance. To this end, introducing the text, Isobel Murray
emphasises that while 'the experience of many years is fed into Lobsters' it 'is not a
tract or a political mission-statement: it is a very strongly imagined, intricate, many-
charactered novel. ,88That said, the text is also explicitly self-referential in a way that
exceeds the genealogical and pictorial approaches of The Bull Calves; for in Lobsters
on the Agenda, the author actually steps, undisguised, onto the set of her own stage.
The main event of the week on which the novel focuses is a visit by the
Highland Panel to consider the development needs and economic priorities of the
village and surrounding community. As previously noted, Mitchison was an active
member of this panel, travelling around outlying Scottish communities and, it should
therefore not be a surprise to the reader that she is also one of the group who arrive on
the Port Sonas ferry. The community's initial impression of 'Mrs Mitchison', a 'ring-
netter from Carradale'Y is, as in life, one of suspicion - what, they ask, can a woman
know of fishing? Mitchison's part in her own novel is a small but satirical one, which
weaves through the events of the text: fact and fiction collide as her fictional
incarnation addresses the issues which affect life in both Port Sonas and Carradale.
Furthermore, as author, Mitchison light-heartedly parodies herself and the reaction of
others, including Kate, her other textual 'self:
86 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 216.
87 Steel, Tom, Spring Q!le~n (To!ll Steel Productions, 1984).
88 Murray, I., 'Introduction to Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, pp. 1 and 4.
89 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 173.
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"You'll know these Highland Panel folk yourself?" Janet asked, "is it
true there is one of them a woman?"
"Yes, Mrs Mitchison from Carradale; she writes books." [... ] "I think
they're historical novels, but I've never read them myself. I've read
some of her articles in papers and I think she lives in a small kind of a
place something after this style. ,,90
'Mrs Mitchison' is by no means an idealised self-portrait. She is 'a woman with a dark
handkerchief over her head and her hands deep in the pockets of a huge old leather
coat.,91who swears 'like a medical student'" at the ignorance of (church) Ministers.
Furthermore, invited to the Bee House by Kate for tea, the reader learns, 'Mrs
Mitchison fished in her bag for a rather dirty lump of sugar. "I always take an odd
lump from the House of Commons. No, it's only ink on it.",93 'Mrs Mitchison' also
gets involved in a meeting, called to discuss the proposed village hall for Port Sonas:
And here didn't Mrs Mitchison get to her feet, and Kate could see she
was an angry woman, and say " Of course we all agree that the young
people should stay in the Highlands, but they'll not stay unless we do
something to encourage them. I hope you have got a village hall here?"
There was a moment's stillness as the rings spread by the dropped
brick made contact with the minds of the audience.
[... ] Mr Mackintosh rose again, his smile as sticky as black treacle:
"There has been talk of such a thing, but the morals of the young
people must be protected, and we cannot countenance any occasion for
sin."
"Are you opposed to village halls?" said Mrs Mitchison, and the
touch of Edinburgh that had softened her voice earlier had given place
to a cold English accent.'"
The most significant collision of worlds comes, perhaps, at the meeting where Kate
and 'Mrs Mitchison' discuss their attempts to serve the community, Highland
ingratitude, and the representation of this in a novel:
90 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 164.
91 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 167.
92 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 178.
93 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 196.
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"If I was writing a book about the Highlands, I'd try and make people
mixed, the way they are. My own crowd at Carradale were dirty
enough, when they put me out of the County Council in May. But I see
why they did it."
"Why did they, then?"
"Oh, by and large, Iwas a witch, a stranger. Idid things out of pattern.
Iupset people. Iwore the wrong kind of hat. Let's not talk about it."
"Yes," said Kate, "one's got to go slow about changing the pattern.
Even when one's got something new and good to give. Like a Village
Hall. ,,95
By fictionalising her experience in this way, Mitchison also hoped to affect it, forcing
change through recognition: or, to return to the words of Jenni Calder, quoted at the
beginning of this chapter, 'I have suggested that there are moments when [Mitchison]
may have borrowed her actions from her own books.,96
Lobsters on the Agenda is a satirical and engaging critique of the life
Mitchison found in Carradale and of a pattern that she saw replicated throughout
Highland society. It is also tempered with anger as she railed against what she saw as
the ultimately destructive limitations of belief and an insular and sometimes parochial
tradition, as well as the reluctance of the community to accept the (often parental) role
she felt she had to offer.97 The motivations of this role are to be found in her class
background, and the responsibility she understood to come with inhabitance of the
'Tigh Mor', or Big House, a subject which is the focus of the following discussion.
v: The Big House
As already noted, The Bull Calves and, to a lesser extent Lobsters on the Agenda, are
both novels set in or around the Big House, the home of the local laird or landowner.
94 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 177.
95 Mitchison, Lobsters on the Agenda, p. 205. This sentiment is also expressed by Mitchison in a letter to
Douglas Young, dated 29 ~ay 1949: 'I've been down here [Edinburgh] trying to recover from the
election. It was pure hell, WIth the people in whose houses I had been so often and, I thought, in amity,
turning on me. I know exactly how a witch feels, when the once friendly neighbours come along with
faggots.' NLS Ace. 6419, Box 38b.
96 Calder, The Nine Lives a/Naomi Mitchison, p. 303.
97 Discussing this, Elizab~th Dickson argues that 'While Mitchison was a fervent supporter of democracy
and giving peop~e the n~~ to control their own affairs, and while she felt keenly and wished to purge
her ancestral guilt on this Issue, she never came to terms fully With the complexities of dissent, which
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Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, they were both written from the Big
House, and can therefore be seen to be influenced by and to address its significance
within, and the relation of its inhabitants to, the surrounding community. Historically,
and doubtless still in some areas of Scotland, the Big House was understood to have a
duty of care to the people of the locality, offering protection in times of hardship and
demanding respect or fealty in return. In practice, the equity of this understanding
depended on the humanity of the incumbent, and liberties taken on one side, for
example poaching from the estate parks, could be either blithely overlooked, or result
in communal admonition. In The Bull Calves, Kirsty and Black William see a new
model for their (historically) feudal ownership of BorIum, as does Mungo Haldane at
Gleneagles. By providing crofters with long leases, and encouraging innovative
methods of crop rotation and the planting of forests, the Haldanes understand that they
will benefit both estate and commonality, which in turn will be of benefit to Scotland
itself. Lobsters on the Agenda, while not primarily set within the Big House, explores
many associated themes, as Kate (and the Laird), through their education and class,
are understood to have a duty of service towards the local community which is
expressed through the organisation of meetings and the negotiation of bureaucracy.
Mutual expectation of advice and help from the Big House, or at least from the top
end of the social hierarchy, prompts Roddy, a fisherman, to turn to Kate when issued
with a legal summons on a paternity charge of which he is innocent. Unfazed by the
legalisms of the letter, Kate is able to draft a reply which, copied out in Roddy's hand,
marks the end of the matter.
On moving to Carradale House, Mitchison recognised that with the laird's
house she inherited both the laird's responsibility towards the Carradale community
and the guilt of many centuries' abuses perpetrated by her class. While she readily
embraced the noblesse oblige aspect of her position (her upbringing in many ways
preparing her for this role), her socialist principles led her to envision a reincarnation
of the Big House's raison d'etre. This re-working, which would repay its sins,
washing clean the slate of the past, could, she believed, be achieved through openness
and welcome, the house becoming a positive focal-point for the community. As the
village lacked a hall, they could gather in the Big House, use its facilities, and in the
process strengthen bonds of trust and kinship, an image which in both sentiment and
meant that quite often wh.at the people wanted was not what she thought they should have.' Division
and Wholeness: The Scottish Novel, J896- J947 (Ph.D thesis, University of Strathclyde, 1989), p. 281.
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praxis is echoed in her later self-description from Africa as 'a one man citizens' advice
bureau,.98 Mitchison publicly proposed this agenda in 1943, in an article entitled
'What to do with the Big House', written for SMT Magazine. In it, she directly
addresses the historical burden of guilt that surrounds the Big House. and proposes
new approaches which contemporary inhabitants could take in an effort to make
amends; or, in her own words, to 'cleanse the knife'.
[T]he big house has seldom been genuinely neighbourly. It has been in
a different layer of culture, centred, as often as not, on London. And _
it has had that money to spare which its neighbours didn't have. Things
are different now, and the folk in the Big House have come to
understand that, not everywhere, but wherever they have any roots,
native or acquired. Yet, to be neighbourly, they have to overcome the
fear and distrust of two hundred years."
Although slow, her early attempts at neighbourliness, or agape, were successful. Her
war-time diary documents her delight as she is invited to the homes of the local
people; addressed as Naomi (or Nou) by fishermen instead of the more formal title
befitting her position, and taken out under cover of darkness poaching for fish or
game.
IOO
A diary entry from September 1940 captures these mutual feelings of
warmth:
[P[oor Mrs Galbraith got more and more worried as the evening wore
on and Sandy got more and more cheerful and began calling me Naomi
and suggesting that we should sing a duet or that he himself would
play the pipes as he felt it in him to be a great player. She felt that
Sandy was demeaning her at the Big House, but I don't think many of
98 'Women of our Century', (Broadcast on BBC2, 6 July 1984). A sound recording for this television
programme can be found in the British Library, National Sound Archive, T6993/01 TRI. The series
was also turned into a book, published as Women of our Century, ed. Leonie Caldercot (London:
British Broadcasting Corporation, 1984) p. 30.
99 Mitchison, Naomi, 'What to do with the Big House', SMT Magazine Vo131, No 2 (February 1943), p.
33.
100 See Mitchison's diary entry for Friday 11th July 1941, Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, pp. ISS-8.
Mitchison's attempt to recast the position of the big house included acquiescence towards poaching on
the Carradale parklands. Writing to Compton MacKenzie on the resurgence of local political activism,
she explains, 'Here th~r~ is a queer sort ofthing happening, that the wild ones, the poachers, are turning
more and more to politics. They know that if it is sport they are after they can have it as well with me
as against, and when we all come back up to the house it is I myself will cook them the sea trout for
breakfast while they are dividing the rest, or whatever it may be; - so the thing that is thwarted or in
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them felt class-conscious; they were out for a good time and they got
it. Baillie Ramsay put a great paw on my shoulder and said My dear
lassie, there was never anything like this before in Carradale House;
they all love you:01
However, as time progresses, the hierarchical nature of the relationship between Big
House and community reveals itself to be more insidious, and, as the following diary
extract shows, Mitchison increasingly recognised that her attempts to integrate in the
life of Carradale were up against older instincts:
Meanwhile I had started a Labour Party branch at Carradale. Word, so
to speak, had come from the Big House, so there were twenty or thirty
anxious to join. I would suppose that about four may have had genuine
Labour sympathies; the rest were following an old custom that could
be counted on to second a motion.102
For all Mitchison's desire to harmonise the lives of the Big House and surrounding
community, her class, wealth and education created contradiction in her thoughts and
feelings that would ultimately prove insurmountable, and would contribute, at least in
part, to her decision in the mid 1960s to turn from Scotland towards Africa.
Additionally, as represented in Lobsters on the Agenda, the Carradale people were not
as ready as she had hoped to accept her as one of them; the mistrust of class division
proving unexpectedly resilient. Her awareness of this tension (and an example of the
contradiction that informed so much of her life and work) is also seen at play in 'What
to do with the Big House':
The main thing is the personal attitude. If I consider myself superior,
then at once I cut myself off. Even if I consider myself different.
Honestly, I know I am more intelligent than most of my neighbours,
but what is that intelligence for if not to be at their service, to be used
another sense expressed and liberated, must turn to the politics.' '26th" Mitchison Papers, Harry Ransom
Humanities Research Centre, University of Texas.
101 Mitchison, Among You Taking Notes, pp. 91-2. These sentiments are also reflected in the following
diary entry, dated 17 October 1939: 'I kept on wondering whether I was double-crossing myself,
whether this meal at which I was so happy, was really in some ways bogus, whether I was just taking
refuge among these peopl~ out of a romantic or sentimental feeling and possibly out of pique at being
criticised by the Lon~on highbrows or of being the intellectual inferior of various people. Yet I couldn't
make <;>ut at what P?mt the sacrament was not genuine; I couldn't see myself not loving these people or
not being at ease with them.'
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by those whose native intelligence has been crushed and stunted by
d . ?103poverty an anxiety.
Despite these contradictions and setbacks, Mitchison retained her belief in the
possibilities of a new, enlightened role for the Big House, which she expressed both
through her life and her writing. In 1950, between the two other texts at which this
chapter looks, she published a novel, simply called The Big House, which was aimed
at younger readers, and explored the hierarchical structure of Scottish communities,
and the Big House as symbol of both tyranny and protection throughout the ages. The
novel centres on two characters, Su, daughter of the Big House (named after
Mitchison's first grand-childj'Y' and her friend Winkie, son of a local fisherman. Out
guising at Hallowe'en, Su is set upon by some children from the local school, and.
battered and bruised, is found by Winkie. Both understand the historical significance
of the children's decision to pick on Su:
[S]he was from the Big House, and in times past the Big House ones
had been hard and cruel to the fathers and grandfathers of the ones at
the school, and kept them in fear and, maybe, put them out of their
houses, but now the thing had turned round and they had revenged
themselves. And it was all as senseless as could be, but there is the way
tho 105mgs are.
Being Hallowe'en, a time of liminal activity, the children encounter a piper, Donul
Beg. Dressed in the Highland garb of one hundred and forty years previously, he
recounts his escape from imprisonment inside the fairy hill, and imposes on Su, as
daughter of the Big House, the responsibility for his protection from 'Those Ones'
who would have him back. Aided by the Big House brownie, a benevolent but
mischievous character, the children are required to travel back in time, first to recover
Su's shadow, stolen at an encounter with the Fairy King, and then Donul Beg's soul,
again stolen by the fairy people, and replaced with that of a changeling.
The inclusion of the fairy hill is significant in The Big House as it is a
recurring motif in Mitchison's work, explored in Chapter Three of this thesis in
102 Mitchison, Naomi Mitchison: A Saltire Self-Portrait, p. 4.
103 Mitchison, Naomi, 'What to do with the Big House', SMT Magazine Vo131, No 2 (February 1943), p.
33.
104 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 214.
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relation to her 1966 text, Return to the Fairy Hill. Also of particular interest is the
novel's use of time, for, while in The Bull Calves Mitchison demands that the reader
retain a simultaneous awareness of past and present, in The Big House the characters
themselves are moved through different time periods, highlighting correspondences
and contradictions within them, and back to the 1940s in which they live. These
travels allow Su and Winkie to see alterations in the seemingly static social rank of
the Big House. As Su's diminishes, Winkie's ancestral family slowly rise to a position
second only to the Lord of the Isles himself; his castle standing on land which will
one day carry the 'Tigh M6r':
"Winkie-" She hesitated, then came out with it. "You have come
up in the world, haven't you? I mean, it sounds as if your folk were
some of the head ones."
"That will have been so, I am thinking. But, after all, it would be a
queer world if the same ones were aye up or aye down. It isna that way
that things go, and if it were there would be nothing to keep us from
the terrible great sin of pride. It could be, Su, that in such times my
folks were big and your folks were wee. Or that they were the
same.,,106
Mitchison's intentions here are clear. By suggesting a dynamic principle to the
ownership and responsibility of the Big House, she could, in her fiction at least, ease
the breach that separated her from the people she would be among. The influence this
could have on lived experience, however, was limited by the economic realities of her
position, and she recognised, that her ability to be of service to the ordinary people of
Carradale depended on the wealth, education and access to power that simultaneously
set her apart from them.
Further to these themes, The Bull Calves, Lobsters on the Agenda and The Big
House can all be seen as examples of a literary sub-genre, the Big House novel,
prevalent in both the Irish and Scottish traditions. While this form in Irish Literature
has been extensively documented.l'" the Big House novel is still to be properly
lOS Mitchison, Naomi, The Big House (London: Faber, 1950; Edinburgh: Canongate, 1987), p. 10.
106 Mitchison, The Big House, pp. 123-4.
107 See Kreilkamp, V., The Anglo-!rish Novel and the Big House (Syracuse: SUP, 1998); Genet, J. (ed.)
The Big House In Ireland: Reality and Representation (London: Barnes & Nobel, 1991); Rauchbauer,
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examined in a Scottish context: a comprehensive survey of the Scottish Big House
tradition is clearly not possible within the focus of this chapter, but the aim here is to
nod in its direction, and to highlight the dearth of critical material in what would
likely prove a rewarding area of investigation.
In Ireland, the Big House novel, which came to critical attention in the 1970s,
is largely agreed to have originated with Maria Edgeworth's ironic, self-aware Castle
Rackrent (1800) and continues in the modem period with the work of Molly Keane,
William Trevor, and Jennifer Johnstone, among others. Centring on the decaying
house, isolated by geography, religion and culture from the surrounding Catholic
community, the Big House novel depicts the death-throes of the Protestant Anglo-
Irish Ascendancy. This once wealthy class are unable to comprehend the outdated and
colonial nature of their presence in Ireland and their approaching extinction. It is of
interest to note that production of the Big House novel only began in the final days of
the Ascendancy, and, what is more, was largely written from within the decaying
walls of the demesne itself, giving the form a bitter, ironic self-awareness.
Although it lacks the religious aspect which is an important feature of its Irish
incarnation, the Scottish Big House novel nevertheless tackles many similar issues of
class responsibility, community ties, historical guilt, and a growing realisation of the
inability of the Big House to survive unchanged in the modem world. Furthermore, it
could be argued that the Protestant/Catholic dynamic in Irish Literature is replaced in
the Scottish novel by a tension between the Scottish tenantry and its English Laird,
(replicating the colonialism of the Irish position), or the historical opposition of
Highland and Lowland.
Most notable of the contemporary Big House novelists is Allan Massie, whose
exploration of loyalty and Scottish history find correspondences throughout
Mitchison's fiction, set in Scotland and elsewhere. Additionally, the work of Emma
Tennant (of the Tennant brewing dynasty), Christian Millar, Elspeth Barker and
Ronald Frame also centres on the life of the Big House and associated questions of
class and belonging.
In exploring literary attitudes to the Big House in Scotland and Ireland, it is
productive to consider Mitchison in relation to the Irish writer Elizabeth Bowen.
Bowen, a daughter of the Anglo-Irish Ascendancy, spent her life at the family estate
O. (ed.) Ancestral Voices: The Big House in Anglo-Irish Literature (Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag,
1992).
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of Bowen Court in County Cork and is best known for her Big House novel The Last
September (1929) and her memoirs Bowen's Court (1942). In addition to sharing
similar class background and dates (Mitchison, 1897-1997; Bowen, 1899-1973) both
writers were concerned with justifying the continued existence of the Big House in
which they spent much of their lives, and understood the requisite transformation of
established social structure. Indeed, Mitchison's links to the Anglo-Irish Ascendancy
may be closer than initially apparent through blood-ties, on her mother's side, to the
Keating(e)s, a military land-owning family, at the height of their powers in
nineteenth-century Ireland.l'"
Furthermore, like Mitchison, Bowen also explored the position of the Big
House outside of her fiction. In an article entitled 'The Big House' (published in The
Bell magazine in 1942, just months before Mitchison's article 'What to do with the Big
House') Bowen proposes a means of approaching the future:
The Big House has much to learn - and it must learn if it is to survive
at all. But it also has much to give. The young people who are taking
on these big houses, who accept the burden and continue the struggle
are not content, now, to live for themselves only; they will not be
content, either, to live 'just for the house' [... ] From inside many big
houses (and these will be the survivors) barriers are being impatiently
attacked. But it must be seen that a barrier has two sides.lo9
For all this enlightened self-awareness however, both women can be seen to retain
and exhibit in their work, a certain class myopia: Bowen, for example, in the same
article, discusses the economic hardship of the owners of Big Houses before going on,
in the following sentence to write:
To the keeping afloat of the household not only the family but the
servants [my italics] contribute ingenuity and goodwill. As on a ship
out at sea, there is a sense of community.l'"
108 For details of this see 'Chapter IV: Irish Background' in the autobiography of Mitchison's mother,
Haldane, Louisa Kathleen, Friends and Kindred: Memoirs of Louisa Kathleen Haldane (London: Faber
& Faber, 1961), pp. 49-57.
109 Reproduced in, Bowen, Elizabeth, 'The Big House' (1942), Collected Impressions (London:
Longma~s, 1950), p. 20~. I'm not suggesting that Mitchison read this article (I can't prove that) or that
she was influenced by It, only that both women were thinking about very similar issues at the same
time.
110 Bowen, Collected Impressions, p. 198.
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a statement which is as similarly unthinking as Mitchison's romanticisation of 'the
good old days when everyone was poor together'. III Otto Rauchbauer, writing in
Ancestral Voices: The Big House in Anglo-Irish Literature (1992), considers the
position of Bowen to her family estate, highlighting once more the inconsistent thread
which appears throughout her work. His comment can be equally well applied to the
inconsistencies in Mitchison's own attitudes to Carradale House, and through that, to
her position at the head of the community. Bowen's work, he writes:
displays a multiplicity of stances, often contradictory and difficult to
reconcile on a rational level [... ] Elizabeth Bowen faced up to the fact
that the foundations of Bowen Court were based on "an inherent
wrong" [... ] yet there are other passages which show her passionate
attachment to the house and to the family myth.112
A similar tendency for contradiction is also noted by Douglas Gifford when he argues,
in relation to The Bull Calves, that:
at times a feeling comes over that not only is Scotland run by a few
families, but it's right that it should be so; and sometimes I feel the
statements that speak of the need to remedy the plight of the common
folk come from a mixture of guilt and patronage and condescension
which isn't whole in the way the book argues it should be.113
While both writers are essentially coming from the same direction, and despite
these qualifications, Mitchison is ultimately more progressive than Bowen (and the
genre norm) in her approach to, and fictional application of, the Big House. The
genre's role as a chronicle of the end of a social class and, often, through that, of a
family line is particularly of interest when considered in relation to the genealogical
apparatus of The Bull Calves. For while she explores the position of an outdated class
from within the estate walls and considers new models as a means of reparation,
Mitchison, in contrast to the genre's Ur-plot, seems to be using her fiction to shore up
her familial background rather than produce an elegy to its passing. Furthermore,
111 Mitchison, 'What to do with the Big House', p. 34.
112 Rauchbauer, Ancestral Voices, p. 9.
113 Gifford, 'Forgiving the Past: Naomi Mitchison's The Bull Calves', Scottish Studies 10 (Germany: Peter
Lang,1990),p.235.
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while the viewpoint of the classic Big House novel is retrospective, concentrating on
the processes of memory, Mitchison can be seen to re-work the genre by demanding
that the reader of The Bull Calves look simultaneously back and forward.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this study has been to establish both the extent and value of
Mitchison's autobiographical writings which, despite the fact that they trace the
development of an individual and a writer, have thus far been overlooked in the
overgrown, less accessible areas of a long and complex literary career. The study has
also sought to examine the shifting position of the autobiographical genre to literary
studies, and has attempted to highlight the creative selectivity and propensity to
fictionalise which are inescapable aspects of any written portrayal of life. A thesis
such as this, which attempts to survey a body of writings does not, by its nature, come
to any definitive conclusion, and its original premise - of Mitchison's ineluctable need
to write her own life through a wide range of previously under-examined or
unidentified texts and manuscripts - is demonstrated through the cumulative evidence
of the preceding chapters.
Mitchison's predisposition to document and dramatise her own life begins
early, with letters, such as those discussed in Chapter Four of this study and the
manuscript example in Appendix C. Additionally, she wrote many childhood diaries,
some of which, many decades later, were used as evidence for her three-volume
memoir. As a young woman, the increasing possibility for travel and a growing
political consciousness provided further opportunities for literary self-exploration, as
in the unpublished Russian Diary of Chapter Two, and the writings which became the
early chapters of Mucking Around: Five Continents over Fifty Years, published when
she was in her 80s, and discussed in Chapter Three. Mitchison's natural inclination to
write was strengthened by a sense that her opinions and beliefs mattered, an inherited
surety reinforced by 'the hell of an intellectual heredity" she explores in the
manuscript to Hide and Seek and seen in the autobiographical writings of
grandmother and, later, mother, all in Chapter One.
With the exception, however, of a vast correspondence which spans the
century and runs to many hundreds of letters, the majority of Mitchison's personal
writings date from her later years; from the war diary for Mass-Observation and The
Bull Calves written in the 1940s and discussed in Chapters Two and Five, to her
formal memoirs and travel writing undertaken when she was in her sixties and
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seventies. She is not, however, an island, and a recurring trait throughout this work is
her tendency to view herself in relation to others, whether they be her African tribe of
Return to the Fairy Hill; the Austrian Socialists she portrays as her comrades in
Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary; the people of Carradale in Lobsters on the Agenda,
The Big House and in what became Among You Taking Notes, or her ancestral
community, portrayed in Hide and Seek and her first volume of memoir, Small Talk.
Her best-known text, The Bull Calves is of interest for its fusion of herself,
contemporary Carradale, and of those 'who are only names in a family tree,2.
Researching a writer's personal papers is an inexact art, governed by the
manuscripts that survive the years, by authorial and estate decisions as to which
typescripts should be deposited in the public domain, and by the letters which, despite
their apparently ephemeral nature, correspondents have retained and passed on. It is
also interesting to speculate on what is lost: of all the many fascinating
correspondences which have not come down to us, one with unquestionable interest to
twentieth century literature must have been that between Mitchison and Aldous
Huxley, a childhood friend and literary contemporary, which, it must be assumed due
to their almost total absence, went up with many other papers in the 1961 fire which
destroyed Huxley's Los Angeles home.
Taking such chances of fate into account, as well as less dramatic personal
actions such as the clearing of a drawer of old letters, what is striking about
Mitchison's work is the sheer volume of paper and words which do survive. Here is a
woman whose deepest instincts were to write and write. The holdings of the National
Library of Scotland alone is more than the researchers of many authors could hope
for, and yet, as is demonstrated by Appendix A, her writings and letters continue to
come to light in libraries across the world. A great deal of what survives is, of course,
not of an autobiographical nature and much of the fiction, poetry and journalism for
which she is best known is not suited to the parameters of this thesis - but it is hoped
that this study will additionally stand as a signpost to the many rich research
possibilities.
1 Mitchison, N., Among You Taking Notes: The Wartime Diary of Naomi Mitchison 1939-1945, ed.
Dorothy Sheridan (London: Phoenix Press, 2000), p. 179.
2 Mitchison, dedication to The Bull Calves (London: Virago, 1997).
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The conscious construction of a life should, I believe, never be underestimated
in the personal writings of Mitchison. She was first and foremost a writer of fiction,
and while her letters, diaries and memoirs may be honest, heart-felt portrayals of what
she was documenting, the novelist and poet does not so simply switch off the
narrative, dramatic instinct. Writing of Mitchison's Mass-Observation diary, Jenni
Calder notes that it 'gave her a splendid opportunity to write the script of her life,3, a
critical position which may be usefully applied to many of the writings explored in
this thesis.
In the wake of the 1973 publication of her first volume of memoirs, Small
Talk, Mitchison's cousins Archie, Graeme and Elsie Haldane each write to her to
praise and to take issue with aspects of the shared history as they remember. Archie,
most critical of the three, writes:
When I heard (from Murdoch) that your book was out, I felt that much
of it would interest and please me, while some of it would anger me. In
the event, my feelings have been much like this. [... ] Through it all I
can almost hear you speaking the lines of print [... ] forceful and
characteristic writing and especially suitable for this kind of book.
In a critique which summarises the many perspectives of memory, and highlights the
subjective presentation of the past characteristic of all autobiographical writings, he
continues:
Now unless this is to be regarded largely as a work of imagination, and
clearly anything autobiographical can hardly be - there are quite a few
matters of fact which are just not right [... ] Just a few of these could
have been avoided with the use of a map of these parts and a little
more research [... ] Uncle Richard was not Richard Burdon Sanderson
Haldane - only RBH [... ] The Ochils are so spelt, not 'Ochills' [and]
the Black Swelch should be Swealth. [... ] Bog Myrtle never grew here
to our knowledge [and] it was quite impossible for you as a child to
talk with the Chinnery-Haldanes at Gleneagles. They did not move
there til about 1928. I'm glad you handled the 'servant' question with a
3 Calder, The Nine Lives of Naomi Mitchison, p. 151.
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fairly light touch. I was rather apprehensive of this [... ] My mother
always came to the New Year prayers. This really must be put straight
- at least with you."
The question of whether or not Mitchison's Aunt Bay did or did not attend family
prayers is, revealingly, also raised by Graeme who notes:
Mother was at all of [the formal New Year prayers], without I think
any exception, during her whole married life. The Cloan 'book' records
this as well as my own recollections.l
While this does not in any way undermine the literary achievement of Mitchison's
autobiographical writings, it does foreground the unreliable remembrance of time
past, in addition to highlighting the essentially artistic and selective processes inherent
in any writing. Rather than destabilising or raising questions over the (still tentative)
canonical legitimacy of autobiography as a genre, my hope is that this thesis
emphasizes the ways in which this makes it all the more interesting a literature with
which to engage.
Towards the end of her life, Mitchison continued to write, often using poetry
as a vehicle with which to explore her life and personal feelings. The increasing
loneliness of extreme age, and, ultimately, the limitation of letters, paintings and
personal belongings to recapture those who are gone is evident in a poem, now held
by the National Library of Scotland, and with which this thesis closes.
Is There Anything Left?
Between a nothing and nothing
In a bag full oftwiddly bits,
Almost full, almost almost.
The reaching back to Then, fixing it,
But forward? No, can't do.
Deep then, cram full of pictures, ancestors,
These we are sure of possession, have their letters,
Pictures, works, works, the sizzling sea of remembrance.
4 Archie Haldane to NM, '28th June', NLS TD2980 2/12.
S Graeme Haldane to NM, 'June 9th 1973', NLS TD2980 2/12.
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But not in me, not there, not real. Far loosing,
My brother, my dead son, my dead baby daughter.
All part of nothing, the nothing behind me:
My baby who might have lived, yet more nothing,
Where is there room in me for all this nothing?
As I look all slither away, not one photograph,
Not one recording.
Not one dropped handkerchief, not one warm bed,
Nothing behind everything.
Must I jump into you, nothing?
Yes. Yes.6
6 NLS TD2980 2/9. An additional version of this poem reads:
So this is me, living in a nest of dull pain, inevitable,
Clinging to book people, pictures, ancestors,
More pictures, letters, published works. But only inside
My dead brother my dead son, my dead baby daughter,
All part of nothing, though they should have lived.
When my man died, in London, bits of me
Certainly went with him, but what remained with me
Was still full of things ready to write, to do, yes, to be itself,
Now those things too have gone, almost, almost,
Can I see anything left?
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Appendix A
Archive Material
In addition to the main sources of archive material relating to Mitchison, noted in the
introduction to this thesis, there are a number of smaller collections. listed below.
Further details of some of these holdings and other related material can be found on
pages 649-51 of the Location Register of Twentieth-Century English Literary
Manuscripts and Letters, Volume II, published by The British Library (1988). and
through a range of on-line archive databases available via the British Library website.
1) Argyll and Bute Council Archives
Council Minutes
Papers and correspondence relating to the construction of the Carradale Harbour
Regular contributions by Mitchison to the Argyll Advertiser and the Campbelltown
Courier
2) BBC Written Archives Centre, Reading
Reference: Radio Contributors. Talks, file 1
Correspondence between Mitchison and members of staff of the BBC (1942-1962)
Reference: Radio Contributors. Scriptwriters, file 1& Copyright, fiIe 1
Correspondence between Mitchison and members of staff of the BBC (1934-1962)
3) University of Birmingham
Special Collections
Masterman Papers
Reference: CFGMl28/217 11, CFGMl24/6/42/1.
Two letters from Mitchison, n.d
4) British Library, London
National Sound Archive
While it primarily holds copies of Mitchison's published texts, the British Library also
holds a number of interesting recordings in its National Sound Archive. In some of
these Mitchison talks directly of her own work and life, while in others she appears as
a speaker in programmes focusing on other topics. ( 12 items)
Department of Manuscripts
Reference: Add. Ms. 58421
Letter from Mitchison to Frances Comford (1954)
Reference: Add. Ms. 59501, f. 59
Postcard from Mitchison to Vernon Bartlett (1931 )
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5) British Library of Political and Economic Science, London
Reference: Lansbury 11.235; 14.261
Two letters from Naomi Mitchison to George Lansbury
Reference: Malinowski Collection
Three letters from Mitchison to Bronislaw Malinowski
6) University of Cambridge, University Library
Department of Manuscripts and University Archives
Reference: Add. 8768/10
Letter from Mitchison to Mrs Eton, undated
Reference: Add. 9251
Two letters to from Mitchison to Frank Kendon, 1942
Reference: Add. 8367/309
Letter from Mitchison to Stella Benson
Reference: Dep. Bridges 8, fo1.47
Letter from Mitchison to Robert Bridges (1926)
Papers of the Royal Society of Literature
Reference: Royal Society of Literature papers
Three letters from Mitchison
7) University of Cambridge, Kings College Archive
Reference: WJHS171
Handwritten postcard from Mitchison to William J.H. Sprott (1935)
Reference: EMF/18/381
Fourteen postcards and letters from E.M. Forster to Mitchison (copies)
8) University of Cambridge, Trinity College Library
Reference: Julian Trevelyan papers, 23/63; 42/13
Letters from Mitchison to Julian Trevelyan
Reference: Julian Trevelyan papers, 1/53
Letter from Mitchison to Elisabeth Wiskemann
9) University of Columbia, New York State
Rare Book and Manuscript Library
Reference: NYCR89-A260
Correspondence between Mitchison and Havelock Ellis
Reference: Vanguard Press Records, Editorial Files Box 104
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Misc. items of Mitchison relating to publishing
10) Cornell University Library, New York State
Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections
Wyndham Lewis collection, 1877-1975
Correspondence between Mitchison and Wyndham Lewis
11) Dartington Hall Trust Archive, South Devon
Reference: LKE general 23
Four letters from Mitchison to Leonard Elmhirst
12) Edinburgh University Library
Special Collections
Reference: Special Collections
Six letters and a postcard from Naomi Mitchison to Hugh MacDiarmid
Reference: Gen.1875, no. 95
Postcard from Naomi Mitchison to the Leicester Secular Society
13) University of Exeter
Reference: Ms 113
Letter from Mitchison to A.L. Rowse
14) University of Glasgow Library
Special Collections
Reference: MS Gen 5491749-763
Correspondence between Mitchison and J.F. Hendry (fifteen items)
Reference: Scottish Theatre Archive
Thirteen items of correspondence and manuscripts
15) Hertfordshire County Record Office
Reference: DIERv Fl61/20
'Arrow-struck': poem by Mitchison
16) University of Hull, Brynmor Jones Library
Reference: DCLl30/5
Letter from Mitchison in the files of the National Council for Civil Liberties (1952)
Reference: Winifred Holtby Collection, 2.42-2.44
Letters in the correspondence files of Winifred Holtby
17) Huntington Library Manuscripts Department, San Marino, CA
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Reference: Aldous Huxley Oral History Papers 1985-1990
Mitchison listed within 'Other Authors'
18) Imperial War Museum, London
In 1989, Mitchison deposited a small collection of personal and family
correspondence, mostly written to her and relating to the First and Second World
Wars, to the Imperial War Museum in London. A detailed catalogue of these letters
and their contents is available from the Department of Documents.
Mitchison Papers
Letter from Mitchison to John B. Torrance, Secretary of the Dundee Labour Party,
1944
19) National Library of Ireland
Reference: Ms. 8184
Letter from Mitchison to Joseph O'Neill
20) Leeds University Library
Special Collections
Reference: BC MS 20c (45 items)
Correspondence from Mitchison relating to the Authors' World Peace Appeal
Reference: BC MS 19cMoult
Correspondence between Mitchison and Thomas Moult
Reference: SC MS 666
Correspondence between Mitchison and Professor C.L. Oakley
Reference: London Magazine Archive
Letter from Mitchison (1970s)
Reference: Liddle Collection
Nine letters from Mitchison to Peter Liddle about the deposit of her papers (1970s)
Also twenty-three items in the Letters Database
21) University of Liverpool Library
Special Collections and Archives
Reference: The Olaf Stapledon Collection, c. 1890-1973
Correspondence between Mitchison and Olaf Stapledon
22) Manchester University, John Rylands University Library
Archive of the Communist Party of Great Britain
Reference: CO/INDIDUTT/29/03
Letter from Winifred Horrabin to Mitchison (1932)
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Reference: CP/IINDIMONT/4/12 (1934)
Witness reports of Fascist rally at Olympia. Correspondents include Mitchison.
Reference: CP/ORGIMISC/3/9
Correspondence, minutes and papers re Authors' World Peace Appeal of Mitchison
Reference: CP/ORGIMISC/8/1
'Women Against War' correspondents, including Mitchison (1963-4)
National Museum of Labour History
Reference: LP/JSMlMISC/158
Letter of Mitchison
Manchester Guardian Archives
Twelve items of correspondence between the Manchester Guardian and Mitchison
1949-1954, mainly dealing with copy or proposed copy supplied by Mitchison to the
paper.
Samuel Alexander Papers
Reference: ALEXlAllIlI191
Forty-four letters from Mitchison to Alexander, 1932-1936 and n.d
Reference: ALEXlB/4/28
Bundle ofletters and reminiscences from Mitchison recalling her relationship with
Alexander (10 Oct 1938 -12 Nov ?1938)
23) University of Melbourne Library, Australia
Archives Department
Reference: Ace. 78 I 71
Notebooks on articles and stories written on Mitchison on 1978 Australian tour;
transcripts of some articles; copies of the published articles; biographical material
24) The Mitchell Library, Glasgow
Archives Department
Reference: Manuscripts Catalogue
Handwritten letter (1924) and three typescript letters (1940, ? 1977 and 1982) from
Mitchison
Poem 'Highland Farm' (n.d.)
Naomi Mitchison's Vienna Diary (Loosely inserted is questionnaire for The Directory
of British and American Writers, 1970)
Article, 'The Gun Culture'
Short stories, 'Baillies', 'Interview', 'The Pond' and 'Take Over'
Letter from Mitchison to Mr McKinnon, inserted in The Alban Goes Out (Edwin
Morgan Collection).
Reference: 898053
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Letter from Mitchison to Catherine Carswell (1938)
25) Northamptonshire Record Office
Reference: ZB/365/2 & 6
Letters from Mitchison in the records of the Northampton Arts Association (Literature
Group) 1950-1961
26) University of Oxford: Bodleian Library
Papers of George Ivan Smith
Reference: MS. Eng. c. 6499
Correspondence between Mitchison and George Ivan Smith
Haldane Papers
Reference: Haldane Papers
Letter from Mitchison to Louisa Kathleen Haldane (1961)
Special Collections and Western Manuscripts
Reference: MS Eng mise d 538
MS of Other People's World
Reference: Mss.Myres 27, fols.74-108 & 131, fol.l
Correspondence between Mitchison and 1. L.Myres (1937-1942). With typescript of
'The talking oats' by Mitchison
Reference: Mss. Eng. lett. c. 458, fols. 44 & 72
Letters from Mitchison to Frank Hardie (1934)
Reference: Ms.Pollard 120, fols. 219-227
Correspondence between Mitchison and Birrell & Garnett Ltd (1928-1933)
Reference: MSS. Gilbert Murray
Correspondence between Mitchison and Gilbert Murray (1926-1934)
Reference: MSS. Sidgwick & Jackson
Correspondence between Mitchison and Messrs Sidgwick & Jackson (1921-1923)
Reference: MS. Eng. lett. d. 279, fo1.210
Letter from Mitchison to Evelyn Sharp
27) University of Oxford: History of Neuroscience Library
Papers and correspondence of Claude Gordon Douglas
Reference: NCUACS 1.87/C.8 - C12
Correspondence between Mitchison and C. G. Douglas
28) University of Oxford: Christ Church Library
Reference: Driberg Collection M18
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Letters and Christmas Cards from Mitchison to Tom Driberg
29) University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
VanPelt Library
Special Collections
Reference: PAUR92-A2243
Correspondence with Theodore Dreiser, 1935
30) Perth and Kinross Council Archive
Reference: MS36, bundle 1
Two letters from Mitchison to Helen B. Cruickshank
31) University of Reading Library
Archives and Manuscripts
Reference: MS I089
Letter from Mitchison to Macmillan & Co. Ltd
Reference: Jonathan Cape A files
Correspondence of Naomi Mitchison (c 90 items)
Papers of Herberth Herlitschka
Reference: MS 1409
Letter from Mitchison to Herberth Herlitschka
Papers of The Bodley Head
Reference: MS2606/l/1006, 1031 & 1055
Four letters from Mitchison in the Bodley Head "Adult Editorial" files
Reference: Bodley Head Children's Editorial files
Twelve letters from Mitchison (1976)
Reference: Bodley Head Adult Publicity files: Books 227
Letter from Mitchison (1973)
Reference: MS2606
Four letters from Mitchison in the early correspondence files of the Bodley Head Ltd
Papers of the Hogarth Press
Reference: MS2750176 & 283
Twelve letters from Mitchison
32) Rice University, Houston, Texas
Woodson Research Centre
Papers of Julian SHuxley
Reference: NRA 27261 Huxley
Correspondence with Sir Julian Huxley 1917-64 (62 items)
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33) School of Oriental and African Studies, London
Archives, Manuscripts and Rare Books Division
Reference: MS 380702
Proctor, J.H., 'Naomi Mitchison, Chief Linchwe II, and Modernisation in Botswana'
Unpublished manuscript, 37pp
Reference: PP.MS.9.LBl1.2
Letter from Mitchison to Leonard Barnes
Reference: MS.English 361017
Papers of Mitchison concerning Botswana: correspondence, minutes and reports
34) State University of New York Library, Buffalo
Poetry Collection
Reference: RLIN Database
Eight letters and one postcard from Mitchison
Eight other literary notebooks and typescripts
35) University of Stirling Library
Special Collections
Reference: MS 6
First ts draft of short story, Call Me, and correspondence between Mitchison and P.G.
Peacock
36) University of Sussex Library
Special Collections
Monks House Papers
Reference: Letters III Correspondence of Virginia Woolf
Two letters from Mitchison to Virginia Woolf, 1938
Reference: SxMs13.III
Four letters from Mitchison to Leonard Woolf
Charles Madge Archive
Reference: Correspondence 1932-35
Correspondents include Mitchison
New Statesman Archive
Reference: Review Correspondence c. 1956 - 1988 (Boxes 24 - 39)
Mitchison, Naomi (5) 30.12.82 - 23.1.86 +NS (4) 5.1.83 - 8.10.84
Common Wealth Party Archive I
Reference: Personal Papers of Sir Richard Acland Bt., M.P. 1938-45
Letter from Mitchison to Sir Richard Acland, 15.03.43
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Reference: SxMsll/14/2
Three letters from Mitchison to Kingsley Martin
37) Teesside Archives, Middlesbrough
Pennyman Family of Ormesby Hall
Reference: U.PEN (2)/23
Envelope containing mainly printed verses (on Christmas cards) by Mitchison.
38) University College, London
Arnold Bennett Papers
Two letters (one handwritten) from Mitchison to Arnold Bennett (n.d., c1928)
Orwell Collection
Reference: Orwell Collection
Letter from Mitchison to George Orwell (1938)
Alex Comfort Papers
Reference: Alex Comfort Papers, 2/5
Letter from Mitchison to Alex Comfort
39) National Library of Wales
Reference: Lord Elwyn-Jones papers, D2
Letters from Naomi Mitchison to Lord Elwyn-Jones
40) University of Warwick, Modern Records Centre
Richard Crossman Collection
Reference: MSS. 154
Six handwritten letters from Mitchison
Papers of Victor Gollancz
Reference: MSS. 157A14/I-I28
Correspondence between Mitchison and Victor Gollancz
Reference: Ms. 157Al4/68
Letter from Mitchison to Lady Gollancz
41) The Wellcome Trust, London
Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine
Western Archives and Manuscripts
Reference: PPIPRE/J.1I24
Interview with Mitchison, and associated materials
Reference: IPPIPRE/J.1I22117
Tape Cassette of interview, 11 January 1982
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Reference: SAlFP AlA 13/5M[I]
Correspondence
Reference: SAlFP AlSR 12
Annotated typescript of article relating to Eugenics Society
Reference: PP/CJS/A.1I12
Correspondence with Charles Singer and Dorothea Singer
42) Univenity of York
Borthwick Institute of Historical Research
Reference: MIT
Botswana papers, diaries and writings, 1955-1972
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AppendixB
Mitchison's Other African Non-fiction
In addition to the three volumes of travel writing discussed in Chapter Three, and the
nine volumes of African fiction which fail outwith the scope of this thesis, IMitchison
wrote two further works of non-fiction which focused on Africa; The Africans: From
the Earliest Times to the Present (London: Anthony Blond, 1970; Panther, 1971) and
A Life for Africa: The Story of Bram Fischer (London: Merlin Press, 1973). While
neither of these is directly autobiographical, or can be described as 'travel writing',
both provide useful perspectives for developing as wide as possible a picture of
Mitchison's relationship with Africa, its people, and the legacy of Empire.
Mitchison's stated purpose in The Africans is to write a history of the continent
from an African perspective. The fact that although she is white and British, she also
feels herself sufficiently Botswanan and therefore qualified to undertake this task, is
interesting itself for what it reveals of the national and cultural identity of her later
years. The book is an ambitious and historically wide-ranging vision of Africa, yet as
so often with Mitchison's writing, it is aIso a very personal text. As in Return to the
Fairy Hill, published four years before The Africans, Mitchison explores the conflicts
and parallels she experiences between her two adopted homelands of Scotland and
Botswana, and considers the ways in which the multiplicity of identity informs her
world view.
I too remember that I am both a Scot and a Mokgatla [collective noun
for the Botswanan tribe in which she was invested]; two loyalties keep
me on my toes and make me, I believe, more interested in the United
Nations and more convinced of the necessity for practical and
universal human brotherhood that I would be if I had less close
loyalties.t
Underpinning what she saw as the links between the two cultures, Mitchison
compares the slaughter of Zulus at the hands of the British with the fate of Charles
I These are: Ketse and the Chief (London: Nelson, 1965); When We Become Men (London: Collins,
1965); Friends and Enemies (London: Collins, 1966); The Big Surprise (London: Kaye & Ward.
1967); African Heroes (London: Bodley Head, 1968); The Family at Ditlaberg (1969); Don't Look
Back (London: Kaye & Ward, 1969); Sunrise Tomorrow (London: Collins, 1973); Images of Africa
(Edinburgh: Canongate, 1980).
2 Mitchison, Naomi, The Africans (London: Panther Books, 1971), p. 56.
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Edward Stuart ('Bonnie Prince Charlie') and the 'rebels' of Glencoe - an analogy she
employed in Return to the Fairy Hill to describe Chief Linchwe of the Bakgatla.
Further fixing such ties in the mind of the reader, she later prefixes a chapter on
Africa's future with a quotation from Burns.'
Questions of class are also an inescapable aspect of Mitchison's relationship
with Africa, and early in the text she emphasises the influence of her social and
familial background as a second lens through which she views African history and
culture.
There is a special reason why I can do [that]. I come from a great
Scottish family, the Haldanes, who have known, encouraged and
accepted great changes. Even in my lifetime there has been change
from a society based strictly on class in which my family were near the
top, to something approaching classlessness. But also I have
considerable experience of the Highlands and of fairly recent Highland
history, including the destruction of the class system. There are many
analogies between Highland and African people and history; I think
these may be helpful and illuminating so they will be found in several
places in this book,"
While the twentieth century has seen a great shift in attitudes towards class. this
confidently affirmed notion of British or Scottish society moving to 'something
approaching classlessness' is not one which would be recognised by the majority of
people and is perhaps a little wishful on Mitchison's part. Though rarely stated as
explicitly as in The Africans, the search for the just or classless society is a recurring
theme in Mitchison's life and work, and has been discussed in more detail throughout
this thesis.
As the text is partly a socio-cultural history, Mitchison also addresses the
influence and legacy of Empire more directly than in her other African non-fiction.
While appropriately critical of the traders and 'trekkers' who practised slavery and
sought to exploit African resources, she paints a largely positive portrait of
missionaries whom she characterises as Scots of a 'radical and largely working-class
3 See 'For a' that and a' that', Mitchison, The Africans., p. 212.
4 Mitchison, The Africans, pp. 13-4.
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hackground'r' people who tried to understand and befriend rather than merely exploit.
This profile is contrasted with English colonisers from the 'public school and upper-
class segment',6 although her attitude towards comparable ancestors is not addressed.
While there may be a certain amount of truth in this optimistic vision of the
motivations of European missionaries of the nineteenth century and earlier, it is
perhaps a little too lenient. Missionaries were, one must remember, in Africa
primarily to bring Christianity to the heathen, and her portrayal of them perhaps
reveals more of her own desire to integrate and be accepted by the Botswanan tribe
with whom she lived during the period in which this book was written, and often over
much of the last thirty years of her life.
As discussed in Chapter Three of this thesis, there are aspects of a benevolent
colonialism in much of Mitchison's travel writing, and this tendency also extends to
The Africans. Discussing models of democratic social organisation (and again
drawing parallels between Scottish and African tribal structures) Mitchison argues
that she can use her knowledge and influence to help the tribes she comes into contact
with:
Scots like myself can say; we made this and that mistake over our clan
lands and organisation; you can easily avoid these mistakes.'
Mitchison aims in the text to envision a political and social re-structuring of Africa's
future through a culturally sympathetic understanding of its history. In light of this, it
is possible to argue (as in respect of her travel writing) that her very involvement, and
the assumption that she has a right to contribute to the debate, reveals a paternalistic
(albeit not fully colonial) attitude towards the continent of Africa which may be closer
to the aspirations of earlier travellers that she is aware.
Written two years later, and also from a consciously African perspective, A
Life for Africa: The Story of Bram Fischer is a biography of a prominent South
African lawyer from a well-known political Afrikaner family. Born into a privileged
white background, Fischer was unusual in rejecting the traditional apartheid system of
South Africa and campaigned, through the highly controversial (and later illegal)
Communist Party and African National Congress (or ANC), for democratic race
~Mitchison, The Africans, p. 165.
6 Mitchison, The Africans, p. 165.
7 Mitchison, The Africans, p. 214.
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relations. Arrested by the South African Government in 1964 for his Communist
activities, he went underground until 1965 and was imprisoned for life in 1966.
Mitchison's biography, published in 1973, was part of a growing call from liberals
against his sentence. He was finally released in 1975 on compassionate grounds, and
died of cancer a few weeks later.
As well as a biography, A Life for Africa is also a history of Southern Africa
which ranges from its earliest tribes and first European settlers, to the
contemporaneous apartheid struggle. After a preliminary chapter on 'Afrikanerdom
and the Africans', Mitchison portrays Fischer's childhood and education leading to his
years as a Rhodes scholar at Oxford in the early 1930s. Unlike her own
autobiographies, (the first of which was published the same year as A Life for Africa),
Mitchison is careful to contextualise Fischer's formative years with contemporary
social and political events as a way of explaining his later political motivations. A
Life for Africa is Mitchison's only modern biographical text", and this narrative
method, while unremarkable in itself, highlights the differing perspectives Mitchison
brings to biography and autobiography. Whereas 'Growing Up', her chapter on
Fischer's early life emphasises external influences, Small Talk, (her initial volume of
autobiography discussed in Chapter One of this thesis) while covering the same
period, is notable for its concentration on the domestic detail to the exclusion of
public events and influence.
Mitchison never met Fischer personally, although she clearly felt an affinity
with him both through her adopted African persona and the fight for racial equality.
and through a recognition in Fischer of a deep-rooted notion of service for the good of
others, seen in so many of her actions in Africa and elsewhere. Both from a
privileged governing class, Mitchison and Fischer found themselves campaigning for
the oppressed, when a less-acute moral awareness might have lead them to less
unusual or controversial paths.
Mitchison also had a personal connection to Fischer through her mother's
compassionate Imperialism in the early decades of the twentieth century. As
described in her autobiography Friends and Kindred (London: Faber & Faber, 1961).
Mitchison's mother Maya would entertain young students from the reaches of the
Empire at her homes in Edinburgh and Oxford. New College, which Fischer entered
8 Mitchison also produced short historical portraits: Socrates: A Biography (with RHS Crossman)
(London, ]937) and Alexander the Great (with illustrations by Rosemary Grimble) (London, 1964).
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as a Rhodes Scholar in 1932, was the college of JS Haldane, Mitchison's father, and in
the text she relates a meeting between Fischer and her parents.
The Victoria League organised tea parties for the Rhodes scholars.
Young Mr Fischer brought his sister Ada one Sunday to tea with my
father and mother, no doubt with the silver tea-set and the usual heaped
plates of scones and cakes. There was conversation about South
African conditions and Ada, trying to be helpful, said that a new
method had been evolved to prevent pthisis in the gold mines. "Yes,"
said my father gently, "I suggested it." In fact, one of his pupils had
gone out there to work on mine diseases. But I never met Brarn myself;
I was married and living in London, becoming increasingly involved in
British politics, not to speak of the Spanish Civil War and the further
threat we were beginning to reckon with.9
In addition to having European links to her subject, Mitchison could also relate to the
problems of South Africa and Fischer's political involvement on a more regional
level. As discussed in Chapter Three of this thesis, Bechuanaland (now Botswana),
became a British protectorate in 1885. This newly-drawn national boundary cut
across older tribal lands, splitting the Bakgatla Tribe to which Mitchison belonged
between Bechuanaland in the north, and the Cape Colony (modem-day South Africa)
to the south. The fact that some of Mitchison's extended tribe were therefore subject
to the control of an apartheid government highlighted to her the injustices of the South
African political system and she was deemed a 'PI' or Proscribed Individual in both
South Africa and Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) for her vocal support of the campaigns
for democratic reform to which Fischer would dedicate his life. Discussing this in
Return to the Fairy Hill, Mitchison remarked:
Ihave this funny little document from the Government of the Republic
of South Africa which will stop me going even as far as Mafeking; I
take it as a compliment."
9 Mitchison, N., A Life/or Africa (London: Merlin Press, 1973), p. 41.
10 Mitchison, Return to the Fairy Hill, p. 34. See also Mitchison, Mucking Around, p. 129.
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Africa is a large dynamic continent, and any attempt to encapsulate its political and
cultural complexities within one book is bound to have limitations. Both The Africans
and A Life for Africa are clearly written, engaging portraits of Africa, but, as with
Mitchison's other social history of the continent, Other People's Worlds which
focuses mainly on West Africa, their primary worth are now as snapshots in time.
Certain names from A Life for Africa such as Nelson Mandela's and Walter Sisulu's
remain familiar today, but South Africa has evolved dramatically, and the unfolding
events of the book are now history. Today the chief merit of the texts is contextual
and personal as they document Mitchison's growing bond with Africa and her
reinterpretation of the 'search for the just society' in terms of racial equality and self-
representation for colonial territories.
Both Mitchison and Fischer were aware that individuals could make a
significant contribution to this aim, and the parallels between herself and Fischer as
whites who supported and embraced black African culture, in opposition to the
colonialism of their cultural history, was not lost on her. Acknowledging the
importance of Fischer's contribution, yet still with hope of his release, she wrote:
I used to think of Bram Fischer in Botswana with anger and frustration,
and yet knowing that because of him the white image in black eyes
was a better one. Nothing had been in vain. II
IIMitchison, A Life for Africa, p. 181.
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AppendixC
Example Source Materials
Many of the texts on which this thesis focuses are unpublished typescript or
handwritten manuscript items, held by a number of archives and not in the public
domain. In light of this, this appendix comprises a small number of example texts
with particular interest or significance to this thesis, to give a sense of the source
materials on which it is based.
i.Naomi Mitchison to Kathleen Louisa 'Maya' Haldane, (n.d.),
NLS, Ace. 4549/4.................................................................. 203
ii. Naomi Mitchison to Olaf Stapledon (nd) NLS, TD29S0 2/3.................. ..... 205
iii. Mitchison, Naomi, Russian Diary, NLS, Ace. 10S99, pp. 246-252.............. 209
iv. Naomi Mitchison to Ronald Boswell ('Sunday') NLS, TD29S0 2/S 216
v. Naomi Mitchison to John B Torrance, 'Sunday 23rd, [April 1944],
Imperial War Museum, Department of Documents, Mitchison Papers..... 218
vi. Naomi Mitchison to Neil Gunn (31 May 1944) NLS Ace, 5813............ 220
vii. Doris Lessing to Naomi Mitchison (28 May 65) NLS TD2980 2/8.. . .. . 223
viii. Doris Lessing to Helen Lloyd (11 April2005) Private Collection.............. 229
ix. Mitchison, Naomi, Page from handwritten notebook (?1962-3) Harry
Ransom Humanities Research Centre, University of Texas,
'Scotland: notes, Ams 26pp in notebook'. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 230
x. Mitchison, Naomi, Directive reply 27.2.90 (M3S0), Mass-Observation
Archive, University of Sussex' 231
'The Mass-Observation Archive is a social research organisation which gathers information on an
anonymous basis, and does not normally release materials of named writers. In this instance, and in
light of Mitchison's public profile, this protection has been waived at the discretion of Mass-
Observation Archive Director, Dorothy Sheridan.
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Naomi Mitchison to Kathleen Louisa 'Maya' Haldane, (n.d.) NLS, Ace. 4549/4 .
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Naomi Mitchison to Olaf Stapledon, on writing and relationships
(nd) NLS, TD2980 2/3. Ri vel" Co\trt
Hammepsm., th
.1
Dear Olaf
It was awfUlly ru ce of you tlO wr,1te ... 1 likod .1t , But I don't
think you UGod. .wot:'py,; ae. fa,x' as, I am coneer-ned , t You !:!rot Ultl at (;\
bad moment t,;hab Lunch... t~me (and :anyhow '1:tx 'wa-sn t yQU_ but Ch"ralCU) •
,4s a xnatter of tt:\ct,.r 've 'be<Yn'tet')114sprottiY' w€Jll. aver fJlrfce. and
tnia week ..end we went down. to Abpot~hollire and flf.\wDenny 10,oll:1.n5
maguincently Vlell a1'l4serlou,~ ~\').dcotl'~,hl.(:mt.. Xo,u ol\~h:tto go ovec
aga1n; I do think ita pr.~tty,go.od., .' " ,
, You ~ee, all ·lih..la 'aoti'~l1 b,UU. J+nEuH1ls. p ..~:t:'tly, .r f.lui>pose. 'because'
I think I Qughtto, 'but 1t,' a 'partl'y ll,ke the resea.rcHl I've a1wayu
dc:ne 1'01" my wl'ltlng~ "only lns't;ead o~ hun'li1ng 1'01" watOl'lal 11i. mu~eum6
and bocks 11m huntinG in realp,oopla e m1ndu anda'ottons. God knows
if I'rll Il a1ncores'Oc1.~\1:lllt or m'O~ ... l)u';:' IaDI a slr"l;)t!!ra ctll:"o11.1oler' of
event.s. SO,me.UmesI thJ.nl<,hajlr:~,~he:r:Ef~aon I do lt~~"be~aueo ,it"f:I
such funY/orklngw:tt,n Dl:olt, but. .t don t.; ltnow,. Aml ~l13o I'm ba6i'llnins
. to be able to do it botter, I Ol'Ul malto a IiJpEloohthat aouUL1~quite
like a real sp.eeoh <O\ncl 1 'tt. 1.8~xot't.1ne; to ~:iq'~I'n to do 3.ny new thine; I
And I l1.ke the people. And. I'l1.ke- seeing Wha.t I QL'\n do v11tlt.l t,l~em.
And wrH.lo GeI'l,,-ld a,ay~ 1,t~' a no UZ~ t.hlnld.ntS of r',wolutlo'::1, ! O:::\t:\ t help
tb.1nklng that alnc!.H'e and v;(!/11"~f16h1ns peop',.e nlU5.'ti hav(:l s('l.:1,.d tht\t 130
often bi'}fQI'0. to Oliver CJl.'omw®,11wlt..l1.hili! llt,t1~ e,I'm;; or tl')tx',~~.nEla,
farm labout'~lra t1salnst th() K1n5'a Vlell trained Gmclw..:ll ~qulp €Id forces.
to Ilenin 8n(t hiu frt(HlrJ.u in th,: 1:.im~~bQtvT6{ln 190:) 8.o(;L '1911'(. I ~nOT{
alsQ that it wl1~ never 00111e Re we ij0e j.t Ol' would pl/m It, :tn o\.~r (WI
minda. We can n~;vqr ~leD MH:': ,;l~l()le ot clr'otU!lf.'jt~n(106 _ I
However that/I~:Dl?Qbably A:~1a longtit!1(:l Iltll'I'EI.(t. e\nu; I (:,\g!'~'Hj, W' v~'t
get. to. do ttH~ ~~el1{)r t~ l.ot~ bettler thEHl HU6tlla.. An~\ I!\Bto 1111~ nt. the
ruomonti'vitll1o 11m t~'yini3 to'be'an inst,t'umontto o4't;,ch 'the bl'tHfth of ttlEl
wind ofth(~ ft!t"m·o. X,·il[nr~) t.i0 hecoml'~b.0,lUliIhly s~iullt1vA t,o ..DJ. that's
going on# and, beoaU66 averytlbrt of' Wlt1d' vu~nts to blow through nJt) r.
arn (l,iwa: s belngoaur.r,h,~ ~~t~lronelan&J.(;:la nnd. he.v;tng rH,S(lordLl r1\n(ll~ in mo.
I don't ae;:t'e~ wU:.h the .f.Jng11eh opmmunlst; partiy, but, bt)Ca1.H~~ I wcmt, tIl)
undor'l..ltand thoro, I h''nn~ CI:Jt:. ,to lot~ t,hom g~I!1; at. 1M' t.o flor.l'~ ~l.i:',~,l1l1nt. 1\11
thirj 1 e vory \'iearinG, 0Ii1pQcie.:Ll.:t !\B aytupat,hy; in thif:l !i.lnd. 01' (Jaaa,
mUbt .nO"1l ~otlon, 0,-: (;IOlJ.(1;}aox't' too. P,'!Z'I'l.:;,ptJ t'O (~. tow ye,:>.ra 1 rHmll
want to writ.o n boolt nr.)Out ao\uethlng' ~lae ,I' 'HId tt",m, I. I!lt'wJ.l ooa.at' beil:1(;S
int~r'ostQd. in polltico! But I mUF3t be i'Ti:,toJ.e .. hrl'1!'4rted kmd nClt, I;()nsld.t,r
ti?st yot. '
1\1.:';0, Of QOUr'f.lG it 81:'. !!,"lt~,,\ !I1Lned. Up wl th t.h'" 01lloM.ona. XOtl a(\)9,
batng ahif.ltorian, 1 havG' 6,()t lnto Mu hab1t oL 't)ol,~e; J."'nt.n(IJ:'· truthful,
,':mo. 'Lt r3(%lmS. almol31;,. ir.l?ons;tb2e i)(, run r(~lc.tt(il'1l111lpS bet~'le(m lil'.m and
'NOlDcmon a basin ot' t.,ruth - t\'t 1.9<\St, not yet. ,Olek c~(~dI f:ind .\.t.
more !Jossi ble: bscausa we 11t~~'1')O'oilltl up tOt:,~)tt1orn,\"lrl. 11 v9d t.of>oth,r l'O
long, e.nd beald61~. if we- 11(:1.'1011 row W(~' 'bot.h of 'LU) In:ACIvithat, tilOX'O l~
r.1ent,y ,;)f U!D0 t.o !llA.l{l, '.1;;. IIp; ona I?,ats to r~1I11s0f.rol!l e:<pet'~.en()G that
sooner ol" :t.a:ter w·~ s:1811 f:t~ld o\.:tY'a01'v~H:; in. 1;,1:>,0eouti.t·(·.)l '!:'ol;!,2:tl,,'u', ,..nu n
sunny (lay an'l no hurry; 8.nd e"e:r,ytM.n~$ le p,srfec'ny ,::.11'rl::,)':l.1j ,'3.6,",,10i
one [laS to l"l(;lrn to t.rust to tit'loset.lm'9B wt'l.1.ch ;;'.re :no.t'~:!; 11:1\:01;1' to bo
!'lght than the, t,lmefl v~h$n Ofl,A, ,~~ v!Qrr:l.eo, ,?-rlI~, h1.1,'r·!·i<':lQ. ~~'!':'"C''''.Nr-tlrecl nt1Cl.
eVGryt.':lll1C St:it'''<1l1Swron,S. Hut with ot.hoT.' pc)'oI-'hlt om; Cf..',n n::,V'.lt· br.!1 1"'.11"0
t, ,(1t< tbe, Good tlm(~ \'llll recur; ~.f 0n') '!'.,lA):'r·(-)1.~11t'. 1ll~~;r':)I') f~.'r' ':"V0Y'.
I shoulcl. rel1l,lly ro,ttl.er lilu), tiC "It:t'l'lie, to you n.bouL :,.11 t,b,:.13, t,c. ~!.ot
it clea!' in my own mtnd., if:' 1.t "toti't. h"tb.!?r yO\1, It. w111 ~Y.plt:',l,n why
r wale uO'nl11~1I11t lunch • ." Y,otr.,-tH'~(:', for r:tbout. t,Nl 'y,~l\l~E; .::d,'t.(-,r tl:l<'!l W(I,T't
nolthcr l)lel'~ no1' Ii-mew IJl.cmy I)(;\OPJ.(· i tt}(·':l1;t c)'" OI.lP :f'rlonrJ,U !'In'''.bean
lt11led, and ,ve holt'. onto on~:, atlOt.h",r ~\!:irJ. VHf!:"('} ;,H'!'Hj.CI. (\'i' t.l1inU.nc or
feel1nF; \,00 :lluch. Th~"m \!Te bot,h eE',nlt:) aW~ke, :a.rll~ both beCm1 f~,U.l\l{~ In
10'1<)very rOLlantd.(}l).lly nne. il~ef:'\listiol;\lly \L'Hlti t.olliuf!, e, oi'~ (',,'()tu~):' 1..\11
about;. t and f'3(~llnt:; ri:ltl1t~:t' 2.',r-!:Hu\)* ' ! i'alJ in lovr:~ Vflt.l:J. (:1. G·roe.tl.:! L~('In
(pat'lt.eus lntho 0o:r.·n King), El fln!:l licholHr' tllwl j:>li) o.~' ,', j,)N)L, ~;tnll ','TO
wandered n~out ~m{l plCkedco\1tll1pf.l awl tgnmd about, ~~nQ.i()nt hi~to!'y J
IfLove [",nd J!ine 'l'hltllC1.nc;"; an(l it \.i't:~(1 all 'It''H'Y CL.'/:\i.::~o /\Uf:! "1.\.:",': t'ol!j,lntlc.
r was very hHppy •.. '.chen !!l1' ol<leet boy cl;\.ed, pr.·ott~, hOl"ribly, of menln-
_glt1s, ,;",n(1botli l)J.u;~ andlr(J11~ ~V'or'ytblnG, (W ~jJl~...>:>ll .'Hlr>"lmd. t.ta fer' ,:\
bit... Things. went, bad1yxwtth him And his lovor,. <':\w.L wy m~\!l Buduenl;y
mal':c1eCi. anot(lOr o.rchaooloC;iat.,. I Vr.iGH", \"o\trr:mDfGl" :Uv' ,!ffoot,.1.onl3, ~1()
:'.8 to t~clude thorn botl~, ~~nd.for .'1, M.me It ll(!)(jOlOd. to YlOl1k, thon she
wouldn t have it (probably 1 was 'all m'ltul nuH,,!~.nce l't:.lLl,lJ.J) [,mt~., I\ftor
vn.rioUll at1;,empts at, ref!.d·.1U!~tmont* I h~,\(~.to l'j'0f,\11.c-:l0tlH1.t it wau no e;oo<l.
T,/O of the Delicat.e 1"11"0 POnUI13 (61nce th',lre s no holT), i.~.ml AI'D Al'lOri(!)
'"",
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are About; ,that t1m~) ~ ,'l,'~~d+~:pi'etty. in1Bera.t~le ,time,. e.nd Wf;\B oel'tll1nly
a ,ratbAf' ,g~oomy :oompa.,n1<>;l~.. p;1iro~.1,n ;.h{) ~o~,rl, ,t;1,rue~ ,we.j;t r,~\lJ.:l.ne; :l.n love
",ga~n ,,_~l1dt,galnVlithaomeone whO~"I.,l1ka and: r.,sp<:lct", t.o sa;)' tll~ lOE.\filt. '
'Ehen I t,$'ll,Ruddenly,j.u ~,r?v,e",!i"it1'l. ,El q.Ul t.o you'r!t> ml\l\, anecon()U1l.L~t t'md
rf\th~l" .~not~()r,1o\.taot1,:u'·mot"~,~ W~<:l'Ught" oteoul"sa to h::t.v(!) slept ,tt)~Cil1;.hor
and 1;01:.1 t, O'Ter 'but I waea,t).l1 ~\;Ll. l'o)lla.l1t1c a.ud Dick b.ad 1:1'&11], not.
'1.ulte go~,,ovex: th'~ t!',';\d~t1:on~l ~tt.l,:J-,Ud~'I"th()u~h he waa tr;y1rig '1:.0. Any-
-hoy/the yO\Ul5 m,!lne;ot b0I16d ,w:1. ub~ :t~~'j li ',muAtUadth€1 whole t.hinCS. he we.n
l,"<lth.er tll)~"n(.,1. cartel ,X Waa ve,lfyim1)R.pVJ agaln:(ana. ae;ll1\'l l1aCl.VIr'''_ tt(')n $
nunlber of.PQ~Jl~"JJ ,: , .' .. ,,' .', ' ,' '.
By t~hat.t.l~~.I. hl3.d.start!e,d .wo1"lJl·on 'tl~e, OU~:l~~o, and ,ht\(.\ e.lao gone
through "£1; "sen-e,re..l.,~lEl,qt..lon.s.o'l ;:'it~'" 'coal!~nE5',~nto" tQu'C~i' 'filth. t\'l\'a now It;1net
of1d.eas. I W8.B e;nJQy:1ng ,. tin I'l{wa:y, EU~)0oj.a,11y workt uS \"Hb Victor
Go11an()z J al)out ,the only Illall I 'v,e.·Qv,er .w,ol"ked witil ~\nd ntit f.a.11Gt'l in
lO¥fil wlf,hl .And "~l.l :tbe .tlJJlG I wall Bee~n~ 0. 6100(\ den], of GCl'e.J.d. r I ID
,very. ,very fond ,of htlilr a.a 'lle lm.OV'IH', h~ r.t l?a,<:tn, very. kLll<'l to mQ, :.nd J.
tht nk :t ~ve h.elp~~ :.,hl~.. , . ,: .
'l'ntln,~ w\lilo ,still rat.her,lll~,~.I~r~blo about Illy YQunl?),eoonollll1rt. 1 l)ogan
to fJlll in love, aga1l1t thia time ... aa., ,1ncleod. yoti clay tll)\VP ~)u$ElI~ed. w1t,it
Joan'1?:1.1ley. I am ¥ell~nij you b~Qt\U3(~ t~l.a\', mul\;\il8 l'~ tluE,f.1.or to oXl,Jll.\ln,
only :c ,know Yf!)Uwont ,re:p09.t It,. It. was p6~rtly 'bhfL'li ho was c-\ lloi~mM.atJ
e;od I fJolov."tl get.'tiing ..1rlto~oll wi ~h all t14[\'I, aga1n ... IU~'bro't,h",';r Ilad
ra,ther turned, ag(\1.nat me SinCE! his IllBt"l'.1age. .. !:\nd'p~\rtl.y 'lihP.\t. h~) tlil SI
man of grot:,\t on.a,rm ,~nd. a.OJ.ll:C.y ~tl ..:, eo kind {;I,e' 'J.uo0r l.!::1.~1dtl$EJni (~'(H~,l:lo.rtJ.y
t.hat hl.s poll tioel,1.d.eas we.t'tl oont*nu1n!5 my own, and <:1 '~r01!.\t doa.l tlh!il'tj VH~
vlare wol'k.ins 'tQgl:)th.er".an.dfl,Xlf.llly. I 3UPPO(J(r. th~it h@CU£'J8 't..o 'li~)() 'bOilt
race' party lastYltlaX" and dl\tlQed 'Rl t;,h' llla~na 110 was vlQl.\rlnB 1;1 f{\.V:lt.l.tl.l1
linen sl11.rt. 'rhen.1 wrot~ 1;;'10 Plow;\'tl.g Eve P()ODl 1tl 'Lh~'3nel"el'\t~ f~lre,
Hewn8 than In Pl'()~H;tsr~9£ oQQQming a cOLU:nlunlst, aJ.i·It\~l6, I DUppoSI!\.
lagging a litt.la behinrl l.Ipije;tll. \"1:1.0in tc~e rCHl.lly fl.Ol':Y QUo, t/h;~ renl
,spa"!.!' l1ol'ld. I Wii13 1;\1mou1;.q,elld t;'11"(Hlatter f1nl,ahlng thf.?6\ltlln(') l!roofl<l)
and I w.cnt down, and '~t8yed w1t.h, b.l,UiL_P,O q_rove tno ell!, 1ntc' the Vif91r:lh
b111s and. I sta.yed th(~ro ·two Q.1.\y!:l and. we Blep'" t06ether out on t.rl~ h1l1s
among ttH:} stH;l(~p. TI,O.t f ,you aee, \'a~s th.H 1'.lI'f,;,t, '~1Il1e for' lJl(ll, t',r:(1 1t WtH)
ve}."y excltlne; and wond~I't'u.l. am1. :ror th.!,:) roet of that! sUIllIiwr,l.111 '! W0n',
to hU6;ll~1· Vial:>VOl''';! happ~' and var:, revolut1cHif.!.ry ~ I 'm'o'iJe l'\h:' Bonny
BraE)! anel {~uiet the Clock,. and f1n1£lh·Glo.the Outline proofs. Al(\O. I
thl.nk. r annpyel'i Gertlld. who!) (t.h(Jue,h I dian It, t,(;IJ.l hiM 1fh!:lt hoc1 h~'p'p0'ned.)
aa'N thi::\tI wag U\ldera '\I'iolant 1nfltwtloe ~nd, '<',uN actin~~ i!'l"I..'\t.l.onal1.j' .nd
ut1clt::.ng my hO[I,o. in ..to ,:l Gna;r:>~') e.G'-llon.
I ,·eailfH)dint.ell.ootus4lJ.y that., John P.tlJ.ay VfI,'.6n It :l.n lC'Te 'l'I' \:.1\ m("
nne. J. didn't ,[Ianti ll~.r(j ~o hOi ! lm0V1 hI;' W,llS on1.y :::(,:t,:ttl!:~ a~~ tI. g od ()Olll-
-mun1St. I thouGht~ 1 wasn't ent'Ill1!51@c.i \V3.th him. l3u,t of' l10UNH~ :r. w,\1t1.
It watJ partl.,' due Li) ttH~ 1'act,t.!'l :,1~ 1. lw,cl g()t ,.Hil,;CU!l·',l~rdo:rrrf.H:lOOd,. t,t'ter
the othor t\10 fiauooH, ~\i:1d iUlC,\ t.tl(}ught,tht\'~ r, m\W~i 'uEl [~b!\o;,' 1;1]., tl\'l.ll now
that lJoel.Uod fill :'::'i(;ltt, - I 1~.~H, at)~, f.l',~e. :,[(~t.In ~~h,l) aott1n.(;. f:ro{~ :L tU'H.t
entangled mYI~oli' mOl~I.l 'iihan 1 lmaw. Wo·';ltJ:'otl~ t.o· 0:10 ,;\not,il(n' II lot ... not~
of ccu'('se ~OVt" "ld/t(r!'s ~ for~,t<l.'t. '\'()1.1J.ll h,;:w':, DI!:!r)t: 'bm,l'r'(r,oo," B I.,nt\ un1Aooloe;·
-leall - NUl I don t aee. why J. sholXLl lL1.\~d\ ,J~ it rtl)',f; It, ImEl (\11 rnt,L1E
good. r'!:}allj, ,:\.\i'::t l~m z,rs,t"e.ful to hIm. Hul'.....h::~ '~~::tnlt. l"'::n.D.:; 11"r,I:'IOer .."lcll,
ideas; p0rbspa theJ waro in B ~aa je~lou8 or O~0 ~not~~r - ~~0h w~ntBd
mo to be l#11e instl'umElut f(il"r..:C1;1,TI(3mi1il',,:L\'\g, t."~o11'· ~.(11.";"",a 1',(.\ '.. t),~ ''foY'ld., ttl;"
motiwr of t,helr aplri tual ohl1drel"\. .
~Chen 1 went. to i'{UE:I:;)la. I Cf~.m(j} 1 ':"!toc ',lt"",r. t, wi t,h BOlll":'r.)n~ wh.o WEl.1il i I
tho hell. of a fr)exur.dt.lln5lo, e. L'lC'\n01,: m;:r o',m ".G'~ '1;'11,0 i:'l.;'Hl tll;.V'11: I!.\ll:~pt, \'11t~
. eo W'Olllan, 'lil'lc ugh tt ll:lr:laf)lf hopeloBBly ~lbnl,)X'1!"l r.t:'ltt lITf:lU rl",'t~htfl~1,lY'wor'L"led.,
Ho waa a ",ell ..wis.r.wl:· but not jl Gooi;:'41iHt., He \H,!:" (\ man I IH''?',.l~ c:;.oo~JG\t
Ll.i3 job; I tl"lou.5hti it 'JT!lH 11J) 'I;,() Ind 1\0 a I:'!OC1:;1,lJ.':t, t<,;l o.lcfCnt'R1'\~~l~ h1JlI.
Wltll roy hGart 1n my mouth. I fj~duoed, him am;. G;ttl.l{l. ~~'l.l!l~'G:LItlf; me.de cl.1m
;;. GociaJ.il,rti. Physically 1. f01lwl it, rli"'.l1lnfld, tUrrto\.,H .• l)Ut, It wor-katt.
oompletely for him, amI h~la len a V'Jl'Y 1.pl~H.H')¢Hlt .au(, hapqr r !':UHL(;~oblD
betwo(tn us 'O,r.)'.Vj he rHP'~JJ:.' kn-:'1'II'how muoh J. d~slj,kbd l.t - I JJ,ec1. OUOO(!Hd3-
-fully that tj;me. r came b!~ok. feeliuG LId b,)en [,\ E:,iJo:lf:lI)Cj,MJ.iHt, D.m1
badly ~1g;mt1n~~praise for 1t - Or' e;"~m love .. f:rom J'ohn l?J.U.fi'y, He caI!le
and stayed wi th .US in Sootlanu, llkt~ a fool, I l'u~,.~,d ~\t. tU.1) I 1'l~l:'~lng
t11m ttllnl{ the;h I was cla1m1uij h11,;. Ho rt}til.cted vAlolr.m.tJ.;; :~nt' 'we hl"d th~
hell df a quarr01. which I (still. belng a fool) ImpporH~d, to b~l vql1at it
oate!lBl'bly was ... lit IIolltl0Rl C1UIll":rel. lIe tolcl lllCl I was no Bonlal1at, [;I,\"Ir;
no [:;ood. I fmppose,that tho bEHlt Wt\y to mako 1'IJ up lilnfl to prove 1'.0 him
.:'
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that .I '11aa e. 50odaoclalist.,aolmade up l"y m.lnd 1 would worJ< hClrder
than eve,rat p~aotlQal worka.nt1 ahaw him' I was l~ gpo'd. soo;\.al1Ht II and
tbon wo coul;dkis~ and be frl~mta ~ 'rh~5, X :3UPPOO(h 1iV8E vsry unhmi nxne
of me. 'Also. Vlol:lorwX'clte to me, aak';'nglfI w01.l1<l.10111 w1th h1m in
editing an OuU1.ne er. '.Jcie~1(le for' bC~'1:l and c;i1.l'lj~. I;'f:!.C:ltf.'Hlto de t,h1.Li,
fo,!' I thougtit ~that wo:,k1ngtogetba!' .1 oould (Jh~n mY-flolf' ~0be (\ (~'ood
comrade, but ). decld.e('~not to on the grO'~nd8 thJ~t .t cU.ctn t know en- ugh
' ~cienca anti that he wouldover·g~t:eea tho t:>hYalc.& agfll.tnst tno 1)101ogy.
However'Italltodto rl1mswi Ital:tre:.i, t~ Vlctl'll"', ~n.d \'I'9.S at l(NHst one of
'the lnsiruinent:s 'for· the f.lt,art1ng of; the .1d.eaof·'th1s book that he l~l &\t
pl'esen t '1w1 tip€> 1;'ot'V1'~.I!G!,l:'~ ,. ". , ... ,
Well th~n. 'the nex·t autumn. Z't!f.i\1!1<lown at K1nel~) NO:t'tol1 /:L Lo t , and
wri tins al"t:Lole'~. I YU:t1tr'y l.ngt.o b!~ a soo.tnl1et t but my..vmy, t.t.ti:"ough
t.he Labour Movement, .EVEiU to-Ell:eep.,.,l tn' hlim again .. anel I want,(Hl· tlU\t
pretty baclly "',~waf,!~ t;'go1ng'to boeoroa a aomnmnllst. Dl:t:rin~r th~) ~UUl)n(-)J:"
! had read him a b1t'of'lil;;r ,U9IT ;bo9k ~md.,he had· got, 'Vflll"JI an!&t'y w1'lih 1t t
beoause .1,t was'Labo\l!',. 'bttt. I. wa,ran t gO:\U5 to ~lt.el:·' 'MJD.t eHtl.Ol,' ('thougll
my own ,realpo1nt"of v1,~,rv;had 'been t.o aomo oxt.ent alti)l"Ad by HtH3tl1~ _
!' as, o~l.ually. D1ok'Saa:d been- we'd bott+ llloved 0. e;oorl btl. tJo 'tLlI!:'left.).
We' wrote to one Hnott1.t1r but t\lerG ,was al'm,\;:;1'1 ml Um:l(H'-nUI"l:'ent of. bitter-
..neso, w~lloh 1 thOUgtlt YI8.h pu:ttol,y ~JoU,tical, but whLch Ull.Hlt :H'.vn 1:l(!eHl
!)IDotional too*. All tlaie w .6 a~ttltlg up a phYHi De1 stl"!l,l n in Ir.(~ I 1
3tOp~ ~d tll.eoptuf<i Ohetmer, htl.llsolf' a\.1 ~x"oOl!lt!mnlBt# t.olc'! .. 1l:O I h!lc1 '15
ye~r6 more at tne !ilC)st. as. th1..ngH 'lfel"e. aud we.rned me to Cl() ,l(:HH;. I
trIed to cut 1!h1nef}, do"n - I W~5 tl'l".lO writinG thf~ tw", :\'1-1.(it JI(,:,nUneL\
stories - but it's not tOG ~a;8.y" 1 al'l:'/.mged. to (Sc ll~i?ay ,~~:wI r'~lilt" in
February. John~nd An6'01.·~were 6~tt.lngwa;r"rtetl; I (tl{ln 't,. se~ ·~r1o.t
thls mSf.t0 much' dlf'fareo:ee' really, bu.1, 1 dld :'i?int tQ kn.)w h{/\\ 1. 6tOC.\ri -
II we.(It.e6, to lmC'w bef0re 1 left. }}ngLm(l~ c)o alii ,to 'tJ~ f\ble:l!i' to ~,d.jUlilt
myself. 1 oouldn:' t. r~n(j;'01:1'1;."rl'Ol!l~',f,Qhtl1 He'fH:\E:i, t':t'15b\;f~lllJ ~IV~l'r-VI().rJ.ted,
and obvIously ,coulct:n ·t, rt:t~~l it. 'lh~ wante:d Juu,t to' b(~·frlend.ti ~iltt~ l!l0~
I suppos,e. But, ·he' ,.1~!''~dtV~r'(9vensay, thm.i»'ln SO' 'lInHl.t l'lor'tie., J\\i.C.L1 \V(~,ntc:
to sl(je~) w~.ttl h~El; J. (,1t1n t:rVlant 1;'0 own h:l1U or' even seo him v"-'!'Y JllUO!.l,
bUt. I was ge'ttlne" deap(~::,aro ,to. t.ounil ll.:l.m. J_U,:.lt. hOCt.\Uf.:H3 lw WCUI (\lWf4;l'roi
.._x:t~ out or re~ol1. It El an olct autt woll-kI10Wl'l. prohleml 1 VfOUt, !':~W(\.,
still unoerMlrlatid, l.n8i;aad. of rostin:G., I w:t'ot.e tilt' :C'~Hit. of ~:thl tlode'l"n
boOl(_ r wroto tv(loe 1:'0 (tE'lraltl t '~lho d1dn t. ~mawer. and tdod t.o 600 h1m
<>.fter·"srds) bu.t. ~e w(:~ajust off tQ Gr(J~)Ce.
, T \·If.ll'ltad b,adly t,() l"gad thla nOli book, or ~"\rt(i of tt. t,o .John. I
saw !:'lim <It 'lih,e bbir:li 1",'-'-1J6)...m;il,he '.iH'y ~~fteJ·. ~te '"O't'l~J to K~lw ~l,nd. ortt
"~;l?ont on the g~aM; tl_e was,B,!-nbul'~t. I tel t h~'\lf mad (~t.tJeelt1g him
there within reaoh ano, not. baJ:.ne;, !iDle vi) to\toh r\J.Jn; J. Ci)I.().l}l1't. Juct go
~t1 "Inth ,q oonverae>.t101'l..! told nlrn I was b~;dly in love wlt,h him. Tr,lll..\;r course- tftaS nIl. ng<,,1noJt i'd.t. I. :l,d.eo1oSY, 1 t 'HHi an lnt'l.i.vY~'Ii'>ll.ilt; ~r.,lng t(
1:1""1 Hnil he r9B.oteQ. Yet if I,d said. instead that I was hungI'Y (le v!ou1.(.h
~ h~V''! hated me. He said that, I hf,cl ::nhlUnde1:~1J1'(Jod ~vor:'t.:l~tlg lHld, ~hat we
CO~:1ll~ never' hl.WH b~en,.fJ:"J.Ot1(t~. ,'J~hat. hury sn b£idl~T .t.hcrt. r could,n '1:. ElX-
- l$.1n All r meant, F :IB UU~lt;1~{1f;'rG 71fHHl t, 1.j.mn ~ J. bn~~lm.t:.o l(:'.HCh ,",nd,
h~ said whRt a~ood ~nlng ~ waB_.1Bug~ln~f.he ~8U bo~n BO~fud ~p uith my
beiTl'! f5100UlY C\.U t,l1nt win~el>! ne 01~,o .;,cud. trlat. ne ':'/1:1.1:'\ J.f,HlH 'J.nt.'~.l'l'Of3to(l
1n p~li tlcS', ti:1e.nhe h[}d been. ~n(~;t.tla t WI:\f •. funny 1~oo« , ,
Since ti'len, 1 don t ,l{I~O.v 'I'f[ia~ L~boon ~lI.l,,;en,i'.'I~:ltJV r'dm. 1 r. Vine vc!'!'y
D.~lnful 'it f1r~t- it ""~Bhf:'ln[i,. D0".Bt~,'y: wne.n 1 wro't,13. t.? you lu lIprll.
i s;:;.w G'erA.ld a cC'lIpL~., of t1lU~ !.)utl, ~c~m,mm,l~.';;':"~!.I.! ,l'!> (u;~i.:~ ~_i~:~:.;,t;~tne; to
9. busy consult.ant - :'l'~c~u!.d aeQ lUG from 10 6.\.11 j I., r le.L~ ll(;1 (lidn't
'lfant to see W~ at ',.11. Intn() HI6~:'n~ t;J.itl'':: li~ot j.mr(),tv ..~,:~~:LJ~;n, l't;\t.lwr
~'f{f'ul little East encl cOiUmtmlst Jttw ...bo~, who very Ulut)ll wnn'(i0d ~(,\ aloe:)
wi tit llld, but whom I h ..;vG d')~(H:'Ji'1111, - illfr ::; r(~El:L~/ ::;01, El Kft< (,(' f:lirt,nrn(-"\l
flX: ..tlon on mo. ,1'oor~ de~~, he s lla~l a. bloo(ty ·tiulO ~md ltV0.:i j.n ~ I;)hc~st,
_£., alum, ,and nr cant tle.lp l(" He ;p1Jl.L~ i3'~,!bot,;1.. tuc'. flJ.B(), I've bean El
Ilot at, King 6 Nor~on. '. . . . "
';t tili3t.iID0 W[2Qn 'Ne .Lunche,:). I '~au f~lcJ.~.ng <,lJ,!. :~,t;;.I:' Li:t:'t"t i.,~. bnd.ly.
I waS fl)f}lll1G, 8.$ you t!l8,Y.hc1.ve 5.een .. rattler f.l.n't1-nk.le. 1. ,,"l~or,el t,
ttla. t my bOG t way ~f Iflyine; J .:1'. I U r:sl,HH~ t: W,13 t.p IJ '.O!:lll \~'if,il t\(').IO()l.'lO
elsa, but it dldn. ~, L;(')om ,P~~slb~e. However, ~)in,oe. than r ruwo, and
1twas gl"leat fun dud t'OSl)ph.ld. m~ sanaQ of OOl1n.U.l1lt1Cr~. 1'1':-1','. ,', !tWt1 I
. ardly krwVlf an I.L.P"er this tlIi1e; ho's a nl-cc lfHH1. I think but
~hlS time I ID "lui te sure L'rn not the leaat b:l t in love wl tJ:l ILj.U1 _ ,'}.nu.
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if he r~ le in lene wlt,h me. I ahall, I hope. b~1h:ind(o)r and tuor-e tClCt,-
'.-t'\ll ~;,han .J0\ltl ... '!JvJ:.) tom d.£c~I.!U~i?dif l'.l3t~~~l~ l'~').t:~l'11]ltmtatl!$l~~s!l0.o It
vl111 be ,30od for l1l,m";;myl'l,o;vf;,,. t;:..nd,lti:~t-\8"Cierta,,1~q<i, be en e,ood, fo!' me.
Now \'fh;lt.:C 3tl<.n~1<!, 110ally l.1~;;j w()'tJ.l(t ',)q to ~\,tm"~[.\fy~lu 'b!:11nt') i'rir.:md ~ w]. th
John. for,~ roel; I can, W1,thout f~lghton1:ng tl1.J!'ll!' J?o~h,t\p[\- thq Ol10E\f.l1.on
will G\rj~~? ", '. .,',. " ,', '
Weill. th1.a 1~' t.iv~hellof:'a,lon~, l('lt.ter~, Hut. YIOU",t'~ ~ ,aoclolog1L\t~
(lUdpeL"'haps you'll find i:t.1tltel~~~sl~J,.n($'0 .Do U:Ol~'l Y.o\.'! aec , it UPf):-)t me
when you HncLGeraldsa.,td I, wt'~f.l.li\bnol"l!ll\,l,t'o~ :t 'C'elel. II,V'!')' betv:wed 1.0 a
norm<,lly ~illy way OV'Jl" .:J,lltlM.S .. if. ,I was l':,ol,\ll.Y "\'bna,r!!l~~l 1 wouJ.c'l be
ablo to be-more semble., , The, QnJ.y th1~lie; I h~wo dou~~ al)n(Jl:'mal1y ;l,tl El
e0;~t.aln [:mount, (.,e rmiq.yuis. ,,' \', '
~,'It Vf~a 'eo ,odd wt Abb9t:fm61m~~~"HJlnE$,,~ll' "ttl,91i1.0' ot.I~Q"l';·"1>,a:t'erl'I!'.·.kl'. Donny
:\.rittodU0t'3d,.'1riori·.t6 "the'l!\'o'tli:e'yl:\'ofo,'tl'ku 'bpy lW lf~' r~,t,tl.~r .in lint, wHrh, 6\(1
extreffi(~ly nleo·and "'n11or~1;,and'_ne; WOo.lan,,, ,'].lh9re, art\} ~Q:many gO,o(r oox·t ?f
people .... l)eople who re~.lly try ~ !t was anrlotu"O;t;,lne; in a Wil..y' G<H.l,ng et,ll
thano boyP muohleSB entanglod,than I~oot OfU,EL About Octo'l:mI'; I 1.'I110.1l.
be !l'l;, 1\l.n~~t s Norton, then, (lud. I th:\'l'llt. it ifQultt be l'f.'l.td.lOl' :~un 'lio (;O[~:Q) ov~'"
In fact I ailoul(,L pl:'Ob:'.bl,y 6tlJOy ~t q,iite a.,~o1Jr. - i\wl 1: i,hc)ultl lUco 01'.1.3.nE
;:rou.
, ','
.' ',.'\'
. " ~,
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And now, can I, especially in the light of my diary, read as a whole •. '-'.'1
~Ulll up ~t all v/hat my conclusions a.re? I Viill t:ry to p ut them d.own in con~'>l
';~..nd PI)QS. I am sure that ma.terial aondi ti ens ar e VJorse than r thot1ght at '.J;
r' ~irst.
~ian eX_f)orts v/orth less,. and partly a. mistaken agricultur'Sl policy, hasten~~.'
~y fea.r - the thought tha.t they had to hurry desperately if they Vle're to ':,"';~:;I
'.l~'et their state in order and :prepared to defend itself against the rest of
~he world before they fell on it - but the result is that 1n general the:!'e '!
!
.:t s a food shortage, and. that those vlho are in any way misfits - who Vlant ";
.' -. ~ . ,"I
It ma.y be :partly the economic world chang-es whf ch have made the .Rti$.'+,;
'-' .
0
..._rJ.d
~:nd
C tlfho
r or
v/ork not for the common goodbu t f or their wwn or their family' s goOd:.,;.., J
this is tYJ?Lcal 0:[:' the :pea.sant atti tude _ get less food than the .. others j
a1"'e in constant danger of actual starvation. 'rbings are hard for anyone··j
i
is not def'ini t ely in some kind of' an c r gant sati on, for the children '. I
'whom there are not yet enough creches and kindergartens, fot the quite .:1
''-illed worke r ~ for women who are not working, for old p eopLe who are' not: I
:ensioned and not in rest homes, fo:r people who used to do some kind of job,
;
\I-.tbich is now, in the :present state of sect ety Ivalueles s , It comes down to 1
hardt 0 think of, that they haven' t ·l'the) arc :f6Ct, v/hich one finds a. Ii ttle
• ~l:::J.011 .1 to eat, and that some p eopLs are actually, now, dying of starvation.
Even for the Vlorkers, material conditions are 9ften difficult. There
~~e temporcl.ry shortages. It~a.nyimprovements vlhich VJill be cert&inly made in
~~e next few yea.rs, 8,r(~ oVGr-due. In most towns there is bad over-crowding.
'\. ~:Qere is cl d.efinite shorta.ge of clothing, furniture a.nd a.omestic U.tensils
\
,( ~~jJledying itself to some ez:tent.
(~pa wlli;i. t there are usually badly designed and ugly) t though thi Sis already <
,
There hss been ci definite lowering of t~e !
~'t8.nd8.rd of life fat the professional classes, snch 2.8 ren12,in, if the,,\Tare..
\~~od workers they ~re tre~ted as good workers: i.e~ as well as the state
,
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i:..ga.inst this. wh;:J.t?
2471>"1
". '~~""~
ThEl.tbefore the Hevolution a _great par t of the:,;':~j
1" ~a.n a=fford.
~gricultura.l population was also at the mercy of bad seasons, and often
. ~,.t ,t..;:~.'
_~ ~t-arvecl. That the standards of life of the town vJorkers vlere lncred1 bl11'~~~
..:;;.:~·I;!~\.
belDV/ those in western countries, and that, in general their standard h8;:~~~~, .~~:~'*;r :t:-oi sen considerably since the He\duti on. 1'ha t , taking things ',on the k1n(i."·.l::~1
C)!Ii' standards which one wants to see, and which the Govellnment of the USSR.;.~~~
. ··.··,·:1
~ants to see, they have enough material things to ensure their efficiency ~:·_~s~
~···"···'.:::lf:
~OVl even. 'llhat they have complete SECUHITYa.bout their w ork; ne--one VlhO,,~,~
I "'/:\:1
fl" an Vlork is out of work. No-one is suddenly dil?missed. No-one is tu.rne~:.;,l;~,:~
~ut of his dVlell~ng for economic reasons. 'llhat they have a larger 50CIAL~,;:;;;
'. . '.,.:..~'i~i
~..b.GEt han workers in any other country. fl1heir health is looked after free~:;1
~ .!~J=ly by the State. in some ways better than in the most advanced other. cou.n't;'~:.'~
<:-:1. es. Their rant is usually pr olJarti anal to thei r wages , Their aducati oi1~'!
,-s;.t
In certain ·dir".<~
..~
. ..::~:.
. ' :,,~'1
~s free and goes on for longer than in any other country_
L ~ctions they can get aIDmost unlLni ted higher education.
. - - .' " .~~
r ~e.mes, amusements and f'acili ties for any kind of' leisure, are ei ther fre'e:~~
t ~~ made so cheap that any worker can afford them. They can get their :fo0p.'i-:~
. ~:~
Their sports.
~heaper than anyone elset and oi'ten need not trouble to cook it as this is :'.,
r \ .
'\ etone for them in their factory or other organi sat i on, rVioreworkers' dwel-
~~ngs are being built than in any other country, and they will in a fevi
,\ ~~a.rs cat ch up with the housing: shortage. "These Vlorlters' flats will not
f •.
::e- or some time come IIp to the sta.ndal~ds of'
• the British or American skilled .," .
V-"'C)rker•though they are alread.y beyond the pre-Revolutionary rtussian
-
l' V-"'C)rlterS'sts.ndards. Hov/ever, e. gr eat deal of v.rhatis being buil t now is,
r
( ~I:lali tt edly tem_porary and must in practi se be, as it vl111 not last for man~TJ
! ~ ~a.rs. A_pa::ctfrom schools, a very ~arge p ercenta.ge of the v/orkers' childr~~'
.... ":..1',,.,; •.
( ,.~\ ~ • . 1>'.,"_ I
,.::(~ , ..i'
...... .:...::--.:
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';'j
'.'1
are very \(Jell lO_O~~daf~er, from babyhood, in creches, kindergartens, etc.',]
~"i
, "',1
':,1
... j
.···1~J
certain ideals - for children very mu eh like boy-scout ideals, muta.tis,:.'.,{:
l:llutandis - but they have spee~al holiday camp s. and probably Gther¢.priVileg~'~~
. " : .. ' ", :<:'."~7t~
Workers, especially valuable Vlorkers, and v/orkers who are rUn-doVin 'or illl'::~11
:::,.:,:~~t
have holiday provisions which ar e undreamt of in other countries. ,Not tmlY,\)
248.
and are given the chanGe of holida.ys with g~od food among other ohildren.
If they become pioneers, and l~ter, comsomols, they have to live up to
do they have a muoh longer holiday than 'in other 'countries, on full pay,
'bu t they have ~ chef ce of beautiful and hea.l thy place S to go to, Viith all J
~\ -:inds of faoi11 ties for pla.y and, for building up their strength, These
~laces a.re at present over-crowded by western standards (though they don' ~.•
) ~eem to mind) but new -one s will be built and taken over. If men or women ,
.;)oi.n the Army or the Navy they are exceptionally well treated, ha.ve. e:x:oel1~'-'
~nt food, chanqes of rising in the service Which are q_uite unlike anything' -.:;:
. ',,~'"
~lse in any other country, and a discipline which is not shaming or servi~e.':
,
l,
~inal1y, all factories and viorldng places are run not merely for efficiency,,!
. ~
j
1
1;_'l
l
i
~f production, but for the safety and happiness of the workers in them,and
~VJning them There are no d.oubt, mang other advant age s (for. instance free
•
~nd rapid justice), bu t perha.ps I have enumerated the chief material ones.'
In the profesSional classes, the sa.me things gold. TheT-e is room and
!:
f,
, ,
j
I
\~'1ork for all skilled men and women, so that a young person in training need
~ot fe~r for the future. They are given special f~cilities for their work,
~(j_ sometimes (for Lnst ane e among writers and skilled technicians) special
~ousing cond.Iti ons, They have their own clubs and oraanisations. Most ofo
1::he Soci&.l '.:lage advant age s which the workers have, the professional classes
~ave too, though sometimes the~r get less fo cd, But their working hours are
,,_/
~hoTter (doctors have probabl;y- 5. much shorter war) . , th . '~nglpnd) .'j",:ti.J .' nng Qay an 1.11 ~ ~
~:Q.eir hOld.day/provisions .are excellent. They ar e
::r:- C):r want of fore~~- books and foreign travel, but
I
I
,." :"1 I249/:"",. :}''): I
.',:'-;, I
J;t present handl.Capl'ea.}:, I
.' '~ ..
. .",' I
that will be remedieda.s <'1
.' '·l
~ ~ on as possible. .£:.sfar as books are concerned it can be remedied ab .(\)n~~:~~J
'h~ a system of exchange. ,All museums, laboratories, etc. are state su:pp<?~.i¥.i 'I:<'l, and do not have to beg for money or economt se belov, efficiency pOint .•?I~~~
~ many of them in other countries have to. Best of all perhapS (thol1gliA~sr, ,-""/:"/
~l::us is ?- matter of opinion, and, strictly, comes into the next sectiOn),?:~\~,
C~e brain workers ar e in no way cut off from the manua.l workers or the '·~fl
".,.;::~~r-
:~;~{l
Her e the cri tj:,.". '\H~
. _".:·',.Ijf
.... ~."';.,.'
compressed, is ~hat the whole country iSf,;.::\~i
. ':
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~~cial and politica.l life' of their country.
I now' want to pass to the ncn-mat ext a; side of life.
~~ hl.........Sill, very' roug y e.xp r eaae d amd
~ ~ing run on one- ri gi~ system of doctrine, as expounded. by a German two
~..
•••'~t.~
~Ci on. It admf,ts no point of vieVJ other than its own, It suppresses .: ~..'i~
l"
:::ereedcm of thought!l, If open-rnmtedrie s s'' ana. var.i ous other q_uih.:iIl.ities v/hicb.
~~uallY valued by intelligBnt people. It suppresses individualism, which
"'~s, up to now, produced much of the best of our ideas and actions, and
'-".,."-tJ.ich some people hold is supremely important. It insists that the indivi,,',
~~l shall give himself or herself up completely to a larger whole. It is ....
as Il1.- a non-Idarxian - see it tis tha\
)
~Qr cri ticisms are rr orn the outside. 80 long ab we are o11tside it, Vie calJ::>:'
~~prehend its value. .blor those who beli eve in it, it app ears to be COffil?], ~"'"
'-... .....y satisfvinc·Cf',· throuD'h tb' . . j
"- • 0·1 S system of beli ef, death and hardship lose ~j'"
·i
~ religioUs system, but it will not admi.t that it is.
l1:he answer, equally roughly, and
213
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_(.heir terrors, there is no such thing as boredom or individual fear,gen-
eral love is mad.e possible and happiness such as is very rare in other
countries becomes a matter of couxse. A good Communist at work on s.ome~
~rthing viith Communist value cannot be bothered by indi vidual preGlcn.upati0nS;,~:
:..:~
as an ordinary t unco-ordinated individual is. .At present only a. minor1l;Y:~:~
... ,. ..: R
believe in this intensity t but wi th every year of p ropaganda and edllcat1Qn~\
... j"f'
more and more come to believe, and to find it completely satisfying. On . ."''f
:,~i).
"'the point of the suppression of indi vidu.ali sm: small individuals are unsatt":~
.j j
it. is for their and for !'~
••• 't
',,1
Big. '/i~
j_s:fs.ctory in themselves and to t.heI r communityj
everyone's happiness that they should be taken into the COlnmoncause.
J.nc1ividuals, if they really have the de.im?n, will propbably be able to fUl~:::
~ill the di ctates of the daimon best ih thi s kind of community. But they.';
';';1. .
will not be ind.i vid.ua.is in quite the old sense. Personal ambi ti on Vlill ·b~:/~
. . I ~
aut of the pi cture. They Vlill still be essentially part of the communi~
.:"v.
·~nly, as it wez e , special senses beloIlging to it, special instruments.
'.
9:he~~,
."
".;ill never get so far from it as to feel the loneliness wh i ch is common and.,~
~eartbreaking for those with the daimon in ordin~ry civilisations. ~
The present ri gt d system is essentially based on the proletarian dict~l
- ..1::;orship. 1'his has meant bloodshed and the elimination of a great many :peo_:!\
V~le who might have been doing good and useful work. simply :f~om class bias.':
p .\
The anewer , I think, is that thi s was a hi stori cal neceesI ty in RusSiaJ
~s it vtas. It is waste and. a :pity, and need not ~e0essCi.rily be re:pea.ted in'~
f1
~ther c cunt ra ee , though if the ruling cl&.sses in other countries behave. as -;.'J
)
~l1e~T dice in Rtlssia, it vlill be repe.;:.teo,.
The system is imperfect in many ways, and perhaps these imperfections ..
~::re [j, necessary p6.rt of ito They have alread.y broken cloVJnover the origL .'\
~:t thecrY10f complete equali ty.
The state lo~ns are the thin edge of the -1
..~
.~~
"~I
,._ .._.,/
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They cannot get rid of certa.in human cb1.n~&cteristics, eSI>eCially
There ia ,~'the longing for power, 'ul:icn is the 'J!orst sort of individualism.
"terrible bureaucracy everywhere.
This I find harder to answerj
;
']
I don't znow how serious the break-down ":
"J
~yself. '.
:t:eally is or v/hether it cuts at the ro ot s of COmmuniSID, or hOVl long i t h~s'
been going on. I think they see the danger. especially the danger of 'bur~,,:\
~aucracy and are trying to deal with i t ~ But I find it very bothering
',I
'''I
They are inefficient t muddlers, dirty. unpunct-ual., to some extent 11.ai,:'1_-.--
This is true o£ a decreasing maj ori ty and is partly due to ignorance,
"_,-hich is being clealt vlith, and, :pt::.rtly to being half way to the east, where
~ta.nd,srds are different. Wewesterners :probably :put too much value on
~ealing with time, so that we wear ourselves out being punctual. and. l~81o':":'
'i',
elly it all ends up Viith the .Amarican ci viIi sati on, v/here htj.rry has lci.,~l",\ed"
ba.ppine ss.
That the USSR is a. da.ngerous trade rival.
Wherl,.\
, ":"\
~t ha.S got all the machi.nery , etc. that it needs from the West, it will be "
It certainly isn't yet and looks unlikely- to be for some years,
\
That its sytem is a c_G.... gerous rival to oar system.
Yes. thank gooaness~
~ble to absorb all that it produces.
Ti::ere is one thing vlhich I have lef·t out so fa.r , though I think it is
'Very important, and thi sis the questi on of men and women. I f eel they
have solved, or nearly solved, the sex q_uestion which has preoccupied us
::for 80 many years, simple by giving women com:plete economic f r eed.omand
€q_u~lity. It r ernat ne to be seen what VJill happen vJhen a higher standard
:is posSible, whether the return of sex appeal and compl exes will come Vlit1J'
i
/
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Vlork for the psychiatrist in the USSR. At present I
: ',' )
1,252. ·:l
'n. ',:~1
have certain criticismS ~j
'J'~I
;~
, :~
the return of silk stockings. But just now there is wonderfully little
which I would, express in practieal terms by saying: V/hy no anaesthetics
for child-birth or abortion? I believe the answer really is that this is
J
f :part of' the equali ty business: having babies (or not havi.ng them) is a
woman's job, just as she might have a job ill a faotory or just as a man
might. She ought to be able to do her job herself, vii th the minimum of
outside assistance t if' she is a campetent worleer. I believe women now re-·:;
::fuse to have the anaesthetics v/hich would, :probably be good' for them. just
to prove that they are competent VJorkers and the equals of men on this
hlgl'...ly specialised job. I feel t.hat this is a. tem:porary atti tud e , -which, ,f,
Wil'l paSS, as the gen~ral standard of ha~hip is lower,ed.'. i,
'I.... '
I also feel Lawrence's cri ticism may apply _ that men and women mu.S'~»!;
Je polari sed" that if they are always dcdng things together, the polari j
::is incomplete; there is a constant small exchange whi ch is no good to 'l~,
~nyone, and the great e:xchb.nge, which is lifegiving to both, can never, ~1!J
happen. If this cr i t i ct sm is valid, it may mean that men and women, boy;' "y
",,"""
~l1d girls should play together less, spend their leisure less together, ";i
\rJhen they a.re really being men and, women in the fullest and mostfunctiana~.:J
"
Bense; but I do not think that it need in any way interfere wi th their "~
II/orting together. since in working hours they are func tLonf ng not as "men'~ ';
~nd IIwomen" DUt as f elloYJ-vwrkers. .ilt present, no doubt, the over- crowding~
Zn8.1[GS it pe.rticularly difficult to have any kind of segregation especiallyJ
'Ii
Ir,/hat I t hl nk may be p erhctP~ even more imp cr t ant than the segregati on of th~J,
~e:::ceS - name'l.y , the seg:regation of parents and children. But this again is ~~
~ tempO::ca.ry ccne i t i cn,
/
I
r
At any rate in the USSR there 1.' g,. no gOSS1.·n,
- 1:' no sexual shame or al and e'
i·""
"f
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Naomi Mitchiso~ to John B Torrance, on Carradale and politics, 'Sunday 23rd, [April
1944] Jmpenal War Museum, Department of Documents, Mitchison Papers
Car-r ade Le none
Car1'8da.le
C3.rn~b~~1 tosn
\,
Dear Comrade
Whet!' you rang up asking mI., to atliAnd,it wa. terri bl,y . bard no t, to say
lel$ at OnO[1. For my own sake as lD,u9b 8.,' fO'l' your' s , I am trying to vlri t.e
and'SLlj honestl;, why I llavk-ii.to Bayno.·;,· ,
. II'iratl po.l.1tically I Hitl no~ su-r'ewhether;! wou.. cl evcr b..~ n. gc'od or t.n-
-odex Labour' Party woman, YQu.sefi" Itll1.nk.~tlot 01' pur }"la.rty J.p,a';f,r:.1
are.dreadtt.<,l.,1y stupic,t 8..tf4" l,lncon,v,iJlciil£U,I;.jU'. t; don't 1'"t(1 t;ltl1 L; 1 o uld
love, .honoue anr.1o·bey them1"n tht'!"way t:hti ..t:·,illll:M.P. :iWO ,ac:ceopt·;.;ttl', P~rtj
wtlip must do.J. don ! tthink tll&t ;'thf~.fj,';'!lJ(' t!1ing', are f'undame[i tAlly ilIl-
-port-ant. 'll1i~ tbing that. I suppose 1. oal'~ a,po~t rElall~' is d'Jl7l()CrHcyt
peopl :aurudng tlleir own 11Vl!ls'1n thE1il" O\'ill ..'ay. I, very nn.ch doub t '.
wtlether '~;arllamentliry represen~atlori wi.thin 0:, '4~1;!1'>,l.a.rg8 ar ea whicCi is,
aotually run by a cOlllbinaUcn of (j~vita,ll:;lt$"unci LUl'~auoX'~ ts, :LS u.ufth1ng
near; ,d,mo:cracy..In ,fact. I doubt Whflthtl:rdf.lni~e:rl.l.ey is J;os::.lbl(~ f?X(;~,tr,t 1n
a 1lI.ucb~ma;ller area. and. atter thl~ oompl'ete ur~\ak-Up, bo tb 01' the oapl talltm
&:rL~ 01' th" bu:teJiucracy. . r don tt, th1tJ.k 6E':!moci'.ac:y1S GO:Itpa:t1 bl ",e 1 t.tl 1'1' \" t tt).
et'f1cien.<;yor with. punctu8.11ty .and, sav1rlg of: tilf;0. Equally I don It tllit.k
either or 'these things matter V01,'Y much. Bu.t chi?, LabeL-I" f;artf waulr3 b:',
horrit'ie·:i at th.~ thought that ltro1gr,t;'s1.,a;,.nd·jfo,:· all lneffich,{it ~j)vi 1.Jn-
-punotual, world, which is what I want • 1n t~B'1nterests of human h&.p1-
-nea~. 1tq'e.al1J 1 I:l,ln qUi tesurei t d.oesn I t ~~atIY wunt to br(;,ak bll:t.":JliU-
-craer, whatever it may say ab¢\.l·toapltll*im,. I·lve bad tinOUeh orrllrtary
electoral expedence to knowtna-t damn;t,f:'!'II' 'Labour people are revohl t1oT'lH!'Y. I
I 1'hey arc afraid. of ohange.. I'm .!lot. 'Th~Y·w~.n t a l·"gulf.Il:'d1 vi l'rr.H~1 tl?<:
Co~ol.lnn(l a peao,~.rul '~·1~age by ;tht~ CiNlstdo •. t don'tl L want to·make
t-lcople take resyonsi bill ty, andttH~ iDlPQ.r:tp~l 'G. v{Ol"d :+5 ;,jUla.~e I, • lY.ost ,pqople
arE;ltoo 1a2;1 1111;1tildd. Butdemo,cracy m1)$ t; s CaI'1,; in trw nOllle - WI 1t~l
respll'lslbll1 tl, choioe and freedOfIJ e>( th(\ught for.' tbe. c1l11J.l·W~- !'nllS t. (,~1
on to the school, .the factory anl~ the v111ag.'," '!'hf.7nbuildup i l.' y'ou l:1.l{t>.
But it's n;:·t goOcl enOl,;~ll having a. centt'Cll pliiin and. d":·legCl..Ll(.~ sm~\1~th1ngs
L(j)small bodies; chat;. the wreng way ,rounu. Yet the otner WU-l cd :ltwill
onl.icollie £LIter a brf:.ak up, ~ revollj tien.
. Again, and on ttJ Shll!e 8I'ound!;, r am Q n6.tiona.llst. I think l)coth.n,::1
is Just not too lb.rge fOl' oerte.:Ln ltiadsofo;figa.n lsatlon. Gl'E;.!~ll, j:,.1.:'1 L~\in i:;
too large. 1hu Ls.boc.r Ptn'ty:re'ally thi:nKS~n' terms of the industrial roi1:-
-land~ and north and London. ·rli.:,ir policy, abQu t. Scotland 1~~.fJ5 unconvlno-
-ing as their pollcy about revolution of~causeequall.i· trley don't believe
in it, In a way, 'lOlD J'ohnston is one ofthlo; VIUj few LafJ01.H' Pi:irt~'
high-ups I hav·?' any use for, ,because at lell8t he;'! ap!)eara to b(lieVe in
Gcotland. . ,
Secondly: I don It kno,.any t:.hi,n.gabout Dundee industries. I do know,
and at first hand, about two industria's (ne! ,her of ",hien 1nl,(!l"-=:i;' ttl'S'
Labour Parl.Y roUC!"I!), ral'nll!l~ and l'1stLin'g '_ i.Ludring-net f'1s.tlin", at tiJ::tt:,
I can m~"Cl of mr.~~ LiFor I, '~!.l;en,he ....a;.i, w~?l·h.t},l~ ..pn sewer ~~Hh:~. sai i. o~ Liia t
he 'coulG [:lll'.i:lYs t\j.ll r.. J...IU1ll1f!Jesnwen l'.rtiil; {flV.'oLter by \.,{,/.; small of Ol·Ii(l!~es.
lIly exper1lmc., or ir.tiustr,v- 15 r(~allj' c1!ly from BlrJlllngho.(!J, un'~ tlil~t not
flrst hand, as Ilii farwing is.
'l'hese tnen are two reasons 1'11:1)1 I ,dt')Yl' 1., think ~~cu \'Ioul'l wunt. !W,. I
rlouli~ only add tlw t I tHtJ Qui ~c' 0 g(lmi }Il&. ifor!'.! liar, bu t reall;,' I'tn too
old t01 lC:Hge-:.,cale lying! ow;:: d06S),t or,l$ too e,,;silj 1!1 politics, ll~lt
it's not goo\.! fm' Nles~lf or ~nyoni::J elSf1. An,';, verl av.kward Ij,Li',n b tldng
gets too much for Oile and out one cowes witb t.he truthl
1hun t,)I.:re is perhaps another set 01' r,·asons; it' i;jOllieonf.> 1s e. ,. 6robc!'
of Parliament the only really u5&ful thing they do, as t~ as I ChD see, is
comuli t Le.e work. F'OL ti'lis ,and with the paper complica t:!.OI1S wl'll (;i'j r!I€L){8 nil
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leg1slatioi! so difficult for the ordinary p~r8on and so bs.fflin.g - mc,re
.::specially· on the f1nancial side ... you bs,ve to bE.:aou.eone 'fI[lO Ls gooli. &t .i
dc;a.Llng with things on paper and understanding at once: what they ar e abot t~;
The fact tl'la(; this 115 so, 13 ano ther a:cgvment against cen1;.l'aLsc:..tion 1'.;, d
for genuine (1netflctent arHi:time ...wastit1g) q.emocrao,Y. HOVI I !nl.OY'I(lu1 Le
well that I'm no gao1.at this; whon I ae~ statistics r simply blistlB~
I can deal witt} peopLe j I am b(1~!nnl~.~ to .pf:l,~ple,.to /Hal·witi:1 lund. But'
I C!f.n't_dPCil with p~.ipert ~i.'he oth'~.l· Phrl.iii'uicnt:.li.ry businGs~of muking s}Jeecti-
_esl.\.l1d .flll th'it· is comp~U'a.tiv(~lyeu8'y but nu"; vet'~' important r-ea LLy ,
'Xllough the tl'lOUgflt of sitting on or.Ltl'$ b~c~(f3id;;.:lu·'j·;estmL.!1ter l1sLenlr~g
to the average spe~ch.is something whloh.!il.ls (11~ with h04'l'or. .
.. I Just ,"IOJ! 't think that 1 sh('lul.dc~an (iis::lett6 ~..ocitlll sm if .L triet'J.
to flo something which r know. I cou Ldn It do .well. On ttlt'; otj,l':r ll~uil,.roy
huSband, whoJi>s a barrillter and 1):iiS.(lpnE;t.~~;t"eatih:al ~)f 'pL~)er W(Il.'.r. ,for
val."iclus pLanai.ug and soc.ialis 1:; PU:VPOSE!!!;,. is:, Elxtl"·;.roelf gond a t, d,·.:c:llini_; wi th
t.nese tldngs. !,r~el that;.! shvulli be .:loinSl'lIc,re rOI'~volu.ltsm i~ r.H'llp-
...lUg to ~et h1Ju'IIn~, PaI·l1.aUl~nt if ,US r think. ra~~1s goin!!: tu ;;_I·t.;and if(
again, than by stmdin.g myself." y~u wi>l ttl'll.)'\\', I tm uur~~:, tn~.t. IllOS~ oon-
-st1tuencies (land boLh Q husbanil and. wire) kf\.cking tilOICI in tlll~~••,....nt~j - 01'
skbtl .,; b(:~for'~ they will wake up su!fici.'::ntlI to go .t:.o trJ'~ poll. ·...'llis
iBn It WArd. f'i.'lmale timid! ty uncl dep~lldetlce otl lffj pa~·t, 1'01' I love a rlgJit
and ~. love d(')ing th1ntl5 em my own,. '~\,lt it 1~ so~ialist ri::.":.lif~m.
. ni(~ Ot;.hItlL· reasen at thelTiOIHetlt 15. sh(~relaciC of time. I ~m doing any-
-thing fromthirt,y to s1xtr hou):"s [l,~i:(1~:k.... d~.pf)ndln~ on L11€ :;IIli'l$Oli Ul1d
we,. thel', of. aI'uuoUS and taiI!l',1 a.kl11e(lIPl:j.n~!'ll wvrk, vGiri bd bJ bouts of'
t'Ol'(ti fil,Ung,teleph'.4dng a,nd: Ill.~k~ir~o~.".~.i~~I!.l' J(ar...tiIllE: 1'af'mi~1ii!. necI:s:.;i l;'lU:.1
Spru~tiloes 1-. QOlil9 ~n from w(lrk ana.hav!Z! liO .ilO· stra ;,ght to tb~", itl tchen ,.lnd
cook. At the end of the war th1ngs'will b~i eas:t.er~. but WE; S(,cl~.L st/~ll .
hav" to Kf:HP up our· (io['etilg':l ctal'atl.le lC:1Ilri for food. gJ."o~dng. 1t ..:,11 1lJ'::"l;m~;
that I have little tinjc to 're~dorevonw~'ite ~nd .ce.nr.ct In:.::p C'~bI'eus.t of
at't'airs lt1 the wlllt:.hat ~ prospec.til(E: c!Lndlda.te should. I l1av(·. also, ror
ttH:: last year and Q.quat:tex·, kepto"pen tIO\.tS'f:\ for t,r"f: Fl'e,· E'rr;oC::1j t,b.\.s.,
'!las been extr(~m·.ly :.ntel'estlilg t.ndhlis put me into possess "on 01 ~j. lol. 01
1nfottmatiol'l. about· Ga.ulll~t aw:l.revolu tionary Fr~qCI::I, hu t. 1\., V;(l~·::'Pi lot
ot" time and energy. Of course on the Lor' of tills 1 118.V(.filJ', cl1ihlr~n, and
a grand-ohill} whom I om temjlor,\ril,y lookir:g art~lr, ;'.,,:t I,: !;i>(~1:~k0 i ""numbEr
. ot Highland friends 'Nho look t.o m(~ fin!'! to the "Big Hous.el! f01' help and
couns~.l now, and take me for gra.nted £\s tlv~h' eomrl;t6~i, jUgi' a~ I \,c()l:~ .
tc<l{ it for,':';lnted trIa\:. if· I ha.d eomm1t.':·ed·a 1nurder, sal, aiq ()n,: ,-,r ttd;~rn
wl,uld. shelter me and lie for me~ 3:O.d LrH:!td.th S1J('·ce:'s.
In conclusbn, I would only I?a~' that r .thank '10,) f'or asking iJlt~ and teel
it a great honour. Please rem'jIliber ro~ vr:~ry )f.in':Uy tCl John f,t:r.';·.·.e}l(~.f, who
iS&n old tri end. \',1shin~ you all .eucc ('::5~: •
..--. _--_ ..
\'
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Naomi Mitchison to Neil Gunn, on his novel The Green Isle of the Great Deep (1944)
(31 May 1944), transcript, NLS Ace. 5813
You are a queer devil, Neil, you're the only writer 1 know of that never writes the
same book twice. When everyone is saying, why don't you write another nice book
like your last or your last but one, you say yess ... in that maddening Highland way
and pay no attention at all. Who at all would have guessed that this was in the next
layer to the Serpent? This isn't to say that 1don't see why you shouldn't, in fact you're
dead right for the moment one repeats the thing is dead. But one starts with having to
readjust towards this whatever it is, Neil Gunn. Which in a way is great fun, but - Do
you ever feel with a book, sometimes by an author you've never met or even heard of
before, this book was written for me? 1 feel awfully with the Green Land and 1keep
wondering how many people are going to get it. It certainly isn't for the same
audience that you appear to have been writing for earlier (I say appear advisedly,
because the most unexpected do read you). 1don't expect I've got it entirely on a first
reading, indeed that's not likely, and I don't know whether, for instance, Merk and
Axle - Axel? - are other people. And I don't know if your girl is a girl I met at a party
at the Soviet Embassy and she looked at us all the time as if we weren't real but rather
frightening kind of images. But you've laid down a challenge which I feel bound to
take up. I think first, all the same, I ought to say what you no doubt know already, that
it's a damn good piece of writing. You are amazingly good at describing the pleasures
of the senses, particularly eating. It wouldn't surprise me, though if you thought eating
as slightly wicked - somewhere far back in your mind no doubt, And it's full of the
loveliest winged bits.
But is it in effect the anarchist case. Now in so far as it is saying: power
corrupts, that's fine. I think it also says purely intellectual power corrupts, the worst
thing is the power of the bureaucrat, the planner at the head quarters. And you are
completely contemptuous of the idea that anything can be planned "from the bottom
up". Well, it seems to me that it's got to be, and very largely has been, and where the
Communist party has failed, the thing should not be a secret society but open prodders
- liable to be bumped off if they annoy people too much. And all the big people.
especially Lenin, knew that they themselves couldn't plan alone or with an elite, they
had to have the "correct contact with the masses!" which is as real a thing as direct
contact with the mystic - or the electric cable. There is a good deal of this in a recent
Penguin Soviet Light on the Colonies, some of it very applicable to Scotland. You
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won't read it I suppose? In war this bloody centralising is probably inevitable, but you
don't get a Red Army made up of people whose souls have been killed or are in
process of being killed.
I think they probably have killed the soul considerably in Germany and town
people go, for the reasons you suggest, more easily than country people. But I think
we'd better all go to Russia after the war and have a look at some fishing co-
operatives.
The thing is, you've got to have something as strong as the Communist Party
to stand up to the other side, even in the Highlands. Here are all your grand anarchists,
the civilised peasants, the men like my Denny Macintosh here who have a kind of
gentleness and nobility that makes one feel one would die to defend it, and they are at
the mercy of capitalism and are quite incapable of not being crushed, for the old shifts
won't serve.
The economic basis would be changed under them, while they are busy
poaching a salmon and they won't be able to evade change, and the old delights will
cease to seem worthwhile. Here now is Carradale which is a step nearer Glasgow than
Clachdrum - but that only a matter of a generation or so. Now it is all disintegrating,
not because of the pressure of totalitarian war (the boys would probably have left
anyhow as there are no houses for them, and in general they are rather prosperous) but
because of the pressure of the values of good old Liberal competitive capitalist - of
course turning rapidly towards monopoly capitalism, as they'll find a few more of
them have sold their boats (I saw you had a bit about that in the Record). Their
women aren't like Highland Mary, at least ninety per cent of them aren't, They don't
have generous impulses, they are out to grab every little advantage like the girls who
get the boys in the strip advertisements.
Underneath, but getting increasingly deep under, there is the remains of the
other standard of value, but I see no change Neil, none, of that surviving without a
revolution. If we could organise Carradale with a soviet (or call it anything else the
name doesn't matter), making people take responsibility and run their own lives which
is the beginning of democracy, and discussing every kind of thing with some chance
of being effective, then the place would come alive. Just now the farmers are all co-
operating more or less - more since we had the big thresher which meant working in a
team - but after the war are we to go back to bargaining and cheating and struggling
for points? Can't we be allowed to be the servants of the community, giving the best
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we can grow, not having to think of everything in cash terms? We can't be as things
are. There's been a correspondence in the Scottish Farmer lately, about how lovely it
is to be a crofter, such a good life for the children and all that - fine so long as
crafting is subsidised! But it isn't real. We've got to get capitalism off our backs, and I
don't see how we can do it by just being anarchists. The individual may, but what's the
good of being free if our neighbours whom we love aren't free? And how can we
defeat capitalism except by some weapon such as the communist party.
I suppose I must remind you again that I'm not a communist. I may be yet, but
I don't for various reasons care for the party in this country. Perhaps I'm wrong
though, I take it that most paradises have taken sides, according to the general
condition of things, and have put in God (those that did) on the side they held with.
The Republic. The Paradiso. That place of Kilmenny's [sic]. Brave New World. The
Castle. The Wild Goose Chase. Oh well, you've put yourself in for it!
Does this letter mean anything at all? I've had time to write at length because
I've had a dose of the kind of gastric flu that has been going about here, but equally I
feel as if I'd been put through the mangle or maybe I'm writing extra stupidly. I don't
suppose for a moment you'll be in Glasgow between 24th and 27th of this month?
I've had rather to stop writing for the moment. There is the hell and all of a lot
to do on the farm and I'm very shorthanded in the house too, and it's hard to use the
mind at all when one has had both outside and inside manual work to do. And with it
all I seem to have lost contact in the place rather badly. If I was a man I could go and
have a drink with the other men but it is no solace to me at all to go to an evening
service with the women. Quite the opposite in fact!
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Doris Lessing to Naomi Mitchison on Return to the Fairy Hill (1966)
(28 May 65) NLS TD2980 2/8
60 Charrington St.
N.W. 1
28th May. 65
Dearest Naomi,
Well, I've now read your book.
Itm going t~ say what I really think, because
what else can one do, but my dear Naomi, it seems to me
perhaps you shouldn't have given it to me, because
I don't believe wh.a t; I think is what you want to hear.
Look: If one has a deep p'ersonal
~experience, and writes about it, one can one of two
'\things: write the truth, or make up a novel, which
latter course has the advantage of making it possible
to use II tru+;h11 as one like s • But one can't write
a personal book, and the whole point and esse~ce of
this one is that it is about a deep personal experience,
and begin it with a protestation (paae one of foreword'
about trying to write only the truth, when you know
Ci.ui-+ e well you hav': not.
Ny advice to you is to put this av,ay
for five years, by which time you will un:lers+and what
~really happeried to you, and ,l\write the real truth.
Really ~ersonal and true, as you really felt it.
The deepest and most personal emotions become impersonal,
and 'th er-ef o r-e t:C'\.J.e and vat~able ::'or otber people, b a oa.uee
we are not ~s u~like aach ether as we like to thi~k;
we are ~ot these u~ique and remar~able individuals; and
we can be Quite sure that our deepe~t and most powerful
emotions a re not ours alone, but other peoplef!;,,,rw-O,
for whom we express them: pa::·t:i cuLar Ly i:f 't~e are
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*uiters and by defini~~n tuned in to othar peop~e. l
If you ~'lrotea rea~ly tr.uthful book about
your emotions for the tribe, Linchwe, Africa, it might
be painful for yourself and other people aut at least
you w ouLd be learning about youy.'self,other people
wo~ld be learning about themselves, and you would
be doing your'job as "clerc". You broueht in this
w or-d, and forgive me. but it seems to me intolerably
hypocritical that you should, in the circumstanees.
Which leads me on to: of course you
are ££! hypocritical. But this book gives an
impression of hypocr~cacy or naivety, because you are
a woman of 67, ~X mother many times, grandmother,
wife, town councillor, and, much experienced - I'm sayQ1ng
"t-his deliberately, spelling it out, because JOU want to
have it both ways. You aren't a "bull calf". If you
have a soft naive nose, then you have no business to have
one. I repeat that you are all the thin~s I~ve
n~stily listed above; and you have had the most
extensive and expensive eiucation available anywhere
in the wo z-Ld; and you have been all your life e. member
of the British ruling class.
You have written a book which can only
~trike people as dishonest or naive? Which?
To take an example~ page 34 of Return to
Fairy Hill, the paragraph about Linche Kxxkx a~d his
girl, ending nSurel~T it is right to "lant that'?"
Please eead it again. You are defending yourself
~gainst something. What?
Peo~le readinR this book will put it down
thie is a woman in love with a young man
who a.p pa;~~-::.tl·ie no i av are that sne is. Beca.use
anyone of the 1ittle "Elanf!,eroua" rama r-ka taken
separately mea~ ,.;.o":hing,but pu' toge.ther, a.nd taken
',"j th The e:'l:otiorlalismof the book, they add Ulp to
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that.
A few people will read it and say: this . lJ.s a woman
who has had a deep religious experience ~ad is not
aware that she has ~ad one.
My dear Naomi, if you have a deep need to
worship, which clearly you have, you should not be
worshipping a young man, Chief or no Chief, Prince or
Mo pri.r:.ce. "The word made flesh? II liThe word made
God" "The Cli:tyof Gad. It? To whom are you really
writing this love letter?
If you reply, that you are aware that it has been,
is,a religious experience, witness your references to
the state of grace etc., then please ask yourself,
and perhaps not only on your behalf but others, what
is the state of grace that follows on being in love?
~. :-:.
And who is one in love with? ~
~ \~In your case, it ;pr __~~ a highly-gifted
and unusual young man, who happens to be chief
of an African tribe. But my dear Naomi, K.~X±
he is llQi anything more. And it seems to me
bad for you and bad for him too, to do this to him.
Which brings me on to: it seems to me
wrong of you to put this weight on these people.
Face to face yes; "eye to eye II yes; in letters
yes. But to write in a book for all to read that
after so much trust and personal love has been shown
you, tha~ YOU sit around in London thinkin~ that they
are usi~g you for what you can do fo~ them, and your
money, well this seems to me a really bad disloyalty.
I'd feel it badly.
You know as well as I do, that in
any relations between white and black people this is
there and has to be - they use us. Of course.
We are the forturate of the world, and therefore
the urf o r-sra.ate use US. But one d':esn'·t complain about
it, or not outside personal friendship or a~ong people
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who understand.
the tribe, they
Of Course on one level ~ith r~Xa%±~K.
"use" you. Why not? You have askld for it
and invited it. But on another level they love you.
Surely one shouldn't write this kind of thing unless
one is being truthful about ever~lthing else, when it
bec~mes explicable. This whole passage, and others like
it, are Written by a woman in love whose lover hasn't
vlrit"1ento her. YOU}shouldn't get thp.t""othinp;s
confused.
If you don't ",rantto put the book aside,
then I really do think you ought to go through and
cut very drastically all the parsoral bits. The parts about
the tribe, about Bechuanaland, all the pra~tical
parts, are marvellous and useful. Only you are in
a position to write them. And they would do good
for Africa and for th~ tribe. But I really do
rhink that these parts, the useful and practical
and explaining bits, will be badly damaged by the
others.
In detail: suggestions.
You don't explain what is very cohfusing to
people who don't know Africa, the different uses of
words like B~kgatla, Kglatla etc. etc. Its like
Barmt6eland: Losi, Silosi, Malosi, etc. But
this should be explained. A footnote perhaps?
pase 29. (I'm now going through notes
I made as I read the book) "to-tElll,:rcommitted to this
y oung man. 11 You ar'an't totally committed. You
have a life in ~ngland and Scntland. If you had to
make a choice between Linche and one of your
child~en'3 being ill or dying, wha' would you do?
~Anyway, that word commitmert is a vary
silly \'~Ord. It doesn't mean anything.
A~.';brough the book, v orde like "rna dLy "
"madly in Lcve" "madly i:rri.t.q,1i:'~." . Tht.se."~ dated
(t \ .Q./".I':\~~ "
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slang wor~, and always accompanies emotions; like
"lovely old sex". You can't '_"rite an emo+d or.aL boA
like this and then disin.ict emotioral words.
All through the book personal references
that mean nothing to the general reader.
pa'i:e87. "talked to Joan. II Ref er-errcoe to' your
~~~ . '
child re n That the reader ...ron 't ~. Either explain
e,
who they are, or- leave them out. "So'dihbycheque".
1\
What Sotheboy cheque? Why? In British museum
;i<.
r~ference to some old love affair. What its doing
there anyway? If its going to be in, explain it,
if not, cut it out.
Fage lOlo "one of the best straight writers"
etc. Look, we should ±± leave it to other people
to say this sort of thing. If we find ourselves
thinking: "I'm the best" then it seeme to me
not a thought we should be proud of. This whole
thing is a product of this r.a. st;; competi tive society
which we say we don't like and a product of the
in-and-out game ~.,hichis much better ignored. If one
has wri tten good books, EO one ra or later one will
get the credit for them. If not, not. And I
think you shoulf leave out references to the
other book, the nov8+ too. It sounds as i:fyou
youra:n; selling it~ This is the job of :!2l!XX publisher's
sales department.
A.bout the poems: I t~ink you should have
second thoughts about them. Pa:~,ticularl,Jthe
pe:rsonal ones.
The trouble with this book that is full
of very good stuff which no one elsa could write,
n~r is any o~~ else likely to, b~cause t~ey have~'t
had your expe"ience.
Which is why you shouldn't ~ut it aside
al to,;:::-;tnar.
6ouldl1't you possibly bri~g you~salf to
s .::;,} ita s t ~,r0 boo ks: ? Onet,,; r itt e c f::.~orn t:;, e ;")0 j, n t of
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view ~of a woma~ who has eeen acceptad as the motlier
of a t~ibe, with all the information in it about the
t:!'ibe thetis tb.e..e, and all your pz-ac+.i cal kriow Le dge
i1 it? And the other, put axs:x aside to write when
you can be honest?
If I w eze your spiri tual adviser, dearest
Naomi, I'd tell you to put your personal responsibilities
and your household and your husband and your chil.ren
and everything else aside; and to go up into a high
mountain; and to ask ycur-eLf what in fact h.as happened
to you OV3r the past two or three years. Because
it is not that you have :fallen in lOVG with a nice,
intelligent, eiTted young black man.
.. -.
Much love.
Forgive me if this hurts.
Love from Peter who haa
Q....
just blown in'out. And from Jenny.
!l
..
?
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Doris Lessing to Helen Lloyd, on Return to the Fairy Hill correspondence
(11 April 2005), Private Collection
24 Gondar Gardens, London N W 6 IHG
11th April 2005
Dear Helen Lloyd
,. les do use it.
I have to say that after all this time it is hard to
remember what it was all about. I am somewhat troubled by my telling
Naomi that she had a religious experience. It does sound somewhat
pretentious. She was in love with Linc~ for years. lhir enough •...
'vie all know tho.t when we are in love we believe - and are - in sometimes
amazing st~tes of mind. But Naomi was
ana~~}~i was letting the side down.
the true. I am now pretty amaaad at
of tha t gener~tion when not to be
What side? T e good, the right,
. . atheist Lnc i letel11ng th1s ~t-on-pr nC1p
that she had a religious experience.
Good wishes
Doris Le,sing
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Mitchison, Naomi, Page from handwritten notebook (?1962-3)
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Centre, University of Texas
'Scotland: notes, Ams 26pp in notebook'
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Mitchison, Naomi, Directive reply 27.2.90 (M380),
Mass-Observation Archive, University of Sussex
I" , .... '\
+
m3~O<, .JC~\
• / j (}--'1/\_ "h..(
I have two environments, one Lonuon , another ccuntry , I am actually writir:'ga
book about the "gentry" tuning to "traue" in the eighteerrthcen ury. r.fueclass
idea perhaps exists in the very top (thoughmaybe some royal.veudLngs are pulling' it"",
about) and the v.;;rybottom at the stage when people have 10s'I;hope of any change.
My mother would never have accepted being IImiddluclass". My father was very
un-class (though there were Li.tLe tags of upper cLaaaiehneaa hanging on)
I suppose my family would call themselv_B mid Ie class, except in the moments
when they call themselves (politically) working class. vfuenI am·in th country
I tend to be the "good landlord", who can beasked for things, herp with local
a.ffairs and can be bothered at any hour of trl.eday. Class ian't quite the worci•
.r'erhapsthe old word intelligentsia might help'?
The people I like best have various accents. My g and children started with
ilnpleasant London accen s from school, but I think London is ugly sounding, though
the voices I hear when I HIll buying food in the market, are mostly nice, with quite
a bit of west Indian accent. .L like Birmingham and Welsh and indeed most of the
real dialects, especially the north country ones. The problGm about school London
which most of my grandchildren etarteu with is a kind of whine in it.
I don't really fuss much over s{Jcialstatus. It ,would be inappro1jriate for
a writer, as it wouhlt,be for a painter.
,I. don't find tha sort of thing embara!'siftg,or insecure. I don't orosI:)streets
What kind of teaoher? (I have I~n fin top teaohers in.Ea ton, lawyers
l'-71..4c QlIw
a.t all stages, A few of my most lov d friends have een journalists. A good journ-
_alist is tops and far from class. Same with doctors) Am more doubtful about pop
stars and accountants • • • I like anyone who is doing a good job; we are equals.
What lawyer?
Into the bus - I quit~ often deliberately sit next to someone who is "co.coured"
and. try for a oonversation or even an exchange of greeting. I would avoill.a smoker
or a drinker or two ohildren unaer three • • •
I regularly see Batswana , often see friends from J.nuiaOJ' Bang.La neeh or Jordan.
1 think I audap t myself a bit wi th all of them, but so one does when meeting with
the whitest of whites. I feel a difficulty with \;erma.ns,which I try to get rid of,
a.lso with Israelites, though not with .Jewsas such. I am all for mixed marriages.
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All the churches I know about are v ry good and non racist. 80 is the clinic
the doc~ors in it.an
Bri.ish society does not give equa.lopportunities. 'rnatis one reason why I axt
a I do. I think that at this momen~ monarchy is a useful thing, and I ~hink most
of the royals do a good job. A great pity they don't always do 60. (.fuebad ones
need to be abolished.
Of course I am against uniformity. After all I am a Scot. I don't f.el British.
But I think that labelling sets of people with virtues and vices is rath r silly.
AS a writer, of course, I like to swim i~as many pooLs as possible. I think most
artists, whatever their art, are bound to move allover the socia.Linstitutions
and customs.
Ho, ther is not eq_ualopportunity. But 1 think a few sensible Royals are
quit-e a useful thir;g to have, e.specially as a balance agaaris i poli,.ifians and the
very_rich minority.- I don't think one should havr too many uniformities in any society, including
lanuage• We don't all want to spa~ like televion people. You know, I could
a.rgue on both sides over most of yoi..rsuggestions! It mus"thave been good fun to
set and I hope to read!
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